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The people of the municipio 'county' of Cuajinicuilapa

in the Mexican state of Guerrero are among the few groups in

Mexico that are of identifiably African origin. The Spanish

they speak has striking similarities to that of other

African-derived groups living in and along the coast of the

Caribbean and the Gulf of Mexico. The linguistic

correspondences between Afro-Mexicans of the Pacific coast

and Afro-Hispanic groups living in the circum-Caribbean has

led some researchers, notably the linguist German de Granda,

to hypothesize that an original language, derived from a

Portuguese-based pidgin brought to the Americas by west

African slaves, underlies the Spanish spoken by Afro-

Hispanics in this hemisphere. The present study adduces

linguistic, ethnographic and historical evidence in order to

test Granda 's hypothesis.
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The study examines the process of pidgin and Creole

language formation and notes those features that have been

identified with the Afro-Iberian speech, beginning with

early attestations from the Portuguese theatre and

continuing with later manifestations of "black" language in

Spanish and Mexican literature. A critical examination of

the primary historical record used to support the presence

of a pidginized or creolized speech reveals that such a

language was found only among a comparatively small number

of Africans and thus probably did not constitute a

widespread substratum for the later acquisition of local

varieties of Spanish. The psychological and physical

traumas of slavery also impeded the acquisition of European

language.

The history of slavery in Mexico and the socio-

linguistic conditions there indicate that Africans were

subjected to early pressure to assimilate linguistically

and, further, that there are few records of Africanized

Spanish in Mexico.

The data recorded on-site show some morphophonological

patterns of likely African origin have been retained in the

local speech. The study nevertheless concludes that the

evidence is insufficient to posit an earlier underlying

Afro-Portuguese basilectal speech: the speech of the

municipio has been defined by interaction with indigenous

people and with south Mexican Spanish.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Lengua y sociedad, linguistica e historia
son entidades por completo inseparables:
son las dos caras indivisibles de esa moneda
de oro puro que es la vieja y noble filologia.—Juan M. Lope Blanch

Mexican Spanish

The study of the Spanish spoken in Mexico has produced

a body of dialectological information that until recent

years was fairly thin (Lope Blanch 1991), but has burgeoned

noticeably in the past quarter century. An inspection of

the pertinent literature reveals in the first place that

Mexican Spanish is hardly a monolithic entity. Although the

concept of Mexican Spanish may first bring to mind

(especially in the United States) the characteristic "sing-

song" intonations of northern Mexico, a clear-eyed and

attentive examination of the linguistic realities of a

country as diverse as Mexico will quickly dispel the notion

of a homogeneous national speech: indeed, one might almost

refer to the "Spanishes" spoken in Mexico. This is not to

say that there is no standard variety of Spanish in Mexico

or that there are no common characteristics of Spanish in

Mexico (Lipski 1994a:279). In fact, the norma culta

'educated standard' of Mexico City and other urban centers

has been described, after Castilian Spanish, as "probably

1
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the most prestigious variety of the Spanish-speaking world,

and certainly the most reputable in the Latin American

subcontinent" (Hidalgo 1996:68).

While studies of the norma culta and urban speech in

general have yielded important contributions to the

knowledge of the Mexican linguistic landscape, they have

historically also dominated Mexican dialectology. The

varieties of Spanish spoken in the more remote and

marginalized areas have only rarely received the same

careful attention as urban dialects. To illustrate, of the

346 entries related to Mexican Spanish in a recent

bibliographical survey (Fulk 1993a, 1993b), we find only 48

entries (14%) dedicated to studies of regional varieties,

and of those 48 entries, more than half (25) concern the

speech of the Yucatan peninsula. 1 In that same

bibliographical survey, the states of Chihuahua and Tabasco

show the most number of studies (after the Yucatan's 25)

with only four each, followed by three entries relating to

Oaxaca

.

The dearth of studies bearing on other regional speech

varieties does not indicate, of course, that they are less

worthy of description and study. Rather, the greater number

of Yucatecan studies reflects the extraordinarily rich

linguistic atmosphere of that peninsula and, in particular,

the fascination it holds for one author. The Atlas

Linauistico de Mexico (Lope Blanch, Alcala Alba et al. 1990)
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is an impressive effort to redress some of the imbalances in

Mexican dialect studies. Conceived of in 1965, the atlas

project was developed by Lope Blanch and a core group of

five researchers. After completing pilot studies, teams of

two to three fieldworkers visited 193 localities across

Mexico, including each of the state capitals, over the

course of 15 years. The number of sites surveyed within a

region depended essentially on its population: simply put,

for sparsely inhabited areas (e.g. the northern deserts,

parts of Quintana Roo), there are fewer points included than

for more populous zones. At each location, the teams

interviewed seven informants; typically, four of them were

tape-recorded and three were asked to respond to a

guestionnaire instrument (Lope Blanch 1991:158-63). The

results of this project are still being published, but have

already begun to elucidate the linguistic geography of

Mexico in a way heretofore impossible. Indeed, previous

delineations of Mexican dialect zones have almost always

relied on the suggestions first made by the renowned

Dominican philologist Henriguez Urena in 1921 (g.v.), who

proposed six broad regions:

(1) North (consisting of Baja California, Sonora,

Sinaloa, Chihuahua, Durango, Coahuila, Nuevo Leon, most of

Tamaulipas)

;

(2) Central (Mexico state, Puebla, Tlaxcala, Hidalgo,

Queretaro, Guanajuato, San Luis Potosi, Aguascalientes,



Zacatecas, Michoacan, the Veracruzan highlands, the national
capital [Mexico, D. F. J and the related subgroup of Jalisco,
Colima and Nayarit);

(3) Gulf coast (Tabasco, Campeche, the lowlands of
Veracruz and a part of Tamaulipas);

(4) South (Morelos, Guerrero and Oaxaca);

(5) Yucatan (Yucatan and Quintana Roo); and

(6) Chiapas (linguistically a part of Central American
[Guatemalan] Spanish).

Although this classification has been useful as a
heuristic, Henrique* ureha made his distinctions based on
incomplete and somewhat asystematic data as well as on his
own intuition (Lope Blanch 1991:156), and it has become
olear that some possible relationships bear closer
examination.

GUU Co^t Mfl -Whrrn BttUla CMlt 8 i ,1,

The classification of the speech of Guerrero, Oaxaca
and Morelos as a unit in Henrfguez Urena's vision misses
some essential connections with the speech of the Gulf
coast, specifically, the speech of the states of Veracruz
Tabasco and campeche share phonetic features with varieties
of southern Pacific coast Spanish in oaxaca and Guerrero
These similarities (e.g. weakening of syllable-final /s/
velarization of „ord-fl„al /n/ , sone neutralization of /I/
and /r/> are noted in Lipski

, 1994a); Lope ^^ ^^
also notes some phonological and lexical similarities
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between the two coasts. The Isthmus of Tehuantepec—where

the Gulf and Pacific coasts narrow to form a "waist" only

approximately 200 kilometers (120 miles) wide—may provide a

geographic and historical link between the two lowland

varieties.

It is the potential links between the Gulf coast

variety and southern Pacific coast speech that partially

motivate this study. On the Gulf coast, the port of

Veracruz was the point of entry for thousands— i.e. the

overwhelming majority—of African slaves who were forced to

labor in New Spain. 2 As the trade in humans came to its

eventual end, the town of Campeche, also located on the Gulf

coast, was the last official slaving port. These two ports,

Veracruz to the north and Campeche to the south, form the

lips of a topographic "funnel" directly into the Isthmus of

Tehuantepec, which might well have served as an escape route

for fleeing slaves to make their way to the Pacific coast.

In such a case, which is purely speculative, they would

undoubtedly have brought with them their own distinctive

patterns of speech which have historically been associated

especially with the Caribbean islands of Cuba, Puerto Rico

and the Dominican Republic, and to only a somewhat lesser

degree with the coasts of Venezuela and Colombia.

Calls for Research

The Spanish spoken by Africans and their descendants in

the Americas has been an important focus of dialectological
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research in recent years. Calls for research in this field

date at least as far back as the early 1970s (cf. Granda

1978) and have been frequently reiterated (e.g. Lipski

1989). One of the dangers of investigating "black Spanish"

results from its popularity, especially in the 19th and 20th

centuries, as a literary device. 3 Lipski has noted that

the immense notoriety and popularity of this literary

language "has deflected attention away from the existence of

real cases of black Spanish, not as used by writers and

actors, but as spoken in isolated linguistic enclaves

throughout the Americas and in Africa" (1985a:63).

Indeed, among the least known of Mexico's many

linguistic realities is the speech of its African-derived

populations. The African presence in Mexico as a whole has

historically been minimized, if not ignored or even denied.

The process of mestizaie in Mexico—generally understood as

the intermarriage of European and Amerind peoples, destined

to result in a single national population and identity—has

not been conducive to the recognition and preservation of an

African legacy. This third racial heritage in Mexico has

nevertheless managed to survive in certain areas of the

country, notably along the Gulf of Mexico from Veracruz to

Tabasco and Campeche; and along the Pacific, following the

coast of Guerrero state from Acapulco, tracing a southerly

route just into the neighboring state of Oaxaca, an area

known in its entirety as the Costa Chica. This area,
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specifically the municipio 'county' of Cua jinicuilapa on the

Costa Chica, is one of the few remaining enclaves of

identifiably African origin in Mexico that still has the

potential to shed some light on Spanish as spoken by

Africans and later by their mixed-blood descendants who

continued to live, until relatively recent times, in a state

of near isolation.

Research Purposes and Questions

One of the reasons underlying this study of the Spanish

of the mupjcipjo of Cuajinicuilapa is to seek to fill some

descriptive lacunae. We have seen above that most

descriptions and analyses of Mexican Spanish have

concentrated almost exclusively on urban varieties with some

few forays into more isolated, rural zones. Moreover, the

number of the Afro-Mexican texts extant is extremely small:

the substantial transcriptions appended will augment the

linguistic research materials available for further

investigation. An additional benefit of the appendixes is

that they provide supplementary ethnographic and

anthropological testimony regarding many aspects of life in

the municipio, although they themselves do not refer

explicitly to the speech of the village under study. The

data contained in these texts—which are artifacts of the

linguistic elicitation technigues employed—may be useful to

folklorists, ethnographers and anthropologists in assessing

cultural aspects of mestizaie and assimilation.
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Apart from the interest inherent in the study of any

speech variety, the language of the municipio of

Cuajinicuilapa is important for hypotheses concerning the

origins of a supposedly pan-Afro-Hispanic pidgin or Creole

language. It has been argued, primarily by Granda (1978),

that Africans, upon being enslaved by Europeans, learned a

pidgin Portuguese which they brought with them to the

Americas. This African-influenced Portuguese language would

have served as the substrate upon which acquisition of local

varieties of Spanish would then have taken place. It is

hypothesized that if groups of Africans had lived separately

from Spanish American colonial societies for a substantial

amount of time (such as in the slave refugee communities

known as palengues^ , then it is likely that their speech

would exhibit signs of a divergent, creole-like trajectory

of development, if not evolve into a full-blown Creole

language. In Mexico, such an enclave of Africans was

reported in the Costa Chica in the early years of the 16th

century near Cuajinicuilapa. The second major purpose of

this study, therefore, is to assess the speech of this

municipio to determine if there are any elements present

that would tend to support or disconfirm the hypotheses that

(1) A Portuguese-based pidgin or creole language was

originally spoken by Africans in Mexico;
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(2) A Portuguese-based pidgin or creole language was

originally spoken by Africans in the area currently

encompassed by the municipio of Cua jinicuilapa;

(3) A creole or creole-like 4 language emerged among

the descendants of Africans (i.e. Afromestizos) in the

municipio ; and

(4) The local creole or creole-like language later

underwent a process of decreolization which resulted in a

variety of Spanish essentially indistinguishable from other

dialects of rural Mexican speech.

Organization of the Study

In order to test these hypotheses, an essential

theoretical background is provided in Chapter 2. Beginning

with definitions and some problems related to terminology,

an overview of the consequences of language contact between

Portuguese and Africans (such as the language of Africans in

poetry and the theatre) is presented. The "monogenetic

hypothesis" for Afro-Hispanic language in the Americas as

proposed and developed by Granda (1978) is the framework

used for analyzing the corpus at hand. This hypothesis,

along with some related critical observations, is expounded.

There is also an examination and description of the

characteristics of the literary texts that have been used to

situate Africanized Spanish in the circum-Caribbean in

support of the monogenetic hypothesis.
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The third chapter examines the presence and

characteristics of Africanized Spanish in Mexico as recorded

in texts from the 17th and 18th centuries. The speech of

the Costa Chica and the municipio of Cuajinicuilapa has also

been described in some writings beginning in the 1930s.

The fourth chapter presents the history of the slave

trade to Mexico and the conditions facing African slaves

that would certainly have had an impact on their ability to

acguire some variety of a European language. Additionally,

the sociolinguistic circumstances surrounding slavery in

Mexico are examined in detail, as well as the case of the

most famous palenque in Mexico, located in modern Veracruz

state. The case of the palenque of Yanga has relevance to

the development of Afro-Hispanic language in Mexico.

The fifth chapter presents the history of the municipio

of Cuajinicuilapa, drawing primarily upon the work of

Aguirre Beltran (1958) who, especially in the 1940s, carried

out the pioneering work on the African in Mexico. This

chapter highlights the historic isolation and distinctive

culture of the Afromestizos in this area dating from the

mid-1500s, emphasizing its general suitability for updated

field studies. The nearly fifty intervening years, however,

have modified the original rural characteristics of

Cuajinicuilapa, and a nearby, more suitable alternative site

for investigation was located.
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The municipio of Cua jinicuilapa contains within it

several small, independent communities. Chapter 6 describes

the selection of the town of San Nicolas Tolentino for

fieldwork for this study, as the locus of Costa Chica

Afromestizo culture and research had clearly shifted there

since 1949. The essential cultural equivalence of San

Nicolas, Cua jinicuilapa and other smaller, neighboring towns

is also noted in Aguirre Beltran (1958), thus eliminating

any significant doubts about the comparable earlier forms of

speech. Technical details concerning the recording of data

and the protocols guiding the elicitation of the corpus are

also discussed.

The linguistic data obtained from the participants are

presented for analysis and discussion in Chapter 7. The

analysis is based upon a comparison of characteristics that

have been identified as having an African origin, those

having a strong association with Africanized populations in

the Spanish-speaking Americas and those merely

characteristic of rural Spanish in the Americas. The data

are assessed with regard to morphology, syntax, phonetics

and phonology, other locally significant morphophonological

phenomena and the etymology of some of the distinctive

regional vocabulary.

The summarizing analysis of the entire study is found

in Chapter 8. A discussion of the creole hypothesis and the

specific research questions presented in this introductory
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chapter leads to concluding observations and suggestions for

further research on Afro-Mexican Spanish.

Notes

1. The Mayan presence in the Yucatan and its unigue contact
situation with Spanish certainly justify serious linguistic
interest. But it should be also noted that 13 (52%) of
those 25 studies of Yucatecan Spanish are the product of a
single author, Juan M. Lope Blanch, dean of Mexican
dialectology.

2. This study prefers to use adjectives derived from the
names of continents rather than color to refer to people of
different ethnic or racial origins. Thus, "African" is used
in preference to "black," "European" in preference to
"white," etc. The peoples indigenous to the Americas are
generally referred to as such. Current practice among the
indigenous peoples of the United States also generally
allows the use of "Indian" as an inoffensive adjective and
noun; the use of that term in this study is, however,
sparing. Likewise, the adjectives "native" and "aboriginal"
are used only rarely. Where direct guotations and English
translations have been provided, the original vocabulary has
been retained.

3. The authenticity of 16th and 17th century literary
"black" Spanish is not guestioned to the same degree.
Although there are certain phonetic conventions, stock
phrases and stereotyped characterizations, theatrical
representations of black speech of the Golden Age are not
generally regarded as baseless inventions. See Chapter 3 for
a discussion of this topic.

4. Terminology is discussed in the following chapter.



CHAPTER 2

THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS

Any study, such as this, treating a speech variety that

is explicitly purported to have specific geographic, ethnic

or racial origins or associations must begin by defining the

term. To that end, "Afro-Hispanic" as used in the title of

this study is considered to be Spanish as spoken originally

by groups of Africans and later by their descendants living

in community, whether in early 16th century Spain or, as in

the present case, late 20th century Mexico. A wide spectrum

of manifestations is subsumed under this definition. One of

these must logically have been the speech of individual

Africans who would have learned Spanish with varying degrees

of success. Although the individual language outputs would

have shown considerable variation based on natural

differences, the universality of this experience for African

slaves arriving in Spanish America would permit classifying

their interlanguage as a group variety. Another

manifestation of "Afro-Hispanic" language is the Africanized

(or bozap Spanish variety richly attested in theatre and

poetry. Yet another would be a pan-Latin American standard

Castilian (cf. Hidalgo 1990), absolutely indistinguishable

from that spoken by any other ethnic or racial group per se.

13
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Some mode of speech regarded as a "black," "African" or

"Africanized" variety of Spanish was certainly depicted by a

number of observers and writers of past centuries.

Sustained scholarly interest in this Afro-Hispanic language

is of fairly recent date, coming to acquire a particular

momentum especially in the second half of the 20th

century. 1 Although there is no present-day Spanish-

speaking society in which there exists a dialect analogous

to African-American Vernacular English (Lipski 1994a: 128-

29), this does not erase or minimize the fact that Africans

were portrayed in literature as speaking a distinctive form

of Spanish (e.g. Lipski 1986b, 1992, 1995a), particularly

during the two centuries following colonization.

The present state of "black" Spanish, quite apart from

its intrinsically interesting origins, occupies a

controversial place in synchronic dialectological studies.

There are those who maintain that Spanish speech features

alleged to be "black" (i.e. of an African substrate origin)

may be adequately explained within the matrix of extant

variations and theories of dialect diffusion. Other

scholars assert that the confluence of certain phonological,

syntactic and lexical structures coupled with demographic,

ethnographic and other extralinguistic data points

inescapably to an Africanized speech variety that must, at

the very least, be considered a proto-Afro-Hispanic pidgin.

The present chapter will elaborate a framework of analysis
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based upon theories of language contact bearing upon the

creation and evolution of pidginized and creolized varieties

of Spanish in the Americas in order to assess more

accurately the place of Costa Chica dialect within the

larger complex of Afro-Hispanic speech.

Languages in Contact

Curiosity about what happens when at least two

mutually unintelligible languages come into contact within a

delimited social and geographic space has given rise,

predominantly within the past 50 years, to the formal study

of pidgin and Creole languages (creolistics)

.

2 Prior to

that point, these modalities did not count, from a Western

perspective, as "serious" languages worthy of study in their

own right: they were sometimes humorously, sometimes

deprecatingly regarded as corrupt or aberrant forms of

correct, civilized European speech. 3 In hindsight, it is

clear that these judgements reflected more the Europeans'

attitudes toward the speakers of those languages rather than

a fair assessment of "broken English" or "bastard

Portuguese" as languages per se (cf. Holm 1988:1). As

linguistic analysis grew more sophisticated and less overtly

ethnocentric, the recognition of pidgins and creole

languages as intact systems and not "broken" European speech

marked the true emergence of creolistics as a scientifically

based undertaking.
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Although simple curiosity cannot be entirely discounted

as a motivating factor, commercial and military rivalries

were the main engines driving the establishment of European

outposts and colonies in Africa, Asia and the Americas. Led

by the Portuguese in the mid-15th century, there began years

of intensive language contact between European explorers,

traders, colonizers and the local populations. In the

context of the present study, the linguistic ferment arising

as a result of contact between Portuguese and the various

languages of the African Atlantic coast is of particular

interest.

Pidain Language

In a language contact situation, it is natural for

people to attempt verbal communication even where there is

no mutually intelligible variety of language available.

Although systems of gestures and signs have been

successfully used for communication, 4 the more common and

preferred option is verbalization. Very short-term,

pragmatic linguistic transactions between individuals (such

as between a taxi driver and a foreign tourist) do not

constitute the necessary or sufficient conditions for the

genesis of a pidgin; technically these exchanges are

examples of jargon, or a pre-pidgin (Rickford and McWhorter

1996:241), a form of speech which entirely lacks fixed norms

(Holm 1988:5). 5 For a pidgin language to emerge, there

must be two or more language groups in contact who use a
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mode of speech that is not the fully realized, adult-level

language of either group (Bakker 1995:26; see also note 2).

Characterizations of a pidgin language vary among

scholars, as do the definitions of such basic linguistic

concepts as "word," "sentence," "dialect" and even

"language" itself, but there is common agreement among

specialists that there is such a group of languages, and

that they exist or have had a previous existence recorded in

all parts of the world (Romaine 1994:163; Smith 1995; see

also Holm 1989 and Reinecke 1937). Although the exact

definitions for a pidgin language vary somewhat from

linguist to linguist, it is clear that pidgins share certain

similarities: (l) they arise in situations of extended or

repeated contact between groups of speakers of two (or more)

languages, whether through trade, enslavement or migration

(Rickford and McWhorter 1996:238); (2) they are (with rare

exceptions) not spoken natively by any group; (3) the

lexicon is generally derived from the group with more power

(the superstrate or lexifier language); (4) they possess

greatly reduced syntactic, morphological and lexical

structures in comparison with the lexifier language; and (5)

they must be learned. 6

Although pidgins serve well enough for limited,

typically commercial purposes, they do not possess the range

of expressive resources necessary for them to be considered

adeguate for other functions. There do arise contact
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situations in which communicative requirements expand from

the commercial into other domains, and the original pidgin

is pressed into service to meet those new and quite

different demands. In such instances, it is possible for

stable pidgins and expanded pidgins to appear (Muhlhausler

1986). An expanded pidgin is considered to be a pidgin that

has become the primary language of its speakers before

"nativization" has taken place (Rickford and McWhorter

1996:246). Africanized Spanish, particularly in the

Caribbean, is believed by several leading scholars to have

its origins in an expanded Portuguese-lexified pidgin spoken

on the west coast of Africa.

Portuguese Contacts in Africa

The history of Portuguese seafaring in the 1400s is

thrilling not only for its sheer audacity but for its wide-

ranging linguistic implications. Naro (1978:317) recounts

that until the last quarter of the 15th century Portuguese

was an unknown language on the West African coast, but about

a century later, and certainly by the first quarter of the

17th century, it had become quite widespread there.

Although the first contacts between Europeans and sub-

Saharan Africans were without doubt conducted on the African

continent, Naro believes that there was no on-site

pidginization:

The possibility that the contact of ocean traders and
Africans would give rise to a "trade language" wassimply not fulfilled. If any direct linguistic contactwas established between African and European, this
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occurred only in Europe, when the Africans were taught
some version of Portuguese, guestioned about their
country, and trained to serve as guides or
interpreters. In view of the principal motivation for
the system of verbal communication that developed in
this way . . . , I propose to call this system the
reconnaissance language . (1978:319-20; original
emphasis)

Whether this "reconnaissance language" was taught to

Africans brought to Europe or whether it emerged in situ in

Africa is of some conseguence for theories of pidgin and

creole development. 7 At this point, however, it is

sufficient to state that Africans became a notable presence

on the Iberian peninsula soon after regular commercial

activity began between Portugal and West Africa in the late

1400s.

Literary Evidence of Africanized Portuguese

As noted above, there is good reason to accept the

existence of a so-called "black" Spanish, as there are

numerous instances of this speech recorded in the literary

works of Spain, beginning in the 16th century. Yet it is

not in Spain, but rather in Portugal, where the first

attestations of an Africanized European language are

found. 8

The Portuguese literary predecessors of "black" speech

are critical to the later appearance of Afro-Spanish

language both in verse and in the theatre. As demonstrated

in depth in Chapter 3, the Portuguese were the first

Europeans to organize the trade in African slaves, building

upon the advantage of their pioneering explorations of the
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west African coast. The first sub-Saharan Africans arrived

in Portugal as early as 1441 and later arrived in such

numbers that a significant portion of Lisbon's population

was African from the late 15th century through the mid-16th

(Saunders 1982). It would be unusual, then, not to find

Africans appearing in some capacity in the theatre of the

period; most freguently they were presented as comic

figures.

Although Africans first appear in Portuguese literature

in 1516 in the anthology entitled Cancioneiro Geral
,

9 one

of the most useful sources of early Afro-Iberian speech is

undoubtedly the dramatic works of Gil Vicente (ca. 1470 -

ca. 1536). His literary production included many appearances

by Africans, as well as other marginalized groups such as

Moors, Gypsies and Jews. The most in-depth linguistic

analysis of Vicente's dramatic language is found in Teyssier

(1959). Although his study concentrates on the phonetic and

phonological presentation of Africanized Portuguese,

Teyssier 's work also reveals some of the syntactic and

morphological characteristics that are later employed by his

Portuguese imitators in the Vicentine school 10 as well as

in Spanish theatre and poetry. Although Teyssier does not

discuss syntax, an examination of the excerpts he has

reproduced shows, for example, reduced pronominal morphology

(mi, a_joi in lieu of standard eja 'I'); occasional loss of

the copula ser in conjunction with the occasional use of the
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bo_z_al copula safa) 'is/are/be'; lack of agreement between

adjective and noun; frequent use of the infinitive and 3 sg.

verb forms instead of standard conjugated forms (Teyssier

1959:230-42)

.

Beginning with the first depiction of an African woman

in his Fraaoa d'Amor (1524), the Portuguese spoken by

Africans in Gil Vicente's theatre exhibits the following

phonological features as identified by Teyssier (1959)

r

11

(1) Loss of final consonants /r/, /s/ and /!/:

preauntar > puruauTnltaa 'to ask'; querer > queree 'to

want'; Tordesillas > Tordesilla 'id.'; temos > temo 'we

have'; Portugal > Purutuaa ;

(2) Paragoge (especially in words with post-tonic,

word-final /r/) : chover > chovere 'to rain'; molher >

muyere 'woman'; amor > amoro 'love'; senhor > senhoro 'sir';

(3) Consonant-cluster simplification: triste > trisse

'sad'; vestido > besiro 'dress[ed]'; outra > ota

' [an] other'

;

(4) Substitution of /d/ by [r]: dinheiro > rinheiro

'money'; tudo > turo 'everything';

(5) Neutralization of /r/ and /r/: Multiple vibrant

/r/ is simply replaced by alveolar /r/: terra > tera

'land'; ferro > fero 'iron'; 12

(6) Word-internal substitution of /l/ by [rj: ele >

eye 'he'; salmonete > saramonete 'red mullet';
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(7) Widespread vocalic variation and instability:

perauntando > bruauntando 'asking'; folgar > furugd 'to

enjoy'; fermoso > farmosa 'beautiful'; me fara > ma faraa

'he will make me'; minha > minho 'my/mine';

(8) General reduction of diphthongs (monophthong-

ization): pois > pos 'then'; deixa > dexa 'he allows';

traidora > tredora 'traitor'; muito > muto 'very; much';

dou > ro 'I give';

(9) Widespread aphaeresis: enoiada > noiara 'angry';

escrivao > crivam 'scribe'; escravo > cravo 'slave';

escpndjdQ > condiro 'hidden'.

The attempts of African characters to produce

Portuguese speech were certainly amenable to comic treatment

given the sensibilities of the era, but at the same time

Teyssier insists that this language of the stage does in

fact

veut reproduire, ou tout au moins evoguer dans ses
grandes lignes, le parler reel des esclaves negres
gue l'on trouvait en grand nombre au Portugal a
l'epogue de Gil Vicente.

'intend to reproduce, or at the very least broadly
evoke the real speech of black slaves that were found
in large numbers in the Portugal of Gil Vicente's era '

(1959:248)"

Although Teyssier describes the idea of linking these

forms to African substrates as "tempting," he simultaneously

warns against such "dangerous" undertakings, noting the

large variety of African languages that could have served

for any number of substrates. Moreover, he adds that there
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are no words or forms of African origin in Vicente's work,

such as those that have entered Brazilian Portuguese.

Teyssier does recognize, however, the numerous points of

overlap between the characteristics of the literary lingua

de preto 'black language' and those of modern Portuguese-

lexified Creoles ("les parlers negro-portugais") of west

Africa. Among other elements, Teyssier points specifically

to the lack of final /r/ in infinitives, confusion between

/l/ and /r/ and the reduction of diphthongs (1959:248-49).

Naro (1978) uses precisely these and other literary

data to attempt to demonstrate that an Africanized or

pidginized Portuguese was spoken first in Europe, and that

it was learned and used by Africans who had been brought

there originally and specifically for that purpose (318).

On the basis of historical and textual evidence, he shows

that the first example of pidginized Portuguese spoken by an

African character ("A min rrey de negro estar Serra Lyoa"

from 1455) antedates the first hint of any use of Portuguese

in Africa by more than 20 years (1978:320). Although Naro

is careful to avoid making facile comparisons with the

phonotactics of west African languages it nevertheless would

be unrealistic to assume that the characteristics listed

above could be ascribed wholly to a simplified "foreigner

talk" phonology as produced by European teachers.

("Foreigner talk" has been described as "a mixture of

cultural conventions and genuine natural intuitions on
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language simplification" [Holm 1988:106] produced by native

speakers for the benefit of non-native speakers and language

learners.) Teyssier himself recognizes this by allowing for

such items as the confusion of liguids /l/, /r/ and the

tendency to reduce diphthongs as being of African influence.

Literary Evidence of Africanized Spanish

As the trade between Africa and the Iberian peninsula

increased, the number of Africans brought into Spain as

slaves from Portugal increased and reached its highest level

in the 16th century, particularly in Andalusia (Pike 1967).

In tandem with the increased presence and visibility of the

African minority population, the popularity of Vicente's and

his successors' work in Portugal gave rise to numerous

imitations in Spain, and "black" speech figures in some of

the work of Spain's greatest literary lights such as Lope de

Vega and Luis de Gdngora (Lipski 1986b:8-9). A great deal

of study has been devoted to "black" or bozal Spanish as a

linguistic phenomenon, revealing that the characteristics

already present in the Africanized speech of the Portuguese

theatre were also repeated in theatrical and poetic works of

Spain: indeed, Naro insists that the "reconnaissance

language" has identical Portuguese and Spanish versions

(1978:327). It should be noted, however, that the original,

most pidgin-like features of early Golden Age bozal Spanish

eventually evolve out of literary Africanized Spanish,

leaving primarily phonological divergences as the
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stereotypical depiction of how Africans "should" speak on

stage. 14

Creole Genesis in Africa

As is well known, the Portuguese language played a

hugely important role in west Africa, particularly as the

language of the first 100 years of the frightful large-scale

slave trade (see Chapter 4). As the Portuguese strengthened

and expanded their commercial contacts with coastal African

kingdoms, they established a series of feitorias (Spanish

factorias ) or slave depots on neighboring islands (e.g. Sao

Tome, Annobon, Cape Verde) as well as on the African

mainland (e.g. Loanda). As part of these settlements, the

Portuguese placed single European male colonists or lancados

to direct the trade on-site. These lancados . far removed

from home and family, predictably intermarried with African

women. Their offspring, the filhos da tPrra or the so-

called 'children of the land', would have been the first

propagators of a true Portuguese-based Creole. Granda

(1978:229) believes that the sociocultural conditions in the

Portuguese-influenced areas of west Africa were perfect for

the genesis of creole language (cf. Alvarez Nazario

1974:108-09)

.

The disagreements between linguists regarding

definitions have already been duly acknowledged above.

Despite all caveats, it is nevertheless fairly

uncontroversial to state that a creole language is a
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pidgin that has acquired native speakers. 15 In the case of

the Portuguese living in west Africa, the offspring of the

lancadps and African women would clearly have been those

first native speakers. It is virtually impossible that those

first native speakers, children of the dominant Europeans,

would have been permitted to fill the cargo holds of the

slave ships headed for the distant markets of Lisbon,

Seville and the New World. They would have remained

resident in the Portuguese African territories and would

have formed the nucleus of a local mestizo elite.

Processes of Creole Development and Evolution

It is clear that Portuguese-based Creoles developed in

west Africa and that they are still spoken today, e.g. Sao

Tomense (Ferraz 1979) and Cape Verde Crioulo (Lopes da Silva

1984) among several others (see Smith 1995:348-49 and Holm

1989 for a more complete listing). How Creoles developed

not only in west Africa, but in other areas of the world has

been and still is the subject of lively theoretical debates

with implications for general linguistics and particularly

language acquisition (e.g. Andersen 1983, Wekker 1996).

The theoretical issues involved in pidgin and Creole

language studies move quickly from competing definitions

into more substantive questions of development. 16 The

common underlying assumption is that a Creole language will

have developed from an "impoverished" or reduced base

language, whether this is defined as a pidgin or a jargon.
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The most frequent scenario of Creole development begins with

a jargon. This jargon then acquires socially accepted

syntactic and lexical norms as it becomes a stable pidgin.

The stable pidgin becomes an expanded pidgin before it

coalesces ultimately into a creole language (Muhlhausler

1986:8) .
17

The variety of definitions and processes of development

can lead to widely divergent research agendas. For example,

under one possible path of development, the types of creole

considered to be the purest for studying linguistic

universals are those arising from "situations in which the

human linguistic capacity is stretched to the uttermost"

(Bickerton 1981:4). As a result, in this particular school

of research ( Bickerton 's language bioprogram hypothesis), a

creole is restricted to mean only languages which:

(1) Arose out of a pidgin which had not existed for
more than a generation.

(2) Arose in a population where not more than 20
percent were native speakers of the dominant language
and where the remaining 80 percent was composed of
diverse language groups. (1981:4)

Under these two conditions, numerous Creoles (e.g. Tok

Pisin, Reunion Creole and perhaps the creole of the

Portuguese enclave of Macao) are excluded from analysis

under the bioprogram hypothesis, as Bickerton acknowledges

(1981:4). Consequently, his study is limited in scope to

Hawaiian Pidgin and Hawaiian Creole English. While such

restrictions provide for much cleaner data and a more
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rigorous methodology for testing his hypothesis, they

thereby exclude an enormous range of languages that by any

other definition(s) are clearly Creoles. The unintended

effect is that under this program, Creoles without a clear

date of origin (i.e. almost all others) are again pushed to

the periphery of serious linguistic inquiry (see McMahon

1994:270-80 for a discussion of the pros and cons of this

research hypothesis). It is very probable that the

Portuguese Creoles of west Africa do not meet Bickerton's

criteria for testing the bioprogram hypothesis. 18

The terminological and related theoretical issues do

not stop, however, with definitions and disputes regarding

which language is "more creole" than another. In addition,

there exists the further possibility that a language may

fall into a classification known as a creoloid (also termed

semi- or quasi-creole) . A creoloid language is one that

does not meet the criteria for being considered an ideal

type of creole, i.e. one that has either developed outside

those pathways considered typical of creole development or

has emerged under very fluid social environments. Three

such circumstances have been described as follows:

(1) Whereas true Creoles develop where there is a
radical break in language transmission, many
languages appear to have developed with only a
partial break.

(2) A number of languages with no known pidgin
ancestor nevertheless exhibit many of the alleged
typological properties of creole languages.
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(3) Next to mixing between fully developed linguistic
systems one also finds mixing between full systems and
developing systems, such as pidgins. The results of
this second type of mixture tend to be structurally
similar to established Creoles. (Miihlhausler 1986:10)

More succinctly, Holm summarizes the outcome of these

circumstances by noting that a creoloid language is one that

superficially resembles Creole languages in some way (e.g.

by being morphologically simpler than a possible source

language), but which appears never to have undergone

creolization ( 1988 : 10 )

.

The complexities surrounding the origin and development

of pidgins and Creoles do not, unfortunately, stop even at

that point. A Creole language, however defined or

originally formed, may continue its evolution along a post-

creole continuum (DeCamp 1971). The post-creole continuum,

as its name suggests, is a system composed of gradients.

The variety of the creole that is maximally distant from the

lexifier language is called the basilect; the variety most

approximating the lexifier language, the acrolect. Between

these two polar varieties exists a series of intermediate

types or mesolects. In a famous analysis of Jamaican

Creole, DeCamp was able to chart the Jamaican post-creole

continuum as an implicational scale, in which the presence

of a feature (basilectal or acrolectal) would imply the

presence of other features. Although suggestive and

groundbreaking at the time, there were some aspects of the

data analysis that proved troubling, and implicational
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scaling for Creoles has been largely abandoned. The concept

itself has remained attractive, however, and the term post-

creole has survived as a useful term for describing a creole

language under pressure from the local standard of the

lexifier language to restructure itself towards the standard

as part of the process known as decreolization (cf. Megenney

1986:86) .

Adding two final notes of caution, it should not be

assumed that there is a direct process that proceeds

inexorably from jargon, to pidgin, to stable pidgin, to

expanded pidgin, to Creole, to post-creole, ending in an

inevitable merger with the lexifier or superstrate language.

First, it must be remembered that "[cjreolization can take

place at any point during the pidgin's life cycle, ranging

from a jargon to an expanded pidgin" (Romaine 1994:169; cf.

Muhlhausler 1986:8)." Second, a language may also

undergo a process of recreolization in which (typically

younger) speakers will deliberately choose to employ a more

basilectal level of speech, a process noted for West Indian

creole English in the United Kingdom (Romaine 1988:188-203)

and Tok Pisin in Papua New Guinea (Romaine 1994:171). As we

see from this brief discussion alone, there is no more a

predestined course of development or guaranteed evolutionary

outcome for pidgins and Creoles than for any other natural

language.
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Monogenetic and Polyaenetic Theories of Creoles

Although there have been increasing levels of

theoretical sophistication in Creole studies in general,

most work relating to the origin, transmission and survival

of Africanized Iberian language(s), whether termed

"pidginized," "creolized" or "creoloid," has tended to

follow older traditions of inguiry. These earlier proposals

have the disadvantage of not being as nuanced as some of the

proposals discussed above; in comparison to both the rigor

and subtleties of, for example, Bickerton's (1981, 1984)

Language Bioprogram Hypothesis, they appear fairly simple.

Some of these proposals, nevertheless, have devoted

adherents to this day, as will be shown.

These older perspectives of analysis may be divided

into theories of monogenesis and polygenesis. The

monogenesis hypothesis in its strongest form proposes that,

because of their similarities in structure, many (if not

most) pidgins and Creoles throughout the Pacific and

Atlantic developed as a result of contact with an earlier

nautical pidgin Portuguese, which in turn had its likely

origins in the Mediterranean trade language known as Sabir ;

the overt differences in lexicon may be attributed to a

process of relexification (Whinnom 1965), whereby the

original lexical items are replaced by others from a new

superstrate language. In such cases, a new dominant

language would have been one of the results of change in
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colonial administration: e.g. the original Spanish

superstrate of Jamaica was supplanted by English. The

weaker version of the hypothesis concentrates more modestly

on the similarities between the Atlantic Creoles and

pidgins, whether derived lexically from English, French,

Dutch, Portuguese or Spanish. In particular, the concept of

relexification of an Afro-Portuguese pidgin to Africanized

Spanish is very attractive and plausible in light of the

high degree of mutual intelligibility of 15th and 16th

century Portuguese and Spanish (cf. McWhorter 1995:232). In

their important work, both Teyssier (1959) and Naro (1978)

(building on Teyssier's observations) make this point

explicitly. Confirming what had been simply a piece of

received wisdom, more recently Jensen (1989:851) has

demonstrated experimentally that native speakers of South

American Spanish and monolingual Brazilian Portuguese

speakers are able to understand each other's recorded spoken

language with a 50% to 60% degree of accuracy without any

prior training. This finding is important in that modern

American Spanish and Brazilian Portuguese are far more

dissimilar than were their respective 15th and 16th century

Iberian antecedents.

The proposals in favor of polygenesis, on the other

hand, dispute the idea that pidgins and Creoles originated

from a single source language: "By definition all theories

besides monogenesis imply polygenesis, and many believe that
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pidginization and creolization occurred in different places

at different times but under parallel circumstances that

produced parallel results" (Holm 1988:52). In short, there

is no single, well-articulated hypothesis regarding

polygenesis: the non-monogenetic views may include theories

of origin incorporating language universals; imperfect

second-language learning; and "baby talk"/'»foreigner talk"

hypotheses of pidgin-creole genesis. 20

For A Monogenetic Theory of Afro-Hispanic Lanauaqp

Most of the work done in the field of Afro-Hispanic

pidgin and creole languages has rested on the weaker version

of the monogenetic theory as described above; the non-

monogenetic analyses have come more as reactions to these

rather vigorously argued monogenetic proposals than as

independently motivated appraisals of those languages'

origins. Foremost among the proponents for monogenesis in

Spanish America is Granda (1978; see also 1977, 1988).

Beginning with his writings of the late 1960s and early

1970s, 21 Granda has consistently championed the monogenetic

theory, specifically for areas of the Caribbean basin. He

maintains that the recorded presence of creolized (creoloid,

semi- or guasi-creole) varieties of Spanish and the large

size of the African slave population originally brought into

the region argue for the earlier existence of an Afro-

Portuguese pidgin transplanted to the Americas. One of the

most intriguing pieces of evidence supporting this assertion
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was uncovered by Granda (1978:350-61) in an early 17th

century text written by a Jesuit missionary in the Caribbean

port of Cartagena (modern Colombia). In a 1627 description

of his activities as missionary to and among the African

slaves arriving aboard the slave ships, the priest Alonso de

Sandoval (1576-1651) writes tantalizingly that the Creoles

and natives of Sao Tome communicated with other African

nations by means of

un genero de lenguaje muy corrupto y revesado de la
portuguesa, que Haitian lengua de San Thome, al modo que
ahora nosotros entendemos y hablamos con todo genero de
negros y naciones con nuestra lengua espanola corrupta,
como comunmente la hablan todos los negros.

'a type of very corrupted and contorted Portuguese
language that they call language of Sao Tome, in the
same way that we now understand and speak with all
types of blacks and nations in our corrupted Spanish
language as all the blacks commonly speak it.'
(Sandoval 1956/1627:94)

This passage does indeed seem to confirm that a

Portuguese pidgin or creole was spoken at that time in and

around Sao Tome as Granda (1978:356) indicates and, of

course, Sao Tome creole exists to this day. This same

citation alludes fairly clearly to a similar type of Spanish

being spoken in the coastal city of Cartagena itself, but

Granda goes on to draw some highly enthusiastic exegetical

conclusions:

En efecto, la redaccidn del parrafo del Padre
Sandoval no deja la menor duda de que se trata de un
habla 'criolla' implantada entre los negros esclavos de
la America espanola con caracter de generalidad y lo
que es mas importante, constituida del mismo modo'. . .que el "habla de San Thome."
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'Indeed, Father Sandoval's paragraph does not leave
the slightest doubt that we are dealing with a "Creole"
speech implanted generally among the black slaves of
Spanish America and, what is more important, formed in
the same way ... as the "speech of Sao Tome."'
(1978:359)

With such a reliable eyewitness account to bolster his

position, Granda speaks specifically in favor of the process

of relexification and not one, but in effect, two

substrates:

[E]l espanol de las zonas negras de la America
espanola se habria configurado en su estado actual
a traves de un proceso de relexificacidn y
reestructuracidn hacia la lengua dominante a
partir de un basilecto . . . criollo, de matriz
portuguesa pero de lexico rapidamente castellanizado. .

. . Es a traves de este estadio criollo intermedio . .

. .como hay gue concebir en general la influencia
africana en el espanol de America, y no directamente
desde los diferentes cddigos lingiiisticos propios de
las diversas agrupaciones del continente negro (yoruba
bantu, ewe-fon, etc.). . . . [s]i consideramos el
criollo de las areas hispanoamericanas de poblacidn
negra como el sustrato sobre el gue se ha desarrollado
el espanol actual de estas zonas, las lenguas
aborigenes africanas representarian . . . un
subsustrato

, diferenciado segun sus condicionamientos
histoncos.

'[T]he Spanish of the black areas of Spanish America
would have achieved its present state through a processof relexification and restructuring towards the
dominant language starting from a Creole . . . basilect
originating from a Portuguese matrix, but with a
rapidly Hispanized lexicon. ... It is via this
intermediate Creole stage . . . that one must generallyimagine the African influence on American Spanish, andnot directly from the different linguistic codes of thediverse groups from the black continent (Yoruba, BantuEwe-Fon

, etc.). . . . [i ]f we consider the Creole of
'

the black-populated Spanish American areas as the
substrate upon which the current Spanish of these zonesdeveloped, the African aboriginal languages wouldrepresent ... a sub-substrai-g

f differentiated

?S?S^nS
g
no°

th
?
ir historical conditioning.' (Granda1978:208-09; original emphasis)
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According to this view, it is the relentless efficacy

of this same process of relexification 22 and restructuring

that accounts for the scarcity of the linguistic evidence

attesting to an African language substrate in most of the

areas where the African-derived population is located: the

operation of this process, in effect, eliminates most of the

evidence of its having operated on the local language at

all. Granda suggests that the best evidence of an African

"sub-substrate" in most of the areas with an African

presence would be found in the lexicon:

[L]os escasos elementos gue, procedentes de las
lenguas aborigenes africanas, se han incorporado alespanol actual de las areas de poblaci6n negra enHispanoamenca deben ser rastreados en el nivel lexicomas superficial y mejor adecuado a una tan dificil y

'

problematica transmisidn, mientras gue los
presuntamente adscribibles a los niveles fonetico ymorfosmtactico de influencia son, de modo generalaungue con posibles excepciones, mas correctamente
analizables dentro de evoluciones internas del sistemacastellano. . . .

'[T]he few elements proceeding from African aboriginallanguages that have become incorporated into thecurrent Spanish of black-populated areas of SpanishAmerica must be traced at the lexical level, which ismore at the surface and better suited to such adifficult and problematic transmission; whereas thosepresumably ascribable to the phonetic and morpho-syntactic levels of influence are generally, but with
?hJ

S
tni

e ex
?ePti?ns f

more correctly analyzable withinthe internal evolution of the Castilian system. . . ?•
(Granda 1978:209-10)

indeed, the presence of African lexical items in American

Spanish has been a subject of inguiry for many years (e.g.

Ortiz 1924), and the Spanish vocabulary is the area in which
African contributions have been the most plentiful (e.g.
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Alvarez Nazario 1974, Del Castillo Mathieu 1982, Megenney

1983a) and least controversial (Lipski 1985a:99).

In this paradigm there are also certain special

sociohistorical circumstances under which closer links with

elements of a pidginized Portuguese (i.e. other than

vocabulary) may be sought with a greater likelihood of

success. Some of these special social conditions include

more recent dates of African immigration or slavery, and the

existence of religious rituals with an accompanying

"special" or "secret" language of an African or creolized

base (Granda 1978:210-11; cf. also Ortiz L6pez 1996; Lipski

1990b)

.

Moreover, the suggestion is clear that there are

specific places where such a language would be more likely

to have survived the pressures of standardization:

Al igual gue ha ocurrido en cuanto a otros rasgos
culturales, los nucleos de cimarrones, por su actitud
psicoldgica de repulsa a la transculturacion y su
aislamiento y hostilidad respecto a la sociedad
hispanoamericana gue los rodeaba han actuado como
"areas relegadas" tambien en sentido linguistico y,en esta calidad, han mantenido situaciones arcaicas
en cuanto al habla, superadas y rebasadas mucho
tiempo antes por los grupos de afroamericanos
sometidos con intensidad a la accidn transformadora de
la norma linguistica general en Hispanoamerica.
Tambien en cuanto a la lengua los palengues o cumbes
se han comportado como receptaculos de preservacidn
de rasgos "en conserva."

'In the same way as it has happened with regard to
other cultural features, the maroon settlements,
through their psychological attitude of rejection
towards transculturation and their isolation and
hostility to the Spanish American society which
surrounded them, have acted as "set-aside areas" alsom a linguistic sense and, as such, they have
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maintained archaic situations regarding their speech,
situations overcome and surpassed much earlier by
Afroamerican groups intensely subjected to the
transformative action of the general linguistic norm in
Spanish America. Also with regard to language, the
palengues or cumbes [isolated and fortified settlements
of escaped slaves] have acted as jars for the
preservation of "pickled" features.' (Granda 1978:378)

Although Africans were sold as slaves in all parts of

Spanish America (Curtin 1969, Mellafe 1964, Rout 1976,

Zelinsky 1949), the areas that saw the importation of the

greatest number of Africans, that had the most factorias

(transshipment depots for slaves) and where slavery endured

the longest time are all in or around the Caribbean. As a

result, linguistic research on the possible remnants of an

Afro-Portuguese pidgin or creole in Spanish has naturally

concentrated on this region, particularly the Greater

Antilles (Puerto Rico, Cuba and Hispaniola [the Dominican

Republic]) and those mainland countries along the Caribbean

basin (Venezuela, Colombia and Panama). 23

Following the lines of research described by Granda

(1978), a great deal of work has been focused on the

Caribbean area where African immigration remained strong

well into the 19th century. William Megenney (1982, 1983a,

1983b, 1984, 1985a, 1985b, 1985c, 1986, 1989, 1990a, 1990b,

1990c, I990d) is one of those linguists who has clearly

adopted the hypothesis that an Afro-Portuguese pidgin

underlies the vernacular Spanish of the circum-Caribbean.

For example, he states (1990a: 19) that a pidgin language

formed on Sao Tome was carried by Africans to the New World
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where it served as the basis for Caribbean creole Spanish.

Traces of this Caribbean creole Spanish, he maintains, are

found in modern Papiamentu, Palenquero, the speech of the

Choco in northern Colombia, and the "bozal speech" of Cuba.

Consistent with Granda's position, Megenney posits a pidgin-

creole language as a "filter" through which African speech

passed on its way to vernacular Spanish (1985a: 230). in the

case of the Dominican Republic, he even asserts that the

European population, outnumbered by Africans, adopted a

common creole language "basado en el lenguaje africanoide

que hablaban los esclavos y ampliado por el castellano de

los colonos" 'based on the Africanized language that the

slaves spoke and expanded by the Castilian of the colonists'

(1990a:235)

.

The evidence he marshals in favor of this position is

not found generally in the syntax of circum-Caribbean

varieties of Spanish, but rather in surviving Portuguese

vocabulary and usages, lexical items derived from African

sources and phonetic characteristics. Megenney has done

extensive work on the speech of the Dominican Republic, the

speech of coastal Venezuela and Palenquero. It is his work

on the non-creolized varieties of Spanish that are of

interest, as the status of Palenquero as a creole with Afro-

Portuguese origins is not at issue but rather the existence

of an earlier pan-Caribbean Afro-Portuguese pidgin that has

left detectable traces in modern vernaculars.
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Megenney has found in the case of the Dominican

Republic evidence of African-derived vocabulary (1982,

1990a), and relates such phenomena as vocalization of final

infinitival /-r/, the neutralization of liquids /l/ and /r/

and the variability of vowel realizations to an African

base. Indeed, as noted above, he attributes the entire

spectrum of Dominican pronunciation to an Africanized base

augmented by colonial Spanish. Another author (Lorenzino

1993) working on the same topic finds support for a process

of semicreolization or partial creolization (cf. Holm 1988),

based on some limited morphological simplification and

higher-than-standard use of subject pronominals resulting

from elided /s/ in verbs.

In the case of Barlovento, Venezuela (1985a, 1990b: 153-

59, 169; 1990c: 246-56) his work presents many of the same

correspondences (e.g. a high degree of nasalized vowels;

loss and aspiration of implosive and final /s/;

neutralization of liquids /l/ and /r/; alternation of /r/,

/!/ and /d/; velarization of final /n/) which he interprets

as possible evidence of an Africanized substrate. Other

work (1984, 1985b) treats evidence of Portuguese in two

undisputed Creoles (Papiamentu and Palenquero) and in the

so-called Afro-Cuban Creole, whose existence and status has

been and remains controversial (see Martinez Gordo 1982).

Also following the monogenetic hypothesis championed by

Granda is the German linguist Matthias Perl. Where Megenney
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has concentrated his attention chiefly on the Dominican

Republic, Venezuela, and Colombian Palenquero, Perl (1984,

1985, 1988, 1989a, 1989b, 1989c) has done extensive

investigation precisely on the above-mentioned Afro-Cuban

creole ( habla bozal ) . Besides Perl, several other authors

(Otheguy 1973; Granda 1978; Megenney 1984, 1985b; Fernandez

Marrero 1989) accept the premise that this Afro-Cuban speech

derives from an original Afro-Portuguese pidgin or creole.

Based primarily on morphological and phonological evidence

(the use of ta. [from estd 'is'] followed by infinitive; the

3 sg. pronoun g [alternating with ng] undifferentiated for

gender; neutralization of liquids /!/ and /r/ [Otheguy

1973]; lack of common prepositions a 'at/to' and de

'of/from' and relative pronoun que 'that/who/which'; reduced

verbal morphology; loss of definite article; obligatory use

of subject pronoun; reduplication, etc. [Perl 1984, 1985,

1988 1989b]), supplemented by historical texts (cf.

Fernandez Marrero 1989), Perl (1989a, 1989c) finds links

with Portuguese-based Creoles in the Caribbean and in

Africa, bolstering Granda 's monogeneticist position,

although he himself does not describe Afro-Cuban as a full-

fledged creole.

Although Armin Schwegler is best known for his in-depth

(e.g. 1996a) research into the Palenquero creole language in

Colombia, he has also recently related the phenomenon of

double negation (e.g. no se no in contrast to standard
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Spanish "simple negation" no se 'I don't know') found in

Palenquero (1991) to the same feature in Dominican Spanish

(1996b). This syntactic development has been recorded in

the speech of Afro-Latin Americans in Brazil, Colombia and

Cuba but is unknown in European varieties of Spanish and

Portuguese and is unattested in the extant bozal texts.

Schwegler claims a special status for double negation in

contrast to other traits advanced in favor of monogenesis

. . • porque los oponentes de la teoria afroportuguesa
ya no podr^n, como siempre han podido hacer, invalidar
la evidencia al invocar la posibilidad (remota o no) de
influencias africanas substratisticas directas, cambios
internos, u origenes dialectales peninsulares. . . .

'
. . . because the opponents of the Afro-Portuguese

theory can no longer, as they have always been able to
do, invalidate the evidence by invoking the possibility
(remote or not) of direct African substratal
influences, internal changes or [Iberian] peninsular
dialectal origins. . . .' (1996b: 290)

Indeed, this particular phenomenon does not appear to have

any Ibero-Romance language parallel outside the African-

settled areas of this hemisphere and may be the strongest

syntactic evidence to date for the existence of an Afro-

Portuguese pidgin or basilect.

Questioning a Mpnogenetic Theory of Afro-Hispanic Language

At this point we must indicate that not all researchers

share Granda's sanguine views of a transplanted Afro-

Portuguese pidgin. For example, Alleyne (1971), Laurence

(1974), Lopez Morales (1980), and more recently McWhorter

(1995) point out the varying circumstances and periods of

the slave trade in the Spanish Caribbean—especially the
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disparate origins and languages of the enslaved Africans

—

that may account for the substantial lack of Spanish-based

Creoles in the circum-Caribbean. Goodman (1987b) takes

sharp issue with the assumption of a widespread Portuguese

pidgin along the African coast, finding (in contrast to Naro

1978) little evidence of its being used among the captives

destined for slavery. He believes, rather, that the

prisoners probably used an African language to communicate

among themselves:

[I]t has often been suggested that the slaves, speaking
many diverse languages, learned Pidgin Portuguese in
the various trade forts and slave barracks along the
coast (where they were often held many months and even
occasionally as long as a year or more prior to
shipment) as a means of communicating not merely with
their European captors, but even among themselves. Yet
the slave populations of these locales were far more
homogeneous linguistically than those of the various
colonies to which they were ultimately sent. The
predominant local language, Kimbundu and Kikongo in the
Bantu area, Ewe-Fon on the Slave Coast (modern Dahomey
[now Benin] and Togo), Akan on the Gold Coast (modern
Ghana), Wolof in Senegal, and so forth, would, in all
likelihood, have served as the captives' lingua franca,
to the extent that one was needed. Even those who did
not speak it upon arrival at the coast were more likely
to learn it in captivity than any European language,
and in the interim they could surely have found people
to interpret for them. (Goodman 1987b: 364)

Moreover, a closer reading of the very text cited by

Granda as early evidence for a widespread Afro-Portuguese

pidgin reveals that the communicative situation was not as

clear as Granda has depicted it (see also Ortiz L6pez

1996:42-43). For example, Sandoval refers specifically to

the need for interpreters in ministering to the temporal and

spiritual needs of his African parishioners:
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Habida la noticia del capitulo pasado, sirve de poco si
no hay interprete o lengua de la nacion del enfermo o
adulto sano a quien por su medio se ha de catequizar,
bautizar o confesar, si ellos no entienden la nuestra o
nosotros no sabemos la suya. Y la dificultad esta en
que de ordinario sus amos no tienen interpretes ni se
les da nada por buscarlos; y nosotros [sic] parece
moralmente imposible que aprendamos todas estas lenquas
por ser tanta su multitud y no haber alguna general. .

| In light of the previous chapter, it does little good
if there is no interpreter or native language of the
ill or healthy adult by means of which he is to be
instructed, baptized or confessed if they do not
understand our language or we do not know theirs. And
the difficulty is that their owners ordinarily do not
have interpreters nor do they care at all to look for
any; and it seems morally impossible for us to learn
all these languages on account of their great multitude
and because there is no general language. . . .

'

(Sandoval 1956/1627:335)

According to Father Sandoval's account, many Africans

were quite multilingual, but in other African languages.

From the context of the excerpt which follows, Sandoval

makes a clear distinction between the (semi-)acculturated,

"Latinized" Africans (ladinosj speaking various African

languages as well as Spanish, and those arriving directly

from Africa fbozales^ whose linguistic repertoire was

strictly African:

Y porque asi como las lenguas e interpretes ladinos
suelen hablar varias lenguas, asi los negros bozales
tambien las suelen hablar y entender, para que asi se
les bautice, confiese y remedie con cualquiera de las
que entendieren, sin que haya de ser fuerza buscarseles
las suyas genuinas y naturales. . . .

'And just as the ladino interpreters usually speak
several languages, so the bozal blacks usually speak
and understand them as well, so in that way they may bebaptized, confessed and saved using any of the onesthey may understand, without it being necessary to seek
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out for them their own genuine and native languages. .

. .' (Sandoval 1956/1627:338)

From these references it is not difficult to wonder why, if

indeed so many slaves arrived in Cartagena speaking some

pidginized version of Portuguese, there would be such a need

for African interpreters. Sandoval, who was by all accounts

a learned, pious, dedicated and compassionate man, would

have had little difficulty in making himself understood in

light of the above-cited mutual intelligibility of

Portuguese and Spanish, considering especially the extreme

similarity between sacramental and theological terms in the

two languages. His motivation to be understood would have

been extraordinary since we see from the citations above his

sincere concern for the salvation of the Africans' souls:

Sandoval genuinely mourned the death of slaves who died

outside the Church and who therefore lacked the certainty of

entering paradise. 24

Although the recent observations of Schwegler (1996b)

present a challenge to the analyses and critigues of

"opponents" of monogenesis, virtually all other data from

circum-Caribbean dialects of Spanish and historical texts

have indeed been analyzed by various scholars who find solid

reasons to guestion their inclusion as positive evidence for

monogenesis. For example, those who favor the hypothesis of

an Afro-Portuguese basis for Caribbean vernacular Spanish

often cite Cuban commentaries and texts of the late 18th and

early 19th centuries (e.g. Fernandez Marrero 1989; Perl
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1984, 1989a respectively). Work by the Cuban author Lydia

Cabrera, who became renowned for her transcriptions of

stories told to her by elderly Afro-Cubans in their own

lengua bozal has also frequently been presented as reliable

evidence that remnants of an Africanized Spanish were heard

in Cuba through the 1950s. Some linguists—notably two from

modern Cuba—have been skeptical of such claims: Valdes

Bernal (1978, 1987) and Alpizar Castillo (1989). Valdes

Bernal makes several pertinent observations. He notes that

it is difficult to determine which phonetic influences on

Cuban Spanish are specifically African and not simply

coincidental with European Spanish; even more difficult to

identify are sub-Saharan influences on the morphology and

syntax of Cuban Spanish in light of the numerous west

African nationalities who entered Cuba, no single one of

which ever clearly predominated over the others (1978:102).

Although there has been an undeniable influence on the

lexicon from African languages, Valdes Bernal also calls

into question the reliability of the transcriptions of texts

(i.e. libretas 'notebooks') in which "African" ritual

languages were recorded, as well as comments by 19th century

writers (e.g. Esteban Pichardo) and Lydia Cabrera. With

regard to Lydia Cabrera, he notes that songs and stories in

bozal language were handed down from generation to

generation, and that this does not mean that this speech
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remains alive—a belief that he attributes specifically to

foreign scholars (1978:89).

Also questioning the interpretation of early texts,

Alpizar Castillo finds that an early catechism intended for

the instruction of newly arrived African slaves in Cuba (cf.

Fernandez Marrero 1989), supposedly written in bozal speech,

shows very few differences from Spanish: there are more

aspirations than standard Spanish; some archaisms; some

apocopated forms found predictably in informal, rapid speech

(e.g. pa < para 'for'; na. < nada 'nothing'); disregard for

or misuse of verb tenses; the non-standard use of some

Spanish vocabulary, in short, he observes that the most

that could be said about bozal speech is that there were

regionalisms and archaisms mixed with errors of syntax

typical of those learning the language from Europeans who,

in turn, did not speak it well themselves (Alpizar Castillo

1989:47-51) .

A broad survey of Afro-Caribbean Spanish is provided by

Lipski (1993). Identified specifically by Schwegler

(1996b: 290) as one of the "opponents" of the Afro-Portuguese

monogenetic theory, Lipski argues that »[t]he presence of a

stable Creole, if one existed at all, is overshadowed by a

wide range of pidginized varieties, none of which embodies

the creole structures which support the 'relexification' of

a previously-acquired Portuguese" (Lipski 1993:2).

Similarly, Ortiz Lopez (1996) finds evidence in present-day
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Cuba that would allow for a partially creolized variety, but

not a full-fledged Creole.

Ibero-Romance Creoles

In spite of any shortcomings in the monogenetic theory

as elaborated by Granda, the research carried out in that

framework on Caribbean varieties of Spanish has yielded some

interesting lexical and phonological data, but there is no

evidence to date that points uneguivocally to the prior

widespread existence and use of a Portuguese-based pidgin or

Creole among Africans shipped to this hemisphere. This is

not to say, however, that creole languages with a strong

African content never developed from an Iberian base in the

circum-Caribbean. Granda 's hypotheses seem to find support

especially in the case of Palenguero, a creole language of

northern Colombia which has been and continues to be the

object of intense linguistic scrutiny (e.g. Montes Giraldo

1962, Bickerton and Escalante 1970, Friedemann and Patiho

Rosselli 1983, Megenney 1986, Patino Rosselli 1989, Granda

1989, Schwegler 1996). This language, spoken by

approximately only 4,000 people and which is at risk of

extinction (Lipski and Schwegler 1993), presents many of the

characteristics considered typical of Creoles such as pre-

verbal tense, mood and aspect (TMA) markers, limited

pronominal allomorphy, invariable verb forms and shows,

moreover, a considerable Bantu influence. Palenquero has

its origins in the speech of maroons and their descendants
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who settled in a remote mountainous area; these

circumstances are consistent with the special

sociohistorical conditions mentioned by Granda (cited

above )

.

Also following special circumstances of development is

Papiamentu (more frequently spelled Papiamento) . Spoken on

Curacao, Aruba and Bonaire by some 200,000 people,

Papiamentu developed from either Portuguese or Spanish

(which Iberian language is the lexifier still occasions

vigorous debates) but has shown recent trends favoring

Hispanization due to the islands' proximity to Venezuela.

Papiamentu also shows some lexical influence from Dutch (the

superstrate language since 1634) and English. The abrupt

change of colonial overlord followed by arrival of

Portuguese-speaking Sephardic Jews (see Goodman 1987b) and

the concomitant loss of contact with the original

metropolitan Spanish favored the consolidation of a local

speech variety into a creole. Papiamentu, in contrast to

other creole languages, enjoys high local prestige. There

is also some official recognition of Papiamentu; it is used

in a number of newspapers; it has a well-established

literary tradition, is a language of broadcasting and it has

recently come to play a role in education. Dutch, however,

continues as the dominant language of instruction and of

government (Kouwenberg and Muysken 1995; Appel and

Veerhoeven 1995; for origins and grammatical information see
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also Lenz 1928, Goilo 1953, 1972; Wijk 1958, Ferrol 1982,

Goodman 1987b). Palenquero and Papiamentu are the only two

surviving Creole languages in the hemisphere that may have

developed from Spanish; in each case they also have a clear

present link with neighboring varieties of Spanish.

Features of Afro-Hispanic Caribbean Speech

Because the scourge of slavery was for so long so

heavily concentrated in the circum-Caribbean, phonological

traits associated with that region have frequently also been

associated with the speech of Africans and their descendants

in general. These phonological characteristics, which have

been said to comprise the elements of a "radical" (as

opposed to a "conservative") pronunciation (Guitart 1978),

include such traits as the aspiration and/or deletion of

word- and syllable-final /s/, velarization of word-final

/n/, neutralization of the phonemic distinction between the

liquids /l/ and /r/; the realization of /d/ as [r] also is

cited as a particularly Afro-Hispanic attribute (cf . Lipski

1994a:126-28) .
25

Slavery in Spanish America was, of course, not confined

just to Cuba, Puerto Rico, Santo Domingo and the coastal

zones of Panama, Colombia and Venezuela (Mellafe 1964,

Curtin 1969). During the course of the trade, African

slaves were transported to virtually every area of the

continent, including Ecuador and Peru on the south Pacific

coast, and Uruguay and Argentina on the south Atlantic
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coast. It has been tempting to see an African influence in

the phonology of Caribbean varieties of Spanish, but many of

the same features (e.g. aspirated or deleted syllable- and

word-final /s/, velarized final /n/) appear in regional

dialects that have had virtually no connection with, or

influence from, African contacts, such as Chile and Paraguay

(cf. Canfield 1981:17). The phonological and syntactic

similarities between the dialects of southern Spain and the

Canary Islands and "radical" dialects of Spanish America

(particularly the Caribbean) have complicated all attempts

to disentangle "African" from "Andalusian" language traits.

In light of the fact that many of the port cities of

America, both on the Atlantic and Pacific, were also those

that served as slaving depots and exhibit "radical"

features, the conflation of African and Andalusian features

is a nearly intractable problem. Given a proper combination

of demographics (e.g. Boyd-Bowman 1964) and Old World

Spanish regional dialects (e.g. Catalan 1958), the behavior

of "Africanized," "Caribbean" or "radical" Spanish may be

plausibly and completely accounted for without invoking an

Afro-Portuguese component (Lipski 1994a:133). This fact

places additional importance on those few areas of African

settlement that are fairly distant from the historic slaving

ports, such as the munjcipjo of Cua jinicuilapa: it is only

in such areas that there is a reasonable possibility, as
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Granda has noted, in discovering authentic African or Afro-

Portuguese linguistic elements.

As noted above, apart from Papiamentu and Palenguero no

clear Afro-Iberian Creole languages emerged in the Americas.

Nevertheless, there are particular syntactic and

morphological configurations in addition to the phonological

characteristics of "radical," "Caribbean," or bozal Spanish

that have been used to support the putative earlier

existence of a generalized Afro-Iberian creole or pidgin

brought from the coasts of Africa. The following syntactic

and morphological features have been typically identified

with Caribbean bozal (creoloid, semi-creole) speech (Lipski

1994a:113-17)

:

(1) Non-inverted interrogative sentences (e.g. cOue tu

quieres? instead of standard cOue quieres tu? 'What do you

want? ' )

;

(2) Obligatory use of subject pronouns that in

standard Spanish are optional and typically suppressed;

(3) "Personal" infinitives in such constructions as

para tu hacer eso in contrast to standard para que haaas esn

'for you to do that', suggestive of the Portuguese personal

infinitive;

(4) Lack of gender and number agreement in nouns and

adjectives;

(5) Loss of the common prepositions a 'at/to' and de.

'of/from';
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(6) Occasional copula deletion;

(7) Loss of articles;

(8) Postposed demonstratives ( piera ese instead of esa

piedra or la piedra esa ' that stone ' )

;

(9) Lack of the obligatory subordinating conjunction

que ' that '

;

(10) Use of the pronoun vos , particularly in areas

where the standard pronoun of informal/intimate address is

tu ' you '

;

(11) Use of the generalized preposition na_ 'in/to

[the]' of almost certain Portuguese origin (but questioned

in Alleyne 1971:170);

(12) A third person subject pronoun e. or ele unmarked

for gender;

(13) The use of tener 'to have' as the existential

instead of standard haber ;

(14) Frequent preposing of adverb mas 'more' in

negative expressions such as mas nunca . mas nada in lieu of

standard nunca mas 'never again', nada mas 'nothing else'.

If we include the previously cited characteristics of

early attestations of bozal Portuguese and Spanish

(reproduced here for reference: Loss of word-final /r/, /l/

and /s/; paragoge [senhor > senhoro 'sir']; consonant

cluster simplification; /d/ > [r]; neutralization of

distinctions /r/ and /l/, /?/ and /r/; monophthong! zation;

aphaeresis [escravp > cravo 'slave']; generalized vocalic
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instability; and frequently there is also included the

phenomenon of "intrusive nasalization" in forms such as

munglave < muy grave 'very serious' and Minauel < Miauel

'Michael' [Megenney 1985c:191]), we have formed a matrix of

characteristics which can be used as a basis for judging, to

the degree it may be possible at this point, the likely

presence and use of an Africanized Iberian speech in Mexico

both past and present.

Summary

We have clearly seen that the contacts established by

the Portuguese in Africa led to the emergence of creole

languages in that continent (leaving entirely aside the

importance of Portuguese in Asian Creoles). The existence

of Sao Tomense, Principense, Cape Verde Crioulo and other

Creoles are the living evidence of the longstanding

linguistic interaction between two (and more) very different

groups of people. The growth and use of Portuguese-lexified

Creoles among people living in Africa, however, has never

been at issue. It is, rather, whether the clusters of

historical, demographic, geographic, cultural and linguistic

data in totp support the hypothesis that a Portuguese pidgin

or creole was transplanted from Africa to Spanish America

and, more specifically, to Mexico.

The theories of language contact surveyed in this

chapter predict that in periods of extended or repeated

contact between two or more groups speaking mutually
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unintelligible languages, the group of lesser power

(speaking a substrate language) will typically adopt some

version of the more powerful group's language (the

superstrate)
. How the less-powerful group acguires the

pidgin is a matter of ongoing controversy with implications

for theories of language acguisition. As contacts between

the groups move beyond the strictly commercial, the pidgin

will acquire certain minimal norms (i.e. will become a

stable pidgin) and from that point will tend to expand

further to fill the new range of communicative functions.

Although the original reduced or pidgin Portuguese (Naro's

reconnaissance language ) may have been taught to Africans in

Portugal who had been brought there to learn to interpret,

the emergence of a true creole language from a pidgin occurs

at the birth of a generation of native speakers, which

clearly occurred in west Africa. Granda's (1978) work

hypothesizes that Africans destined for slavery brought some

version of this reconnaissance language with them to the New

World and that this speech achieved enough stability to

serve as the substrate for the acquisition of local

vernacular Spanish in the circum-Caribbean. It is clear

from the historical record that Africans arriving in

Portugal and Spain seldom achieved mastery of their captors'

language; the early texts from those countries show similar

divergences from the standard forms. The existence of

creole languages (Papiamentu and Palenquero) beside Afro-
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Caribbean varieties of Spanish showing intriguing

similarities between them (see list above) is a strong

motive for investigating the likelihood of a pan-Caribbean,

proto-Afro-Hispanic language. What is often overlooked is

the fact that Mexico borders not only on the Gulf, but also

on the Caribbean and was a major destination for west

Africans for more than three centuries. The following

chapter examines historical texts from Mexico in order to

determine to what degree Africanized speech is represented

in Spain's largest and most important New World colony.

Notes

1. These investigations into Afro-Hispanic speech are
coincidentally contemporaneous with studies relating to the
variety of English associated with African descendants in
the United States (e.g. Wolfram 1969, Dillard 1972, Labov

2. The minimum number of languages in contact reguired forthe emergence of a pidgin language is contested. Classical
definitions (e.g. Whinnom 1965) stipulate there must be atleast three; others allow the broader definition adopted
here: "A pidgin language is defined as a reduced language
with input from speakers of at least two linguistic
communities whose languages are mutually unintelligible"
(Clements 1992:77; see also Fox 1983:105; Bakker 1995:29).

3. What non-European cultures think or have thought ofpidgin and creole languages is far beyond the scope of thisstudy, but Romaine (1988:109-13) offers the opinions of somenative creole speakers. Among Western linguists, HugoSchuchardt (1842-1927) was among the very first Europeans tostudy these languages in any depth and is therefore
considered the father of modern pidgin and creole studies.

4. The most famous examples of communicating via signs and
™™VreV£e

!u
S " Si?n lan9ua<?e» used among the indigenouspeople of North America's Central Plains and the signingsystems used by Deaf communities (Bakker 1995:29).
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5. Bickerton (1994:122) maintains that pidgins, together
with the speech of children under two years of age and thespeech of adults who have been deprived of language in theirformative years, do not constitute "normal human language ••

but rather a "protolanguage," which can also be produced bytrained apes. A jargon or pre-pidgin would, by Bickerton 'scriteria, also be considered "protolanguage."

6. Holm (1988:4-5) offers a lengthy definition and makesspecial reference to deliberate simplification employed by
fJSE'H?*? sPeakers in the genesis of a pidgin. Bakker
(1995:26) is more succinct. This summary of similarities isderived from both authors' descriptions.

7. Naro's (1978) conclusions have recently been challenged.For example, Clements (1992) maintains that Naro's
reconnaissance language" was not a new pidgin variety butmerely an instance of foreigner talk" (75). The island ofArguin as a site where pidgin Portuguese might have emerged

ftas also been proposed as an alternative to a Europeanorigin. A sometimes bitter exchange on these topics between
mqqbT J°V ?

ar° can be found in Goodman (1987a), Naro

Clements U^)
1

.

8^' ClementS (1992)
'
Naro (1993) and

8. There is earlier (nth century) evidence, however, of

1988?14^
Speaklng a Pidginized Arabic in Mauritania (Holm

?;^
A1^OU

f
hl the comPilati°n Cancioneirn r^^i is dated1516, the first poem in Africanized Portuguese ("A min rrevde negro estar Serra Lyoa") is believed to date from 1455

in
e
S!

ier
i
959;228 >- The bating of this poem also figuresin the controversy mentioned in note 7 above.

10. see also Megenney (1990d) for an examination of creole
5i?r

n£Vn
-

16^KC
?
ntUry Portu^ese texts by Henrique daMota, Antonio Ribeiro as well as by Gil Vicente.

lii^r°
nly J^cse phonological features that have particularrelevance to and resonance in later manifestations of Afro-Spanish are listed here. See Teyssier (1959:243-5^ for his

22" ?°mPlete description. Megenney (1990d:362, 371) also

aShors^f^ p' ^
hSSe Same Phenomena in the texts of otterautnors of the Portuguese Renaissance.

12. As in Spanish, the Portuguese multiple vibrant isdepicted word-initially in standard spelling by a single
l£SS £

'
a"?,SO any differences in pronunciation In this

?epresent^ion
B°L2lliC"llf haVe an* reac* orthographicrepresentation. There are exceptions, however, as we see in
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the mid-15th century poem "A min rrey de negro estar Serra
Lyoa .

"

13. Translations are my own throughout and are provided as
a courtesy to interested readers.

14. The bibliography relating to bozal language of the
Spanish Golden Age (roughly 1550-1650) is extensive. Some
of the principal articles treating this variety are Chasca
(1946); Castellano (1961); Weber de Kurlat (1962); Jason
(1967); Granda (1978:216-33). Lipski (1986a) is a detailed
comparative analysis of the features associated with bozal
Spanish over the course of 300 years; Lipski (1986b) is an
excellent succinct examination of the poetic and theatrical
manifestations of bozal Spanish specifically during the
Spanish Golden Age ( sialo de oro ) . it is Lipski (1986b) who
notes that bozal Spanish did not always blindly follow the
original Portuguese literary models, but followed its own
course of evolution, eventually discarding the more pidgin-
like constructions of its Lusitanian antecedents.

15. Even here, in keeping with the fractious nature of
linguistic definitions, there is at least one objection to
the use of the term "native speakers;" some prefer to refer
to the creole as being the "principal language" of its
speakers (Miihlhausler 1986:9).

16. The literature treating theoretical issues of pidgin
and creole development is extensive and widely available.
Some of the most thorough recent accounts are Miihlhausler
(1988), Holm (1988), Romaine (1988), Arends, Muysken and
Smith (1995). Additional helpful readings are found in
Lopez Morales (1989), Fasold (1990), McMahon (1994), Romaine
(1994) and Rickford and McWhorter (1996).

17. It is difficult to make a completely clear distinction
between the grammatical characteristics of an expanded
pidgin and a creole. The primary difference, of course, is
that an expanded pidgin has no native speakers and is the
object of second language learning; the creole is typically
the product of first language acguisition. Bakker
nevertheless notes that "Apparently, the criterion whether
or not a language is learned as a mother tongue is not
sufficient to allow us to distinguish pidgins and Creoles
structurally" (1995 : 27 )

.

18. Briefly, the language bioprogram hypothesis argues that
children who have been exposed to inadeguate first language
input (e.g. a pidgin) for acguisition will produce
grammatical rules for which they have not had models
provided, thus giving rise to a creole. This language
bioprogram is a species-specific, genetic endowment
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compatible with—although not identical to—Chomsky's
Universal Grammar (Bickerton 1981:298; cf. also Chomsky
1988). This hypothesis has been and remains controversial;
its content and aims are outside the scope of the present
work. See Holm (1988:61-65) for a useful overview of the
debate

.

19. The leap from pidgin to Creole in the span of only one
generation has been proposed, for example, in the
development of Hawaiian Creole English (Bickerton 1980,

1984).

20. A summary and discussion of language universalist
approaches is found in Muysken and Veenstra (1995); a

discussion of imperfect second- language learning and the
"baby talk/foreigner talk" issue is available in Besten,
Muysken and Smith (1995). See also Ferguson (1975) for his
seminal experimental exploration into the nature and origin
of foreigner talk. Naro (1978) is an eloguent exposition of

the foreigner talk origins of a pidgin; on this topic see
also Clements (1992).

21. Granda (1978) is a compilation of his most important
articles, including his earliest on this topic.

22. The process of relexification does not always result in

the creation of a Creole language. Media Lengua in Ecuador
is an example of a speech variety that has undergone massive
relexification from Spanish but retains its Quechua
grammatical structures. Languages such as Media Lengua and
Michif (Cree grammar, French lexicon) are not considered
Creoles proper, but "mixed languages" (Bakker and Muysken
1995; Muysken 1997).

23. As a consequence of the intense interest in the circum-
Caribbean varieties of Spanish as they relate to a proposed
Afro-Portuguese pidgin or Creole, a substantial bibliography
has arisen, only a small portion of which is cited here.

For Puerto Rico: Alvarez Nazario (1974) treats the
African presence on the island and their linguistic
contributions in brilliant detail; Mauledn Benitez (1974) is
a primarily phonological examination of the speech of an
Afro-Puerto Rican village supplemented by some lexical
information; see also Granda (1978).

For Cuba: Ortiz (1924); Otheguy (1973); Martinez Gordo
(1982); Fernandez Marrero (1989); Perl (1984, 1985, 1988,
1989a, 1989b, 1989c); Ortiz L6pez (1996).

For the Dominican Republic: Gonzalez and Benavides



(1982); Terrell (1982); Megenney (1982, 1990a); Lorenzi
( 1993 )

.
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For Venezuela: Megenney (1985a, 1990b, 1990c); Alvarez
(1991, 1992).

For Colombia (excluding treatments of Palenguero)

:

"J;" ("51), Granda (1977, 1978); Del Castillo Mathieu
( 1982 )

•

For Panama: Lipski (1990b).

24. Granda acknowledges that Sandoval knew Portuguese
' perfectamente bien" 'perfectly well' (1988:42). At thesame time he also cites a passage from Sandoval referring tothe need and use of African interpreters (1988:46); there
is, however, no mention of this fact in Granda (1978).

25. The salient phonological aspects of a "radical" Spanishdialect are not listed explicitly by Guitart (1978); thesehave been adduced by other linguists and include featurescommonly associated with Afro-Hispanic speech. Rather, thearticle cited provides a convenient rubric for
classification that has been widely adopted.



CHAPTER 3

AFRO-HISPANIC TEXTS IN MEXICO

One of the greatest difficulties confronting the

researcher in Mexico is the general paucity of historical

texts purporting to represent Afro-Hispanic language in the

subcontinent (Zimmermann 1995). There are, nevertheless,

some sources, fairly well distributed diachronically, that

do portray the Spanish as spoken by Africans in Mexico.

Although there is a rich corpus of Iberian bozal texts, the

written sources of "black" speech in the New World are

fairly scant (cf. Lipski 1993). The only available

historical texts of Africanized Spanish in Mexico come from

poetic and musical compositions.

Sor Juana

Mordant poet, nun, proto-feminist and the "tenth Muse"

of Spanish letters, Sor ('Sister') Juana Ines de la Cruz

(1651-1695) occupies a unigue place in Mexican humanism and

intellectual activity; her life and writings have inspired a

prodigious biographical and critical bibliography. Her

poetic production includes vil lane i cos 'religious songs'

celebrating various Church feast days. Among these are

viUancicos purportedly as sung by Africans, such as the

following excerpt from the feast day of San Pedro Nolasco,

1677. Rather than its being a laudatory, jubilant or

61
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reverential song, the content below shows a sharp criticism

of the Church (Mansour 1973:61), couched in

characteristically bozal language:

• • • •

La otra noche con mi conga
turo sin durmi pensaba,
que no quiele gente plieta,
como eya so gente branca.

Sola saca la Panola;
Ipues, Dioso, mila la trampa,
que aunque neglo gente somo,
aungue nos dici cabaya!

• • • •

The other night with my Congo woman
sleepless I was thinking
that she [the Church] doesn't want black people,
only white people like her.

She only saves the Spaniards,
but God, look at this deception,
that although black, we are people,
though she calls us horses!' (Mansour 1973:61)

This text contains many examples of the well-known

interchangeability of the liquids /l/ and /r/ (/r/ > [1] in

quiele, plieta , mila, neglo; /l/ > [r] in branca \ : there is

also substitution of /d/ > [r] in turo : loss of infinitive-

final /r/ (durmi); loss of final /s/ ( somo < somos) ; certain

vocalic shifts, most particularly raising f turo , durmi <

tpdo, dormir ; Oisl < dice); erroneously marked gender and

number (la Panola, cabaya < los espano]pS
f caballos)

;

paragoge (Dioso < Dios) and aphaeresis ( Panola < esoaholes K
There are two possible Portuguese forms in §2 'only' and

branca 'white' (cf. Spanish s61o and blanca l , and the

raising of unstressed /o/ to [u] may be easily accepted as a

Portuguese influence as well. Syntactically, there are no
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discrepancies in this text from standard Spanish, confirming

Lipski's (1986b) observation that early, pidgin-like

features evolve out of late Golden Age literature. In

short, this is a classic bozal text from the late Spanish

Golden Age, which even contains the formulaic lament of the

enslaved African, "aunque neglo gente some"

Paradoxically, it is the very classic nature of this

text, representative of a particular type of poetry, that

weakens claims to authenticity. 1 Although Sor Juana was

resident in Mexico City and would have known of Africans in

the city, she was also entirely conversant with contemporary

trends in Peninsular literature including the figure of the

bozal and his characteristic speech as found in the work of

writers such as Quevedo and G6ngora; moreover, she had been

in Puerto Rico and knew bozal speech first-hand. Sor

Juana 's examples are important, nevertheless, for situating

an Africanized Spanish in the capital of the Viceroyalty. 2

Parochial villancicos of Puebla

Also within the same tradition of religious songs is a

collection of vjjllancicos brought to light by Megenney

(1985c; but see also Stevenson 1974, 1975). Discovered in

the cathedral of Puebla, the possible dates of their

transcription range over more than a century, from 1606 to

1715 (Megenney 1985c:162). These villancicos present

characteristics identical to those written by Sor Juana, and

among them is one with a distinctly Portuguese base; this
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last fact does lend support to the hypothesis of a

pidginized Afro-Portuguese spoken among Africans in Mexico.

The other five vjllancicQS have rather more bozal elements

than Sor Juana's, reflecting an early date of probable

composition, independent of their transcription date. The

more bozal features in the remaining five villancicos that

Megenney identifies as having a Spanish base include such

forms as noso. (Portuguese nosso , Spanish nuestro 'our') and

siolo, sinplo (Spanish senor , Portuguese senhor 'sir'), as

well as the very bozal copula sa 'is/are/be', (see e.g.

"Guineo a 5" in Megenney 1985c: 175-76; "Negrilla, " 188-89).

The discovery of these texts is fairly compelling evidence

of an early Afro-Hispanic speech, heavily influenced by

Portuguese, if not a pidgin or creole per se. 3

18th Century Sonas and Dannps

As the slave trade declined rapidly in Mexico during

the 18th century (see Chapter 4) there was nevertheless

continuing contact with Cuba via the Gulf coast port of

Veracruz. Cuba had a vigorous slave trade during the late

18th century which peaked by the mid-l9th century as its

sugar cane industry was developed. Afro-Cuban and Afro-

Cuban-influenced songs and dances achieved wide currency in

many parts of Mexico, including the so-called Facico songs

(from the Africanized pronunciation of the name Francisco).

These Facicos, which were apparently widely known and

circulated in Mexico as late as the 1950s, often included
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lyrics that have clear Afro-Portuguese influences: "Maria

Facica quere casa / con home banco de Portuga" 'Maria

Francisca wants to marry / a white man from Portugal'

(Mendoza 1956:1103). Various dances such as the sacamandu,

chucumbe and maracumbe were known as "African" and were also

frequently denounced to the Inquisition and condemned by the

Church as being too suggestive. In all cases these dances

appear to have been learned in Cuba and brought to Mexico.

The lyrics of "black" songs in the early 18th century

maintain a definite bozal flavor, (i.e. forms such as DiOSQf

sa, the prepositional particle na, etc. appear in the

lexicon) but this "bozal effect" is most frequently achieved

by means of the formula of interchanging liquids /l/ and

/r/, and by including onomatopoeic "Africanisms" such as cu-

curcu and Zanguangue in refrains (see especially "Ha

negliyo" in Mendoza 1956:1102-03). The masked Danza dp m.
Negros 'Dance of the Negroes' among the indigenous Mixe

people in Oaxaca state attests to the African presence on

the Pacific coast, and it has been suggested that it may

actually have originated in the Costa Chica of Guerrero

(Mendoza 1956:1106). This assertion appears dubious,

however, as current cultural expressions among the

Afromestizos of the Costa Chica, curiously enough, do not
include any of the dances or songs mentioned by Mendoza as

typical of the Gulf coast or of Oaxaca state, nor have they
been recorded by other researchers (Aguirre Beltran 1958,
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Manzano Anorve 1991). The local dances of the Costa Chica

include the artesa, danced by a couple upon a tarima

(hollowed log shaped like a canoe); and the chilena., which

originated from the cueca sung and performed by the crew of

a Chilean squadron visiting Acapulco in the early 19th

century (Lopez Barroso 1967:76-77; Luna Mayani 1976:195-96).

The co-rridos 'folk ballads' for which the residents of

Cuajinicuilapa and environs are most renowned do not include

any of the Portuguese-like forms attested in the 18th

century "black" songs (see Gutierrez Avila 1985).

Modern Descriptions of Costa Chica Spanish

The earliest modern reference to the Spanish spoken in

the Costa Chica comes from an account provided by a census

taker in 1870:

Los habitantes que forman la municipalidad son

2!
8
2lS£?

teVe "^ africana
' P°r lo que su idioma esei espanol antiguo, y no poseen mas industria que lassiembras de algoddn y maiz, pero en corta cantidad, asicomo la crla de vacas y bestias caballares.

'The inhabitants who make up the municipality aredescendants of the African race, for which reason their
i
ahf^ 1S old

.

sPanish, and they have no industriesother than growing cotton and corn, but in smallquantities, as well as cattle and horse raising' (J mL6pez, cited in Aguirre Beltran 1958:63)."

Unfortunately, what Lopez meant by "old Spanish" spoken
by the descendants of Africans is open to speculation. in

previous work, it has been suggested that Lopez "heard their
language as something 'other' than his own and that .

the African ancestry of the people had something to do with
the way they spoke Spanish" (Althoff 1994:247). We have •
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seen in the previous chapter that there are many features

that, taken together, have been used as keys to the

identification of Africanized Spanish. What features Lopez

may have had in mind as he commented on their language is

beyond learning, but his is a prescientif ic recognition of

the distinct nature of a regional speech that may have

originated among maroons living in the area since the late

1500s (see Chapter 5).

In this century Heredia (1935) presents a modest

description of the Spanish spoken in the Costa Chica town of

Ometepec, an important regional center. Chiefly consisting

of a list of regional lexical items, Heredia 's article notes

the common raising of /e/ to [i] (e.g. ensenar > insehar 'to

teach') and the near-universal aspiration of syllable- and

word-final /s/. She points out commonalities between the

vocabulary of Ometepec, located very near the Pacific coast,

and that of the Yucatdn, Campeche and Tabasco on the Gulf of

Mexico. Although many of these words are identical in form

on both coasts, there are regional differences in meaning.

The similarity in vocabulary, however, is suggestive of some

possible connection between the two varieties across the

Isthmus of Tehuantepec (these implications are discussed in

Chapter 8 )

.

The most complete description and analysis of Costa

Chica Spanish is found in Aguirre Beltran (1958). As part

of an ethnographic treatment of the town of Cuajinicuilapa,
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Aguirre Beltran has described a number of characteristics

that coincide with many of the features described above as

typical of bozal Spanish and Portuguese. Basing his report

on fieldwork carried out in late 1948 and early 1949, he

records (1958:203-13):

(1) Usual aspiration and even loss of syllable- and

word-final /s/;

(2) Paragoge, particularly in forming the diminutive

of proper nouns (Ramon > Monche; Sebastian > Tango); 5

Aguirre Beltran does not record any examples of the type

senpr > senoro as seen in earlier Afro-Mexican texts;

(3) The wide use of the second person singular

pronoun yog (transcribed feo_j) with accompanying distinctive

verb morphology;

(4) Word-final /r/ was often eliminated f doto , calo
f

Eari < doctor 'doctor', calor 'heat', parir 'to give

birth');

(5) Loss of word-final and intervocalic /d/ ( verda <

verdad 'truth', toabia < todavia 'still');

(6) Evidence, again from the diminutives of proper

nouns, that both intervocalic /d/ and /r/ may be substituted

by [1] (Isidoro > Lolo
f Margarita > Lita l:

(7) Widespread variation in standard vowels,

typically in atonic syllables (oolesla < pcJJ^ia 'police',

mormuyp < murmullo 'murmur');
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(8) Aphaeresis (tubo < estuvo '3 sg. was', norito <

SehoritP locally 'patriarch of extended family');

(9) Apocope (pa < para 'for', ca. < casa 'house', pue

< puede '3 sg. is able');

(10) Prothesis (atraisionar, alebantar < traicionar

'to betray', levantar 'to raise').

Among his other findings are a rare, but locally

general, behavior of /f/ (analyzed in Chapter 7) and a

distinctive regional lexicon already noted in part by

Heredia (1935). Aguirre Beltrdn is very aware, however, of

the potentially strong African contribution to the language

of the cuilenos 'residents of Cua jinicuilapa' , and notes

that the differences in speech there are significant and

numerous enough to "surprise" anyone who converses with them

(1958:201). He points out two factors involved in the

likely development of the local variety: the isolation in

which the inhabitants lived until earlier this century and

"la variabilidad de lenguas habladas por guienes fijaron su

residencia definitiva en la planicie costanera" 'the

variability [sic] of languages spoken by those who settled

permanently on the coastal plain' (1958:202). Following

Granda's (1978:372-73) recommendation, it has been noted

above that the element of isolation in particular makes this

municipio 'county' an attractive site for investigating

potential African or Afro-Portuguese linguistic links. The

already-attested traits of the local speech which have been
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correlated with other Africanized varieties of Iberian

languages, serve to confirm the suitability of the municip io

of Cuajinicuilapa for further investigation (see also

Chapters 5 and 6 )

.

Lopez Barroso (1967) is a compendium of information

relating to the judicial district of Abasolo which includes

the municipio of Cuajinicuilapa. Although there is no

specific information on syntax or phonology, among its

contents is a regional word list that contains some items of

interest. Consistent with an Afro-Portuguese or bozal

origin are the words nenco (cf. Spanish nearo ) 'black', paye

(padre) 'father' and hudo (nudgj 'knot' (1967:189).

Although these forms are not recorded specifically in the

municipio of Cuajinicuilapa, their attestation within this

Costa Chica district, headguartered in the regional center

of Ometepec, would reasonably allow their use as collateral

data. The phenomenon of intrusive nasalization appears in

nencQ, similar to attested nenaro . nenare < nearo in bozal

speech (Lipski 1992). The palatalization of standard /n/ to

[ft] (imdQ > nudo) has also been identified with Afro-

Hispanic phonotactics , although this has also been found in

other non-Africanized dialects (Lipski 1994a: 126). The

appearance of paye, so similar in form to Portuguese pae

'father', is intriguing, but there is no corresponding

feminine form included in that short lexicon (but see

below). These forms, however, contribute to a picture of
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the regional speech that may plausibly include Africanized

forms

.

The most important collection of regional vocabulary

and expressions is undoubtedly Aparicio Prudente et al.

(1993b). Although this work is strictly descriptive, the

forms found therein greatly expand the lexical data

available for study. Consisting of approximately 1700

entries described as being in daily use, it is divided into

sections describing illnesses, flora and fauna, regional

cooking and foods, agricultural implements, weights and

measures, names, surnames and hypocoristics, toponyms and

miscellaneous expressions and sayings. Among the

expressions recorded are words referring to the language of

both regional and non-regional speech groups. The editors

note that the coastal residents recognize each other through
the distinctiveness of their speech (Aparicio Prudente et

al. 1993b:xi, 15) and refer to the standard speech as

"hablar fisico" 'physical talk', a style of speaking "sin

contraer las palabras, aspirar ni suprimir las letras"

'without contracting words, aspirating or suppressing

letters'. The residents of the munifiifiio of Cua jinicuilapa

themselves say they speak "mocho" 'choppy' or "payo"

'countrified'. The data contained here show the

complementary forms mays and payg (1993b:15, 17), which are
forms used to call out to a girl and boy, respectively, when
one does not know the child's name. Confirmed again is the
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phenomenon of intrusive nasalization (muncho < mucho 'much';

nunca < nuca 'nape of the neck' [1993b:17-18] ) . Finding its

first mention in the literature for this region is the

freguent tendency for /o/ to be raised to [u], both in tonic

and atonic positions. The editors, employing a digraph ou

to represent this raised vowel, record creou, friou and

qourda < crep 'I believe', frio 'cold' and aorda 'fat'

(1993b:6)

.

Academic work published in the 1980s and early 1990s

relating to the municipio of Cua jinicuilapa has otherwise

focused on literature of the oral and folkloric traditions

(Neff 1988, Gutierrez Avila 1988b, 1993; Gutierrez Avila and

del Rio Azurmendi 1988) as well as on the nature and

function of the corrido 'folk ballad' in Costa Chica society

(Gutierrez Avila 1985, 1988a, Moedano 1988). While all of

these studies have intrinsic ethnographical and

anthropological interest, as a rule they shed no new light

either on the historical origins of the African-descended

population or on their speech. Anthropology, in fact, has

been the main discipline driving research in and about the

Costa Chica (see Chapter 6); the appearance of Washington

(1992) follows in this same social sciences tradition.

The stories and legends in Aparicio Prudente et al.

(1993a) make it exceptional in providing transcriptions that

largely follow the conventions of this study. Based on

taped interviews with local residents, these narratives not
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only offer insights into local lore but into the structure

of their language as well. The most striking linguistic

feature of this book, however, is the glossary of local

terms and usages, but on a lesser scale than that found in

Aparicio Prudente et al. (1993b).

Linguistic studies of a more formal, academic nature

apart from the information provided in Aguirre Beltran

(1958) have been all but nonexistent. The most recent work

bearing specifically on the language of the municipio of

Cuajinicuilapa is Althoff (1994). This article offers some

history on the origins of the residents, recapitulating some

of the information described in Aguirre Beltrdn (1958), and

provides some new data on the local speech. In the context

of increasing urbanization, mass media and education, this

article predicts the eventual disappearance of some of the

more distinctive features of the local phonology but the

survival of the unigue regional lexicon (Althoff 1994:253-

54)

.

Summary

Beginning with the classically bozal villancicos of the

Golden Age, the speech of Africans and their descendants has

been depicted on Mexican soil. Because the African was so

often depicted in the theatre as a humorous figure speaking

outlandishly, the reliability of these texts as a record of

Africanized Spanish has often been called into guestion.

Although there were undoubtedly exaggerations and some
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distortions of actual features, this study aspires to the

position described by Lipski (1992:285), neither to accept

the texts uncritically nor reject them out of hand: the

working (and necessary) assumption here is that Spanish

bozal speech, although prone to be exaggerated by dramatists

and poets (e.g. in the wildly indiscriminate interchanging

of liguids /l/ and /r/), was more or less accurately

recorded in their compositions. More recent descriptions

and observations of local language, although often

impressionistic, may be regarded as good-faith attempts to

record accurately those linguistic features regarded as

especially typical of the region.

In assessing Afro-Hispanic texts in Mexico, we have

seen definite parallels between the characteristics

associated with bozal Spanish as well as some associated

with (Afro-) Caribbean Spanish. In particular, the evidence

described by Aguirre Beltran (1958), augmented by later

descriptive works and compendia, and the known history of

the municipio and the Costa Chica (see Chapter 5), suggest

the possibility that an Africanized variety of Spanish, if

not a full Creole, could have been spoken along the south

Pacific coast of Mexico.

The following chapter examines details of the slave

trade to Mexico that seized Africans and brought them to

this continent. More importantly, it examines the

conditions under which Africans were forced to live at
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different points in their enforced immigration and the

potential effects those living conditions might have had on

language acguisition.

Notes

1. The accuracy of slave speech in the United States as
depicted in the songs of Stephen Foster or the novels of
Mark Twain (Samuel Clemens) may be interrogated in the sameway: there is certainly some basis in linguistic reality
but there is also undoubtedly some degree of stereotypina'
and exaggeration.

2. African languages were also heard in colonial Mexico
City, although it was usually dangerous for anyone, European
or African, to speak them: Europeans might fall under
suspicion of being crypto-Jews and Africans of fomenting a
slave rebellion. Alberro indicates that "Angola" language
was sometimes used by Portuguese merchants living in Mexico
City who had learned it in Africa or from their slave
nannies (1979:146). Portuguese merchants were freguently
suspected of secretly being Jews, who were distinctly
personae non aratap in Spain and especially in Spain's
colonies.

3. The texts found in Stevenson (1974, 1975) reflect very
much the characteristics described in Megenney (1985c).

4. Aguirre Beltran (1958:63, 239) cites a text I have been
unable to locate but whose publication data are reproduced
here verbatim:

Arce, Francisco 0. 1870. Memoria presentada antP i*
H. Legislatura del Estado de Quaaaat t

por el Gobernador del
mismo: J. l. Ldpez. Estadistica del Distrito de Ometepec,
fechado en Ometepec, Enero de 1870. Ciudad Guerrero.

5. Although Aguirre Beltran devotes a great deal of space
to discussing local diminutives and hypocoristics, Lipski
(1995c) has shown, using the theory of prosodic morphology,
that these forms are produced according to unvarying
patterns across all dialects of Spanish.



CHAPTER 4

AFRICANS IN MEXICO

Throughout its history as an independent nation, and

especially since the Revolution of 1910, Mexico has proudly

considered itself to be a country that is mestizo to its

very core, a raza cosmica 'cosmic race' born of the union of

the Spaniard and the indigene. Moreover, this conception of

Mexican national parentage is supported and reinforced by

the existence and activities of official bodies such as the

Instituto Nacional Indigenista and the Consejo Nacional para

la Cultura y las Artes, among others. In the popular

consciousness as well as in the official textbooks and

histories, the contributions of native peoples and Europeans

are those that constitute the essence of the process of

mestizaie resulting ultimately in la mexicanidad , a

distinctive national, cultural and ethnic identity. And

while it would be impossible to underestimate the importance

of either the indigenous or European lineage to this

process, it is apparent that the reality of the Mexican

ethnic heritage is somewhat more textured than is generally

understood. A truly complete account of Mexico's history

must include mention and discussion of the African presence

on the subcontinent.

76
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While people of African descent in many Spanish-

speaking American countries, such as Cuba, Puerto Rico, the

Dominican Republic, Panama, Colombia and Venezuela, comprise

a large and visible segment of the population, their seeming

absence in contemporary Mexico may suggest, even among some

Mexicans, that there was never any African presence in the

country (Palmer 1976:vii).

This misapprehension is rather easily explained by

taking into account a couple of factors. First, Africans

and their descendants in Mexico have always been a very

small minority in an overwhelmingly Amerind population. The

exact number of Africans introduced into New Spain (Mexico)

as slaves has never been established with complete certainty

due to some incomplete records and what is presumed to have

been a very high degree of slave smuggling (Palmer 1970:16-

17; 1976:2). The most commonly accepted estimate is that

200,000 slaves were imported during the course of almost

exactly three centuries beginning in 1519 (Aguirre Beltran

1944:431; Curtin 1969:46). Although New Spain was at one

time (1570-1650) the largest holder of African slaves in the

New World (Palmer 1970:4), in comparison to the indigenous

population, both the Africans and the Spaniards remained

distinctly minority populations: taken as a single sum,

these two groups never constituted any more than one to two

percent of Mexico's entire population (Aguirre Beltran

1972:198). in the 16th century, 71 percent of the immigrant
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population was African, 29 percent European. This

proportion remained more or less constant in the 17th

century, but by the 18th century had become 65 percent

African and 35 percent European. As a percentage of the

entire Mexican population, these figures increase if we

consider the combined African and mixed African-indigenous

(i.e. Afromestizo) population, but still indicate a minority

status. The numbers in this combined African-Afromestizo

category range from approximately seven-tenths of one

percent of New Spain's population in 1570 to 10.2 percent in

1810. The figures for the combined indigenous and European

groups are 99.07 percent and 89.4 percent, respectively

(Aguirre Beltran 1972:234).

The other factor accounting for Afro-Mexico's relative

invisibility is cultural rather than demographic. While it

is true that the relative numbers of Africans and their

descendants in Mexico were never large, their presence,

contributions and importance were additionally minimized

—

indeed, made nearly to vanish—by "la magnitud gue entre

nosotros siempre alcanz6 la naturaleza mistica de lo indio "

'the magnitude that the mystical nature of everything Indian

always achieved among us' (Aguirre Beltran 1958 :ll; original

emphasis). In spite of the initial interest generated

primarily by Aguirre Beltran's historical and ethnographic

work of fifty years ago, scholarly production addressing

Africans and African-descended culture in Mexico remained
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relatively scarce until the mid-1980 's when a renewed

interest in Mexico's African roots became evident.

The Slave Trade to Mexico

Of all the colonial powers later to employ involuntary

servitude in their overseas territories, Spain was the first

to institute the "peculiar institution" in the New World

(Palmer 1976:1), and the first half-dozen Africans to arrive

in Mexico came with the original conquistadores (Aguirre

Beltran 1972:19; Meyer and Sherman 1995:215). The

definitive arrival of the Spanish in 1519 marked not only

the beginning of the apocalyptic end of the Mexico-

Tenochtitldn empire, but also the beginning of the African

presence in Mexico.

The Spanish slave commerce in Africans certainly did

not begin with explorations and expeditions to the New

World, although it did indeed reach its highest levels in

the new hemisphere. 1 Slaves, both from north and sub-

Saharan Africa, were a common sight on the Iberian

peninsula, particularly in Seville (Pike 1967) and Lisbon

(Saunders 1982). These two cities came to be the most

important centers for the slave trade in Europe. In Spain,

Malaga, Cddiz and Valencia also reported substantial numbers

of slaves (Palmer 1970:6; Rout 1976:16). The sub-Saharan

African slaves permitted to be sold in Spain were required

to have received at least rudimentary instruction in

Christianity as well as baptism. These partially
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Europeanized Africans, or ladinos, were likewise the only

ones originally permitted into the New World, but as the

native populations in the Indies (and later in Mexico)

succumbed to the devastating results of epidemics and

mistreatment, the demand for labor in the overseas Spanish

colonies would grow extremely acute.

The Spanish slave traffic to the Americas began even

before Columbus's fourth and final voyage (1502-1504) to the

New World. The first regulatory measures by the Spanish

Crown regarding slavery in the New World were instituted in

1501 with instructions to Nicolas de Ovando, governor of

Hispaniola, forbidding slaves who were Jews, Moors or new

converts to Christianity2 to land on the island. These

orders called instead for the importation of nearos ladinos
r

the Christianized Africans, who were considered to be free

from exposure to pernicious and heretical ideas (Aguirre

Beltran 1972:16)

.

As noted above, it was clear, however, that the need

for labor would eventually outstrip the available number of

Christianized African slaves who had spent the reguisite

amount of time on the Iberian peninsula for some minimal

catechization and acculturation. The year 1518, a scant 17

years after Ovando received his orders, was of special

significance in the history of slavery in Spanish America

for two reasons: first, the Spanish Crown gave its

permission for non-Europeanized, non-Christianized 3
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Africans, the so-called nearos hn7ai PR 'wild Negroes', to be

conveyed directly from Africa to Hispaniola; and second, the

Crown approved an organized, large-scale trade in slaves.

In this year, a cedula 'decree' incorporating both of these

points was granted by the Emperor Carlos V to one of his

court favorites, Laurent de Gouvenot. The cedula authorized

4,000 slaves to be sent to the Indies over the course of

nine years. Gouvenot in turn sold the 4,000 licencias (one

licencia being required to import one slave) to three

Genoese merchants living in Seville. These merchants agreed

to deliver 1,000 slaves to Cuba and the remaining 3,000 to

Hispaniola. They further managed to reserve to themselves

the right to dispatch an indeterminate number of African

slaves to the Yucatan and other parts of the Mexican

mainland, whether discovered or yet to be discovered

(Aguirre Beltran 1972:17-18). Thus began the organized—and

eventually enormous—slave trade to Spanish America which in

turn led to a massive infusion of African blood into the

racial mix of the Spanish colonies. The cedula granted to

Gouvenot in 1518 can also be considered the first instance

of an asientQ, the official monopoly granted to an

individual slave trader or slaving company to supply the

almost insatiable demand for labor (Palmer 1976:9). The

reader should keep in mind that the Spanish, while

enthusiastic customers who provided a strong and ready

demand, never really controlled the supply of slaves.
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Beginning with Gouvenot's Genoese subcontractors, the

traffic in slaves was, with some exceptions, always managed

and directed by non-Spaniards.

First Period of African Slavery in Mexico

There were three main periods of forced African

migration into Mexico (Palmer 1976:3). The first period,

which may fairly be called the periodo de las licencias

'period of licenses' (Aguirre Beltran 1972), began in 1519

with the arrival of the Spanish, and ended in 1580 after a

disastrous epidemic. Between 1519 and 1580 the slave trade

was carried on under the authority of numerous asientos and

licencias granted to individuals of various nationalities.

In many cases the individuals authorized to import slaves

were simply "los numerosos empleados gue pasaban a la Nueva

Espaha a ocuparse de su administracidn" 'the numerous

employees who were crossing to New Spain to take charge of

its administration' (Aguirre Beltran 1972:20). The largest

single number of licencias granted by the Crown to an

individual during this time was 23,000 to Hernando de Ochoa

Ochandiano in 1552. The contract was to have been a

monopoly of seven years, but it appears this particular

contract never actually took effect (Aguirre Beltran

1972:23). The size of the contract does serve, however, to

indicate how hugely demand had increased from the original

Gouvenot asiento for 4,000 slaves in 1518.
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During the 61 years of the first period of African

slavery in Mexico, literally thousands of licencias were

issued to various courtiers, officials, explorers, settlers,

conquistadores (including Hernan Cortes in 1542) and

entrepreneurs. Indeed, licencias were available to nearly

anyone who could afford them: the Crown had discovered that

either issuing licencias with a tax or simply selling them

on the open market was a very good means of raising revenue

to pay for His Majesty's wars (Aguirre Beltran 1972:23).

Second Period of African Slavery in Meyir.n

The second period, from 1580 to 1650, witnessed the

height of slavery in Mexico, both in terms of numbers of

slaves in the country and in its economic significance

(Palmer 1976:3). This is also the period corresponding

broadly to the years of the unified Crowns of Portugal and

Spain. King Felipe II, son of the Emperor Carlos V of Spain

and Princess Isabel of Portugal (hence grandson and

legitimate heir of Manuel I of Portugal), ascended the

Lusitanian throne in 1581 following the death of the

childless king Sebastian in 1578 (Cantarino 1995:143).-

The political unity of the two kingdoms further consolidated

the Portuguese hold on the Spanish slave trade. Indeed, the

slave trade had to that point been so organized as to make

the Portuguese indispensable to the traffic (Aguirre Beltran

1972:33). By virtue of the 1479 Treaty of Alcacovas, Spain

had already ceded to Portugal the exclusive rights to trade
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and explore on mainland Africa (Rout 1976:15). This

arrangement was rather strictly observed by the Spanish, as

evidenced by the fact that Spain's only sub-Saharan African

possession, Spanish Guinea (since 1968, the Republic of

Equatorial Guinea) was only officially acquired by them in

1778, with effective settlement coming much later (Lipski

1985b:3-4)

.

Towards the end of the 16th century, the Portuguese saw

their effective slaving monopoly officially sanctioned and

strengthened by the Crown of Spain. In 1595, Felipe II

ordered a special Junta 'commission' composed of members of

the Real Hacienda 'Royal Treasury' and the Conseio de Indias

'Council of the Indies' to discuss a general contract for

sending slaves to Spain's American possessions. From that

point onward, this junta would re-form each time it was

necessary to establish a new asiento . It was in this same

year of 1595 that an asiento was granted to—or more

accurately, bought at auction by—the Portuguese Pero Gdmez

Reynel, which specified that 3,500 slaves be delivered alive

(of the 4,250 to be embarked in Africa) to the port of

Cartagena on the coast of present-day Colombia. Two

thousand of these were to be distributed according to the

Crown's orders; the remaining 1,500 were permitted to be

sold as the asentista 'holder of the asiento ' wished

(Aguirre Beltran 1972:38). Due to some unresolvable

conflicts with viceregal customs officials, the asiento with
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Gomez Reynel ended in 1599, some five years short of its

originally stipulated length (Aguirre Beltran 1972:40-41).

The difficulties G6mez Reynel had in the administration

of his asientQ were not sufficient to discourage other

bidders from seeking the monopoly. In 1601 another asiento

was awarded to Juan Rodriguez Coutinho (also known as Joao

Roiz Coutinho), who, conveniently enough, was also the

governor of the Portuguese colony of Luanda on the Angolan

coast. (Luanda was one of the main African factorias
r or

warehousing and transshipment points, in the Portuguese-

controlled slave trade.) This asiento was plagued by

lawsuits occasioned under the previous asentista : it ended

finally with the death of Juan Rodriguez Coutinho himself in

1603 (Aguirre Beltrdn 1972:42-43).

The late governor's brother, Gonzalo Vaez Coutinho,

then picked up the remaining years of the monopoly under an

asiento dated 1605. The Coutinhos had obligated themselves

to provide 38,250 slaves to the service of Spain's New World

colonies over the course of nine years. This contract, as

the previous one, provided for a yearly number of 4,250

slaves; again, the annual number of slaves to be delivered

alive was only 3,500~a figure that allowed for an

appallingly high mortality rate of nearly 18 percent.

Aguirre Beltran notes that the majority of these people were

destined for arrival in Mexico, as New Spain was the only
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market capable of absorbing such a large number of slaves at

that time (1972:43-44).

With the exception of a five year period (1609-1614)

following the Coutinho asientos . a period which was

characterized by contraband slave imports and the use of

some individual licencias. the Portuguese were in complete

possession of the slaving monopoly from 1595 until 1639. 5

Aguirre Beltran indicates that the period from 1580 to 1640

also marked the height of the Portuguese slaving trade to

Spanish America (1972:48). The last asiento granted to the

Portuguese came to its conclusion at a time when Portugal

was beginning to reassert its autonomy from Spanish

political domination by armed resistance. During the period

of Portuguese hegemony over the Spanish slave trade, it is

estimated that 35,089 Africans arrived in New Spain (Aguirre

Beltran 1972:217-218).

Final Period of African Slavery in Mexico

The third and final period of slavery in this

chronology began in 1650 and lasted until 1827 (Palmer

1976:3). In contrast to the relatively uncomplicated

arrangements in the slave trade that had prevailed until

1650, the situation became increasingly fluid (Mellafe

1964:37). in light of her decline as the most powerful

economic and military power in Europe, Spain was forced to

deal more and more with Protestant slaving nations with

which she had less than amicable relations.
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After the last Portuguese asiento came to its

conclusion in 1639, there was a period of approximately 20

years in the trade with no clear direction or asentista. in

1662 a new contract was finally granted to three Genoese

merchants, Domingo Grillo, Ambrosio Lomelin and his brother

Agustin Lomelin, who were known collectively as the Grillos.

Although contractually they were permitted to seek slaves

from any nation other than Portugal willing to supply them

(including even the hated English), these merchants obtained

most of their slaves from the Dutch factorfa on Curacao

(Aguirre Beltran 1972:56). Portuguese sources had been

closed to the Grillos as a result of Lisbon's rebellion

against Spain, and although commercial and diplomatic

relations were soon restored between the two governments,

the Portuguese never again played a major role in

introducing African slaves to Spanish America (Aguirre

Beltran 1972:56-57).

The Grillos successfully fulfilled the terms of their

asiento
,
which were to bring 24,500 Africans to the ports of

Cartagena, Portobelo (Panama) and Veracruz over the course

of seven years. 6

The next asiento., granted in 1674, was held by the

Spaniards Antonio Garcia and Sebastian de Siliceo. They

undertook to bring 20,000 Africans to America, at the rate

of 4,000 slaves for each of five years. Although it was

nominally controlled by Spaniards, it has been suggested
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that this asiento served merely as a facade for the banking

and commercial interests represented by the Dutchman

Balthazar Coymans (Aguirre Beltran 1972:59-60). If this is

true, then the interests represented by Coymans were

apparently not concerned enough to rescue the asiento from

bankruptcy: in 1676 Garcia and Siliceo failed to meet their

financial obligations to the government, and the Spanish

Crown ordered the asiento into the hands of the corporate

trading enterprise called the Consulado y Comercio de

Sevilla 'Chamber of Commerce of Seville'. Garcia and

Siliceo had been able to hold the contract only thirteen

months (Aguirre Beltran 1972:60).

The Consulado met with only partial success in taking

over the previous asiento . In the face of large shipping

losses, the Consulado itself was forced to seek permission

to place part of its obligation into yet another party's

hands (Aguirre Beltrdn 1972:60). Juan Barroso del Pozo, a

Genoese merchant living in Seville, then entered the slave

trade under the terms of the asiento granted to the

Consulado. Fulfilling these terms, however, was extremely

difficult as this contract forbade that any slaves be

acguired from the Dutch-held island of Curagao. Barroso del

Pozo was in a guandary; he was unable to find any other

legally permitted suppliers able or willing to assist him

(Aguirre Beltran 1972:61).
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The stipulation prohibiting trade with the Dutch was an

attempt on the part of the Spanish Crown to circumvent the

effective Dutch hegemony over the slave trade who had

wrested it by force of arms and superior seapower from the

Portuguese. Barroso del Pozo pointed out to the directors

of the Consulado that if he were not allowed to procure the

slaves from the Dutch, the Dutch themselves would have no

difficulty in smuggling the human cargo from Curacao into

the ever-eager and ever-porous markets of the Spanish

American colonies (Aguirre Beltran 1972:61). The truth of

this assertion was inescapable, and the Crown was forced to

acknowledge the obvious. In the words of Aguirre Beltrdn,

Los holandeses se habian propuesto convertirse en
proveedores de las colonias espanolas y en una u
otra forma lo venian consiguiendo.

'The Dutch had set out to become provisioners to
the Spanish colonies, and in one way or another
they were achieving it.' (1972:61)

In spite of the difficulties involved, Barroso del Pozo

managed to carry out the terms of asiento into which he had

entered with the Consulado y Comercio de Sevilla , and in

view of his success, a new contract was drawn up with him.

This new five-year concession was granted at the end of

September 1682 to the same Barroso del Pozo and his son-in-

law, Nicolas Porcio; the enigmatic Balthazar Coymans was

once again involved in behind-the-scenes activities for the

Dutch (Aguirre Beltran 1972:62). Soon thereafter Barroso

del Pozo died and Coymans emerged definitively and
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forcefully from the shadows of the trade. With the approval

of the Spanish Crown, Coymans seized the asiento from the

now bankrupt and absent Porcio on behalf of the asiento 's

Dutch creditors. The Dutch government, sensing an

opportunity to expand its trade and influence further, not

only supported Coymans in this move but petitioned the

Spanish monarch to transfer the asiento to the Dutch West

Indies Company. The Spanish government, which had never

doubted or opposed Coymans' right as a private, individual

investor to take control of the contract from the insolvent

Porcio, nevertheless rejected the suggestion that the Crown

of Spain was in any way bound legally to the Dutch West

Indies Company or obligated to assign the asiento to it

(Aguirre Beltran 1972:64-65; Postma 1990:43). Coymans

discharged the contract, obtaining the vast majority of the

slaves in this instance from Dutch Curacao. The slaves were

then to enter Spanish territory via the ports of Cartagena,

Portobelo, Havana and Veracruz (Aguirre Beltran 1972:64).

Porcio, languishing in prison in Panama due to his

debts, claimed bitterly that he had been defrauded and

dispossessed by Coymans. He was allowed to return to Spain

from Panama, where his allegations were apparently heard by

more sympathetic ears.

Whether true or not, Porcio 's accusations against a

"heretical and foreign Dutchman" (Aguirre Beltran 1972:64)

in xenophobic Spain no doubt assisted him in receiving
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another five-year asiento granted in 1689. Among the terms

was an order to the now deceased Coymans' heirs to reimburse

Porcio for the goods and monies that Coymans had "usurped"

(Aguirre Beltran 1972:65). 7

The most significant issue in these last asientos is

not their complexity, double dealing, or their on-again,

off-again terms. Rather, the importance lies in the fact

that these last asientos represent the end of the slave

trade between the Spanish Crown and private individuals, and

the beginning of its final phase as agreements governed by

international treaties (Aguirre Beltran 1972:63); only one

more asjento of the former, individual type was granted. In

1694 the contract was awarded to Bernardo Francisco Marin de

Guzman, a merchant based in Caracas with business

connections in Seville and Lisbon. Marin de Guzman had

hoped to acguire slaves from Portuguese merchants, to which

end he had entered into some arrangements with the Companhia

Real de Guinea 'Royal Guinea Company' (Aguirre Beltran

1972:66; Mellafe 1964:41).

Marin de Guzmdn died—rumored murdered by the Dutch

—

before the end of the asiento , and the Portuguese Royal

Guinea Company sought control of the asiento . The

Portuguese were in fact granted the asiento for a brief

period (1696-1703), but disputes with the Spanish government

and the change of dynastic house in Spain from Hapsburg to

Bourbon put an end to renewed Portuguese hopes and ambitions
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for the Spanish slave trade (Aguirre Beltran 1972:67-70;

Mellafe 1964:41) .

Felipe V (reigned 1700-1746), first Bourbon monarch of

Spain, was content to allow his kinsman, Louis XIV of

France, to direct the foreign policy of Spain. The French

and Spanish monarchies collaborated in the slave trade by

agreeing to an asiento with the Royal French Guinea Company.

The contract ran from 1701 until 1710; the slaves' ports of

destination were Cumana (northeastern Venezuela), Portobelo

(Panama), Cartagena (Colombia), Havana (Cuba) and Veracruz

on the Gulf of Mexico (Aguirre Beltran 1972:72, 75). This

company, as did so many of its predecessors, eventually ran

into financial difficulties which resulted ultimately in its

bankruptcy. These fiscal problems were precipitated in part

by military setbacks at the hands of the British in 1706 and

1707 (Aguirre Beltran 1972:73). The French merchants, to

aggravate matters, had also been caught several times

transporting items in addition to slaves in clear violation

of their contract. The outrage of the Spanish colonial

merchants, finding themselves undercut by illegal

competition in unauthorized merchandise, was made manifest

to the Spanish Crown: it was their protestations which were

to be the final nail in the straitened company's coffin.

The British victory over the Spanish and French in the

War of the Spanish Succession effectively imposed upon Spain

the English domination of the slave trade. By secret
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agreement, the defeated French Crown ceded to the British

monarch any residual claims and rights it may have held

under the previous asiento (Aguirre Beltran 1972:76). The

British exercised their slaving monopoly privileges through

the South Sea Company, which in turn was connected with the

Royal African Company as the source of the slaves (Aguirre

Beltran 1972:77; Mellafe 1964:44). No longer in a military

or economic position to dictate terms, Spain settled merely

for British concessions to their religious sensibilities by

reguiring the Protestant Britons not to engage in any

activities that "causarian ofensas o escandalos al ejercicio

de la religion catolico-romana" 'would cause offense or

scandal to the exercise of the Roman Catholic religion'

(Aguirre Beltran 1972:76) while transporting the presumably

highly impressionable slaves.

The British South Sea Company controlled the Spanish

commerce in slaves from 1713 until renewed hostilities in

1739 between England and Spain (Aguirre Beltran 1972:79-80;

Mellafe 1964:45-46). The English were authorized to trade

only, in slaves, but the British flagrantly abused their

monopoly privileges by smuggling other goods and merchandise

into the Spanish colonies. These abuses were so egregious

that very often the Spanish colonial officials in the ports

would take extra-legal steps in largely futile attempts to

curtail them. These measures in turn led predictably to

heightened tensions between Spain and England, whose
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relations were always delicate at best. The most

significant impact the British made on the slave trade to

Mexico was their preference for Campeche over Veracruz as

port of entry: the English introduced "many more" slaves

via the former port than the latter (Aguirre Beltrdn

1972:80)

.

Despite their relatively hard-won gains, the British

were not particularly more adept at cornering the slave

market in Spanish America than had been the previous

asentjstas. The slave smuggling which had always plagued

the officially sanctioned trade continued unabated and

Aguirre Beltrdn estimates that during the period of the

British asiento some 2,000 slaves were legally introduced

into the Mexican market, a figure which does not take into

account any of the slaves who certainly would have arrived

clandestinely (1972:83). Moreover, the end of the British

monopoly stands as an important moment in the history of the

trade: "El asiento con Inglaterra . . . senala el fin de la

introduccidn masiva de negros a nuestro pais" 'The asiento

with England . . . marks the end of the massive introduction

of blacks into our country' (Aguirre Beltran 1972:85).

This is not to say, however, that the Spanish slave

trade altogether ceased in Mexico or in the rest of Spanish

America. After the asiento with Britain ended in 1739, a

period of open, non-monopoly trade in slaves increasingly

became the normal method of supplying labor to those
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colonies that still showed a demand for slaves. After 1739,

there was a relatively rapid series of adjustments (Aguirre

Beltran 1972:85-93; Mellafe 1964:46-50) made in light of the

repeated failure of the imperial mercantilist policy to

supply slaves efficiently, in adeguate numbers and at a

reasonable cost both to the slave traders and the

purchasers

.

Decline and End of African Slavery in Mexico

Although it had been moribund for many years, the

mercantilist ideal represented by the asiento died a very

slow and lingering death. The last slaving monopoly

contract was granted in 1773, some 34 years after the last

pact with the British. The last asentistas
f Lorenzo de

Ariztegui and Francisco de Aguirre, owners of the Spanish

Compahia General de Negros 'General Negro Company', ended

their monopoly more or less successfully—at least without

being forced into bankruptcy—in 1779 (Aguirre Beltran

1972:86-88) .

The need for slave labor in Mexico had decreased by

this time due to the increase of native-born laborers, but

there were still two areas in the country where the shortage

of manpower gave rise to the demand for slaves: Tabasco and

Campeche. These two provinces, nevertheless, were capable

of absorbing only a very limited number of slaves in the

best of cases, and the last asiento called for 400 slaves to

be disembarked in Campeche for each of ten years; the
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remaining 3,100 Africans of the specified annual quota were

to be distributed among the ports of Cartagena, Portobelo,

Havana and other Caribbean ports (Aguirre Beltran 1972:86).

Even after the completion of the last formal asiento . demand

for slaves in Campeche remained strong enough to justify a

special cedula in 1804 allowing the importation of African

slaves into that Gulf port, provided that they had never

served in either English or French colonies where they might

have acquired some "pernicious" ideas about personal liberty

(Aguirre Beltran 1972:93).

In 1817, Spain and Great Britain signed a treaty

abolishing the slave trade amidst much rhetorical fanfare

and altruistic grandiloquence. Spain declared that slavery

was no longer necessary for "civilizing" Africans, since an

"enlightened nation" (i.e. England) had taken upon itself

" la gloriosa empresa de civilizarlos en su prooio sueln "

' the glorious enterprise of civilizing them on their own

[Africanl soil ' (Aguirre Beltran 1972:95; original

emphasis), thereby implying hypocritically that the task of

"civilizing Africans" had been the primary Spanish motive

for trading in humans in the first place. Despite this

grand gesture, the institution of slavery itself, however,

was not abolished in Mexico until after independence from

Spain (see below)

.
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Ethnic Origins of Slaves in Mexico

The ethnic origins of the slaves introduced to Mexico

varied during the course of the trade. In general, these

slaves came from the region of the west African coast

bounded on the north by the Senegal river and on the south

by the Kwanza river (just south of Luanda, Angola); this

region extended between 300 and 400 kilometers (186 to 248

miles) into the interior of the continent (Aguirre Beltran

1972:102). The first Africans shipped in large numbers to

Mexico came from the area corresponding to modern Senegal,

Gambia and Guinea-Bissau; it is estimated that 88 percent of

Afro-Mexicans in the mid-1500 's came from this region; only

4.8 percent are counted as having originated from central

and southern Africa (Curtin 1969:98; Aguirre Beltrdn

1972:240). 8 The ethnic groups from this west African zone

most highly represented were the Bram, Wolof and Biafada

peoples; the Malinke, Serer, Banyun, Kassanga and Tukulor

were also present in lesser numbers (Curtin 1969:98; Aguirre

Beltran 1972:240)

.

As the slave trade continued and expanded later in the

16th century, the primary source of slaves shifted further

south to the territories of the Congo and Angola; eventually

some slaves were to come from as far away as Mozambigue

(Palmer 1976:20-23). Starting in the early years of the

17th century, Mexico began to receive what has been

described as an "avalanche" of Bantu-speaking Africans from
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the Congo River valley (Aguirre Beltran 1972:137; Ngou-Mve

1994). Indeed, by the end of the 17th century the ethnic

composition of Africans in Mexico had changed dramatically.

In 1549, as mentioned above, 88 percent of Africans in

Mexico had originated in western Africa (Senegal, Gambia,

Guinea-Bissau). By the 1690's, West Africans were just

under 21 percent of Afro-Mexicans while the numbers of

central and southern Africans—those from the areas of the

Congo River and Angola—had swollen from under five percent

to 75.4 percent of the African population (Curtin 1969:113;

Aguirre BeltrSn 1972:241).

Slavery in Mexico was finally, unconditionally

abolished in 1829 by decree of the newly independent

republic's President Vicente Guerrero (Carroll 1991:111),

who, fittingly enough, was also of African descent.

Formally, however, the slave traffic to Mexico had been

discontinued by the Spanish in 1817 (Aguirre Beltran

1972:94) and as an active commercial practice even earlier

than that. The massive introduction of Africans into Mexico

came to a close in 1739, following the outbreak of

hostilities between England and Spain (Aguirre Beltran

1944:430; 1972:221). By the time of Mexican independence,

people from a breathtaking array of African ethnicities,

tribes and nations had been delivered into bondage in

Mexico, m addition to those groups mentioned above, an

incomplete list would include the Hausa, Susu, Kwakwa, Akan,
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Bateke, Mbundu, Bambata, Banguela and Xhosa peoples (Aguirre

Beltran 1972:99-150, 1946:269-352; Palmer 1970:19, 1976:20-

23) .

In light of his historical research in the Archivo

General de la Nacidn, Aguirre Beltran considers there were

two groups who left the deepest traces in Mexico: the

Africans who first arrived in Mexico from the cultural area

of the western Sudan; and the second group, "la invasidn

masiva de negros provenientes del area cultural del Congo,

de habla bantu," 'the massive invasion of blacks originating

from the Bantu-speaking cultural area of the Congo'. At the

beginning of Mexico's last century as a colony, a third

group from the Gulf of Guinea, were too few, he asserts, to

have left a significant impact (1958:9).

The Conditions of Slavery

Although the chronology, routes, numbers and

ethnicities of the slave trade above are important to

Mexican history and the formation of a national identity,

calendars, maps, inventories and censuses of such human

misery say nothing at all of the conditions that Africans

were forced to endure and adapt to in order to survive their

enforced servitude. While the scholarly works treating the

potential development of a Portuguese-based pidgin in the

Americas have made appropriate and liberal use of historical

records documenting the activities and movements of

ecclesiastical, corporate and state entities (see Chapter
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2), any mention of the real conditions of slavery

confronting the users of the proposed pidgin—the Africans

themselves— is uniformly and guite curiously absent. This

may be due to the assumption that the horrific circumstances

of slavery and its trade are self-evident (which to a

certain point they are) and to a desire to avoid what might

be perceived as an unseemly and unscientific appeal to

emotion. But since these conditions naturally bear on the

guestion of whether, and to what extent, Africans learned a

form of pidgin Portuguese which served as a substrate for

acguiring local varieties of Spanish, they deserve more than

mere acknowledgement: they should be enumerated in some

detail.

Language learning and acguisition are inextricably

related to a social environment providing models and data

input. Let us consider, then, some facts of the social

environment surrounding the treatment of slaves during the

English asiento. As we have seen, this particular monopoly

contract with the Spanish Crown lasted 26 years, from 1713

until 1739. This early 18th century time frame also fairly

allows (in deference to Naro 1978; see Chapter 2) for a

substantially wide distribution and use of Portuguese along

the west African coast. Although the information that

follows deals specifically with the conditions obtaining

under the contracts with the British, we should bear in mind

that
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Although the trade was divided into several national
branches, modern research has begun to show that there
was much similarity in the mortality rates of slaves
and crew, diet, sexual composition of the cargoes, and
the tonnage of the ships. (Palmer 1981:157)

Given the similarities in these areas, it would not be

unreasonable to also assume a basic similarity in the manner

in which slaves were acguired and treated throughout the

several centuries of the trade. To that end, records of the

Royal African Company and the South Sea Company provide a

great deal of material on what the African slaves underwent

during their forced emigration to the Americas.

Conditions of Slavery in Africa

Slaves in Africa were generally acguired through war,

kidnapping and as payment of tribute and usually were

brought to the coastal trading establishments in slave

caravans on foot from points deeper in the interior of the

continent. During this trip from the interior, death from

disease was a constant companion, and many who managed to

reach the coast died before setting foot on any ship;

indeed, "at times the death rate of the slaves on the coast

approximated the mortality during the passage to the

Americas" (Palmer 1981:44).

Upon arriving at the point of embarkation, the slaves

were placed in a "trunck" or "hole," which was nothing more

than an underground dungeon, where they were kept in irons.

At cape Coast Castle (modern Ghana), for example, no

allowances were made for the physical condition of the
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slaves and it was the practice for sick (and certainly

contagious) slaves to be lodged among the healthy. They all

slept on the floor, which was seldom cleaned, and they were

not supplied with even the most basic sanitary reguirements

:

the slaves were forced to lay, stand or sit in their own

excrement. There was only slightly more care taken to see

that their food was served in clean bowls. The slaves had

some assistance and guidance in their new conditions from

the company-owned "castle slaves," but the primary role of

the latter was to attend (however minimally, as we have

seen) to the needs of the newly arrived captives.

Conditions of Slavery Aboard Ship

There was no respite from the relentlessly harsh

conditions once the slaves were placed on board ship for the

Atlantic crossing. The adult male slaves—always the ones

reguiring the greatest precautions—were chained in pairs,

the right ankle of one being shackled to the left ankle of

another; breast-feeding infants and toddler children were

brought on ship with their mothers, although at that tender

age they were never counted as fulfilling the number of

piezas de Indias specified for a cargo. 9 Older children,

up to approximately 10 years of age, were not considered to

be risks and were usually left unshackled.

There was apparently no end to the humiliations to be

suffered. All the slaves' heads, male and female alike,

were shaved, and they were routinely deprived of any
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clothing. In spite of this, many slaves refused to

surrender all of their dignity. One observer of the trade

was moved to write that "the women retain a modesty, for

tho' stripped of that poor clout which covers their

privities they will keep sguatted all day long on board to

hide them" (John Atkins [1735], cited in Palmer 1981:56).

The slaves were not always certain of being fed

properly or adeguately during the Atlantic crossing.

Captains were responsible for provisioning their ships with

an adeguate supply of food, but pilfering by the crew seems

to have been a freguent problem. Beyond that, foodstuffs

were often adulterated with seawater in order to make them

last longer in spite of Company orders forbidding this

practice. If the length of the voyage was excessively long

due, for example, to foul weather and other poor sailing

conditions, there was no guarantee that some of the slaves

would not die of starvation. Additionally, some slaves

deliberately chose the option of self-starvation in

preference to a life of captivity. This form of guiet

rebellion was answered with beatings with cat-o-nine tails

and the application of thumbscrews. If torture failed,

there was a special instrument to force open the

recalcitrant slave's jaws in order to force-feed him. In

spite of these inducements to eat, some slaves nevertheless

persisted in their resistance and did succeed in committing

a slow suicide.
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There was no more escape from illness and disease

during the Atlantic crossing than there was in Africa.

There were always casualties from a number of maladies,

including smallpox, measles, scurvy, the "bloody flux"

(dysentery), ophthalmia and malaria. All the slaves were

mustered on deck at least once every 14 days in order to

record the number of the dead, with note also of the age and

sex of the victims. It may have been some small consolation

to the slaves to witness the numerous deaths of crewmen, as

nobody aboard these vessels was exempt from the effects of

the septic conditions.

In the midst of their misery, slaves were also

permitted some time on deck for singing and dancing to

maintain what morale there was, and there was time also for

conversation and some manual labor in weaving rope and

cables. On at least some ships, the slaves were brought on

deck just before sunrise where they spent the day until a

half hour before sunset. The youngest and least dangerous

slaves would then be sent below to clean out the sleeping

guarters. A half hour before sunset, the slaves were

inspected to be sure they had not secreted any instruments

or tools among them and they were then returned below decks

to spend another airless and interminable night before

beginning the grim routine the next day. 10
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Conditions of Slavery in the Factorias

At their arrival at the British factorias on Barbados

or Jamaica, conditions for the slaves improved to some small

degree. First, the long Atlantic crossing had come

mercifully to its end. Although transshipment by sea to

another location lay ahead for slaves arriving for the

Spanish asiento
f the voyage to Veracruz or Campeche from

Jamaica would take considerably less time.

As they disembarked, the slaves often had visible

difficulty in walking again due to the unconscionable amount

of time spent shackled in cramped guarters. Landing at the

British factory brought at least one additional barbarism:

if it had not already happened at the trading post in

Africa, the slaves were branded on the shoulder with the

mark of the resident factor to indicate their legitimate

origins for the trade. Although brands of pure silver or

gold were used and the process was said to be guick, it was

also said to be guite painful, and the wound was then

smeared perfunctorily with palm oil to aid healing.

The second benefit to arrival in the West Indies was

that they were finally housed in huts within enclosures or

"pens." However inadeguate or rough these shelters may have

been, they were doubtless preferable even in their sgualor

to the rough warehousing they had endured at Cape Coast

Castle with its perpetually damp stone walls and utter lack

of sanitation and the intolerable shipboard conditions.
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Finally, some real care was taken to improve the

slaves' health and appearance for sale on the retail market,

as it was known that the Spanish were unusually

discriminating (to the frequent dismay and frustration of

the English asentistas) with regard to the type of slaves

they would consent to buy. 11 Food was usually sufficient

and to the taste of the Africans; they were bathed with

"sweet herbs" and they were even provided with rum and

tobacco and pipes for smoking.

Such relative comfort was not to last long, however.

Slaves were seldom held at the factoria for longer than 30

days. There was always the danger of an epidemic breaking

out and the costs of maintaining the slaves was also a

consideration in favor of their rapid sale. 12

Conditions of Sl avery in Mf>yj nn

Upon their arrival in the port of Veracruz, the

captives were typically put up for sale at a feria 'market

fair'. The tropical climate of Veracruz, as favorable to

yellow fever and malaria as to the cultivation of sugar

cane, was an impediment to good business, and this joyless

fexia was eventually moved inland to the higher and

healthier elevations of Xalapa (Herrera Casasiis 1991:35).

Some asentistas acquired the privilege of transporting

slaves from their port of entry to inland markets if, after

a period of 20 days, they had not yet been sold in port. A

separate class of middlemen, the encomenrieros de npgrns
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(roughly, 'wholesalers in Negroes')/ were engaged to

transport Africans in caravans to markets in Mexico City and

Puebla; from there, the captives would be sold and dispersed

to important labor-intensive work sites elsewhere throughout

the country (Herrera Casasus 1991 : 39 ).
13

After having been dispersed into many different parts

of New Spain/Mexico, the slaves were forced to labor at a

variety of occupations which predictably were the most

physically exhausting: the mines, the textile mills, and

sugar plantations. The varied locations of these

enterprises meant that slaves were rapidly dispersed

throughout the country. The main mining locations were in

San Luis Potosi, Zacatecas, Mexico, Hidalgo, Guerrero,

Durango, Chihuahua, Oaxaca, Michoacan and Sonora (Basauri

1943; Mayer 1974, 1975); sugar plantations were situated in

Cuernavaca, Veracruz and Oaxaca (Cardoso 1983; Naveda

Chavez-Hita 1987; Carroll 1991); and textile industries were

established in Puebla, Queretaro, Coyoacan and Texcoco

(Basauri 1943:99; Palmer 1976:65-83; Salvucci 1987 ).
14

Mines.. The African was in high demand for labor

everywhere in Mexico, especially after the devastating

effects wrought on the indigenous population by the

Conguest. As the population recovered slowly from a series

of epidemics (1520, 1529, 1545 and finally 1576), the

Spanish had abandoned any real hope for obtaining any

satisfactory labor from the natives; indeed, the Spanish
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Crown had prohibited the enslavement of the Indians as

chattel in the 1550's (Meyer and Sherman 1995:170). 1S in

European eyes, the aboriginal people were debiles y

fiacos 16 'weak and thin', entirely unsuited for prolonged

heavy labor, but heavy labor nevertheless remained to be

done. The Europeans had come, after all, as adventurers and

conguerors to find wealth, and there were indeed huge

amounts of silver in New Spain deposits that had yet to be

mined. Originally, indigenous workers had been compelled to

work in the mines, a life that was invariably harsh and

freguently short:

They labored far underground in the dark, damp shafts,
breathing the noxious airs; some were drowned by floodsor killed in explosions. They hauled ore out of themines by climbing up notched logs that served as crude
ladders, carrying their heavy loads in the same
blankets with which they covered themselves at nightPoor diets, fatigue, and the unhealthful conditions inthe mines made the workers susceptible to disease andearly death. (Meyer and Sherman 1995:173-74)

Such wretched conditions naturally made the native

population reluctant to undertake work in the mines, despite

the fact that, as they received greater legal and

ecclesiastical protection, Indian workers' wages rose apace.

Indeed, the indigenous workers became fewer in the mines and

more expensive. To help meet the chronic shortage of labor

in an occupation that very easily could end in premature

death or permanent disability, all evidence indicates that

African slaves were sent in to fill the scarcity, and there
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is certainly no reason to suppose that Africans worked under

better conditions.

Textile Mills . The obrajes were, broadly speaking,

textile mills that primarily produced woolen cloth and

draperies for the domestic market of New Spain. The work of

cleaning, combing, dyeing and weaving wool was so difficult

and so discouraging that the owners and managers of these

manufactories very often resorted to the crudest and most

brutal sorts of "persuasion" to force the workers to remain

at their jobs. As in many colonial enterprises, there was a

mixture of Indian, slave, free and even convict laborers in

the obrajes . Contrary to all laws, Indians, for example,

were imprisoned, flogged, beaten and even bought and sold as

slaves (Salvucci 1987:123; cf. Meyer and Sherman

1995: 178 ).
17 Even the obviously free, clearly non-Indian,

wage-earning workers were routinely terrorized and abused.

One colonial nobleman wrote, "'[The obrajes ] hold [the

workers] in such violence, that if one of them should happen

to die, or to flee, they seize their wives and children as

slaves'" (the Dugue de Linares to the Margu6s de Valero [ca.

1716], in Salvucci 1987:97). The passage of a hundred years

did not sweeten the dispositions of the owners. Even after

independence from Spain, a newspaper in San Angel near

Mexico City reported in 1826 that a ten-year-old boy laborer

had been whipped to death; four other workers had been
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clubbed to death; and another had committed suicide, all at

the most infamous obraie in Mexico (Salvucci 1987:123).

The working conditions in the obrajes did nothing to

ameliorate the abuses suffered under the foremen, owners and

managers. The environment was famously bad: noxious

chemicals and vats of boiling dyes occasioned burns and

other accidents; 150 to 200 people worked in closely

confined areas, leading to serious risks of epidemic; "In

general, obrajes were simply perceived as hellholes"

(Salvucci 1987:123). Humanitarian concerns certainly did

not govern where slaves would be sent to work, and these

"hellholes" were suitable enough for African slave labor.

In some cases, the slaves even came to occupy positions

reguiring highly skilled labor. The only hope they would

have had in avoiding the abuses heaped upon other workers

would have been their value as capital investment, but

again, there is no evidence that their treatment in the

obrajes was substantially different from that of the other

"employees.

"

Sugar plantations . Europeans had an insatiable desire

for sugar and Hernan Cortes, the conguistador , introduced

the cultivation of sugarcane on his personal lands as early

as 1529 (Carroll 1991:15). In contrast to the often fatal

work in the mines and obrajes , "On the other hand, [the

African slaves] were well able to withstand enervating labor

in the humid, fever-ridden tropics" (Meyer and Sherman
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1995:214). The onerous, back-breaking work of sugarcane

farming— it should be clearly recalled— looks pleasant only

in comparison with the truly horrendous conditions that

characterized the mines and textile mills.

Apart from the hard labor of the cane fields, there was

danger also in the processing of the stalks. There are

instances recorded where slaves were blinded by the flying,

splintered fragments of sugarcane as it was pressed under

the heavy millstone; fingers and limbs could be lost under

the same heavy press (Carroll 1991).

The modern state of Veracruz was the location of

several of these inaenios or sugar plantations. Even though

this crop dominated regional agricultural production,

mirroring to some degree the later Caribbean experience, the

ingenio was never in Mexico the sole or even necessarily the

primary enterprise in which African slaves were engaged.

The Sociolinauistic Conditions of Slavery

The partial litany of abuses and humiliations listed

above are intended to suggest only some of the physical,

mental and emotional traumas that Africans suffered during

the long, difficult journey from Africa to Mexico and those

they found awaiting them on their arrival. Modern history

lacks any analogous mass language learning/acguisition

situations and there are certainly no controlled,

experimental studies replicating the circumstances; they

would be morally and ethically disallowed. It has been
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hypothesized, however, that sometime during the period from

their initial seizure and kidnapping to their arrival in the

Americas (or sometime soon thereafter), African slaves

managed to achieve some control and mastery of an Afro-

Portuguese pidgin language which then served as a cognitive

platform for learning Spanish, and there are, in fact, some

situations that would favor this proposition. First, the

slaves were uniformly fairly young and would therefore be

more apt to learn languages guickly, perhaps even under

traumatic circumstances; slaves older than age 30 were rare

as they would not command the best prices on the market.

Second, there is some evidence that Portuguese gained some

currency in many parts of west Africa and some of the slaves

could have learned it to some degree prior to being carried

off. Third, given the desire to avoid abuse and humiliation

as well as the need to survive by understanding certain

commands and words, slaves would be eager to learn at least

a "survival" or "emergency" variety of their captors'

language. A related fourth incentive would be the desire to

communicate with their fellow sufferers, perhaps in

Portuguese, perhaps in another common language (assuming

that the slaves came from different language groups).

On the other hand, the physical and emotional trauma of

sudden and brutal captivity should not be underestimated.

Although there is evidence that Africans acguired many of

their slaves through the practice of war for that purpose
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(Palmer 1981:25) and therefore the consequences of capture

might be anticipated, that does not necessarily imply that

the new slaves, especially the older ones, would accept

their condition with equanimity. The numerous examples of

slave rebellions and mutinies at all points during the

journey to the Americas and later in the New World colonies

make it clear that this was not always and everywhere the

case. In many instances, it is likely that there would

inevitably be some store of resentment against the slave

traders that would work against the slaves' willingly

adopting the language(s) of their tormentors. In other

cases, there would probably be such a great element of shock

that the very language learning capability of the slaves

would be severely impaired. The slaves captured as

children, if they survived the journey to the New World,

would be those most likely to learn to speak the Europeans'

language, whether Portuguese or some other.

While it is true that Portuguese was known and used on

the west African coast, it would not have been as common in

the more interior regions of the continent, whence most of

the slaves originated. The mochilero or pumbeiro . a native

agent of the resident Portuguese (Alvarez Nazario 1974:108-

09; Granda 1988:44), would have been in charge of acquiring

the slaves in the interior but a working knowledge of

Portuguese on his part is all that may be assumed; there is

no reason to believe that he or later agents on the Atlantic
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shore or aboard the ships would be actively engaged in

teaching Portuguese (or any other language) to the slaves.

It is not unreasonable to conjecture, as above, that all

newly-captured slaves were interested in minimizing their

discomfort and misery and at least would be inclined to

learn the necessary words and phrases to understand and

follow orders if only to be fed and to avoid floggings and

as many other degradations as possible. Even in such

instances, the passive understanding of any language

variety, whether regarded as "foreigner talk" or fully

standard dialect, obviously does not imply a concomitant

control of that variety.

The desire to communicate with one's fellow sufferers

would predictably have been strong. Soon after their

capture, the slaves in all logic would have employed their

native tongue rather than a pidginized foreign language to

communicate among themselves. After arriving at a f_actgr_ia,

however, there is a likelihood that ethnic groups would have

become deliberately mixed to thwart potential conspiracies

and mutinies. In that case, using a language egually

foreign to all makes practical sense, but there is some

evidence (Goodman 1987b) that the languages spoken by slaves

were not always mutually unintelligible (cf. also the

enormously wide distribution of the Congo-Kordofanian

language group, spoken in all of west Africa [Morrison,

Mitchell and Paden 1989:26-27]); and it is possible,
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moreover, that multilingual Africans were among the divided

slaves.

Once in Mexico, the language learning situation would

have become significantly more stable. Employment in the

very hazardous occupations described above would have been a

major incentive to learn the language of that trade as

guickly and accurately as possible. A defined, permanent

residence and repeated exposure to the same phrases and

vocabulary would have greatly aided the Africans to learn

the Spanish of the foremen, managers and owners, i.e. those

who controlled their immediate well-being, in the interest

of avoiding injury and death, not to mention floggings and

other punishments for unsatisfactory performance.

In freguent instances, African slaves were not laboring

in homogeneous groups. Not only were there Africans from

different ethnic and linguistic groups, there were—most

notably—indigenous people often working by their side and,

in the case of the obraies particularly, there were also

free wage laborers. In many situations where the Africans

might be found working, there were potentially many

different languages being spoken among the workers. Work

carried out in teams in the mines or on the inaenios could

conceivably have been supervised in a language other than

Spanish, as Africans were freguently assigned skilled or

supervisory positions. It nevertheless would have been

unguestionably advantageous to all workers to acguire some
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mastery of Spanish, which was ultimately the language of

power in colonial Mexico.

A Case of Slave Resistance in Mexico

Slavery as a condition of life did not go unchallenged

by all slaves and it was met by all forms of resistance.

One of the most common means was flight; the correspondingly

well-grounded and greatest fear of the Spaniard slaveowner

was that his "property" would run away. The cimarron

'maroon' or 'runaway slave' was a source of constant

concern, not only for the slaveholder, but for the colonial

authorities as well. It was not just that successful

escapes would serve to inspire other slaves to try to follow

the example set, but that frequently the cimarrones would

join other runaways (and occasionally Indians) to form

raiding parties to rob, harass—and at times murder

—

travelers along the highways. Other common targets were

Spanish farms and Indian villages. Although there were the

infrequent odd alliances with Indians for these purposes,

the greatest number of hit-and-run attacks, however, came

from the cimarrones acting alone. The runaways would build

fortified settlements called palenques in secluded and

inaccessible areas from which they launched their raids and

to which they would repair for safe haven. The cimarron

problem was noted at the beginning of the 16th century, as

early as 1523 (Palmer 1970:150), and despite the best
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efforts of the Spanish authorities was never completely

eradicated.

The most famous confrontation between Spanish

authorities and a Mexican palenque came in 1609 around

Orizaba in modern Veracruz state. The palenque in question

was a replica of an African kingdom, ruled by a self-

described Congolese prince named Yanga, who had been elected

to the position. There were approximately 500 residents who

supported themselves by growing bananas, corn, beans,

potatoes, cotton and chickens. There was a division of

labor based on sex: women were responsible for agriculture

and men for defense and upkeep. Concerted and repeated

efforts by the Spanish to defeat the cimarrones met in a

military stalemate. Yanga surrendered in 1611, but on the

condition that a free town for Africans be established.

This condition was acceded to by the Viceroy, don Luis de

Velasco, who added the further requirements that the

residents be obedient to the laws of the Spanish Crown and

desist from aiding and abetting any other runaways who might

seek refuge there. As a result of this agreement, the town

of San Lorenzo de los Negros de C6rdoba was founded for them

in 1612 (Pi-Sunyer 1957:244; Palmer 1970:150-153, 158, 164-

168; Davidson 1973:94-98; Rout 1976:106).

Strangely, the resistance shown against slavery by this

palenque did not extend to linguistic matters. Now called

Yanga in honor of its founder, San Lorenzo eventually lost
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its qualities as free African community although the

conditions for retaining a distinctive African-derived

identity and speech were all apparently initially present.

Let us consider some reasons why this occurred:

Throughout the colonial period many palenque
settlements in Veracruz died evolutionary deaths as
restless unattached male runaways became village
husbands and fathers. Whites realized this and
reluctantly coopted bands that underwent this type of
transformation by granting them freedom and chartering
their towns. . . . Within a few generations the town
became racially and ethnically indistinguishable from
other settlements that dotted the area. (Carroll
1991:91-92)

We should likewise bear in mind that the area between

Veracruz and Mexico City is one of the most heavily settled

areas of the country, and has always seen a great deal of

traffic and commerce. It is not, in short, a particularly

isolated region and for this reason probably did not enjoy

the degree of separation from the larger society in order

for a semi-autonomous society and speech to emerge.

Two Coasts of Slavery

Although it is known that contraband slaves arrived at

other, clandestine sites (Palmer 1976:22-25), the

overwhelming number of Africans disembarking in Mexico

generally entered officially through one of only two

authorized ports, Veracruz on the Gulf of Mexico and

Acapulco on the southern Pacific. 18 Veracruz was by far

the busier of the two as this was the port of entry for

those slaves arriving from the Old World in large numbers in

fulfillment of the asiento contract. On the other hand,
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generally only one slave per passenger was allowed to be

introduced via Acapulco, but exceptions were freguently made

for the importation of a larger number for the benefit of

"persons of guality." Acapulco was rather more famous as

the destination of the Nao de China , the China Galleon,

arriving from Manila in the Spanish Far East whence the

Europeans also obtained human cargo (Schurz 1939:33). Thus

added to the mix of slaves from Africa were other peoples of

color: Burmese, Tamils, Sinhalese, Malayans, Javanese,

Endes (from southern Flores island), Timorese, Moluccans,

Borneans, Tagalogs (from the Philippines) and even some

Chinese. As in Veracruz, there was a feria held in Acapulco

every year at the arrival of the ship, and any slaves in the

cargo were transported overland to Mexico City: The route

from Acapulco to the viceregal capital "ranked in importance

with the eastward camino by Puebla and Orizaba to Vera Cruz"

(Schurz 1939:381, 384). The slave trade through Acapulco

gained momentum and importance from the last decade of the

16th century, continued active until the first third of the

18th century, but never assumed the same degree of

importance as that regulated through Veracruz (Schurz

1939:33; Aguirre Beltran 1972:49-52; 1946:342, 347-349).

This last fact, coupled with the geographical and logistical

difficulties of trans-Pacific versus trans-Atlantic voyages

(Zelinsky 1949:205), helps to explain the disproportionate

number of Afro-Mexicans on the Gulf coast as compared to the
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Pacific. Despite their disparate origins, races and colors,

all the slaves who disembarked at Acapulco were known

collectively as chinos 'Chinese'. As a result, as far

inland as Puebla the word chino acquired a more specific

meaning: "Por los siglos XVII y XVIII decir mulato o chino

era determinar la misma cosa" 'Throughout the 17th and 18th

centuries, to say mulatto or Chinese was to define the same

thing' (Aguirre Beltran 1972:179; cf. Schurz 1939:374).

Interestingly, this same adjective chino is now widely used

throughout Mexico, usually to refer to tightly curled or

wiry hair. The corresponding, originally derogatory word in

Veracruz for the offspring of indigene and African, iarocho
r

now means simply 'of or pertaining to Veracruz' (Aguirre

Beltrdn 1972:179; Stephens 1989:66-69, 134-135).

There are references to palenques and communities of

Africans in other parts of the country besides Veracruz.

The historical and cultural importance of these palenques is

such that any groups in Mexico that can still be considered

"black"

derivan principalmente de los cimarrones que
reaccionaron contra la esclavitud y se mantuvieron
en libertad gracias a la creacion de un ethos
violento y agresivo en su cultura que hizo de sus
individuos sujetos temibles.

'derive mainly from the maroons who revolted
against slavery and kept themselves at liberty
thanks to the creation of a violent and aggressive
ethos in their culture that made fearsome
characters of its individual members.' (Aguirre
Beltran 1958:12)
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Of primary interest to this study is the fact that one

of these communities of cimarrones was reported in the early

17th century around Cuajinicuilapa, in the area now known as

the Costa Chica (Palmer 1970:158).

Summary

The Spanish, being the first Europeans to colonize the

Americas, were also the first to institute slavery on the

soil they claimed for themselves. While slavery on the

Iberian peninsula dated back at least to Roman times, it

never acquired in Spain the same economic or social

importance that it eventually did in Spanish America. The

establishment of the asiento trade in 1518 marks the

beginning of slavery practiced on a massive scale, an

inhumane commerce in which almost every major nation of

Western Europe was involved at some point during the course

of more than three centuries.

Early Portuguese exploration of the West African coast

led to commercial and diplomatic relations with kingdoms

located on or near the Atlantic. These trading

relationships positioned the Portuguese to supply the new

demand for slave labor in Spanish America, as the Spanish

had agreed by treaty to observe Portuguese hegemony in

Africa, with the union of the Spanish and Portuguese

monarchies under the Hapsburg emperors, the Portuguese were

the exclusive suppliers of African slaves during the period
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1580-1640. it was also this period that saw the greatest

numbers of Africans brought into servitude in Mexico.

The Dutch, however, were actively challenging the

Portuguese presence in Africa and won from them important

slaving stations (e.g. Sao Tome and Elmina). By 1640 the

Portuguese had also revolted against the Spanish emperor who

certainly was not inclined to continue the previous special

commercial relationship with them. Although they were

clearly not enthusiastic about dealing with Protestant (ergo

"heretical") Dutchmen who had also successfully rebelled

against Spanish imperial domination, the Spanish

nevertheless grudgingly acguiesced to the necessity of

continuing the trade with as few disruptions as possible.

The French and English followed the Portuguese and

Dutch in supplying the Spanish demand for slave labor as

Spanish power and influence steadily declined in the 17th

and 18th centuries. As the Spanish American colonies went

about winning their independence during the early part of

the 19th century, slave-based economies had already proven

themselves to be inefficient and expensive; the financial

consideration, of course, leaves entirely apart the

incalculable toll in misery inflicted on the hapless victims
of the trade.

The exact number of slaves forced to immigrate from

Africa aboard the slaving ships will apparently continue to

escape even the most diligent and meticulous research. Many
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records of centuries past are irretrievably lost and among

those extant there still remain important lacunae. Aguirre

Beltran's best estimate places the total number of slaves

who arrived in Mexico during the course of three centuries

at 200,000 (1944:431). Regarding the census data he used in

extrapolating his figures, he says:

Los datos recogidos por Lopez de Velasco en 1570 y
aguellos recopilados por Diez de la Calle en 1646
nos han servido de base para realizar cdlculos
gue, en todas las ocasiones, deben ser
considerados como simples hipdtesis.

'The data collected by Lopez de Velasco in 1570
and those gathered by Diez de la Calle in 1646
have served as our basis for making calculations
that, at all times, must be considered simple
hypotheses' (1972:220) .

19

The slaves themselves came from many different

ethnicities and nations, but the most important group,

culturally and linguistically, were Bantu-speaking peoples

from the area around the Congo River (Aguirre Beltran

1972:137, 241).

An examination of the conditions of slavery taken from

the records of the Royal African Company and the South Sea

Company during the British asiento reveals some of the

abuses to which slaves were subjected. Even allowing for

the general harshness of life in past centuries and the

genuine motivational effects of negative reinforcement (i.e.

abuse), it is suggested here that the combination of the

shock of sudden enslavement and major mistreatments

inflicted by the slave traders; the constant debilitating
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presence of disease; the slaves' uncertainties regarding

their eventual future and destination; and the relatively

short amounts of time spent in transit and in the

factorias, 20 would probably not have allowed for the

acguisition of a pidgin Portuguese much beyond a "survival"

or "crisis" variety of isolated words and phrases,

regardless of the slaves' mother tongue. The possible

psychological effects of mistreatment (and in so many cases,

outright torture) and forced diasporas on language

acguisition have evidently never been taken into

consideration in other accounts of Afro-Hispanic language

development. An appraisal of the recorded facts strongly

brings into guestion the tenability of Granda's (1978)

hypothesis of a widely used pidgin Portuguese among African

slaves.

After arriving in Mexico, further evidence shows that

the slaves were dispersed throughout the country to work and

that most of their descendants have been absorbed seamlessly

into the general Mexican population. Even those African

slaves who fought against their captivity by resorting to

marronage 'slave flight' and who banded together to form

communities of pajenques were not always able to maintain

their independence; as we have seen, this was case in the

most celebrated of the slave palengues in Veracruz. In

light of the fact that Yanga's palengue was located close to

Spanish population centers, the failure to maintain social
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autonomy may perhaps be considered an exceptional case. We

agree with Aguirre Beltran (1958) that sites of former

palengues are important for being the source of any

remaining group in Mexico that may be called "black," and

with Granda's (1978) suggestion that isolated palengues be

investigated for vestiges of an Afro-Portuguese speech

modality. Fortunately, one of these isolated palengues was

reported to exist in the area around present-day

Cuajinicuilapa, in the Mexican state of Guerrero.

Notes

1. Mellafe (1964) and Rout (1976) are two freguently-cited
and useful sources on the slave trade to Latin America;
their work also includes a description of slavery in Spain
prior to the colonization of the New World.

2. The phrase "new converts to Christianity" here refers
specifically to those Spanish Moors and Jews who, under
threat of expulsion from the country, had been forcibly
converted to Christianity after the final victory of the
Reconguest and unification of Spain by the Catholic
Monarchs, Fernando and Isabel, in 1492.

3. The slaves' religion was a very real issue (see Sandoval
1956/1627) which was resolved by stipulating that they be
baptized Christians upon their arrival in the Indies
(Aguirre Beltran 1972:18).

4. Upon his death, Sebastian of Portugal was immediately
succeeded by his elderly great-uncle, the cardinal don
Enrigue, whose reign lasted less than two years (Cantarino
1995:143).

5. The final Portuguese asientos were held by Antonio
Rodriguez de Elvas (also known as Antonio Fernandez d'Elvas)
from 1615 until his death in 1622; Manuel Rodriguez Lamego
from 1623 to 1630; and Melchor Gdmez Angel with Cristdbal
Mendez de Sossa from 1631 until 1639 (Aguirre Beltran
1972:45-47)

.

6. The Grillos' contract was interrupted for a while due to
accusations brought against them of fraud and treason; the
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contract was nevertheless reinstated with a new expirationdate of 1674 (Aguirre Beltran 1972:57).

7. Postma (1990) describes the Dutch role in the Atlantic
slave trade; the slave traffic to and from Curacao and the
Coymans-Porcio relationship are related in depth (see hisChapter 2 )

.

8. Curtin^s figures are based on the data contained in thefirst edition (1946) of Aguirre Beltran's La_pob^acion_negra
?
e

*;
exico

-
.

The corresponding pages in the second edition
(1972) showing those same data are provided for referenceand comparison.

9
* A Pie?a de Tndias was the standard measurement of slave-power, and was not necessarily eguivalent to an individualperson. For example, an otherwise healthy male slave ofprime working age missing one finger might be consideredseven-eighths of a pieza de indias .

10. The information pertaining to life aboard a slave shiphas been synthesized primarily from Palmer (1981:42-49) andHerrera Casasus (1991:29-31).

11. The Spanish were famed for paying premium prices forslaves, and also egually renowned for their extremepickmess in rejecting slaves for reasons that the English
E£?h

r8
i

found superfluous: missing a tooth or having filedteeth; lack of a finger or toe, etc. More mysterious wasthe Spanish preference for buying slaves who were the mostphenotypically African. Captains sailing to Madagascar were

ctZl%V° ^,°nly SlaVSS "°f the b^kest sort with shor?
S«?i! /£ t

r and n°ne °f the tawny sort with strait [sic]hair" (Palmer 1981:62). J

12 The information relating to life for the slaves in the

£2S%£,55S)!" and Jamaica was s*nthesized *«»

was att»rCJ
n
*Se8tl

2
9 a!^e

'
thS as^^isia Agustin Lomelin

h* J^ 3?
nd murdered bY rebelling slaves in 1669 while

?99?:39)
n<? °ne °f thSSe caravans (Herrera Casasus

14. Accounts of Africans and their descendants living andworking in other areas of Mexico are found in Herrera

Reoe?to LTV' Val*?8 and °avila (1989
>
and »555.Kepetto and Negroe Sierra (1995).

15. Although they were not technically enslaved native men

rlSarSmln?*
6 f°rCGd t0 lab°r f°r th* Spanish unSer therepartumento, a system which required Indians to perform
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(badly paid) work for the Spanish overlords for a period of
45 days each year, usually a week at a time at various
intervals. Except for mine labor, this work requirement was
abolished in the early 17th century (Meyer and Sherman
1995:170).

16. Aguirre Beltran goes as far as to assert that the
remaining population was simply not of the same
psychological "quality" as those who had fought the
invaders: "[E]stos indios no eran ya los orgullosos
guerreros que se atrevieron a desafiar, al lado de
Cuauhtemotzin, la furia de los dioses rubios; eran indios
que a si mismos se calificaban de debiles v flacos . sin fe ysin esperanza en el futuro" '[T]hese Indias were no longer
the proud warriors who dared to challenge, at Cuauhtemoc 's
side, the fury of the blond gods; they were Indians who
described themselves as weak and thin

r without faith and
without hope in the future' (1972:202-203; original
emphasis)

.

17. Royal officials were so incensed by these abuses that
one owner was sentenced to be hanged, his mayordomo to be
executed and several others to be flogged or transported
from the colony. These convictions were eventually
overturned on appeal, and fines were levied instead
(Salvucci 1987:123).

18. A brief exception was the port of Campeche during theBritish asiento
, as noted earlier. Although clandestine

slave trading along the Gulf Coast was always believed to besignificant, one recent author has emphatically ascribed
much more importance to the port of Campeche during the
Portuguese asientos than has previously been the case:

No disponiendo de las mismas estructuras de control que
en Veracruz, el puerto de Campeche fue el lugar
especialmente destinado al trafico clandestino de
negros y de otras mercancias, y esto es igualmente
valido para otros pequenos puertos situados a lo largodel golfo de Mexico como Coatzalcoalcos.

'There not being available the same control structures
as in Veracruz, the port of Campeche was the place
especially designated for clandestine traffic in blacksand other merchandise, and this is equally true forother small ports located along the Gulf of Mexico suchas Coatzalcoalcos.' (Ngou-Mve 1994:151)

19. Aguirre Beltran allows himself an exceedingly generousmargin of error here. He offers the following figures ofAfricans introduced into Mexico: for the year 1570-
20,569; for 1646: 35,089; for 1742: 20,131; for 1793-
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6,100 and for 1810: 10,000 (1972:234). The total of 91,889
is less than half of the 200,000 estimate cited above, a

difference of nearly 118 percent.

20. In contrast to Goodman (1987b: 364; see Chapter 2) who
indicates that the slaves "were often held many months and
even occasionally as long as a year or more prior to
shipment," (Alvarez Nazario 1974:108 also supports this),
Palmer maintains that doing so was highly risky:

This was a dangerous practice, however, for life in the
truncks was as hazardous as the Atlantic passage. Sir
Dalby Thomas, for one, doubted the wisdom of such a

policy; as he expressed it in 1705, "The prime cause of
slaves' mortality is buying them before ships arrive."
The agents knew they would be blamed whether they had
slaves dying at the settlements or if they acguired
them as needed and delayed the ships. This dilemma was
never resolved; each trader seems to have followed his
own intuition, regardless of the wishes of his
superiors in England. (1981:45)



CHAPTER 5

AFRICANS AND THEIR DESCENDANTS IN THE COSTA CHICA

Geographically, the Costa Chica is a zone extending

southeasterly from Acapulco in Guerrero along the Pacific

coast to Jamiltepec in the neighboring state of Oaxaca. 1

Some residents of the area consider that the Costa Chica may

possibly extend as far as, though certainly not beyond,

Puerto Escondido in Oaxaca state, a maximum distance of

approximately 320 kilometers (198 miles). This area

stretches into the interior for a distance of approximately

40 kilometers (25 miles) at its broadest point, i.e. from

the city of Ometepec to the coast. The climate is tropical

and very humid. Rains fall from June to October but are

irregular and unevenly distributed, a situation that

frequently leads to crop damage and loss (Luna Mayani

1976:304)

.

The municipio 'county' of Cuajinicuilapa was introduced

to the scholarly world through the publication of Aguirre

Beltran's (1958) work, Cuiila: esbozo etnoarafico de un

pueblo negro . Aguirre Beltran conceived of Cuiila as the

indispensable ethnographic complement to the historical

information on Afro-Mexicans that he had unearthed earlier

in the Archivo General de la Naci6n, Ramos Mercedes y

129
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Tierras (1958:13) and had published originally in 1946 as La

poblacion neara de Mexico . Although the results were not

published until 1958, fieldwork for Cuiila was carried out

between December 1948 and January 1949 (Aguirre Beltran

1958:13-14). it is to date the only comprehensive study of

an African-derived town in modern Mexico, despite the

modesty of its subtitle describing the results as a mere

ethnographic sketch. As La Poblaci6n neara de Mexico

continues to serve as the essential point of departure for

later research on Africans and slavery in Mexico, so Cuiila

represents the definitive statement to date on the origins

and recent life of Pacific Coast Afro-Mexicans.

History of the Costa Chica

The region around Cua jinicuilapa was known during the

times of the Conguest and the early colony as the province

of Ayacastla, home to several indigenous groups: Tlapanecs,

Mexica (Nahuatl), Ayacastecs, Amuzgos, Huehuetecs and

Quatzapotecs (Aguirre Beltran 1958:30-31). Cua jinicuilapa,

bordering the modern state of Oaxaca, belonged to an area of

Ayacastla called Quahuitian, or alternatively, Cuahuitlan,

dominated by the Mixtec-speaking Quahuitecs. Spaniards made

their first appearance in the region of the Costa Chica in

1522, founding a settlement called San Luis Acatlan that had

virtually disappeared by 1582, although it did survive and

exists today (Guerrero state). By 1540 Quahuitlan belonged

nominally to the Spanish Crown. In 1548 Tristan de Luna y
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Arellano was given title to the section of Quahuitlan

encompassing Cuajinicuilapa as reward for having subdued the

Mixtecs of Oaxaca. By 1579 or 1580, the land had passed to

Don Tristan's son-in-law, Mateo de Anuz y Mauleon, whose

desire for acguiring land was reputedly insatiable. Don

Mateo established a large hacienda 'ranch' and used the land

primarily for cattle raising (1958:34-44).

The enormous changes the Spaniards wrought on every

aspect of indigenous life had devastating results. By 1582,

only 60 years after the Spaniards' arrival in the Costa

Chica, it is estimated that only one percent of the pre-

Conguest native population remained living in the area. The

astonishing rate of this depopulation was attributed by the

European conguerors to various factors (epidemics,

unhealthiness of the climate and land, inherent frailty of

the Indians, etc.); the natives themselves believed that

their ancient gods had abandoned them (Aguirre Beltrdn

1958:39). Aguirre Beltran regards this demographic

catastrophe as nothing less than a genocide (1958:36), the

result, in the final analysis, of a massive culture shock

(1958:37-38; 1972:201). Without discounting the well-

established effects of epidemic diseases, the two elements

that did the most to effect this shock and resulting

depopulation, he maintains, were: (1) the means by which
the Spanish seized and monopolized the land; and (2) the

"formas y vias" 'forms and ways' in which the newly-arrived
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Africans entered into the territory of Cuajinicuilapa

(1958:40)

.

The situation that obtained in the Costa Chica around

Cuajinicuilapa reflected both factors, in the first

instance, the Spanish dispossessed the natives of huge

amounts of territory and brought in large numbers of

livestock. Sworn petitions for relief and assistance from

the colonial government were made by the local Indians

against the landholder, Don Mateo, for having usurped their

land and introduced cattle which were eating out their

substance and livelihood. One of these petitions mentions

an incredible 100,000 head of cattle living on the former

Indian lands (Aguirre Beltran 1958:45-46). Unfortunately,

but not surprisingly, these pleas fell on deaf ears, and by

the time these complaints were made in 1580 the effects

would almost certainly have been irreversible in any case.

In the second instance, there is also mention in one of

the petitions of "los negros y mulatos y mestizos vagueros y

criados" 'the black, mulatto and mestizo cowboys and

servants' on the lands owned by Don Mateo who were causing

damages and injuries to the Indians (Aguirre Beltrdn

1958:46). indeed, the history of relations between Africans

and indigenes in Mexico is not generally a happy one, nor is

it any happier in the Costa Chica. In early colonial

history there are numerous recorded instances in which

African slaves, appointed by the Spanish as foremen and
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overseers, severely mistreated the Indian workers under

their charge. The first Africans in the Costa Chica were

sent to work as foremen over the forced-labor work gangs of

Indians assigned to look for gold in the area's rivers

(Aguirre Beltran 1958:53); but the reports of abuse

throughout Mexico were apparently so common and true enough

that in 1551 the Emperor Carlos V forbade the Indians to do

any kind of work for Africans, whether slave or free. There

were also accounts, mentioned earlier (see Chapter 4), of

groups of African cimarrones attacking Indian villages,

pillaging food and occasionally stealing women and girls

(Palmer 1970:38, 42; Carroll 1991:90).

Origins of the Afromestizo

Despite the frequent mutual hostility, African men and

indigenous women often intermarried. Indian women had been

declared free in 1550, and according to both Spanish and

ancient Mexican (Nahuatl) law, children born to them shared

their mothers' civil status as free subjects of the king

(Palmer 1970:39-40; Pi-Sunyer 1957:243; Aguirre Beltran

1972:251). There was, moreover, a scarcity of available

African women, as the authorities who granted licenses to

slavers specified that two-thirds of the slaves be male and

the remaining third female (Palmer 1976:11). Both Church

and State were eager, but unable, to discourage these

unions. The Viceroy Martin Enriquez wrote to the Crown in

1574, concerned that the Indian women preferred to marry
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African men, and that the African men, for their part,

preferred to marry Indian women so that their children might

be freeborn (Palmer 1970:40).

This must certainly have also been the case in the

Costa Chica to some degree, for Aguirre Beltran takes great

pains to insist time after time on the essentially mestizo

nature of all "black" groups in modern Mexico (1958:7-8).

Although there were undoubtedly intermarriages with

resulting mixed-blood births between the newly arrived

African settlers in the Costa Chica and the indigenous

population, the "forms and ways" of African settlement in

the region and relations with the Indians meant one of two

things: (l) that the original inhabitants were either

completely displaced, being forced into the more mountainous

regions of the interior, or (2) they died. Aguirre Beltran

concludes the latter was the more probable outcome, due to

the "francamente hostil" 'frankly hostile' nature of the

inter-group relations (1958:59-61). Some indigenous women

must have survived, however, for the anthropologist deems

that

Todo, sin embargo, parece indicar que desde un
principio el negro se mezcl6 con el quahuiteca dando
origen a una poblaci6n mestiza cuyos productos finales
forman hoy el grupo mayoritario de los habitantes del
municipio.

'Everything, however, seems to indicate that from the
very beginning the black mixed with the Quahuitec,
giving rise to a mestizo population whose final
products today form the majority group of the
municipio's inhabitants.' (1958:65)
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In addition to the Africans and mulattoes introduced

into the region as cowboys on Don Mateo's territories

(supervised by his retainers and agents), there were also

the above-mentioned cimarrones. The most numerous group of

these to settle in Cuajinicuilapa migrated northward along

the coast from Huatulco in Oaxaca to find the protective

isolation they craved. In contrast to the viceregal

government's position, which always sought their

extermination, the white landholders were happy to welcome

these refugees. The cimarrones offered no legal threat

(remote that it was), as had the Indians, to their claims to

vast extensions of territory, and they were a source of

sturdy, cheap manpower. To their delight, the owners and

managers of the hacienda saw the number of Africans and

mulattoes increase. The regional authorities, headguartered

in the town of Ometepec, regarded the African-descended

inhabitants of the now-developing towns of Cuajinicuilapa,

San Nicolds and Maldonado as "osados, belicosos y

desobedientes" 'daring, warlike and disobedient' (Aguirre

Beltran 1958:47-48). The forces of order were helpless,

however, to enforce their will upon the people of

Cuajinicuilapa, protected as they were by powerful white

interests and their own fearsome reputation. No serious

attempts were ever made to forcibly incorporate them into

the broader civic life. 2
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The "Lords" of Cuajinicuilapa

The great expanse of land which encompassed most of the

current municipio of Cuajinicuilapa changed hands a number

of times after Mexico's independence from Spain but remained

largely intact. The seguence of ownership of the former

territory of Quahuitlan afterwards becomes hazy:

Ignoramos en gue forma estas estancias pasaron a otras
manos. Los lugarenos hablan de unos senores
Santamaria, Mendez, Garcia, Lopez y finalmente del
General Comonfort, Presidente gue fue de la Republica,
como duenos de fracciones del antiguo feudo de don
Mateo. Cualesguiera gue hayan sido, lo cierto es gue
los criollos, gue sustituyeron a los espanoles en la
posesion de las haciendas y estancias, en nada
modificaron los metodos de explotacibn y apropiacion
territorial.

'We do not know in what way these farms passed into
other hands. The locals speak of men named Santamaria,
Mendez, Garcia, Lopez and finally of General Comonfort,
who was President of the Republic, as owners of
portions of Don Mateo's old fiefdom. Whoever they may
have been, the truth is that the Mexican-born whites,
who replaced the Spaniards in holding the haciendas and
farms, did not change by one whit their methods of
exploiting and appropriating territory.' (Aguirre
Beltran 1958:48-49)

The last, great seigneurial owner of the hacienda was

Carlos Anderson Miller, an American expatriate given the

pseudonym Juan A. Smith by Aguirre Beltrdn (1958:49-51). A

mechanical engineer, Miller had gone to Cuajinicuilapa in

1887 to oversee the installation of seed-removing machinery

for the local cotton mill and ended by marrying into the

business. Eventually Miller acguired the business in its

entirety, including the hacienda which he increased in size

to an astonishing 125,000 hectares (308,750 acres) and
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dedicated to cotton growing (Aguirre Beltran 1958:50;

Manzano Anorve 1991 : 33 ).
3

The residents' life had changed very little from the

time of the Spaniards until Don Carlos, although we can

infer that the importance of cattle raising, the first great

local industry, had diminished to virtual insignificance.

Although it is not clear when the shift actually took place,

it is certain that by the late 1800s the majority of the

inhabitants had become subsistence farmers growing corn,

beans and chile and often engaging in hunting and fishing to

supplement their diet (Manzano Anorve 1991:54).

Although Don Carlos was by most accounts an honest and

fair man in his dealings with the Afromestizo locals

(Aguirre Beltran 1958:50; Manzano Anorve 1991:39), he was,

after all, an hacendado 'large landowner' and the holder of

an extremely effective monopoly. The local economy depended

exclusively upon the activities of Casa Miller: he owned

the land on which the residents worked and lived; he was the

only market for a crop he alone decided to plant and for

which he paid a price he alone named; he was the only source
of manufactured goods for the people to buy (through his

company store), when in 1910 the Revolution descended from
the mountains of Morelos state, it was only a matter of time
before the old hacienda was finally burned to the ground by
the revolutionaries, despite the prolonged defense put up by
the Millers with the aid of some devoted employees. With
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the destruction of the hacienda there came to an end the

short-lived local cotton industry. Don Carlos and his

family escaped alive; they had already fled the area before

the final blow (Aguirre Beltran 1958:51). The area has not

seen from that time forward any one industry or person so

dominate the local economy or culture.

Afromestizo Independence in the Costa Chica

As noted earlier (Chapter 4), Africans in Mexico and

their descendants, the Afromestizos, were not always and

everywhere resigned to a designated future of slavery.

Rebellions against the Spanish overlords began practically

simultaneously with the conquest of New Spain and the

problem of the cjmarrones was never eliminated while slavery

endured (Palmer 1970:151). The most famous revolt in 1609

of the palengue near Orizaba (Veracruz state), headed by the

cimarron Yanga, has already been cited. In 1591, there are

reports of cimarrones living outside the port of Huatulco

(Oaxaca state) on a mountain called Coyula, where, according

to the Viceroy Martin Enriquez, the people lived as if they

were actually in Guinea (Aguirre Beltran 1958:59-60; Palmer

1970:157; 1976:52); the Viceroy was still complaining of

this same group in 1599 (Aguirre Beltran 1958:60). Later,

in 1602, an "island of Negroes" was reported living off the

coast of MazatlSn; soon thereafter comes notice of an

African settlement near Cuajinicuilapa (Palmer 1970:158;

1976:52).
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Unfortunately, there is no archeological evidence

attesting to an ancient, fortified palenque anywhere in the

area around Cua jinicuilapa. The documentary evidence in

itself, however, is more than sufficient to prove the

uninterrupted presence of Africans, mulattoes and

Afromestizos in the area of the present Costa Chica from at

least the mid-1500s. It is apparent, also, that the

Africans who were brought or escaped to the region were a

hardy and independent lot at the least, and fearsome and

aggressive when they had to be.

Characterizations of the Afro-Mexican as difficult to

control and hostile abound in the written and oral history

of the Costa Chica. Beginning in the mid-16th century when

the Emperor Carlos V prohibited Indians from working under

the direct supervision of African slaves, the unsubmissive

nature of the African-derived population of this zone has

been commented on many times. Towards the end of the

colonial era, there were some attempts at census taking and

exacting the royal tribute from the inhabitants of the Costa

Chica that were seldom, if ever, successful. Quoting

documentary sources from the Archivo General de la Naci6n,

Aguirre Beltran finds the following words of a royal tax

collector written in 1801:

Es cierto que los indicados negros son muy insolentes,
atrevidos, groseros y llenos de defectos: que no
tienen residencia fija, ni reduccion a pueblos, ni
formalidades de republica, ni sociedad civil: habitan
en los campos en chozas esparcidas, en unas estancias
despobladas que hay en esta Costa del Sur y se conocen
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por Cuajinicuilapa, Maldonado, San Nicolas, Juchitan,
Cruz Grande, Nexpan, Las Garzas y el Palomar.

'It is true that the above-mentioned blacks are very
insolent, brazen, vulgar and full of defects: for they
have no permanent residences, no established towns, no
local government, no civil society: they dwell in the
countryside in scattered huts, on some unsettled
farmlands that are here on this South Coast and are
known as Cuajinicuilapa, Maldonado, San Nicolds,
Juchitan, Cruz Grande, Nexpan, Las Garzas and El
Palomar.' (1958:62)

During his fieldwork in Cuajinicuilapa, Aguirre Beltran also

found a high number of violent deaths recorded in the Civil

Registry, the source of which he attributes ultimately to

the

clima de violencia que se observa, no s61o en el
municipio, sino en toda la regi6n llamada Costa Chica y
corresponde con los patrones culturales de que
participa la poblacidn cuilena, todos ellos dirigidos a
mantener un ethos agresivo.

'climate of violence that is observed, not only in the
municipio, but in the entire region called the Costa
Chica, corresponding to the cultural patterns in which
the population of Cuijla participates, all of which are
designed to maintain an aggressive ethos . ' (1958:86)

The existence of brosas 'outlaw gangs' at that same

time is also seen as another form of social grouping in

which "la agresibn oral, fisica y sexual, no sdlo es

permitida, sino que aun se exige y alienta" 'verbal,

physical and sexual aggression is not only permitted, but is

even demanded and encouraged' (1958:128). The presence of

soldiers stationed in Cuajinicuilapa against these brosas is

due to "el ethos agresivo de la cultura a que nos hemos

referido varias veces" 'the culture's aggressive ethos to

which we have referred several times' (1958:131); the very
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patterns of raising children are "todos ellos destinados a

formar un individuo endurecido, valiente, agresivo y macho:

un aallo . como rezan los corridos regionales" 'all intended

to form a hardened, brave, aggressive and manly individual:

a rooster . as the regional ballads say' (1958:144).

Gutierrez Avila notes that among indigenous groups the

Afromestizos still have a reputation for violence: "Entre

las diversas etnias gue conviven en la region (amuzgos y

mixtecos), los negros son considerados de 'naturaleza'

violenta, agresiva" 'Among the diverse ethnicities who live

together in the region (Amuzgos and Mixtecs), the blacks are

considered to have a violent and aggressive "nature"'

(1988a:19). The Afromestizos explain simply that: "'Lo gue

pasa es gue nosotros no somos sumisos como los indios, no

nos dejamos'" '"The thing is that we aren't submissive like

the Indians, we don't take it"' (1988a:19)

.

Don Germdn Miller, son of the last great hacendado of

Cuajinicuilapa, offers his own opinion:

"Dicen gue yo los mandaba [a los negros]; yo digo gue
es mentira porgue el negro nunca ha sido humilde,
siempre ha sido altivo pero muy trabajador y leal como
perro. isi! El negro gue era leal con uno, era como
el perro, bueno. Yo tuve vagueros gue exponlan su vida
por mi. El negro es muy levantado, no se dejaba
dominar fdcilmente."

'"They say that I controlled them [the blacks]; I say
that's a lie, because the black man has never been
meek, he's always been uppity but very hard-working and
as loyal as a dog. Yes! The black man who was
faithful to you was like a dog, good. I had cowboys
who would risk their lives for me. The black man is
very rebellious, he would not allow himself to be
dominated easily"' (Manzano Ahorve 1991:66-67)."
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It must be added, however, that what is or has been

said locally of the Afromestizos also is or has been said

nationally of the residents of Guerrero state as a whole:

that they are murderous, violent, aggressive and

ungovernable. In the prefatory remarks to a recent

secondary school textbook on the state of Guerrero, Governor

Jose Francisco Ruiz Massieu felt compelled to declare:

La falsa imagen gue alguna vez nos senalo como
ingobernables y violentos, hoy ha sido destruida.
Hemos demostrado gue ni el guerrerense ni nadie nace
violento, sino gue se hace duro, en ocasiones aspero,
como producto de las circunstancias.

'The false image that once marked us as ungovernable
and violent has today been destroyed. We have shown
that neither the Guerreran nor anyone is born violent,
but becomes hard, occasionally harsh, as a product of
circumstances.' (Secretaria de Educaci6n Publica
1988:6)

Regardless of official proclamations to the contrary, a

reputation as "difficult" or "mean" or "violent" assigned by

outsiders to the costachiguenses 'Costa Chica residents' is

one that many of the locals would not find fault with.

Indeed, it is precisely such a reputation—whether earned or

not, but largely consonant with earlier local cultural

ideals—that for many years allowed them to remain

relatively isolated and free from governmental and other

outside interference.

Group Identity Among Afromestizos

The Afromestizos' insistence on being left alone does

not mean—and this may appear paradoxical—that they now

feel themselves to be anything other than completely
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Mexican. There is, moreover, no evidence available to

indicate they have ever dwelt on or felt nostalgic for an

African past: for example, there are no tales or songs

extant that recall, mention or celebrate any African tribe,

nation, region or cultural activity. There is no special,

ritualized speech such as that used among the Panamanian

gongos to commemorate a shared heritage (Lipski 1990b; cf.

also Schwegler 1996a). with regard to their nationality,

"Los negros . . . se consideran mexicanos" 'The blacks . . .

consider themselves Mexican' and eguates their claim upon

their land and nationality to that of "el mas xen6fobo de

los mexicanos" 'the most xenophobic of Mexicans' (Aguirre

Beltran 1958:30); and the town of "Cuijla . . . sabe y

afirma constantemente su convicci6n de formar parte de la

amplia comunidad nacional" 'Cuijla . . . knows and

constantly affirms its conviction that it forms part of the

broad national community' (Aguirre Beltran 1958:119).

Moreover

,

[E]l hecho de decirse y saberse cuileno no implica que
se estime distinto al cortijano, al azoyuteca o al
huehueteca; pero tampoco quiere decir que carezca del
sentido y emoci6n de pertenecer a un grupo local. Ser
cuileno significa para el un motivo de orgullo yciertamente no cambiaria su filiacion local por otra
alguna, de no tenerlo por absolutamente indispensable.

;[T]he fact that he calls himself cuileno and knows he
is from Cuijla does not imply that people from Cortijo,
Azoyu or Huehuetan are looked upon as different; but
neither does it mean that he lacks the feeling or
emotion of belonging to a local group. Being cuileno
is a source of pride for him and he would certainly notexchange his local affiliation for any other unless he
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considered it absolutely indispensable.' (Aguirre
Beltran 1958:119-120)

Although the Afromestizos of Cuajinicuilapa are aware

of their African ancestors and heritage, it is only a dim

and vague awareness and does not carry particular weight; as

most people do, they attach far more importance to the here

and now. "The past" generally refers to the early years of

this century when the Miller cotton industry dominated local

life, followed by the tumultuous years of the Mexican

Revolution and the Agrarian Reform. They see local life as

generally unremarkable and substantially the same as that in

any other small town in Mexico.

Cuaiinicui

j

apa in 1 <jaq

Cuajinicuilapa, as Aguirre Beltran found it at the end

of the 1940s, was a collection of small round huts called

redondos . These dwellings were among the few remaining

aspects of material culture which reflected a direct African

(specifically Bantu) heritage. These were clustered

together in small compounds according to extended family. 5

According to the official count in 1940, the total number of

the municipio 's inhabitants was 4,872, including 1,148 in

Cuajinicuilapa, 1,191 in San Nicolas and 561 in Maldonado

(1958:78-79). Access in and out of the town was very

limited: in the dry season, it was possible to travel on

horseback along a well-worn path linking Cuajinicuilapa with

Ometepec, the Costa Chica's most important town. The

journey to and from Ometepec was also possible traveling
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along a partially graded road by jeep and high-riding cargo

vehicles, likewise during the dry season. Airplanes made

the occasional visit, and it was always possible to land at

the coast at Punta Maldonado and make the trip inland, again

presumably on horseback. During the rainy season, it is

supposed that communications with the outside world came

nearly to a standstill (1958:89-91).

In the town there was at the time only very limited

work outside of agriculture. Aguirre Beltran noted the

presence of some shopkeepers, a carpenter, two hunters, four

butchers, three weavers and two fonderas '(women) food-

sellers;' in no real sense was Cua jinicuilapa economically

independent (1958:116-117). The long-standing separation

between Afromestizo and indigene was still strictly

maintained. In important commercial transactions, which

freguently took place in Ometepec, there was no direct

contact between the two races if it was avoidable; almost

all dealings were mediated by some third person, usually a

storekeeper of Euromestizo (i.e. mixed European and Indian)

heritage ( 1958 : 117 )

.

6

The Mexican federal government's presence was made

known through a detachment of soldiers stationed there under

a sergeant's command due to the same previously-mentioned

violent and aggressive ethos. Local governmental positions

were filled according to the requirements of the law, but

the de facto town leadership rested with the prencipales
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(< princjpales) 'leading men' or 'elders' of the community,

who had risen through a series of steps culminating in that

high social position (1958:131).

Medical, social and educational services were

practically nil. Traditional medicine continued to be

practiced, primarily by women, even following the arrival of

a pasante 'intern' in modern medicine (1958:191). Social

services provided by the federal or state governments were

completely unknown; the only exception was the establishment

of a school and appointment of a teacher in the years just

prior to 1940. Illiteracy was almost total, with the

exceptions to this rule being the few whites in the town

( 1958 : 145 ).
7 Enrollment noted in the first three years of

primary school was just under 100 students among the more

than 1,000 children of school age in the municipio .

Absenteeism was a constant problem, as was discipline: the

children had simply never been accustomed to attending

school or (much less) sitting guietly for hours on end

(1958:146). And finally, there were, of course, no mass

media, telephones, electricity, water/sewer service, or

paved streets.

Cuaii in the Nineties

Opportunities to do field work in the municipio came in

the summer of 1991 and again during the winter of 1992.

Prominent among the many changes that had taken place since

Aguirre Beltran's visit was what its residents now called
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it: the old abbreviation of Cuijla had yielded to the more

euphonious and phonologically more transparent Cuaji. 8 By

1990, the municipio 's population had increased dramatically

to 24,368, divided almost perfectly between males and

females (Instituto Nacional de Estadistica, Geografia e

Informatica 1990b:95). The old redondos of Aguirre

Beltrdn's Cuijla had completely disappeared; the only one

remaining intact was built in the neighboring community of

San Nicolas in the late 1980s as a type of museum piece by

those who still recalled the techniques involved.' The

segment of Federal Highway 200 linking Acapulco with Cuaji

(and later the whole of the southern Pacific coast nearly to

the Guatemalan border) had been completed approximately 30

years earlier, making possible all-weather access in and out

of the area, and adding momentum to the process of

urbanization. Daily bus service to Acapulco and Mexico City

is provided by numerous companies out of a gleaming new

terminal. There is also intra-city bus service and several

taxicabs operating locally.

The economy continues to be based on agriculture but

the range of occupations outside of farming has increased.

There are now restaurants, pharmacies, dentists, hotels,

various specialty stores, a marketplace, a zocalo 'town

square' with bandstand, and even an air-conditioned branch

of the Banco Nacional de Mexico. Whereas once they were

almost never to be seen, indigenous people (women in
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particular, immediately identifiable by their traditional

blouse, the huipil) are increasingly visible on the main

street selling produce and wares of various types.

Relationships between them and the Africanized population,

however, continue to be generally cool, formal and almost

exclusively commercial. Although the universally preferred

term for native peoples in Mexico is indiaenas 'indigenes,'

it is not unusual to hear the Afromestizos refer to the

indigenes somewhat condescendingly as inditos 'little

Indians,' or even derogatorily as auancos 'mountain men;

hillbillies'. The increased growth and commercial

importance of Cuaji has attracted the aboriginal people from

outlying areas in and around the mountains of the Sierra

Madre del Sur as well as from the neighboring state of

Oaxaca. There has also been an increase in the number of

Euromestizo immigrants to the area who, as in the time of

Aguirre Beltran's visit, are prominent as professionals and

owners and managers of most of Cuaji 's business enterprises.

The local government is headguartered in the

Presidencia Municipal, also located on the main street

(Federal Highway 200). As in most of the rest of Mexico,

the Partido Revolucionario Institucional holds a monopoly on

elected positions, including that of presidents municipal.

The federal and state governments are likewise apparent

through the small army installation and various agency

offices in and around the town. The old social order headed
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by the prencipales has not been forgotten but has declined

significantly in importance.

Utility service—water, sewer and electric—for all

dwellings is the rule now, rather than the exception. Due

to the success of widespread rural electrification,

telecommunications are now omnipresent; for example,

parabolic antennas for television are ubiquitous. The most

easily-received (and therefore most popular) television

channel is XIA, broadcasting 24 hours daily from Mexico

City; the signal is boosted for retransmission from

Acapulco. Programming during the daylight hours is devoted

almost exclusively to the news (provided by the ECO

network); at night, telenovelas 'soap operas' and variety

shows are the standard fare. The state-owned Radio Guerrero

broadcasts during daylight hours on the AM band out of

nearby Ometepec; there is a functioning weekly newspaper,

Oriente de Guerrero: videocassette recorders are nearly as

common as television sets, and viewing videos is a popular

pastime. Telephone service is limited mainly to businesses,

but there are several casetas 'public telephones' available

for general use.

As might be easily predicted, the growth in population

coupled with the increasingly urban nature of life in Cuaji

have led to an expanded number of schools. In Cuiila
f

Aguirre Beltran noted (1958:145-147) only one school

employing one teacher for students in the first three years
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of primary school. (Although he does not state this

explicitly, context suggests this refers to the entire

municipio .) Recent figures show the importance that has

been attached to education by the federal and state

governments and the growth of its acceptance among the

people. Counting both federal and state institutions, in

the school year 1987-88 there were 21 preschools (popularly

called kinders < kindergartens ) ; 31 elementary schools; and

four secondary schools. In addition, there was a program

for adult literacy falfabeti sar.jrm) which certified 282

successful completions in that same year (Instituto Nacional

de Estadistica, Geografia e Informatica 1990a: 89, 94, loo,

105)

.

Summary

From the earliest days of the Spanish conquest and

domination of Mexico, Africans (and later their mulatto and

mestizo descendants) have always been a part of the national

fabric. These Africans who landed in Mexico came from

almost innumerable nations, tribes, ethnicities and language

groups, and contrary to popular Mexican belief, were widely

dispersed throughout the country. Only on the southern

Pacific and Gulf of Mexico coasts did a few communities

survive as recognizably "black."

Cuajinicuilapa, on the Pacific coast of the state of

Guerrero, is one such community. The Spanish absentee

overlords of this remote place, after realizing the area was
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poor in precious metals, soon turned to large-scale cattle

farming. The introduction of cattle, African cowboys, both

slave and free, and alien bacteria all but annihilated the

indigenous people; there were enough female survivors among

them, however, to ensure that the process of African-Indian

mestizaje would begin. Europeans, although freguent

participants elsewhere, were always too few locally to

contribute meaningfully to this process. The Africanized

population was further strengthened by the presence of

cimarrones who were willingly accepted as laborers by the

white landowners and their resident agents, always to the

frustration of the Spanish Crown authorities.

As a result of their isolation in a vast, remote area

and a mostly free hand in the management of their own lives,

the African-descended population developed habits of

independence that persist to this day. Never cowed, they

likewise never accepted any attempt to define them as

anything other than or less than egual Mexican citizens. In

the past thirty years, improvements in communications,

education and travel have only strengthened links to the

broader national community. Due to these factors, as well

as to emigration to urban centers such as Acapulco, Mexico

City and even Los Angeles, the sense of local identity does

not appear to be as strong as it was when it was described

by Aguirre Beltran in the late 1940s. In spite of this

increasing assimilation to the norms of modern national
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life, cuilenos 'people from Cuaji' still retain a

distinctive culture that is most immediately evidenced by

their speech.

Notes

1. Much of the information presented in this chapter is
also found in Althoff (1994).

2. The incorporation of blacks and mulattoes into the
larger society occurred naturally and gradually, due in
large part to the decline of slave-based economic activities
and the revolutionary ideology of independence which
abolished the infamous system of castas . This system of
racial categorization was established by the Spanish to
define the enormous variety of possible bloodlines resulting
from the intermarriages of whites, indigenes and blacks.
For an account of black assimilation into Mexican national
society, see Aguirre Beltran (1970); for a brief description
of the castas, see Aguirre Beltrdn (1945).

3. The history of Miller's ascendancy and dominance in
Cuauimcuilapa is also related in Manzano Anorve (1991:28-
36). Apart from the proper names, the information providedby Aguirre Beltran (1958:49-51) corresponds with that givenby the late don German Miller, son of Carlos A. Miller
This is not surprising: Aguirre Beltran acknowledges donGerman Miller's assistance by name in Cuiila (1958:15)
German Miller may be identified in the same text by
references to "don Hernan Smith" (1958:66).

4. Although it is most useful and informative in some
aspects not treated in depth by Aguirre Beltran 1958 theManzano Anorve text cited here suffers from bad editing andextremely deficient punctuation. I have corrected what Iconsider to be the most obvious errors for the reader's
convenience, but the text with original punctuation is
reproduced here so the reader may judge:

Dicen que yo los mandaba, yo digo que es mentira porgue
el negro nunca ha sido humilde, siempre ha sido altivopero muy trabajador y leal como perro, I si! el negro
que era leal con uno, era como el perro, bueno yo tuveyagueros gue exponian su vida por ml. El negro es muylevantado, no se dejaba dominar muy facilmente.
(1991:66-67)

5. Interestingly, similar structures arranged in a similarconfiguration were reported during colonial times on thesugar plantations around Veracruz: "These [slave huts] were
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round structures with conical roofs, usually made of straw.
They formed a small cluster surrounded by a fence with a
single entrance. This village-like arrangement was known as
el real de negros" (Cardoso 1983:43). In Cua jinicuilapa,
however, a surrounding fence was not customary.

6. Aguirre Beltran prefers to describe three broad "types"
of mestizo : "Ello nos ha llevado a calificar a los
espanoles americanos, criollos o mestizos predominantemente
blancos con el termino de euromestizos y a los simplemente
denominados mestizos, que son hibridos preponderantemente
indigenas, con el de indomestizos " 'This has led us to
describe American Spaniards, Creoles or predominantly white
mestizos with the term Euromestizo , and those simply called
mestizos, who are preponderantly Indian hybrids, with the
term Indomestizo' (1972:246). Regarding the population of
Cuaji, he says: "Es indudable tambien que en la hibridacidn
el factor negro fue preponderante y que, por eso, el mestizo
cuileno es, en la actualidad, predominantemente negro, es
decir, un afromestizo" 'There is also no doubt that the
black factor was preponderant in hybridization and that
therefore the mestizo of Cuaji is today predominantly black,
i.e. an Afromestizo' (1958:65; see also 1972:247).

7. it should be noted that "white" is also a relative term
in the Costa Chica: "[L]os blancos son hoy, y manana lo
serdn mds, individuos de mezcla" '[T]he whites today are
mixed-race individuals and will be more so tomorrow'
(Aguirre Beltr<Sn 1958:68). Moreover, the Mexican government
has not regularly included specific racial categories in its
national censuses since it began them in 1895, preferring
instead to use cultural and economic indices (sleeping
facilities, eating habits, language of the home) to
determine the degree of mestizaie among the population
(Gonzdlez Navarro 1970:150-51).

8. The town's name is derived from the Ndhuatl
Cuauhxonecuilapan 'on the river of cua jinicuiles' , with the
etyma cuauhxonecuilli 'cuajinicuil (a fruit tree)', atl
'water' and pan 'in/on' (Luna Mayani 1976:99; see also Lopez
Barroso 1967:72).

9. The building of this redondo was sponsored by the
federally-funded Casa de la Cultura in San Nicolas; the
process of building a redondo is described in detail in
Aguirre Beltrdn (1958; see Chapter 7, "El redondo negro").



CHAPTER 6

SITE SELECTION AND METHODOLOGY

While it is true that the speech of cuilehos remains

distinctive, the considerably increased size and modernity

of Cuajinicuilapa made intimate, prolonged contact with the

residents difficult. In order to become better acquainted

with the local variety of speech, it became clear that a

smaller and more cohesive town would be better suited to the

fieldwork for this study.

San Nicolas Tolentino

The town of San Nicolas Tolentino is located to the

southwest of the municipal seat of Cuajinicuilapa,

approximately equidistant—at roughly 18 kilometers (11

miles)—from the Pacific coast at Punta Maldonado and

Cuajinicuilapa.

In many respects San Nicolas is similar to

Cuajinicuilapa and there is no doubt that it shares a common

ancestry with its larger neighbor. On the basis of archival

research, Aguirre Beltran concludes that the original name

of San Nicolas was Cuyotepec or Coyotepec (1958:44). In

particular, he cites a document which mentions the early

landholder Don Mateo de Mauleon who, around 1580, possessed

"cuatro sitios de estancias de ganado mayor que se llaman

Coyotepec, Almazan, Aznar y Guagenicuilapa" 'four cattle-

154
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raising sites that are called Coyotepec [San Nicolas],

Almazan, Aznar and Guagenicuilapa [Cuajinicuilapa]

'

(1958:46). x At the time of Aguirre Beltran's fieldwork,

San Nicolas had a slightly higher population than did

Cuajinicuilapa with 1,191 and 1,148 inhabitants respectively

(1958:78), but the municipal seat is now clearly more

heavily populated. A local official of San Nicolas

estimates the current population of the town to be between

5,000 and 8,000 residents; the more conservative estimate

appears the more accurate. 2 It is obvious, however, that

Aguirre Beltran regarded sannicolarenos 'residents of San

Nicolas' as absolutely indistinguishable from cuilenos in

their culture and speech. He mentions, for example, that

"una tlacuache casd con un cuileno de San Nicolas" 'a

Tlacuache [indigenous] woman married a Cuijla man from San

Nicolas' (1958:76).

While Cuajinicuilapa is located directly along the

route of a federal highway, San Nicolas is, as noted, some

18 kilometers distant from the municipal seat. 3 The most

convenient access to San Nicolas originates from the market

in Cuaji and is via camionetas, or trucks with cargo beds so

modified as to accommodate seated and standing passengers as

well as their goods. The camionetas make round trips

throughout the day and offer the most reliable and

inexpensive transport. Traveling to San Nicolas from Cuaji

by taxi is also possible, but is far more expensive and
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depends entirely on the willingness of the driver to make

the trip in the first place. The one-way trip takes

approximately 45 minutes by either method.

San Nicolas has many of the same characteristics of its

larger, more urbanized neighbor. The chief differences are

in that there are simply fewer services available: there

are no paved streets whatever and there is only one location

with a telephone caseta , although this is a very modern,

solar powered, microwave transmission unit. There are,

however, streetlights and nearly every house has both

running water and electricity. The office of the resident

comjsario (a governmental official who has both civil and

law enforcement responsibilities) and the offices of the

local ejido committee (which supervises the distribution and

use of communally-owned lands) are located on the town's

zocalo. At the time fieldwork for this study was

undertaken, a local marketplace of concrete block was under

construction on the periphery of the town's central sguare.

Other local institutions include schools (a kindergarten,

three elementary schools, one secundaria) and four small

grocery and general stores; the public telephone caseta is

located at one of these. One house also functions as the

only restaurant during the day and as a cantina 'bar' at

night.

Agriculture is virtually the only area of employment

available to the men of San Nicolas: the milpas
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'cornfields' occupy most of the farming activity, but there

is also some cattle and horse farming. Due to the abundance

of coconut palms, copra is also a product freguently taken

to market in Cuaji via the camioneta. The women generally

devote themselves to their homes and children, but many also

engage in some cottage industry, such as selling paletas

'popsicles', soft drinks, live chickens or ducks, fresh

tortillas or some other wares; some offer services such as

laundering. At least one family sells fish; a daily

shipment of fresh fish is trucked inland from the nearby

small port of Punta Maldonado for sale in the town.

As in Cuaji, parabolic antennas dot the roofs of the

houses in San Nicolas and many households also possess

videocassette players. Also widely seen are houses in

various states of construction. Emigration (especially to

Mexico City, Acapulco and greater Los Angeles) is a

widespread phenomenon, and those who have left often send

money home to their families to build houses in a unique,

piecemeal fashion. As money becomes available and is passed

along to the family members remaining at home, construction

materials are purchased and added to a foundation. The

emigres do this always with the thought of eventually

returning to live in their hometown. There are, however,

very few people who have actually returned permanently after

having worked and lived in other places, but the many half-
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completed homes give mute but eloquent testimony of how

prominently the absent workers still figure locally.

San Nicolas is distinguished from Cuaji, however, by

having a reputation for having preserved more of the

original Afromestizo culture of the area than virtually any

other town in the Costa Chica. This reputation exists to

such a degree that various government-sponsored projects

have been undertaken to record some of its more distinctive

aspects. For example, Miguel Angel Gutierrez Avila and

Javier del Rio Azurmendi were responsible for researching

the regional corridos 'folk ballads' in San Nicolas under

the auspices of the Programa de Artesanias y Culturas

Populares 'Popular Crafts and Culture Program' (PACUP)

.

Their work began in the early 1980s and in 1985 this project

resulted in the production of a recorded album of these

songs, entitled Traigo una flor hermosa y mortal! gojxidfifi

de la Costa Chica de Guerrero
, which includes the texts of

the featured ballads. Published work by Gutierrez Avila

includes two books (1988a, 1993) and an article (1988b); he

collaborated with del Rio Azurmendi in the publication of

another article (1988). All of these publications, however,

deal exclusively with the content and form of these musical

and oral traditions of the Costa Chica and only minimally,

if at all, with the area's linguistic traits. 4

Governmental interest in the area's culture continued

in the late 1980s and early 1990s. The Guerrero State unit
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of the Consejo Nacional para la Cultura y las Artes

(Direccion General de Culturas Populares) sponsored a Casa

de la Cultura 'Culture House' in San Nicolas with resident

workers that was to operate through March 1992. (The model

redondo house mentioned in Chapter 5 was built under the

sponsorship of this same Casa de la Cultura . 1 The culture

workers resident in San Nicolas in 1991-92 were engaged in

recording further samples of the oral literature and music

of the Costa Chica.

Further testimony of the area's unigueness can be found

in national newspapers (e.g. El Nacional )
, travel guides

(e.g. Ramirez Heredia 1990) and even newspapers in the

United States (El Nuevo Hgrairn. 5 The singular guality of

this area also lends itself to exaggerated descriptions

which often border on the laughable. Unfortunately, the

repetition and publication of such second- and third-hand

reports—even in respected academic formats—perpetuate an

overly exoticized and inaccurate image of the region.

Because his is a widely respected and freguently cited

work, some of the descriptions of Cuajinicuilapa (and by

extension, those of San Nicolas and the entire Costa Chica)

in Rout (1976) are the ones that probably stand in most need

of clarification and correction. Rout gives the impression,

for example, that the people in Cuaji still build the

redondo round houses with conical roofs (1976:280); in fact,

this has not been the case for many years. The local
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redondos were very small and dark and, due to the materials

used in their construction, were also particularly

susceptible to rapid weathering and degradation in the

intensely hot and humid tropical environment. The people

now simply prefer the more durable modern construction

materials.

More damagingly, Rout also suggests that there is a

sort of racial self-loathing prevalent among the residents:

"The people speak of themselves as prietos , stating that

' Negroes are donkeys 7 " (1976:280, emphasis added). This is

a clumsy and unfortunate misreading of Aguirre Beltr£n's

text which actually speaks to the sensitivity about the use

of the word negro 'black' among the cuilehos . The full

statement to which Rout refers is: "Don Inda afirma gue al

negro no le gusta tal denominaci6n y a guien negro les

llama, le expetan: ' Nearos solo los hnrrng, nosotros somos

prietos'" 'Don Inda [an informant] confirms that the black

man does not like the term and they snap at anyone who calls

them black: "Only donkevs are hi any
r
we are dark"' (Aguirre

Beltran 1958:69, emphasis added). Aguirre Beltran

immediately proceeds to state that this strong negative

reaction to being described as nearo stands in contrast to

the fact that the term neara is freguently used in the

regional corridos to refer to a woman by her suitor and is

invariably a term of affection (Aguirre Beltran 1958:69).

It is clearly the case here that the descriptive terms
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derived from the color negro are reserved exclusively for

intragroup use and are taken to be offensive when used by

outsiders.

Rout also inaccurately asserts that the residents

"speak a Spanish heavily laced with words better understood

in Ghana or Nigeria than anywhere west of the Atlantic"

(1976:281). While it is true that the local lexicon

contains several items that are unique to the area, their

provenance in many cases is not African at all, but

indigenous. (A discussion of the regional lexicon is found

in Chapter 7 .

)

Data Gathering

On-site fieldwork for this study was conducted during

July and August, 1991 and January-February, 1992. The data

originally gathered are comprised of tape-recorded

interviews with 21 people, ranging in age from 15 to 90

years, all but one being native to the Costa Chica. The

interviews averaged 38 minutes in length; the longest

interview was 68 minutes and the shortest 22 minutes. For

the most part, the informants had little or no formal

education (see Appendix A for personal information on

participants). At the time of the interviews, however,

three informants were taking part in adult literacy classes.

Of the two most highly educated informants, one had

completed two years of secondary school (roughly equivalent

to the first two years of junior high school in the U.S.);
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and the other was a secondary school instructor. With only

two exceptions, the informants had not traveled extensively

outside the immediate area: one (Informant 2) had traveled

to and worked for several years in Acapulco, considered the

northernmost point of the Costa Chica; another (Informant

12) had spent time both in Mexico City and the Mexico-U.S.

border town of Ciudad Juarez while working. Any travel

among the other informants consisted of brief periods in

other parts of Mexico visiting family members who had moved

in search of greater economic opportunities.

The informants' speech was recorded on two portable,

battery-powered tape recorders manufactured and marketed

under the Radio Shack "Realistic" trademark: one a model

SCP-29 Stereo-Mate stereo cassette recorder and the other a

model CTR-82 voice-actuated monaural recorder. The stereo

recorder was the one most frequently used. In almost all

instances (see below), a professional-quality Radio Shack

Realistic Highball unidirectional dynamic microphone (Model

3 3-984C) was attached to the recorder to achieve greater

voice fidelity and to minimize the extraneous ambient noise.

The magnetic tape used for recording the informants in each

case was TDK UX Type II high position extra uniaxial

cassettes, with 90 minutes each of recording time.

Generally, only informant was recorded per 45-minute side of

the double-sided tape. Almost all the recordings were made

in or around the informants' homes; those that were not
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recorded in the informants' houses were recorded in the

researcher's lodgings in San Nicolas.

Linguistic Interviews

Many linguistic data gathering technigues involve the

use of a detailed guestionnaire (e.g. Atlas Linaulstico rte

Mexico 1990) to elicit vocabulary items; the researcher

typically notes these along with their pronunciation. As

the primary purpose of the study was to record unguarded,

naturalistic discourse, introducing such a formal instrument

would likely have inhibited the free flow of conversation

that was sought, and would have resulted, as Lipski has

noted, in "self-consciousness and an attempt to conform to

the perceived expectations of the investigator" (1985b: 15).

Among other points included, the protocol for the

linguistic interviews (see Appendix B) called for disclosing

to the participants the fact that a study was being

undertaken and that they were free to withdraw from the

interview at any time. The interviews were free ranging,

but employed as a point of departure a prepared set of

guestions about the participant's family, daily life, local

festivals and points of interest. The participants were

told that the purpose of the interviews was to gather

information on local life, history and customs. This was

the only deliberate strategy of distraction employed; the

undisguised presence of a tape recorder and microphone

already pointedly indicated more than a purely casual
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interest in what the participants would say and was, in some

cases, initially inhibiting. Revealing, therefore, that the

deeper purpose of the interviews was to record and later

analyze aspects of the participants' speech would certainly

have been a nearly insuperable handicap to the project's

success.

Although some of the participants showed some

uneasiness during the first part of the interviews-

conversations, this almost inevitably disappeared after a

few minutes and their speech became more fluid and relaxed.

At least one of the informants who agreed to participate in

this project showed a remarkable degree of comfort with the

process from the very beginning; this individual had also

had some contact with previous investigators in the area and

was particularly enthusiastic about sharing information

about local customs. The fact that the researcher was known

to be a guest in the home of the secondary school's director

who had, upon the director's invitation, taught some English

classes in the school almost certainly lessened the degree

of discomfort the participants clearly felt in the company

of a foreigner wielding a tape recorder and microphone.

Some few of the participants in this study were also

guite aware of the interest their region held for academics

and other visitors, and were not reluctant to ask for some

small compensation in exchange for their cooperation. It

must be noted, however, that no informants reguested cash or
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were paid for their participation; expressions of

appreciation were limited to small, inexpensive electronic

gifts (digital watches and calculators) purchased beforehand

with that use in mind. As the underlying reason for the

research project was never disclosed to the participants,

any well-intentioned attempts to be "helpful" or

"interesting" by manufacturing, exaggerating or otherwise

inaccurately portraying local history, life or customs would

have had no impact on the data gathering or on the outcome

of the study.

Data Excluded From Analysis

All but two of the recordings made of the informants

gave satisfactory technical results. In the first case,

excessively weak batteries were used while recording the

speech of Informant 10 due to the researcher's inattention,

and the resulting recording is conseguently irretrievably

garbled; this tape has been excluded from the corpus under

consideration

.

Because Informant 13 appeared guite apprehensive about

being recorded, the decision was made to make the recording

apparatus appear as little threatening as possible. The

smaller, stereo cassette recorder was used, but the bulky,

professional unidirectional microphone used in other

recordings was not attached. The room where the

conversation took place was constructed of concrete block,

and the floor was of finished concrete. The acoustics of
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the room produced a recording with an unacceptably high

degree of echo. A critical element of this study is the

ability to make fairly subtle distinctions in the speaker's

phonetics (e.g. aspiration or deletion of syllable- and word

final /s/). This ability was seriously compromised and

therefore the data from Informant 13 are not included in the

analysis.

The data provided by Informant 4 was technically

suitable for inclusion. The interview with this informant,

however, was conducted before the investigator had

discovered that even seemingly innocuous interactions with

individuals under 18 years of age were ethically suspect.

The individual in guestion had not reached the age of

informed consent and in strict compliance with the standards

governing the use of data from human subjects, the speech

sample provided has been deleted from the corpus here

included.

Summary

Recognized and documented by Aguirre Beltran in the

late 1940s as culturally identical to Cuajinicuilapa, San

Nicolas Tolentino in more recent years has become the focal

site of research on Pacific coast Afromestizo history,

culture and language. Due to its location far from the

important federal coastal highway, it has not experienced

the growth of the municipal seat and has indeed managed to

preserve much of its cultural heritage in a way that
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Cuajinicuilapa has not. Although it has not entirely

escaped the siren call of emigration, the homogenizing

effects of more widely available education or the ubiguitous

mass media (see Althoff 1994), 6 the town has remained

largely faithful to its own identity and heritage, as

evidenced by its observance of time-honored festivals and

customs, and most of all, by its speech.

Notes

1. The locations of Almazan and Aznar are, unfortunately,
no longer identifiable.

2. The preliminary official 1990 census data indicate only
the total population of the municipio (see also Chapter 4).
The estimated population of San Nicolas official comes from
the comisario of the town (Victoriano Ramirez Meza 1991:
personal communication).

3. This is an estimated distance. A reliable source finds
a shorter distance between Cuaji and San Nicolas: "El
pueblo de San Nicolds Tolentino esta ubicado entre la
cabecera municipal de Cuajinicuilapa y el pueblo de Punta
Maldonado, a una distancia de 15 km. de cada punto" 'The
town of San Nicolas Tolentino is located between the
municipal seat of Cuajinicuilapa and the town of Punta
Maldonado, at a distance of 15 kilometers [9 miles] from
each point' (Gutierrez Avila 1988b:100). In any case, San
Nicolds is certainly almost exactly midway between Cuaji and
the Pacific coast.

4. Another treatment of the corrido among the Afromestizos
on the Costa Chica is Moedano (1988); a well-researched and
theoretically rigorous work on Mexican Afromestizo
ethnomusicology is Perez Fernandez (1990).

5. El Nacjonal (Mexico City) published a 16-page color
supplement in March 1991 entitled Nuestra Palabra . sponsored
jointly by the Instituto Nacional Indigenista and the
Consejo Nacional para la Cultura y las Artes. See
especially: Meza Herrera and Diaz Perez (1991); and Meza
Herrera, Catalan Blanco, Perez Diaz and Aparicio Prudente
(1991).

For a similar story in the U.S. (Miami) Spanish
language news media, see Hill (1993).
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6. Unfortunately for the logic of exposition, the title of
this article suffered a transposition in press. The article
was to have been subtitled "from Cuiila to Cuaji," and not
"from Cuaji to Cuijla ."



CHAPTER 7

ANALYSIS OF THE SPEECH DATA

The speech of the Costa Chica has typically been

described only in the most general terms, and these have

largely consisted of lists of regional vocabulary items. As

noted in Chapter 3, such is the case with Heredia (1935),

the earliest example of scholarly writing on the area's

speech; so also is the case with the later writers Lopez

Barroso (1967), Luna Mayani (1976) and Aparicio Prudente et

al. (1993b). The one great exception to simple list-making

is exemplified by Aguirre Beltran (1958). In Cuijla,

Aguirre Beltran even addresses some interesting

morphological
, phonological and phonetic issues using a

rather sophisticated and technical linguistic terminology

which belies the fact that his professional training was in

anthropology. In merely 13 pages, the anthropologist qua

linguist expounds upon features of the local speech that he

obviously found to be distinct from more familiar varieties

of Mexican Spanish. Within those same few pages, Aguirre

Beltran also has noted the importance of the local corridos

'folk ballads'. 1 It is the corridos and the oral tradition

in the Costa Chica that have stimulated more comment and

research than the local speech per se (Gutierrez Avila 1985,

1988a, 1988b, 1993; Gutierrez Avila and del Rio Azurmendi

169
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1988; Moedano 1988; Neff 1988; Perez Fernandez 1990;

Aparicio Prudente et al. 1993a). Published research on the

area with a more linguistic emphasis has been—as noted

earlier—much scarcer (Althoff 1994).

Although it is not flawless, Aguirre Beltran's (195

sketch of the area's speech in Cuiila is surprising in its

breadth and accuracy, considering the quite limited space

devoted to describing its configurations. Despite the high

quality of description, and even some degree of analysis of

morphological and phonological processes, there are still

lacunae that the present study seeks to fill. Based on the

corpus of data collected on site from lifelong residents and

recorded in a retrievable and reproducible electronic

format, it is now possible to make generalizations

concerning the regional speech with a greater degree of

verifiability than was available using questionnaires and

other linguistic surveying techniques. The present chapter

contains the results of the data analysis by categories of

morphology, syntax, phonology and lexicon. 2

Morphology

Direct Address and the Use Of Voseo

One of the features that most struck Aguirre Beltran

during his fieldwork in late 1948 and early 1949 was the use

of the second person singular informal subject pronoun vos

in direct address. This usage, called voseo . is today

confined in Mexico to parts of the far southern state of
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Chiapas which borders directly on Guatemala. 3 Although

present-day Chiapas is an integral part of the Mexican

Republic, it was at one time under the control of the

Spanish Captaincy General of Guatemala where the use of vos

was and is the norm. Aguirre Beltran reported that voseo

was enduring "obstinately" and offered, among others, the

examples no me la pases enfrente 'don't bring her around

me'; voj soi ardido < vos sos ardido 'you are passionate';

no te espantei < no te espantes 'don't be frightened'; and

veni paca < veni para aca 'come here' (1958:163, 206; the j

used by Aguirre Beltran is here eguivalent to [h]).

The data collected in 1991-92 reveal that over the

course of the intervening years ty has completely supplanted

vos as the preferred second person singular informal

pronoun. This is altogether in keeping with Mexican usage

on the national level with the noted exception of Chiapas.

In no instance during the linguistic interviews or informal

conversations did the pronoun vos or any of its accompanying

verbal morphology actually surface. The one verbal form

overheard which possibly reflects a vos subject, llevasela

[yeflasela] (as opposed to llevasela [yefiasela]) 'take it to

him', is more likely due to stress displacement, a local

characteristic of informal, rapid speech.

The memories, however, of voseo speech remain alive

among the same older informants, and they reacted with

delight when the investigator probed for it. The informants
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would then attempt to model that speech as they recalled it

(see especially Appendixes H and L) . Curiously, however,

neither the pronoun vos nor its verbal morphology ever

appeared even in the "reproduced" speech of the informants.

Although the older informants recognized such forms, the

failure to be able to reproduce it, even in such familiar

imperative forms as veni pac£ 'come here'—i.e. forms

commonly said to children—is puzzling. The sociolinguistic

situation at the time may actually have been characterized

by the coexistence of voseo and tuteo (i.e. the use of tu as

second person informal pronoun) as in Central America and

the Pacific coast of Ecuador and Colombia (Lipski 1994a:18).

This further suggests that by the time of Aguirre Beltran's

fieldwork (1948-49) voseo was in decline and that £u had

already begun to supplant it among younger people as a

result of slow but increasingly freguent contact with the

broader Mexican society (cf. Althoff 1994). It is clear,

however, that the probe evoked strong memories of days and

speech forms gone by. Although it may not have been

strictly true, at least in the memory of one participant,

"Exactamente asi habldbamos" 'We used to talk exactly like

that' (Informant 12, Appendix M)

.

In current direct address, neat distinction is made

between the formal and informal second person singular

pronouns. The second person singular formal usted is heard

guite regularly; no spoken examples were noted of mixed tu
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and usted direct address and the corresponding desinences

were always used appropriately. 4 Indeed, in local

sociolinguistic terms maintaining the proper amount of

formality is expected and appreciated, and the honorifics

don and dona are also widely used. Aguirre Beltran notes

that in particular the relationship of co-godparents

( compadrazgo ) requires extraordinary respect 5 and most

certainly the concomitant use of usted (1958:126); in other

social ties, the informal tu would generally be used when

addressing other intimates. The level of formality in

ritualized deference and linguistic usage is now not so high

or so strictly required, but the ties between co-godparents

remain very strong, fairly formal and are taken quite

seriously.

In the plural, the form ustedes serves as both formal

and informal address, as is the standard outside Spain.

Variability of Grammatical Gender

By and large, the speakers in the Costa Chica follow

without deviation the conventions of grammatical gender as

established in Mexico and the Spanish-speaking world as a

whole. There are, of course, some instances where

variations in grammatical gender occur. From Informant 1

(Appendix D) the following examples arose:

(1) Y se siembra la papaya, la sandia y la ionioli (<
el ajonjoli)

.

'And they plant papaya, watermelon and sesame'.
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(2) • • . ni con la hermano (completely ambiguous).

'. . . not even with their brother/sister.

(3) Y con ese (< esa) intencion se van. . . .

'And with that intention they leave. . . .

'

From Informant 5 (Appendix G)

:

(4) Alia se toma un (< una) copita .

'There you can have a drink.'

(5) Pero hacen un (< una) feria en . . . Ometepeh.

'But they have a festival in . . . Ometepec'

Informant 14 (Appendix N) produced:

(6) Ese 'h el (< Esa es la) costumbre que 'td por
aqui.

'That is the custom that we have around here.'

(7) Si, asi era el (< la) costumbre anteh. . . .

'Yes, the custom was like that before. . . .'

Also there is found:

(8) sea, la orilla de Acapulco para este (< estos)
lados.

'Or rather, the coast of Acapulco towards these
parts .

'

(Informant 16, Appendix P)

At least as frequent as misidentifications of gender as

indicated by definite, indefinite or demonstrative article

(above) is lack of concordance between noun and adjective.

Again, these are relatively few in the corpus and do not

comprise any systematic variation, but are worthy of note:

(9) E' caro (< cara) la vida aqui . . .

'Life is expensive here . . .'
(Informant 6, Appendix H)
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(10) Alguna persona que anda muy nejo (< neja) . . .

'Some person who goes around very dirty . . .'

(Informant 11, Appendix L)

(11) Ella puro estaba enfermo (< enferma).

'She was completely sick.'
(Informant 18, Appendix R)

(12) La mando pulo eniuelmo (< enferma).

'She sent her back completely sick.'
(Informant 19, Appendix R)

These examples culled from the transcribed corpus

indicate that any instability of grammatical gender is

usually simply a matter of a natural imprecision or slip of

the tongue during informal conversation rather than any

genuine confusion regarding the grammatical gender of nouns,

as is probable in (4) un copita and (5) un feria . In

contrast, in (1) above, the change of gender in la ionioli

for el aionjoli 'sesame' is the likely result of word

recutting (Hock 1986:200) based on a generalized local

tendency to reduce the masculine singular definite article

el to [1] when it is followed by a vowel, thus el arroyito >

la royito 'the little stream' (Informant 3, Appendix F, with

a preserved multiple vibrant /r/); this reduction of the

definite article is also noted in Aguirre Beltran

(1958:207).

Anomalous Noun Forms

Almost universally, participants used vocabulary and

forms that were well within their linguistic competence and

which conform to standard Spanish configurations, but when
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faced with the need for a specific form based on relatively

rare and unfamiliar terms, innovative forms are likely to

appear. Informant 8 (Appendix J) in particular relied on

standard derivational suffixations which resulted in

somewhat curious nonce forms:

(13) Si, muy dificil la criacion (< crianza) de
nosotro'

.

'Yes, our upbringing [was] very difficult.'

(14) Cuando . . . 'tuvimoh en Sonora, si, estudie yo
con loh alfabictistadores (< alfabetizadores or
alfabetistadores)

.

'When ... we were in Sonora, yes, I studied with
the literacy workers.'

It is well known that Spanish forms the plural of

singular nouns ending in a consonant by adding /es/, and

that loanwords adopted into Spanish very often display a

paragogic vowel where Spanish phonotactics dictate there be

one, e.g., English film , switch > Spanish filme . suiche.

Spanish poetry, particularly in the Middle Ages, also widely

employed paragogic vowels for prosodic purposes. This

paragogic vowel is invariably /e/, for which reason it is

also known as the "default" Spanish vowel. It is therefore

very significant that two older male informants produced

noun forms that depart from this universal Spanish default

vowel

:

(15) Ya de hombre, casado con mi muiera (< mujer)

,

entonce' me regrese con mi muiera a Acapulco mah.

'Then as a man, married to my wife, then I

returned with my wife to Acapulco again.'
(Informant 2, Appendix E)
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(16) Yo empece a conocer ehte . . . ehte arbolo
( < arbol)

.

'I began to be familiar with this . . . this
tree.

'

(Informant 14, Appendix N)

Also noted in the speech of Informant 14, but unfortunately

not forming part of the tape-recorded corpus, were the forms

motoro < motor 'motor' and caloro < calor 'heat'. It might

be plausible to suggest in these cases that the paragogic

vowels given here are simply hypercorrections employing the

/a/ marker canonically for feminine nouns and /o/ for

masculine nouns, but in these instances an Afro-Portuguese

origin is a possibility (see section "Other Phenomena"

below, this chapter).

Among the non-standard nouns recorded is the plural

form papasefs^ < papas 'parents', found in the speech of

Informants 12 and 21 (Appendixes L and S). This is the only

word in the corpus whose plural is formed in this way, but

Aparicio Prudente et al. record reises < reyes 'kings'

locally (1993b:20). This form is consistent with popular

tendencies in Spanish elsewhere (e.g. the Dominican

Republic, Ecuador) to pluralize nouns ending in a stressed

vowel with /ses/ (Cotton and Sharp 1988:192; see also Har

1980 for a detailed analysis of Spanish plural formation,

including forms in /ses/).

Verb Mood and Tense

Spanish speakers in the Costa Chica have no generalized

difficulty in distinguishing between or producing
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appropriate indicative and subjunctive moods for verb forms.

Variations from standard usage after the conjunction si

'it', as in the following data, are conseguently guite rare:

(17) No se si vengan (< vienen) con el ganado para
aca.

'I don't know if they will come here with the
cattle.

'

(Informant 2, Appendix E)

Rural Spanish speakers in many countries will often

employ a present subjunctive after si, because of the doubt

inherent in the conjunction, where prescriptive grammar

reguires a present indicative. Explaining other occurrences

of what are clearly present subjunctive forms is more

problematic:

(18) Y como mueran (< murieron) mis padres . . .

'And because my parents died . . .

'

(Informant 3, Appendix F)

(19) <LSolamente gue en su tierra no hagan (< hacen)
eso?

'Only in your country they don't do that?'
(Informant 5, Appendix G)

(20) Si, aja, gue le falte (< falta) algo . . .

chundo

.

'Yes, aha, he's missing something . . .

crippled.

'

(Informant 11, Appendix L)

The context of the situation signals that in ( 18) a

the expected tense would be the preterite indicative. If we

consider that the same Informant 3 in another section of the

discourse also produced
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(21) Se mu'eron (< murieron) antes de mis padres.

'They died before my parents.'
(Informant 3, Appendix F)

and that Informant 6 likewise gave an identical form se

mu'eron < se murieron 'they died', then the present

subjunctive form in (18) above may be understood as the

result of vowel instability in the inflected verb attached

to a truncated preterite stem.

The present subjunctive hagan in (19) is more than an

example of simple vocalic imprecision or instability, as

this form differs markedly in its stem from its present

indicative eguivalent (/ag-/ and /as-/ respectively).

Although it is impossible to determine with certainty what

its motivation is, both examples (18) and (19) show present

subjunctive after the subordinating conjunction que 'that',

the syntactic environment where subjunctives most frequently

appear.

Occasionally, a subjunctive will fail to appear where

normative grammar requires one:

(22) Si, muy dificil la criacion de nosotro', por, por
no tuvimo' quien noh daba (< diera).

'Yes, our upbringing [was] very difficult,
because, because we didn't have anyone who
would give to us.'
(Informant 8, Appendix J)

(23) No es que no habia (< hubiera) la 'portunida'.

'It's not that there wasn't the opportunity.'
(Informant 19, Appendix R)
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The preference for an imperfect indicative in the examples

above is consistent with rural usage throughout the Spanish-

speaking world, where the standard imperfect subjunctive is

seldom encountered in speech when describing hypothetical

situations (such as the indefinite antecedent in (22)) in

the past. Although uncommon, the imperfect subjunctive does

at times arise in conversational settings:

(24) Como no era su hija, pues <Lque quiere que
hiciera ?

'Since I wasn't her daughter, then what do you
expect she would do?'
(Informant 3, Appendix F)

More commonly a non-standard subjunctive will appear as

the result of rapid or careless pronunciation, as in the

following where it appears as the verb of a main clause:

(25) No lah pueda (< puedo) juntar.

'I can't connect them [the letters].'
(Informant 9, Appendix K)

(26) Ouieran (< quieren) mucho' cueteh.

'They want a lot of fireworks.'
(Informant 9, Appendix K)

(27) Piensen (< piensan) que estd chundo.

'They think that he's crippled.'
(Informant 11, Appendix L)

(28) Se mueran (< mueren) porque se . . . de hambre.

'They die because they . . . from hunger.'
(Informant 15, Appendix O)

(29) Cuyuchi pueda (< puede) ser una cabeza china.

'Cuyuchi can mean a wooly head.'
(Informant 16, Appendix P)
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A similar lack of vocalic precision likely accounts for

the presence of indicative forms where the standard language

reguires a subjunctive:

(30) Cuando mas para no . . . gue no se olvida
(< olvide) la gente.

'At least to not ... so the people won't
forget .

'

(Informant 5, Appendix G)

(31) Quiero gue siga astudiando, gue estudia
(< estudie)

.

'I want him to keep studying, for him to study.'
(Informant 9, Appendix K)

but this particular type of verb alternation is far less

common than its inverse.

In the conversational language recorded in San Nicolas

and Cuajinicuilapa, there is a distinct preference for

simple verb tenses as opposed to the compound; it is

exceedingly rare, although certainly not impossible, to

encounter any perfect tenses at all. Narration of past

events is accomplished by using the standard

preterite/imperfect dichotomy, as well as occasionally via

the "historic present" tense. The distinction between

perfective and imperfective aspect, as manifested in the

preterite and imperfect verb forms, is maintained rather

neatly, although in practice the preterite often appears in

descriptions of the past where a speaker of standard Spanish

would expect an imperfect:
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(32) Y muchah muchachas iban a la escuela, pero yo no
fui, porque fui pobre. No tenia mi mama, no
tenia mi papa . . .

'And many girls would go to school, but I didn't
go, because I was poor. I didn't have my mom, I
didn't have my dad . . .'

(Informant 3, Appendix F)

The context in this discourse, for example, clearly leads a

interlocutor to expect the imperfect era 'I was; used to be-

where the informant supplies the perfective fui . She then

continues the description in the imperfect, as is usual when

describing past situations. Her use of the perfective may

signal the sudden onset of poverty, but this explanation is

unlikely in light of the rest of the scenario as elaborated

by the informant.

Progressive verb forms are found widely, and occur with

the standard auxiliaries estar 'to be', ir. 'to go', seguir

'to continue' andar 'to go or walk about', followed by the

present participle. Of the three, estar and andar account

for the greatest number of progressive verb forms. Although

the conjugation of the auxiliaries do show some variation

from standard forms, particularly with the aphaeresis of

initial /es-/ in estar , the present participles in these

compounds are invariably well-formed according to standard

Spanish morphology (see also the section "Other Phenomena"

below, "Aphaeresis").

The synthetic or "true" future tense, formed

normatively with the infinitive and personal endings, is

very rare in the data. The periphrastic future (i.e. a form
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of ir + a + infinitive 'to be going to') is preferred when

futurity needs to be expressed, but the simple present tense

is used in preference even to this form. The so-called

future of probability is, therefore, not present in the

at all.

Subiect-Verb Agreement

As it is clearly recognizable as a dialect of modern

Mexican Spanish, the speech of the Costa Chica exhibits the

expected trait of subject and verb agreement, but departures

from the norm are not as infreguent as one might therefore

expect

:

(33) Pero luego me decian (< decia) la, la esposa de
mi tiu ...

'But then my, my uncle's wife would say to
me ...

'

(Informant 3, Appendix F)

(34) y le lice (< digo) a mi amiga, le 'ecia,
'"nsename."

'And I say to my girlfriend, I would say, "Teachme . "

'

(Informant 3, Appendix F)

(35) Y hay unoh que tiene (< tienen) mas, hace su
barbacoa

.

'And there are some who have more, they make
their barbecue.'
(Informant 5, Appendix G)

(36) [A]quf la gente si tiene dinero dice, "Vamoh tu
(< nosotros) a la Semana Santa a Pinotepa."

'[H]ere the people if they have money say, "Let'sgo to Holy week in Pinotepa."'
(Informant 5, Appendix G)
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(37) Y a vece' unah personah que, no se, asi . . . se
le nacer (< nace[n]), han nacido asi. . . .

'And at times some people who, I don't know, that
way . . . get born with, have been born that
way.

'

(Informant 11, Appendix K)

(38) Y el' (< ellos) dicen, quedo (sic) chundo.

'And they say, he got crippled.'
(Informant 11, Appendix K) 6

(39) Van (< va) toda la gente . . .pa' '1 camposanto.

'All the people go ... to the graveyard.'
(Informant 14, Appendix N)

(40) El nino me lo traje de tre' mese', chiquito . . .

el primero que tuvo (< tuve).

'The child I brought with me when he was three
months, very young . . . the first one I had.'
(Informant 15, Appendix 0)

Most of the non-standard utterances above involve a

lack of subject-verb agreement in the third person (singular

vs. plural). The appearance of third person verb forms

where first person is normative and required by the context

of the discourse (examples (34) and (40)) is more

surprising. The construction vamoh tu in (36), where the

morphology clearly indicates a first person plural subject

and not the 2 sg. informal is very striking. The lack of

subject-verb agreement in (39) is identical to a coir, ion

error that English-speaking students of Spanish make, in

that a formally singular subject is paired with a plural

verb; and (40) is also reminiscent of a beginning student's

error in that the /o/ of the 1 sg. present tense is

overgeneralized and conflated with the /o/ of 3 sg.
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preterite, especially in the case, as here, of irregular

preterites (Whitley 1986:99-100).

Productive Derivational Processes

As in many other parts of Mexico, there is widespread

use of the diminutive derivational suffix -ito (examples i

the corpus would run into the dozens). This is the only

suffix commonly employed, although diminutives in -illo

occasionally appear (e.g. chiquitillo' 'little tiny ones',

Informant 12, Appendix M) . Apart from -ote in arandote

'very large' (e.g. Informant 17, Appendix Q; see also

Aguirre Beltran 1958:187) there are no other instances in

the corpus of augmentatives or of superlatives (e.g. in

-isimo) . Costa Chica Spanish therefore lacks some of the

nuances and subtleties of expression with which these and

other suffixes enrich other Spanish dialects.

In verb morphology the suffix -iar (occasionally

alternating with -ear ) is used productively, albeit rarely,

to form new verbs on the basis of nouns. This morphological

process has been favored locally for many years and is also

widespread in the larger Spanish-speaking world (see Penny

1991:245 for historical attestations). Aguirre Beltran, for

example, described the treatment of the dead saying that

"Los cuilenos 'cajuelean al muerto'. ..." 'The people of

Cuaji commemorate the dead one with a coffee. . . .'

(1958:167). The verb he quotes is clearly derived from the

localism cajue (< cafe 'coffee') plus the derivational
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suffix -ear , which in turn is inflected as a regular first

conjugation ( -ar ) verb. From the current corpus:

(41) [E]llo' mucho iban a linterniar .

'[T]hey would go hunting with lanterns a lot.'
(Informant 17, Appendix Q)

as well as the popular form chambiar 'to work' from la

chamba 'work, job' (Informant 16, Appendix P), commonly used

in all of Mexico as well as in some parts of South America.

Archaisms

In an area long isolated from important standardizing

influences, there are surprisingly few verbs that are easily

identifiable as archaisms (i.e. those typically preserving

the Latin imperfect in -ba- ) , and the ones in use are common

to many rural areas of the Spanish-speaking world:

(42) Y ya '1 mayordomo traiba (< traia) lah vela'.

'And then the sponsor would bring the candles.'
(Informant 5, Appendix G)

(43) A (< hay) gue mover la tiera pague (< para)
[sember] (< sembrar) su frutu, maiz, lo gu' haiga
( < haya ) . . .

'You have to move the earth in order to plant
your fruit, corn, whatever there may be. . .'

(Informant 6, Appendix H)

(44) Agui 'onde viamo ' (< veiamos) lu', no viamo' lu',
solamente un candelito de petroleo.

'Here where we would see [electric] light, we
wouldn't see light, only a little oil lamp.'
(Informant 7, Appendix I)
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(45) Y usted si lo via (< veia), el compadre, se
paraba.

'And if you saw him, your compadre, you would
stand up.

'

(Informant 14, Appendix N)

(46) Ya ni se oiba (< oia) nada pa' juera.

'Nothing could be heard anymore from outside.'
(Informant 12, Appendix M)

What sets these particular archaisms apart from other

similar forms is that the two hiatal vowels are preserved,

in contrast to other areas (e.g. the Southwestern U.S.A.)

where the vowels typically form a diphthong (Cotton and

Sharp 1988:280). Indeed, considering how rarely two hiatal

vowels are preserved in the Costa Chica, three successive

strong vowels (e.g. traia . oia ) would be guite nearly

unthinkable.

Preterite verb forms generally reflect standard forms.

Some archaic preterite forms common to other areas such as

truje < traie 'I brought' are not attested. The most

freguent divergences in preterite tense forms arise in the 3

pi. of irregular (strong) preterites: traiieron < trajeron

'they brought' (see (47) below) and diiieron < diieron 'they

said' where the standard 3 pi. preterite ending f -ieron ) of

second and third conjugation verbs has been overgenerelized.

The strong preterite stems in the Costa Chica follow the

norms of standard Spanish.

Apart from the verb forms above, there is in the corpus

only one other easily recognizable archaism, deque 'after',
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albeit an ambiguous one (see Lope Blanch 1989b for various

and occasionally competing interpretations):

(47) Me trajieron chiguita de seih mese' de, de nacida
degue murio mi papa de crianza.

'They brought me as a six-month newborn after my
stepfather died.'
(Informant 15, Appendix 0)

Unigue to one informant is the use of the conjunction

mientre (gue) (< mientras f gue

1

1 'while; as long as':

(48) Cuando pasa '1 compadre, se para uste', mientre
gue pasa '1 compadre.

'When your compadre walks by, you stand up while
your compadre walks by.'

(49) Se guitaba el sombrero y uste' se paraba aca ...
mientre gue pasaba '1 compadre.

'You would take off your hat and you would stand
here . . . while your compadre walked by.'
(Informant 14, Appendix N)

Although mientre appears in the speech of only one

informant, it is has also been attested in Tabasco state

(Gutierrez Eskildsen 1941:79). Also curious is the use of

nosotre (< nosotros) 'we' in another informant's speech

while attempting to define the local word chando 'dirty,

messy' (Informant 11, Appendix K) , although this informant

also produced the standard pronoun nosotros a number of

times before. Neither nosotre nor mientre is an attested

archaism and indeed these may be restricted entirely to

their respective idiolects. The appearance of these forms

by two distinct speakers is intriguing, yet this is not
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sufficient evidence to suggest a present or emerging

pattern.

Syntax

There is little in Costa Chica Spanish syntax to

distinguish it from other rural varieties. For example, in

contrast to some other areas, particularly where Spanish

exists as an official colonial language (such as in

Eguatorial Guinea) or as a marginalized language (such as

Judeo-Spanish r lading ] or the isleho Spanish of St. Bernard

Parish, Louisiana), subject pronouns are not used with near-

categorical freguency (cf. Lipski 1985c, 1990b). This

reflects the fact that Costa Chica Spanish—although

isolated for years from the conduits of standardizing

influences such as schools, ports, newspapers and easily

accessible roads—was, however, never completely sealed off

from contact with the dominant language and did not suffer

the most egregious effects of language erosion. This does

not serve to imply, though, that Costa Chica Spanish

conforms to all the syntactic norms of standard Spanish or

even to those of any particular rural or archaic variety.

Where differences do exist, they are common and have

resonances bearing on this study.

Pronouns

Pronominal usage, as noted above, conforms largely to

standard configurations with occasional deviations:
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(50) Asi yo (< a mi) se murid mi papa . . .

'So my father died . . .'

(Informant 3, Appendix F)

(51) Yo. (< a mi) siempre me gustaba platicar. . . .

'I always liked to chat. . . .

'

(Informant 20, Appendix S)

The use of the nominative yo 'I' instead of the

prepositional phrase a mi 'to me' with its corresponding

tonic pronoun is common to many rural and archaic Spanish

dialects, particularly with the verb austar 'to be pleasing

to' as in (51) above. In most dialects of Spanish, however,

qustar must be used with an indirect object pronoun (not

subject pronoun) to indicate the "experiencer" of the

pleasure, i.e. who is being pleased, or who is liking. In

Mexico gustar is indeed occasionally used transitively, as

like is in English. The appearance of the nominative

pronoun yo, however, coupled with the corresponding indirect

object pronoun me is distinctly non-standard although it has

been attested in areas ranging from Chile to Colombia to

Louisiana (Kany 1951:99; Lipski 1990b:47).

Far more common, however, is the use of lofs) in place

of the standard indirect, direct and reflexive object

pronoun nos '(to/for) us (ourselves)'. This appears so

commonly, in fact, that it may be considered in direct

competition with the standard form. Among the many examples

in the corpus are:
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(52) Lo' (< nos) fuimo' a ciuda'. . .

'We left for the city . . .

'

(Informant 6, Appendix H)

(53) [T]eniamos que pararloh (< nos) a moler . . .

'[W]e would have to get up to grind [corn] . . .'

(Informant 7, Appendix I)

(54) [D]e'pueh ya decidid mi esposo de que lph (< nos)
vineramo', y no' venimoh . . .

' [A]fterwards my husband decided then we should
come , and we came . . .

'

(Informant 8, Appendix J)

(55) Nosotro' loh (< nos) casamo'. Lo' casamo', lo /

casamo' bien casa'o'.

'We got married. We married, got married, good
and proper .

'

(Informant 12, Appendix M)

(56) Ya lo' (< nos) salimo' . . . Lo.' metimo' hasta
la cocina.

'Then we left ... We went inside to the
kitchen.

'

(Informant 19, Appendix R)

The use of los in lieu of standard nos may be due to

the high number and frequency of object pronouns beginning

in /l-/: lo '3 sg. masc.'; los '3 pi. masc.'; la '3 sg.

fern.'; las '3 pi. fern.'; le 'to/for 3 sg.'; and leg 'to/for

3 pi.', but this is purely speculative; no substantial

reason for this particular preference has been advanced.

On the other hand, the overgeneralization of standard

nos to replace the inflectional morpheme -mos , a feature

found in some archaic dialects (e.g. estabanos < estabamos

'we were') does not commonly occur. There is one instance,
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however, of a verb that has been "double-marked" for first

person plural by the use of both -mos and -nos :

(57) [V]ivimohnos dos hermana', yo y otra con mi mama.

'[W]e two sisters live, I and another, with my
mother .

'

(Informant 9, Appendix K)

This form, unique in the corpus, is nevertheless consistent

with other archaic first person plural forms terminating

in rnos (attested in other areas), in that this example

above is also proparoxytonic (Lipski 1990b:39).

Clitics

Although los stands in direct competition locally with

the standard object pronoun nos. 'us, ourselves', when two

clitic pronouns appear in discourse, the standard forms

prevail and in standard order:

(58) Ya cuando 1' encuentran, entonce' ya §e. lo. tr'en
por alii.

'Then when they find him, then they bring him
back over there .

'

(Informant 2, Appendix E)

(59) Eso se. lo. come el cucu. . . .

'The bugs eat that all up. . . .'

(Informant 6, Appendix H)

(60) Y sgle llevaban a lah doce de la noche.

'And they would carry him off at twelve midnight.'
(Informant 15, Appendix N)

Interestingly, however, double clitic constructions with nos

(or lps) do not appear in the data.

Frequently, an apparently redundant direct object

pronoun is used in conjunction with an overt direct object
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noun. This is known as clitic doubling and is a fairly

frequent phenomenon:

(61) Hacen una ramada, ajuera, y ahi lo velan el Nino .

'They build a palm thatch hut, outside, and there
they have a vigil for the Child [Jesus].'
(Informant 5, Appendix G)

(62) Si, loh Apachi', los . . . guachupineh, lah
peleando XL America .

'Yes, the Apaches, the . . . Spaniards, fighting
over America [allegorical figure].'
(Informant 9, Appendix K)

(63) Ahora, uste' tenia un compadre, pasaba el
compadre por ahi, y cargaba sombrero, se lo
quitaba el sombrero .

'Now if you had a compadre, your compadre was
walking over there, and you were wearing a hat,
you would take it off.'
(Informant 14, Appendix N)

This long-standing syntactic feature (noted by Aguirre

Beltran 1958) has chiefly been associated with Andean

varieties of Spanish but has also been recorded in Nahuatl-

speaking areas of Mexico (Lipski 1994a:82-89) , as well as in

the Spanish Caribbean.

Preposition Loss

The elimination of prepositions considered obligatory

in the standard language occurs frequently. This is a

feature of rural Spanish generally, and this is no less of

true of Costa Chica Spanish than that of other areas.

Consistent with Kany's (1951) observations, the prepositions

a 'to, at' and de 'of, from' are the two most subject to

loss in conversation. The elimination of the preposition a
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(represented by empty brackets) is recorded in such

utterances as:

(64) [ ] Vece' loh ibamo' pa' lo' Bajo'.

'At times we would leave for the Shallows.'
(Informant 15, Appendix 0)

(65) De alia vengo [ ] este lugar.

'From there I came to this place.'
(Informant 20, Appendix S)

(66) Cuando ya 'taba yo por aqui
[ ] esta eda', me

acuerdo que se vinieron mi' papase' . . .

'When I was already here at this age, I remember
my parents came . . .

'

(Informant 21, Appendix T)

The loss of de. 'of, from' is at least as common, if not

in fact more frequent than loss of a_:

(67) Nada md' ello' me informan [ ] su salud de el la.

'They just inform me about her health.'
(Informant 2, Appendix E)

(68) No sail [ ] aqui, no ma' aqui.

'I didn't leave here, only here.'
(Informant 9, Appendix K)

(69) [ ] Esa manera se i'entifican.

'They identify themselves in that way.'
(Informant 16, Appendix P)

The loss of de extends occasionally even into

prepositional phrases of possession:

(70) El dia [ ] San Eustaquio ehtd . . .

'It's St. Eustatius' Day . . .'

(Informant 6, Appendix H)
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(71) El carro era [ ] don German . . .

'The car belonged to Don German . .
.

'

(Informant 17, Appendix Q)

Similar cases of preposition loss in possessive

constructions have been reported in other parts of Mexico

(e.g. Tabasco; see Gutierrez Eskildsen 1933:268).

Loss of prepositions is not confined exclusively to a.

and de. Any preposition may be suppressed, such as por

'along' in the following:

(72) Hay uno' pajaritoh asi, que andan [ ] orilla del
lago.

'There are some tiny birds that wander [along]
the lake shore.'
(Informant 11, Appendix L)

(73) [DJesembarcaron muchos jafricano' [ ] toda esta
isla del sur. [ ] Toda esta costa, hay gente
morena

.

'Many Africans disembarked [along] this whole
south island. [Along] this whole coast, there
are black people.'
(Informant 1, Appendix D)

Complementing the frequent of loss of standard

prepositions is the occasional instance of preposition

substitution, where an unpredictable preposition replaces

the standard one:

(74) Invitan por (< a) lo' amigo' . . .

'They invite their friends . . .'

(Informant 5, Appendix G)

(75) Yo sail con (< para) ningun pueblo, yo no.

'I didn't leave for any other town, not me.'
(Informant 19, Appendix R)
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There is no doubt, however, that suppression of common

prepositions, rather than substitution, is more common in

the nonstandard treatment of prepositions.

Lack of Subordination

The speech of San Nicolas and Cuajinicuilapa is

generally well-formed according to prevailing norms of

syntax. Relatively common, however, is the lack of the

subordinating conjunction and relative pronoun que 'that,

who' where the standard language requires it:

(76) Hay mucha' persona' de mi eda' [ ] no saben le'r.

'There are many people of my age [who] don't know
how to read.

'

(Informant 1, Appendix D)

(77) [L]oh manteniamos de mi papd [ ] mataba venado.

'[W]e lived from my father [who] would kill
deer.

'

(Informant 7, Appendix I)

(78) Y el' dicen, [ ] quedo chundo.

'And they say, [that] he got crippled.'
(Informant 11, Appendix L; see a possible
alternative reading, note 6)

The participants frequently would not report indirect

speech according to the criteria of the standard language,

as this would necessarily involve the repeated use of the

subordinating conjunction as well as frequent changes of

verb tense, mood and number. Apparently to avoid the

syntactic complexities of reporting conversational

exchanges, local discourse strategy permits the

"reenactment" or "verbatim" recounting of whole dialogues,
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usually provided that the narrator preface his or her

remarks with an introductory verb phrase. This verb phrase

is a form of (le) dice 's/he says (to him/her)' and it may

or may not be accurately inflected to show the appropriate

tense or the actual speaker, as in example (34) above

reproduced here as (79):

(79) Y le 'ice (< digo) a mi amiga, le 'ecia .

"'nsename.

"

'And I say to my girlfriend, I would say, "Teach
me . "

'

(Informant 3, Appendix F)

Informant 3, guoted directly above, employs this device

freguently in her narratives. But a true tour de force of

this narration strategy is found in Appendix R, where

Informant 19 recounts her experience of the great earthguake

of 1985:

Pi jo pero, y gue le hablo, le digo ,. "Victoria," le
digo . "<Lgue cosa, gue cosa eh?," le digo yo ,

H/ tuy como
borracha." . . . De'pue' viene ella, de'pue' dice ,

"Ay, mama, . . . yo 'toy, como 'toy borracha," dice .

"Ay, hija," le diao . "es temblor," le diau .

'I said but, and then I speak to her, I say to her,
"Victoria," I say to her, "what, what is it?," I tell
her, "I feel like I'm drunk." . . . Afterwards she
comes, then she says, "Oh, Mom, ... I feel, I feel
like I'm drunk," she says. "Oh, daughter," I say to
her, "it's an earthguake," I tell her.'

Even the minimal rhetorical device of an introductory

verb phrase is not always observed when reporting speech.

Freguently direct guotes must be recognized as such strictly

from the context in which they appear:
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(80) [H]ay de ese' que ponen su promesa, y lo piden,
"Yo quiero ser mayordomo."

'[T]here are those who put in their promise and
ask for it, "I want to be [festival] sponsor.
(Informant 5, Appendix G)

Apart from evadinq the syntactic complexities of reporting

speech indirectly, this strategy has the advantaqe of

renderinq past events and conversations extremely vivid in

the retellinq, and is entirely consistent with a primarily

oral culture that has only in recent years bequn to see the

spread of local literacy.

Intransitive Verbs Used Transitively

Verbs in Costa Chica speech are distinquished as

transitive or intransitive overwhelminqly accordinq to

standard Spanish norms. There is in the corpus, however, a

very small number of standard intransitive verbs that can

also be used transitively, such as salir 'to leave, exit',

llegar 'to arrive' and nacer 'to be born':

(81) Entonce' de alii salen la danza.

'Then from there they brinq out the dance.'
(Informant 2, Appendix E)

(82) Este es cuando selen a America.

'This is when they brinq out America [alle Drice
fiqure]

.

(Informant 9, Appendix K)

(83) Le llegan a 1' iglesia. 7

'They lead him to the church.'
(Informant 2, Appendix E)
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(84) Yo lo naci .

'I gave birth to him.'
(Informant 18, Appendix R)

(85) Mih padre' me najieron en un lugar que se llama
Corti jo.

'My parents gave birth to me in a place called
Corti jo.

'

(Informant 21, Appendix T)

These forms, while still regarded as nonstandard, are in

keeping with a tendency in Mexican popular speech to allow

traditionally intransitive verbs to assume transitive

functions (e.g. such expressions as rearesar el cambio 'to

return the change').

Verbs ser and estar

The verbs ser and estar , both meaning 'to be', have

uses in the standard language that are fairly well

circumscribed. References to such characteristics as

height, weight, age, general appearance and personality are

more or less reliably governed in standard Spanish by the

verb ser . In the Costa Chica, however, adjectives of these

types are consistently preceded by estar and the corpus

provides numerous examples of them:

(86) [Y]o decia asi, "Cuando yo este grande, yo voy a
tener mi novio ..."

'[I] would say, "When I am big, I'm going to have
my boyfriend . . . "'

(Informant 3, Appendix F)

(87) Yo 'taba de cinco mese' . . .

'I was five months old . . .'

(Informant 6, Appendix H)
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(88) 'Taban mis ninos chiquito' cuando yo me los
lleve.

'My kids were very small when I took them with
me.

'

(Informant 8, Appendix J)

(89) [U]no' que 'stan aparecido' al zanate.

/ [S]ome [birds] that are similar to the zanate [a
bird].

'

(Informant 11, Appendix L)

(90) Yo 'taba chiquita cuando lo mataron. 8

'I was very small when they killed him.'
(Informant 15, Appendix O)

(91) Cuando uno 'st£ joven . . .

'When a person is young . . .

'

(Informant 20, Appendix S)

The trend is clearly towards a widening of the scope of

adjectives that may be governed by estar . Similar

tendencies have also been noted in the United States where

Spanish-speaking communities, small and large alike, have

been marginalized or isolated from standardizing influences

or where there may be a high number of semi-speakers (e.g.

Lipski 1990a: 116; Silva Corvalan 1994:92).

Verbs conocer and saber

In a position analogous to ser and estar are the verbs

conocer and saber, both translated in English as 'to know'.

Conocer suggests that one knows, or is familiar with, a

person, place or thing through personal exposure and

experience; saber suggests a knowledge gained through

hearing or learning about something. Kany has noted

(1951:210) that saber un higa r 'to know a place', as opposed
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to conocer un lugar . has been condemned by Mexican

prescriptivists. The former usage, while not unknown, is

quite uncommon in San Nicolas or in Cuaji, as it appeared in

the speech of only one participant:

(92) Comence a, a saber suidad.

'I started to, to know [the] city.'
(Informant 3, Appendix F)

(93) Ya se a Pinotepa, pos . . . con mi marido, si.

'I already know Pinotepa, well . . . with my
husband, yes.

'

(Informant 3, Appendix F)

In contrast to the prevailing trend noted for the expansion

of adjectives governed by estar , the objects governed by

conocer and saber are well defined and static; the

nonstandard phrase saber un lugar will likely expire in San

Nicolas.

Phonetics and Phonology

Vowels

The speech of San Nicolds, Cuaji and the Costa Chica

does not present any extraordinary qualities in the

pronunciation of the five standard vowel phonemes of

Spanish, /a, e, i, o, u/. The divergences from the Mexican

norma culta 'educated standard' arise from the considerable

polymorphism in the regional dialect.

Vowel Raising. One of the most common forms of vocalic

variation is raising. Locally, this typically involves the

raising of atonic /o/ to [u], and the corpus is rich with
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examples of this type:

(94) Y ya porque tuve mis hijos, antonces si pudia .

'And because I already had my children, then yes,
I was able.

'

(Informant 3, Appendix F)

(95) [E]se eh mi deseu, de que, pues continue y jaga
estudiando.

'[T]hat is my wish, that then he go on and do
studying. '

(Informant 8, Appendix J)

(96) Leh jualta algo asi en su labiu .

'They're missing something like that on their
lip.'
(Informant 11, Appendix L)

(97) El dueho del rancho tiene su sembriu .

'The ranch owner has his farmland.'
(Informant 16, Appendix P)

(98) [L]os hombre' iban para el riu .

'[T]he men were going to the river.'
(Informant 19, Appendix R)

While the raising of atonic /o/ to [u] is fairly

frequent in rural varieties of Spanish, far more

distinctive, however, is the raising of tonic /o/ to [u], a

phenomenon which occurs with surprising frequency:

(99) Entonce' el peleu con loh, loh pagano . . .

'Then he fought with the, the pagans . . .'

(Informant 2, Appendix E)

(100) Y uno que muriu .

'And one [child] who died.'
(Informant 6, Appendix H)
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(101) [E]n forma de helicupter '
. asi.

'In the shape of a helicopter, like that.'
(Informant 16, Appendix P)

(102) [T]eniendo do' he'tare'h rkul (< con) zacate.

'[H]aving two hectares of hay.'
(Informant 17, Appendix Q)

(103) Cuando se burle (< borde) la tela . . .

'When one embroiders the fabric . . .

'

(Informant 20, Appendix S)

The raising of /o/ to [u] is so widely accepted and

employed in both tonic and atonic positions that it may also

appear in diphthongs:

(104) 'tuy (< estoy) como borracha.

'I'm [feeling] like [I'm] drunk.'
(Informant 19, Appendix R)

While /o/ > [u] is the most typical example of vowel

raising, /e/ > [i] is fairly strong as well:

(105) Ya ahora 'ta mah . . . tantito . . . dihpierta .

'Nowadays [the people] are more ... a bit . . .

aware .

'

(Informant 9, Appendix K)

(106) Como ... el pescado gue decimo' gue trai
chuguia.

'Like . . . the fish we say has a funky odor.'
(Informant 11, Appendix L)

(107) [P]rimero dicia . . .

'[A]t first I used to say . . .'

(Informant 12, Appendix M)
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(108) Pero al momento de que se . . . que se dihpierta
bien . . .

'But at the moment when you . . . when you fully
wake up . . .

'

(Informant 15, Appendix 0)

Vowel Lowering . The expected corresponding vowel

lowerings of /u/ > [o] and /i/ > [e], while attested, are

uncommon

:

(109) r M 1 oy , este, inteligente en su . . . su escuela.

'[V]ery, ummm, intelligent in his . . . his
school

.

(Informant 9, Appendix K)

(110) [E]h el licor duro, que, que embroteci
( < embrutece) a uno . . .

'[I]t's hard liquor that, that makes people
depraved . . .

'

(Informant 12, Appendix M)

(111) [E]l licenciado, ehte, Salinah de Gortare . . .

'[T]he president, um, Salinas de Gortari . . .

'

(Informant 1, Appendix D)

(112) Que 'taba edentico el pueblo . . .

'The town was identical . . .

'

(Informant 12, Appendix M)

The vowel most commonly lowered and centralized to [a]

is actually /e/, particularly in the word antonces <

entonces 'then'. (This pronunciation occurs so frequently

that it must be considered the local standard.) Other

examples of this same /e/ > [a] lowering include para < pero

'but' (Informant 3, Appendix F); antan < estan 'they are'

(Informant 5, Appendix G); astudiando < estudiando

'studying' (Informant 9, Appendix K); atar < estar 'to be'
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(Informant 15, Appendix 0); the auxiliary verb hamo' < nemos

'we have' (Informant 11, Appendix L) ; and recoaiando <

recogiendo 'gathering up' (Informant 20, Appendix S).

Other Variations . There are other, far more sporadic

divergences from standard vowel values, including /a/ > [i]

(chamaco > chimaco 'kid' [Informant 9, Appendix K]); /i/ >

[a] (mi vida > ma vida 'my life' [Informant 7, Appendix I];

/o/ > [a] ( porque > paque 'because' [Informant 6, Appendix

H]); and /e/ > [o] ( teiido > toiido 'cloth' [Informant 7,

Appendix I ] )

.

Diphthonaization . Spanish is known for the alternation

of single vowel and diphthongs ([o]/[we] and [e]/[ye]) in

its verb forms, where the diphthong appears in the tonic

syllable of present tense forms: cf. infinitive pensar 'to

think' and piensa '3 sg. thinks'. In rural varieties of

Spanish, there is widespread uncertainty about which verbs

and forms participate in this vowel-diphthong alternation

and consequently numerous variants appear, such as entrieaar

< entregar 'to deliver, hand over' (Aguirre Beltran

1958:156). Curiously, this phenomenon is virtually absent

from Costa Chica verb forms and indeed the form below comes

from a verb that does not, in any of its forms, participate

in vowel-diphthong alternation:

(113) Y asi la gente vua (< va) aprendiendo poco a
poco.

'And that way people go learning little by
little.'
(Informant 1, Appendix D)
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(The diphthong [wa] itself, moreover, does not represent any

known alternation for any vowel.)

More commonly recorded are diphthongs in forms other

than verbs:

(114) rNliunguno (< ninguno) de nosotro'. . . no
tuvimoh estudio'.

'[N]one of us . . .we didn't have any
schooling.

'

(Informant 8, Appendix J)

(115) [IJnterpretamos de muchia' (< muchas) maneras.

'[W]e interpret [it] in many ways.'
(Informant 16, Appendix P)

(116) Tenia el una . . . faubrica (< fabrica)
'godonera.

'He had a . . . cotton factory.'
(Informant 17, Appendix Q)

Although example (114) probably results from an

anticipatory epenthetic rhyming vowel [u], and the palatal

yod in (115) arises directly after a palatal affricate, in

(116) the diphthong [aw] in faubrica < fabrica 'factory' is

guite anomalous, although not without similar precedents

(cf. lautimera < lastimera 'pitiful' [Aguirre Beltran

1958:209-10])

.

Monophthonaizat ion . The process of monophthongization,

complementary to diphthongization, again depends on the

local uncertainty surrounding vowel-diphthong alternation,

with the output being a monophthong (single vowel) where the

standard language reguires a diphthong. Regionally, this

has been attested in items such as empesan < empiezan 'they
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begin', aoarensia < apariencia 'appearance' and consencia <

conciencia 'conscience' (Aguirre Beltr£n 1958:209). In the

current data, however, there are few instances of such

monophthongizations. Most recent examples are based on pues

'well; then', with such variants as pos_, poh and po' , and

even dehpds < despues 'afterwards'. One participant

(Informant 3, Appendix F) in particular favored

monophthongization, and produced such forms as a'nque
,

'unque < aunque 'although', and me cr'6 < me crie 'I was

raised'. Locally, the tendency is to reduce diphthongs,

regardless of where they appear, in favor of the vowel at

the syllable nucleus: perd'eron < perdieron 'they lost'

(Informant 6, Appendix H); b'en < bien 'well; okay'

(Informant 12, Appendix M)

.

Suppression of hiatus. it is usual in Spanish prosody

for there to be a reduction in the full vocalic quality of

the first of two vowels in contact, especially when the

first vowel is atonic /i/ or /u/. This phenomenon, called

synalepha when it occurs across word boundaries and

syneresis when it appears word-internally, is one of the

distinguishing characteristics of fluent, native,

conversational Spanish. Although the most common result of

synalepha is diphthongization, there is, as noted above, a

distinct regional preference for syllables of one vowel

only. Thus, even in a context of hiatus, where two

different non-high vowels (/a/, /e/, /o/) are contiguous,
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one of these two hiatal vowels is frequently eliminated,

with the concomitant loss of an entire syllable. Normative

Spanish prescribes the preservation of hiatus, especially in

the case of /ae/ and /ea/. Indeed, one of the leading,

current (and therefore standardizing and prescriptive)

textbooks on Spanish phonology and phonetics declares

surprisingly categorically:

Puede ser util apuntar aqui una regla que es general en
espanol tanto en el habla lenta (cuidadosa) como rapida:
cualquier combinacion entre los sonidos /a/ v /e/ se
articula siempre como hiato. lo que equivale a decir que
"a+e" o "e+a" nunca se transforma en diptongo .

'It may be useful to note a rule here that is general in
Spanish, both in slow (careful) speech as well as in
rapid: any combination of the sounds /a/ and /e/ is
always articulated as a hiatus, which is to say that
"a+e" or "e+a" is never transformed into a diphthong 7

(Barrutia and Schwegler 1994:93; original emphasis).

Native speakers neither know of, nor would care about,

such prescriptions. That being the case, this is a rule

that is locally observed in the breach. While hiatal /ae/

and /ea/ are occasionally preserved intact, and occasionally

are diphthongized, the corpus is replete with examples where

this particular hiatus is simply eliminated:

(117) Y el que sabi 'horrar (< sabe ahorrar)
, pues,

ahorra

.

'And the one who knows how to save [money], well,
he saves .

'

(Informant 1, Appendix D)

(118) Ya cuando 1' encuentran, entonce' se lo tr'en
(< traen) por alii.

'Then when they find it, then they bring it back
over there.

'

(Informant 2, Appendix E)
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(119) Me vin' astar (< vine a gstar) con ella aqui.

'I came in order to be with her here.'
(Informant 9, Appendix K)

(120) Esa 'h (< esa es) una planta.

'That's a plant.

'

(Informant 11, Appendix L)

(121) Si, asi era el costumbre que [alkansa] (< alcancg
a) ver asi 'n este pueblo.

'Yes, that's how the custom was that I was able
to see in this town.'
(Informant 14, Appendix N)

(There are also practically innumerable instances of hiatus

reduction with clitics; the prepositions a or de; the adverb

y_a 'already; then; now'; and the singular definite article,

none of which are considered full phonological words: 1'

edaJ. (< la edad) 'the age'; 1' escuela (< la gscuela) 'the

school'; ya '1 (< ya el) seaundo 'then the second [day]'; d_!

aqui (< de. aqui) 'from here'; s' aauantaron (< sg

aguantaron) 'they survived'; se vuela '1 (< vuela £l) dedo

'the finger flies off; etc.)

If such a strongly defined rule of prosody concerning

/a/ and /e/ in hiatus passes unobserved locally, then it

follows that other vowels in hiatus are fair targets for

reduction, and indeed this is the case. We see, for

example, that the reduction of hiatuses of /ao/ and /oa/ is

also attested: hast' Ometepet: (< hasta Qmetepec) 'up to

Ometepec'; 1' aauantaron (< 1q aguantaron) 'they tolerated

itf
> IP 'prpvechan (< 1q aprovechan) 'they take advantage of

him'; la 'portunida' (< ia oportunidad) 'the opportunity'.
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We also find that hiatal /oe/ suffers elimination of one

vowel: cuando 1' encuentran (< lp. gncuentran) 'when they

find it'; [entrel] (< entro e.1) cambio 'change came in';

tod' el (< todo el) dia 'all day'; eso ' (< ese es) trabaiar

'that means to work'; cuando uno n' encuentra (< no.

encuentra) dinero 'when one can't find money'; the /oe/

hiatus in the single word cohete 'rocket' is regularly

diphthongized to cuete [kwete] without further reduction.

Reduction of hiatal /eo/ is rare, but seen in such forms as

pantion < panteon 'cemetery' (Informant 14, Appendix N).

Beyond the examples and combinations cited above, there

are few other examples of hiatus elimination. The verb leer

'to read', with hiatal /ee/, is however commonly reduced to

l'er by degemination and by analogy with the verbs ser 'to

be' and ver 'to see'. (This, of course, is a historically

predictable reduction, as ser and ver both derive from Old

Spanish infinitives seer and veer .

)

Hypercorrection of hiatus . There is certainly in some

instances an apparent intuition that elimination of hiatus

may be taking place "inappropriately." In one case

especially relevant to the issue of /ae/ hiatus, the

participant hypercorrected for standard fecha 'date' by

producing faecha (Informant 17, Appendix Q) . Far more

typical, however, is the pronunciation of tonic /i/ in

hiatus, which is freguently reinforced by a preceding

palatal semiconsonant [y]: oyimo' < oimos 'we hear'
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(Informant 11, Appendix L) ; han trayido < han traido 'they

have brought' (Informant 20, Appendix S).

Consonants

Consonant phones in the regional speech of the Costa

Chica do not, as a rule, depart substantially from those in

Spanish as spoken elsewehere in the world: the same

phonemes are present with the same general distribution of

allophones. There are, however, some instances where

divergence from standard speech are both striking and

freguent.

Voiced stops /b/. /d/. /a/. These stops have freguently

been described as nearly uniformly occlusive in some

African-derived or African-influenced speech varieties, such

as Palenguero, Papiamentu and Eguatorial Guinean Spanish

Guinea (Lipski 1989:101), even in an intervocalic

environment. In the Costa Chica as in the rest of the

Spanish-speaking world, these stops predictably become

respectively fricative [B], [d] and [y]. Beyond an expected

fricativization, they are particularly susceptible to

extreme weakening and loss, as in the following:

(122) Eso compra'arao' (< comprabamos) nosotro'.

'That's what we would buy.'
(Informant 7, Appendix I)

(123) [Y]o era la unica gue anda'a (< andaba) yo muy
lejo'

.

'I was the only one who traveled very far.'
(Informant 8, Appendix J)
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(124) Yo le 'ecia (< decia). . .

'I would tell her. . .

'

(Informant 3, Appendix F)

(125) . . . que le 'icen (< dicen) . . .

'. . .as they call it. . .

'

( Informant 7 , Appendix I and many other
participants)

(126) No habia a'ua (< agua) como hay 'orita.

'There wasn't water like there is nowadays.'
(Informant 3, Appendix F)

(127) Hacen a'ua (< agua) fresca.

'They make fresh aqua [fruit drinks].'
(Informant 5, Appendix G)

While the behavior of these voiced stops is largely

consistent with other varieties of rural Mexican Spanish,

and in itself does not constitute evidence of a supposed

holdover of African Spanish phonology, there is certainly a

distinct local tendency to elide intervocalic fricatives

[6], [<5] and [y] with the result that the discourse becomes

more fluid. This "haste" to speak is further evidenced by a

notably high degree of haplological reduction (see below).

Another common feature of rural Spanish worldwide, stop

substitution, occurs but sporadically. Stop substitution

will produce variations such as [aksoluto] for absoluto

'absolute' and [asektar] for aceptar 'to accept'. Locally,

stop substitution is limited to specific items, most

particularly to the pronunciation of the name of the

regional urban center Ometepec as [ometepet], [ometepeh] or

[ometepe]. The substitution (or loss) of the final segment
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in the indigenous toponym is a logical innovation since

standard Spanish phonotactics do not permit word-final /k/,

except in onomatopoeic forms.

Consonant cluster simplification . Among many dialects

of Spanish, both rural and urban, the reduction of the so-

called combinaciones cultas 'learned combinations' of two or

more consonants, particularly voiceless stops /p/, /t/ and

/k/, is usual. This process results in such forms as

[dotor] < doctor 'doctor', [ator] < actor 'actor' and is

more prevalent in the Costa Chica than stop substitution.

The common reduction of cluster /kt/, as in the above

examples, is attested in clase de no'turna < clase nocturna

'night class' (Informant 1, Appendix D) and he'tareah .

he 'tar 'eh < hectareas 'hectares' (Informant 3, Appendix F;

Informant 17, Appendix Q).

More unusual in rural dialects, however, is the

reduction or simplification of consonant-liguid clusters.

While also rare in the Costa Chica, there is evidence of

this reduction in arrea'aba < arrealaba '3 sg. arranged'

(Informant 12, Appendix M) and cuad'ados < cuadrados

'square' (Informant 17, Appendix Q)

.

Apart from commonly used words retained from child

language, such as 'ama . 'ama < mama 'mom' and 'ira < mira

'look', it is fairly rare in Spanish for word- or syllable-

initial consonants to undergo complete elimination, yet this

does occasionally surface, notably following syllable-final
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/s/: yo mis'o < yo mismo 'I myself (noted for Informant

12; not tape-recorded) and fies'ita < fiestita 'little

party' (Informant 11, Appendix L) . This behavior, most

unusual in standard Spanish, has parallels in the earliest

representations of Africanized Portuguese: e.g. triste >

trisse 'sad', vestido > besiro 'dress[ed]' (see Chapter

2). 9 Moreover, we see this same reduction in a 1688

Mexican representation of African speech by Gabriel de

Santi liana: "Fiesa li San Perro / Este noche es" 'The feast

of St. Peter / Is tonight' (Mansour 1973:60, 70; emphasis

added)

.

Behavior of liquids /!/ and /r/. Many of the behaviors

noted above seem to have the practical effect of achieving a

maximally uninterrupted speech stream, from the reduction

and elimination of hiatal vowels, to the elision of

syllable-initial consonants, such as /t-/ in fies'ita . that

are normally highly resistant to erosion: it is extremely

rare that /t/ is even ever subject to assimilatory voicing.

The reduction and elimination of consonants extends also to

the elision of initial /l-/ of the feminine singular

definite article la.:

(128) [H]e sufrido mucho [eqa] (< en la) vida.

'I've suffered a lot in life.'
(Informant 7, Appendix I)
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(129) [L]e quitan la (< la) cabeza al gallo . . . le
quitan la (< la) medalla al gato.

'They take the head off the rooster . . . They
take the medal off the cat.'
(Informant 9, Appendix K)

(130) Entonces la (< la) vida uno la debe de llevar,
detehendola, detenendola.

'Then, you should live life carefully,
carefully.

'

(Informant 20, Appendix S)

The /-l/ of the masculine singular definite article el

is also subject to occasional loss:

(131) Yo no mas con el (< el) quehacer.

'I was stuck with the chores.'
(Informant 3, Appendix F)

In each of the cases above, the liquid /l/ is in direct

contact with another consonant (whether nasal, sibilant or

voiceless stop) an environment which, in the local speech,

demands simplification. The liquid, being morphologically

insignificant in the singular definite articles (cf. modern

and historical Portuguese definite articles), is

automatically subject to loss. We do not record, however,

the loss of initial liquids in the plural definite articles,

los and las .

It is the partial neutralization of the phonemic

distinction between /l/ and /r/ that is the more common

phenomenon. Historically attested in Golden Age bozal

speech and still current in other areas of strong African

presence (e.g. Puerto Rico), the standard liquid /r/ is

realized as [1] by a number of individuals in the San
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Nicolas area: dar > dal 'to give' (Informant 1, Appendix

D); casarme > casalme 'to get married' (Informant 6,

Appendix H) ; pero > pelo 'but'; decorado > decolado

(Informant 14, Appendix N); entregar > entreaal 'to hand

over' (Informant 17, Appendix Q); puro enfermo > pulo

eniuelmo 'completely sick' (Informant 19, Appendix R) . As

this loss of distinction works only in the direction /r/ >

[1] (i.e. lambdacism) , the neutralization is not complete,

and likely represents a partial realignment of the

phonological system to the broader Mexican norm. The

appearance, however, of intervocalic /r/ > [1] in pulo
, pelo

above is strongly suggestive of distinct Afro-Hispanic

speech

.

In some areas distinguished by a historically large

African presence, most notably the Cibao region of the

Dominican Republic, the vocalization of word-final, post-

tonic /r/ to [y] has been recorded, e.g. muier > [muh6y]

'woman'. This vocalization appears only in the rarest

instances: comer > [komey] 'to eat' (Informant 15,

Appendix 0) and was produced by a participant expressing

humor and incredulity.

It has been noted that the phonemically distinct single

tap /r/ and the multiple vibrant /r/ have often been

neutralized in Africanized Iberian speech (e.g. Afro-

Portuguese tera < terra 'land'), and that this

neutralization has also been observed in Eguatorial Guinea
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(Lipski 1985:46-47) and in the Papiamentu of the Netherlands

Antilles. While there is some lack of articulatory force in

the realization of /r/ by some speakers, which occasionally

results in a pre-aspirated
[

hr] rather than a fully achieved

trill, there is no full-scale loss of contrast between the

two phonemes and most speakers are accomplished in producing

the multiple vibrant: [la royito] < el arroyito 'little

stream.

'

Another of the often-cited disjunctions between standard

Spanish and Africanized Spanish is the use of [1] in lieu of

/d/. This phenomenon has largely disappeared in the

municip_io, but appears in citations of Aguirre Beltran

(1958), and more recently Gutierrez Avila and del Rio

Azurmendi noted in one of the regional corridos
f "Senora,

vide una hormiga / me cupo de almiracion (< admiracion)"

'Lady, I saw an ant / it filled me with wonder' (1988:122).

The corpus at hand also reveals at least two instances of

this behavior:

(132) Y si le llamo al guanco, es porque el lo repulia
(< repudia)

.

'And if I call him a hillbilly, it's only becau?
he denies it.

'

(Informant 16, Appendix P)

(133) Cuando se burle (< borde) la tela . . .

'When the cloth is embroidered . . .

'

(Informant 20, Appendix S)

Although the substitution of /r/ and /d/ by [1] are now

uncommon, and undoubtedly will become even more so, there is
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certainly enough remaining evidence, however vestigial, to

suggest that this liquid substitution was a usual part of

the local language.

Nasals and nasalization . One of the traits that many

researchers believe to be indicative of an African

phonological heritage is the widespread velarization of

word-final /n/. The velarized nasal [n ] has not been

represented graphically in any historical texts: an

orthographic rendering by using, for example ng, would

likely not have occurred to Spanish writers and poets in

their attempts to transcribe Africanized Spanish. If such a

velarization did in fact occur among Africans, it was

evidently not distinctive enough to justify special

spellings. 10 Moreover, employing a g after an otherwise

word-final n would have done unacceptable violence to

Spanish phonotactics and orthographic conventions. Although

such a spelling would certainly add an exotic look to the

printed text of a play or poem, writers who have sought to

evoke an "African" feel in diction or timbre have never

resorted, even today, to any measures as extreme as writing,

for example, *sona for son [sorj ] 'they are'.

Although the standard written forms are inadequate for

transcribing this pronunciation, the velarized nasal

nevertheless does exist, although it is far from being as

widely distributed in the Costa Chica as in the circum-

Caribbean. This phenomenon was never remarked upon by the
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listener Aguirre Beltran (1958) who had a sensitive ear, and

the current data contain only a few clear instances of the

velarized final /n/: separaciorn ] 'separation' (Informant

2, Appendix E); [soqhuno] (< son unos) 'they are a few'

(Informant 11, Appendix L) ; [erja] (< en la) vida 'in life'

( Informant 7 , Appendix I )

.

There are equally rare instances of intrusive

nasalization. Two recent examples are antdn < estan 'they

are', (Informant 5, Appendix G) consistent with other

nasalized forms attested in Puerto Rico (Alvarez Nazario

1974); and ens6tico < exdtico [esotiko] (Informant 16,

Appendix P) . Both instances may very well be simple slips

of the tongue. Regarded more technically, however, they may

also be hypercorrections based on the erroneous assumption

that the standard forms contain the combinacion culta /ns/,

which in casual speech is invariably reduced to [s], as in

transport? > [trasporte] 'transportation'. Regionally,

henCP is attested for nearo (L6pez Barroso 1967:189), but

neither this item nor anything similar was recorded in the

municipio.

Palatalization has often been associated with

Africanized Spanish, and while extremely rare, it has been

attested in the Costa Chica. From the town of Ometepec

comes fiudg. < nudo 'knot' (Lopez Barroso 1967:189); Aguirre

Beltran records nyaguaj < vaaual (1958:73) in use in

Cuajinicuilapa, a Nahuatl word designating the circle or
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ring of cloth that women wear on their heads as a cushion

and on top of which they balance and carry a jar or other

container. (This method of carrying goods on a cushioning

nyagual is still widely seen.) We may conclude, however,

from its near absence that nasalization and palatalization

of nasals are not characteristics of the local speech and

exist only in certain frozen lexical items.

The behavior of standard /f/ . Without a doubt, one of

the most intriguing and universal traits of the local speech

is the treatment of the phoneme /f/. Many rural dialects of

Spanish worldwide will realize /f/ as either [f] or [h],

particularly for the isomorphic preterite tense of the verbs

sej:/ir 'to be/to go', e.g. f_uA > jyi [hwi] 'I was/I went'

(Doman 1969). In rural and archaic dialects, this same

[f]/[h] alternation will also often extend to other items

having /fu/ as initial segments: fulano > iulano [huldno]

'a nobody'. What especially distinguishes the municipio 's

speech from other rural dialects, however, is the presence

of [w] in determining the [f]/[h] alternation.

There are two main processes of alternation into which

the largest number of variations fall. The first of these

is guite straightforward and simply involves the freguently

seen change /f/ > [h]: fuera > iuera [hwera] '3 sg. was

(past subjunctive)'; fuerza > iuerza [hwersa] 'strength';

difuntp > di junto [dihunto] 'deceased'; formar > iormar

[hormar] 'to form'. Provided the canonical /f/ is followed
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by the back, rounded vowels /o/ or /u/, the aspirate [h]

allophone prevails (see also Lipski 1995b for a theoretical

perspective)

.

The second category of alternation is sensitive to the

lack of /u/ in the underlying standard form, in which case

/f/ may become the labiovelarized aspirate [hw]: familia >

juamilia [hwamilya] 'family'; fallecio > -iuallecio

[hwayesyd] '3 sg. died'; falta > iualta [hwalta] 'lack';

cafe > caiue [kahwe] 'coffee'; feria > iueria [hwerya]

'fair'; Felix > Juelix [hwelih] 'Felix'; fiesta > iuiesta

[hwyesta] 'party'. Conversely, we also note such common

variants as Fan < Juan [hwan] 'John'; Farez < Judrez

[hwares] 'Juarez (surname)'; Aguirre Beltrdn also noted fej

[feh] < juez [hwes] 'judge' (1958:205). This alternation is

valid for standard /f/ followed by non-back vowels. 11

There are also some instances, however, of

pronunciations that do not conform to either of the above

cases. One participant in particular (Informant 12,

Appendix M) freguently produced fi < fui 'I was/I went';

fimos < fuimps 'we were/we went'. Such forms as fi and

fifflos (i.e. the preterite of sejz/ir. 'to be/to go') are not

confined to the individual cited, but are found occasionally

among other speakers as well. In light of another

participant's use of fualleci6 (standard fallecio ^ instead

of the much more frequent dialectal iuallecio '3 sg. died',

there is clear evidence to suggest that some speakers
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actually perceive a labiovelarized phoneme /fu
/ rather than

the simple labiodental /f/.

Among rural dialects of Spanish worldwide, the

particular realization of /f/ as [hw] before non-back vowels

is noteworthy for its relative rarity. In Mexico, it has

only been attested in Tabasco state (Gutierrez Eskildsen

1941: 13-17

)

12 but has also been recorded in the Choco

region of Colombia (Florez 1951; Granda 1977:72, 79) as well

as in Ecuador (Boyd-Bowman 1953) where there are substantial

populations of African heritage. Although it is impossible

to determine the origins of this alternation with precision,

it is certainly possible that the voiceless bilabial

fricative [<p], attested historically (Lloyd 1987) and still

found in some popular peninsular varieties of Castilian

(Doman 1969), may also be a remote echo of such west African

languages as Ewe, which numbers two strong bilabial

fricatives /<p/, /B/ (as well as corresponding labiodentals

/f/ and /v/) in its phonemic inventory (Westermann and Ward

1990:79)." Lipski (1995b) also draws a connection between

ft/ > [hw] and language contact.

Archaic and epenthetic rhl . it is not uncommon to find

an archaizing aspirate [h] among rural speakers of Spanish

anywhere in the world. This conservative aspiration traces

its ultimate source to Old Spanish, in which many words that

today are spelled with h. [0] were once spelled and

pronounced with f [f ] (e.g. hacer [aser] < Old Spanish fazer
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[fadzer]). As noted earlier, archaisms are relatively rare

in the Costa Chica, and the aspirated etymological [h] is no

exception: iaao [hayo] < haao [ayo] 'I make' and iila

[hila] < hila [ila] '3 sg. spins [cloth]' are some of the

rare attestations in the present corpus.

More frequent, however, and more remarkable than a

preserved archaic aspiration is the use of a non-

etymological epenthetic aspiration [h]. Aguirre Beltran

remarked upon it, noting its pervasiveness, and indeed chose

the local abbreviated (and aspirated) form of

Cuajinicuilapa, Cuiila [kwihla], for the title of his 1958

study. 14 He noted further that [h] could also serve to

mark the end of open syllables, e.g. rejtando [rehtando] <

retando 'defying', but does not provide any further examples

(1958:204)

.

Recent evidence shows that non-etymological epenthesis

of [h] is still current in the municipio and is actually

more frequent word- or syllable-initially rather than in

syllable-final position, as in iermano < hermano 'brother'

and the following:

(134) [D]esembarcaron muchos iafricano' . . .

'Many Africans disembarked . . .'

(Informant 1, Appendix D)

(135) Se supone que sea ialgun dedo . . .

'You suppose that it's a finger . . .'

(Informant 11, Appendix L) 1S
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The source of this non-etymological epenthetic

aspiration is mysterious, but its existence is not entirely

without parallel. In the Netherlands Antilles, for example,

the Iberian-lexified Creole language Papiamentu freguently

displays a similar, non-etymological aspiration before

vowels: iabri (Spanish abrir 'to open'); ialtu (Spanish

alto 'tall'); jasa (Spanish asar 'to roast'); junta (Spanish

untar 'to anoint'); iomber (Spanish hombre [ombre] 'man');

jenter (Spanish entero 'whole') (Ferrol 1982:62; Wijk

1958:174; Lenz 1928:83-84; some spellings modified to

maintain orthographic consistency). All three writers cited

here have repeated the assertion (apparently made originally

by the 19th century creolist Hugo Schuchardt) that the non-

etymological aspiration in Papiamentu is due to the

influence of some unspecified African language that does not

permit syllables to begin with pure vowels. 16 Aguirre

Beltran sees the epenthetic [h] in Cuajinicuilapa and

environs as likely due to contact with another language,

either indigenous or African (1958:204). In light of

similar evidence from Papiamentu, it appears probable that

some sort of African or Afro-Portuguese phonotactic has

indeed managed to survive in this particular aspiration.

Behavior of /s/ . In Spanish dialectology the behavior

of /s/, particularly in syllable- and word-final

environments, has long been of interest and, more generally,

it has been one of the bases on which various Latin American
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dialect zones have been proposed. Mexico is one of the

Latin American countries widely noted for its conservative,

preserved /s/ in virtually all cases. Indeed this is true

for much of central Mexico (cf. Lipski 1994b), but it has

been known for some time that areas on the Gulf of Mexico

and on the south Pacific coast exhibit substantial weakening

(aspiration) and even loss of /s/ in those same contexts.

Certainly, aspiration and loss of final /s/ is one of the

distinguishing features of Costa Chica Spanish, and in fact

is universal among the speakers there. The fact of

aspiration and deletion of /s/ has been attributed to

historical internal processes of weakening (Lloyd 1987:348-

50 cites attestations of the late 15th century) , the

influence of sub-Saharan African languages and to multiple

causation (see Lipski 1986c, Megenney 1989). The

controversy surrounding the historical origins of aspirated

and deleted /s/, particularly as a feature of the circum-

Caribbean "radical" varieties of Spanish, has been of long

standing, is extensive and remains unresolved. In this

study, the attested loss of /s/ in Portuguese and Spanish

bozal literature is considered significant, but this

probably reflects the effects of imperfect second language

learning (Lipski 1986c), based on the inability of Africans

to perceive clearly an aspirated [h] in the speech of

Europeans (Megenney 1989). In short, an essentially

European origin is assumed for this phenomenon.
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Other Phenomena

Several of the characteristics of the local speech are

typical not only of rural Spanish, but have also been

attested in Portuguese and Spanish bozal literature.

Paraaoge

As mentioned earlier (see "Morphology" above, "Anomalous

Noun Forms," sample sentences [15] and [16]) the use of a

paragogic vowel other than /e/ in Spanish is highly unusual.

The appearance of such forms as arbolo 'tree', muiera

'woman; wife', motoro 'motor' and caloro 'heat' in San

Nicolas are striking in that they follow the pattern of

Afro-Portuguese nouns such as mulhera 'woman', favoro

'favor' and liquoro 'liquor' (Alvarez Nazario 1974) where

the standard forms, in Portuguese and Spanish, lack any

final vowel. These forms were produced exclusively by two

elder males of San Nicolas; no other similar forms were

attested formally or informally. These and similarly-

patterned nouns have not previously been attested for the

region.

Paragogic vowels in this particular pattern are among

the few diagnostic tools available for Afro-Hispanic

language that clearly have no parallel in other dialects of

Spanish. Lipski (1995a .-150-52) has made some important

correlations between paragogic vowels and Africanized

Portuguese and Spanish words. He has noted that most of the

African languages which came into contact with Spanish and
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Portuguese do not contain syllable-final consonants and

almost none contains syllable-final /s/, /l/ or /r/. When

borrowing words containing syllable-final consonants, a

freguent strategy in those African languages was the

addition of a paragogic vowel. The final paragogic vowel

was normally determined by a process of vowel harmony and

was almost invariably added after a stressed syllable;

indeed, with the exception of muiera (cf. muvere in Gil

Vicente [Teyssier 1959]), all the local items above show

strict vowel harmony, and in all cases the paragogic vowel

occurs after a stressed syllable. In light of the many

parallels in Africanized Portuguese and Portuguese-lexified

African Creoles, these few attested vestigial forms are

important and can imply an earlier, more common African-

influenced morphophonology in the Costa Chica.

Aphaeresis

Aphaeresis, the loss of an initial syllable, accompanies

bozal Portuguese and Spanish as much as paragogic vowels;

indeed, it is probably more commonly recorded. In San

Nicolas, aphaeresis is one of the most common phenomena of

the local speech, due primarily to the near-categorical loss

of initial /es-/ in the copula estar 'to be'. It is

extremely rare, in fact, to hear any unreduced form of this

verb. It is important to note, however, that the loss of

this initial vowel does not suggest that estar has come to

act as any sort of tense, mood or aspect marker as in
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Palenquero or Papiamentu (e.g. mi ta come 'I eat; am

eating'). Apart from its lost syllable, estar continues to

show a full range of desinences; if it appears as an

auxiliary verb in a progressive construction, the full

present participial form unfailingly appears in the verb

phrase as in standard Spanish. In short, estar behaves

locally as if it had simply become a new infinitive *tar .

The suppression of initial /es-/ will also by analogy occur

in other words, e.g. la espalda > la 'palda 'the back'.

Aphaeresis is frequent also in other infinitives,

particularly those with initial /a-/:

(136) Si, yo iba a 1' escuela peru no 'prendi
( < aprendi )

.

'Yes, I went to school but I didn't learn.'
(Informant 9, Appendix K)

(137) Ya . . . 'garre (< agarre) el vicio.

'Then ... I got hooked.'
(Informant 12, Appendix M)

(138) El padrino ya 'aarra (< agarra) la mano.

'The sponsor then shakes your hand.'
(Informant 14, Appendix N)

(139) Lo 'provechan (< aprovechan) de cierta manera.

'They take advantage of him in a way.'
(Informant 16, Appendix P)

Very frequently the initial syllable of entonces 'then'

is suppressed, leaving tonce : at other times, only the

initial vowel is deleted which renders the highly unusual

ntonce . A nasal-obstruent syllabic onset is disallowed in

Spanish, but is common in a number of African languages (cf.
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Bantu ba-ntu 'the people') and such realizations may reflect

an African substratal influence.

Occasionally, the initial syllable of decir 'to say, to

tell' will undergo aphaeresis. The reduction of this verb

most often is noted in discourse strategies where forms such

as le 'cja 'I told him' are used to mark a direct guotation

(see "Syntax" above). This syllable deletion also occurs in

other ordinary contexts, e.g. Ouiere 'cir 'that means'

(Informant 16, Appendix P). The word boundary syllable

(rre) in this sample phrase may trigger a process of

haplological dissimilation (based on the phonetic near-

equivalence of r£e and djg^: auiere decir > auiere 'cAr \

which, in addition to the suppression of hiatus, is a very

widespread local prosodic phenomenon (see below).

Prothesis

The complement of aphaeresis is prothesis, the addition

of a non-standard initial syllable. This is not widely

attested in bozal literature—aphaeresis is far more

common—but is nevertheless quite common in rural Spanish

speech. The universal prothetic vowel in San Nicolas is

/a/:

(140) Afinese (< fijese) que yo me quede no mah por no
querer estudiar.

'Note that I stayed [here] just because I didn't
want to study.

'

(Informant 9, Appendix K)
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(141) Uno' que 'stan aoarecido' (< parecidos) al
zanate.

'Some [birds] that are similar to the zanate ['a
bird'].

'

(Informant 11, Appendix L)

(142) Alguno' que se aduermen (< duermen). . . .

'Some who fall asleep. . . .'

(Informant 14, Appendix N)

(143) Pues alguno' que no le' allevan (< llevan) el
remedio.

'Well some who won't bring them the medicine.'
(Informant 15, Appendix O)

The form afiiese in (139) above may have occurred due to

the high frequency of Spanish words beginning with /afi-/;

aparecidp' 'appeared' in (140) is used in place of standard

parecidos 'similar', a mistaken choice that is very

understandable given the near homophony of the roots

aparecer 'to appear' and parecer 'to seem'. The verb forms

in sample sentences (141) and (142) can probably only be

attributed to the hypercorrect use of /a-/ as a prefix; the

standard verbs dormirse 'to fall asleep' and llevar 'to

bring' are far too elementary to be easily confused with

other forms.

Metathesis

The transposition of two phonemes is restricted in the

municjpio to a few very specific words: ciudad 'city' is

commonly realized as suidad (Informant 3, Appendix F). The

word pared; 'wall' is normally heard as pader (Informant 19,

Appendix R) . Forms related to or derived from pared also
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show this alternation: empadera'u
r empaderada 'walled' from

emparedado , emparedada (Informant 12, Appendix M; Informant

14, Appendix N)

.

The common use of these forms elsewhere in the Spanish-

speaking world and present lack of such typically creolized

forms as Palenquero drumi (Spanish dormir 'to sleep')

suggest that metathesis was not a frequent feature of the

municipio 's speech.

Apocope

Apart from the universal apocopation of the preposition

p_a£a > pa' 'for; to', apocopated forms are not frequent in

the Costa Chica. The loss of final syllables is consistent,

however, with what we perceive as a generalized fluidity of

speech which is especially characterized by reductions of

numerous types, including apocope. Attested in San Nicolas:

(144) Cuando 'ta uno acost' (< acostado). . . .

'When one is lying down. . . .'

(Informant 12, Appendix M)

(145) . . . toda la noch' (< noche), toda la noch' .

toda la noch' .

'. . . all night long, all night long, all night
long.

'

(Informant 14, Appendix N; the informant was
being emphatic.)

Also recorded are verb phrases such as deb' (< debe) tener

'must have' (Informant 18, Appendix R) and

(146) 'Tamo' viendo cosas que nunca habiamos viht'
(< visto)

.

'We're seeing things we had never seen.'
(Informant 7, Appendix I)
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What strikes an observer about such forms is that the

syllable invariably ends in a (usually voiceless) stop or

affricate. This is highly unusual for standard Spanish

phonotactics and west African languages alike. In the cases

cited above, there may be an influence from some indigenous

words ending especially in voiceless stops (cf. the toponym

Ometepec
,
pronounced locally [ometepet], but alternating

with [ometepeh] )

.

Haplology

Defined as "the loss of a whole syllable before or after

a phonetically similar or identical syllable" (Hock

1986:109), haplological reduction is common in San Nicolas

although not nearly as usual as suppressed hiatuses. The

corpus contains the following examples:

(147) Para otro lado no mds se . . . de aqui, a
Ometepet, Pinotepa, auiza' 'n (< quizes Sjm)
Marco', Acapulco, Mexico.

'Elsewhere I only know . . . from here, to
Ometepec, Pinotepa, maybe San Marcos, Acapulco,
Mexico City.

'

(Informant 3, Appendix F)

(148) Naci en este pueblo y no he ido a 'vir (< vivir )

en ningun pueblo.

'I was born in this town and I've not gone to
live in any other town.'
(Informant 6, Appendix H)

(149) [esoqhunoh] (< esos son unos) animalito'.

'Those are some little animals.'
(Informant 11, Appendix L)

Additionally, Informant 16 (Appendix P) produced en ve'

flBfiJi: (< en ve? de decirO 'instead of saying' as well as the
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earlier mentioned quiere 'cir (< auiere decir ) 'that means'.

This participant tended also to severely reduce forms of

poder 'to be able': yo p'o decir (< y_o puedo decir) 'I can

say'; como se pu'o decir (< como se puede decir) 'as one may

say'. These reduced verbs do not conform to a strict

definition of haplology but are consistent with the local

preference for syllabic simplifications, whether through

total suppression of hiatus or diphthongization or

haplology.

Local Lexicon

The regional vocabulary has attracted attention since

Heredia (1935) and has been commented on in virtually every

treatment of the Costa Chica ( see Chapter 2 ) . Among other

inaccuracies, Rout (1976:281) states that the language of

Cuajinicuilapa is "heavily laced with words better

understood in Ghana or Nigeria than anywhere west of the

Atlantic." Although the local vocabulary does indeed

impress all visitors and newcomers with its "exotic" forms,

closer examination reveals that many—if not most—of the

words are not African at all, but have indigenous etyma. 17

Words of Indigenous Origin

Keen observer always, Aguirre Beltr^n (1958:202-03)

records a number of words that are peculiar to the region

and correctly identifies their indigenous American source.

Many of these items are very specific to the Costa Chica

and the municipio of Cuajinicuilapa.
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chague : a plot of naturally moist farmland that does

not require irrigation; Nahuatl chiahuitl 'marsh, bog,

swamp' (p_G_A. 1:455) .

1S

chichi : a woman's breast and by extension her milk;

apocope of Ndhuatl chichihualli 'breast' f DGA 1:486).

coa: a farming tool similar to a hoe, but with a single

sharp point; of indeterminate native origin, Ndhuatl ( DEEH

170) or Carib f DGA 1:360; RAE 327).

cuaulote: a type of tree f Guazuma ulmifolia l: Nahuatl

cuahuitl 'tree', olotl 'cornstalk' f DGA 1:421).

auamil: stubble field; Ndhuatl huac-milli . from huacqui

'dry' and millo 'sowing field' f DGA 2:51).

iicara : cup or receptacle made of a gourd; Ndhuatl

xicalli 'id.' (DGA 2:147).

tapaquiao (also variant tapaquiahue ^ : the rainy season;

cf. also tapayagua , tapayague the rainy season; compound of

Spanish tapar 'to cover' and Carib yagua also 'to cover'

(D£A. 3:131-32) .

zacate: hay, fodder; Ndhuatl zacatl 'grass' f DEEH 558;

DGA. 3:305; RAE 1407).

zanate: a black bird f Ouiscalus macrourus l especially

abundant on the east coast of Mexico that feeds on grain

fields; Nahuatl zanatl 'id.' (DGA 3:310).

Other items Aguirre Beltrdn lists as being of

indigenous, African or undetermined origin have been more

closely identified as follows:
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choco : dirty; Nahuatl xocotl 'bitter' ( PGA 1:527).

cuija : small lizard; Nahuatl cuixa 'id.' ( PGA 1:432).

cui je : in the Costa Chica, variant of cuija above; also

a screeching sparrowhawk ( Asturina magnirostris ) of Tabasco

state; Nahuatl cuixi , onomatopoeic word ( PGA 1:432).

cuyuche (also variant cuyuchi ) : in San Nicolds, often a

synonym for chino
f referring to 'wiry, tightly curled or

wooly hair'; in Chiapas and southern Tabasco, the color

gray; also a type of cotton with a reddish cast grown in

parts of Chiapas; in parts of the interior, the color brown;

Zogue culluchi 'gray' ( PGA 1:448).

tilingue (also variant tilingui l : tense, drawn tight;

Nahuatl tilinqui 'id.' (PGA 3:171).

Field work for this study revealed some additional words

of indigenous origin as used by local elders:

cuche: pig, hog; Quichua cuche 'id.' ( PGA 1:426).

pipilp: (young) turkey; Ndhuatl pjpilpipil : pipil 'boy'

( PGA 2:484).

totole: turkey; Ndhuatl tototl 'fowl' ( PGA 3:208).

(The more usual terms for these two animals are actually

marranp for 'pig, hog' and auaiolote for all turkeys, in

keeping with wider Mexican usage.)

Words of Likely Indigenous Origin

There are several words that still escape clear

classification according to their origin. Although the

following items all appear in a major dictionary of regional
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Americanisms (DGA) , we cannot definitely assume that the

etyma, if discovered, will prove to be all of native origin.

Nevertheless, in view of the very strong attested native

influence in the lexicon, the working assumption is that

most of the following are indigenous:

chambale : dragonfly; ( DGA 1:459).

chando: disheveled; (DGA 1:464; cf. also chanda

'mange' , chandoso 'mangy'; Quechua; used in Colombia f RAE

424]).

chimeco: dirty-faced child; ( DGA 1:499).

chirundo : naked; ( DGA 1:519).

chumbjo
: bird that lives on riverbanks; ( DGA 1:546).

chundo : crippled; mutilated; missing a body part;

having a stub; (DGA 1:548).

chuguia: a disagreeable odor; but cf. chugui 'a

bromeliad plant (Karatas plumieri 1 ' of Chiapas; Zogue ( DGA

1:550)

.

cuculuste : wiry or kinky hair, and by extension, one

having such hair; synonym of cuvuche above; ( DGA 1:424).

guanpo
: mountain-dweller, as opposed to coastal

resident; "voz indigena" 'indigenous word' (DGA 2:54).

nejo: dirty, unwashed; (DGA. 2:328; but cf. also neia

'tortilla made of boiled corn' and neiayote 'yellowish water

remaining after corn has been boiled with lime'; Nahuatl

"extU 'ash' and ayptl 'broth' [DGA. 2:328; RA£ 950]).

negue: hare-lipped; ( DGA 2:329).
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niguindo: chicken excrement; this term was unrecognized

by all participants interviewed, although several thought it

was "probably Indian." Aguirre Beltran (1958:203) also

ascribes indigenous origin.

teconte : bowl made of a dried fruit; etymon not given

(DGA 3:148); Aguirre Beltran (1958:203) assumes Nahuatl

origin.

Words of African Origin

Of the items ascribed to an African source, only one has

a clear provenance:

congo: a wild coffee bean, used locally; (DGA 1:388).

The other items assumed to be of Bantu origin, anica and

zambu, do not appear in any dictionary consulted and are,

moreover, unrecognized by the residents interviewed;

unfortunately, neither are there any definitions suggested

in Aguirre Beltran (1958).

Words of Unknown Origin

Among Aguirre Beltran 's (1958:202-03) brief lexicon,

there is one item remaining that neither appears in regional

dictionaries nor has a suggested etymon:

chilolp : tadpole; still widely used; we assume here an

indigenous origin, possibly Nahuatl.

The high percentage of these local words that have, or

probably have, an Indian origin indicates that contact with

indigenous peoples has likely been more widespread than

previously thought. The hostility between Africans and
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Indians, an artifact of Spanish racial policies in New

Spain, was real and well-documented (Chapter 4).

Nevertheless, the social boundaries have evidently been

porous enough for Africans and Afromestizos to learn and

adopt many indigenous words, particularly those relating to

agriculture and the native flora and fauna. The single

unequivocally African word, congo . is found in several

countries of the Caribbean basin; its appearance here is of

some interest, suggesting that it may have originated from

the Gulf coast.

Summary

In the present chapter, the speech of San Nicolds

Tolentino and the municipio of Cuajinicuilapa has been

explored and described in terms of morphology, syntax,

phonetics, phonology and vocabulary. In the context of

Afro-Hispanic dialectology and theories of the origins of

Afro-Hispanic language, while there are certain elements of

the local dialect that suggest the earlier presence of Afro-

Iberian language, there are likewise others that are the

probable result of processes that have taken place in

southern Mexican speech generally.

The now-extinct local use of vos (or boj [boh]) as the

second person singular familiar pronoun is strongly

evocative of west African Portuguese Creoles, Papiamentu

(Netherlands Antilles, especially Curacao ) , Palenquero

(Colombia) and a putative Afro-Hispanic or bozal Cuban
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speech. In Mexico, voseo is most typically associated with

the speech of parts of Chiapas; its historic presence in the

Gulf coast state of Tabasco (which, astonishingly, is almost

never mentioned in the literature) has also been recorded by

Gutierrez Eskildsen (1933, 1941). The loss of voseo in the

present regional dialect suggests that it was already in

competition with tuteo fifty years ago; the inability of

older informants to produce or retrieve forms of vos with

its verbal morphology tends to imply that tu had probably

established itself as the preferred form among the younger

people. The arrival of the first of major standardizing

influences, a primary school in Cuajinicuilapa in the late

1940s (recorded in Aguirre Beltran 1958), met with initially

limited success, to be sure. Nevertheless, as state-

sponsored education took root in the Costa Chica the

regional use of tuteo undoubtedly coalesced around this

institution and gained greater acceptance and currency.

Additionally, the arrival of radio (and later, television)

and the construction of a paved federal highway in the 1960s

made increased contact with other varieties of Mexican

Spanish and tuteo inevitable, further reinforcing the use of

iU and consigning vqs. to the (possibly faulty) memory of

older speakers.

We have also noted some local confusion in the

grammatical gender of nouns, but this is not especially

widespread nor inconsistent with other rural varieties of
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Spanish. In several instances, the singular indefinite

articles (un, una ) appear to have been conflated into the

single form un. Other reductions of the articles,

especially the singular definite articles el and la. result

most usually from the all-but-obligatory suppression of

hiatuses in fluid, casual conversation, typically leaving

only a vestigial [1] for marking definiteness in a singular

noun phrase. The singular definite article is also more

rarely reduced to a simple vowel [e] or [a], which could be

attributable to an Afro-Portuguese source, but in this case

we see again the effects of a general tendency to reduce

consonant clusters (especially "difficult" clusters such as

/-n#l-/ and /-s#l-/; see samples [128]-[131] ) . We do not

observe this level of reduction in plural noun phrases; the

initial /!-/ of the plural definite articles los and las is

always preserved.

The non-standard use of subjunctive mood verb forms is

common to rural speech but is also attested in areas of

heavy African influence such as the Dominican Republic

(Megenney 1990a). More importantly, however, the fully

maintained, fully functioning complex verbal morphology of

Spanish (even including attested imperfect subjunctives and

pluperfect indicatives) speaks strongly against there having

been a creole system of pre-verbal TMA markers as in

Palenguero and Papiamentu. There is additionally no

evidence of Palenquero-type double or post-verbal negation
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(Schwegler 1991, 1996b) nor even the postposed negatives

common in such phrases as mas nada (vs. standard nada mas

'nothing else'), mas nunca (vs. nunca mas 'never again')

found so often in the Spanish-speaking Caribbean.

With the extinction of voseo, pronominal usage also

largely conforms to standard Spanish patterns. The major

exception to this is the use of the third person plural

object pronoun los 'them' in lieu of standard first person

plural object pronoun nos 'us'. We have speculated that the

high freguency of other pronominal forms in /l-/ may account

for this usage, but the common appearance of the same form

in the same contexts in other areas of American Spanish

merely suggests a generalized rural trait. Of some note is

the redundant use of the clitic la (or la) with an overt

direct object noun phrase. Although attested in Africanized

areas of the Americas, it is also a phenomenon that has

currency in other parts of Latin America (such as the Andes)

as well as in the Ndhuatl-speaking zones of Mexico itself

(Lipski 1994a).

Commonly connected with Caribbean bozal or Africanized

Spanish are other traits which have not been attested in

this corpus. Those grammatical features of bozal Spanish

which are entirely absent from the local speech are the

following: non-inverted interrogatives of the type cOue tu

guieres? ; the obligatory use of subject pronouns, although

vo 'I' appears to be somewhat disproportionately favored;
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the third person singular masculine/feminine pronoun e. (or

ele); "personal infinitive" constructions (e.g. para tu

hacer eso) ; copula deletion; postposed demonstratives (e.g.

piera ese) ; loss of articles; the prepositional particle na

'in/to [the]'; and finally, the use of tener as existential.

Among the many properties associated with Africanized

Spanish is the lack of prepositions a. and d£. We have seen

above that these two prepositions in particular are indeed

freguently omitted in the unguarded speech of San Nicolas

and is also typical of rural varieties of American Spanish

(Kany 1951). In some cases, we have seen some doubt

regarding what prepositions to use following certain verbs.

This doubt often leads speakers to substitute another (non-

standard) preposition for the more usual choice. This

phenomenon has not provoked any particular attention in the

literature nor are there any special associations with Afro-

Hispanic speech.

More significant, on the other hand, is the lack of the

subordinating conjunction and relative pronoun gue 'that,

who' in conversation. An Afro-Hispanic pidgin or Creole

language origin cannot be entirely discounted for this

feature; it is certainly consistent with the freguent

omission of prepositions. We should bear in mind, however,

that the lack of subordination appears most often in

narratives where the speaker wishes to convey vivid imagery,

a characteristic of a primarily oral culture that has
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especially prided itself on its verbal expertise, wittiness

and musicality (cf. the regional corridos )

.

In the phonetics and phonology of the municipio of

Cuajinicuilapa we find there are indeed certain

commonalities with African-influenced varieties of Spanish.

Chief among these is the widely variable realization of

vowels. Heredia (1935) notes, for example, the tendency to

raise /e/ to [i]; Aguirre Beltran (1958) remarks on the same

phenomenon and other variably pronounced vowels, especially

in atonic syllables. The fact that vowels also have a wide

range of pronunciations in both Portuguese and Spanish bozal

literature hints that this "shotgun" approach may be a

carry-over from an earlier stage of the local phonology

which was heavily influenced by African languages. Not

specifically mentioned by either Heredia or Aguirre Beltran,

however, is the very marked tendency to raise unstressed

(and in some cases even stressed) /o/ to [u]. This is

extremely common and its absence from what little literature

there is on the local speech (especially from Aguirre

Beltran 's fairly detailed observations on the local speech)

might lead us to speculate on its recent origins, and

indeed, this is a remote possibility. We believe, however,

that this feature is of long standing due to similar

realizations in Afro-Portuguese Creoles and especially in

Papiamentu and Palenguero.
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Another feature of long standing is the non-etymological

epenthetic aspiration [h], described earlier. This

aspiration also appears mysteriously, as we have noted, in

Papiamentu; it is further attested in at least some words of

Palenguero (-j
hjndio < Spanish indios 'Indians' [Barrutia and

Schwegler 1994:249]; and [hei] ] < Spanish en 'in' [Megenney

1986:119]). The appearance of this unparalleled phenomenon

in both of the Iberian-lexified Creoles of this hemisphere

is extremely significant and speaks strongly to the

preservation of a phonology with African (or at a minimum,

certainly non-Iberian) features.

Lipski (1995a) calls attention to the importance of

paragoge in Afro-Hispanic speech forms, especially in words

ending in /r/, /l/ and /s/ with vowel harmony. The

appearance of paragoge with vowel harmony ( caloro 'heat',

rcptpro 'motor', arbolo 'tree') in the speech of one of the

oldest local speakers is perhaps the most important evidence

uncovered to date in the municipio of an earlier Africanized

speech in light of identically-patterned forms in bozal

language and current west African Portuguese Creoles. The

other paragogic form recorded, muiera 'wife; woman', is not

as "pure" as the other words noted, but is nevertheless

similar enough to suggest the same origin.

We have noted the distinct local preference for

consonants and consonant clusters to be followed by a single

vowel. This leads not merely to diphthongization of hiatal
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vowels, but in some cases to the complete loss of a

syllable: traen > tr'en 'they bring'. There is likewise a

preference for syllables of pure vowels, which leads in some

cases to the monophthongization of standard diphthongs:

bien > b'en 'well'; perdieron > perd'eron 'they lost'. The

tendency in Portuguese bozal language to reduce diphthongs

is noted in Teyssier (1959); the forms just cited have,

coincidentally, no diphthongs in their Portuguese

eguivalents bem and perderam . Although there may be some

Portuguese connection, we believe that because there was

also a tendency in Portuguese bozal speech to reduce

diphthongs f muito > muto 'very'; pois > pos 'then'), the

motivation for this may lie in an original west African

sound system. The preference for economy and fluidity in

vocalization in general extends beyond the near-universal

suppression of hiatus into widespread aphaeresis and to some

cases of haplological reduction.

The phonemes /!/ and /r/ show a certain degree of

interchangeability, although this is not generalized enough

to constitute the complete neutralization of liquids;

neither have we observed the neutralization of the

distinction between /r/ and /?/. The occasional emergence

of intervocalic /r/ > [1] in such common words as puro
, pero

> puio 'pure[ly]', pelo 'but') nevertheless implies an

earlier, more widespread use. Although there is no observed

/r/ > [d] (pero > oedo 'but') as in the ritualized conao
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language of coastal Panama (Lipski 1990b), we have seen the

occasional realization of /d/ > [1] in such forms as

almiracidn 'wonder; admiration' and repulia '3 sg.

repudiates'. Liguids are also infreguently lost in

consonant clusters f cuadrados > cuad'ado' 'sguare'), but

most consonant cluster reductions occur unremarkably in the

combinaciones cultas as in other varieties of Spanish.

An examination of the local lexicon reveals only one

word (congo) of clearly African origin. Although the

regional vocabulary has long been considered exotic by other

Mexicans, its distinctiveness stems from the many originally

indigenous words that are in general use, indicative of

closer—although not necessarily more amicable—contact

between the native peoples and Afromestizos than is

generally supposed for the area.

We find in assessing the various aspects of the

municipjo's speech that there are no clear syntactic

remnants of an earlier bozal
f pidginized, creolized or

creoloid language in the area. The fact that voseo was once

employed in the area is very suggestive of a probable link

with the Caribbean Creoles Papiamentu and Palenguero,

lending some limited support to Granda's hypothesis of an

Afro-Portuguese Caribbean basilect. In light, however, of

the relative proximity of Chiapas where voseo still persists

in some areas, the similarity of vocabulary items from

Chiapas and other more southerly parts, and especially the
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utter lack of any vestige of a system of tense-mood-aspect

marking, 19 this is a cautious acceptance. The attested use

of yoseo in Tabasco on the Gulf coast and the appearance of

epenthetic [h] in the municipio as well as in Papiamentu and

Palenguero word forms (a phenomenon altogether unrelated to

vosep or syntax) tend to tip the balance in favor of a

Caribbean source for the pronoun. This does not indicate,

however, that a pidginized or creolized language ever took

root in Mexico or on the Costa Chica.

In phonology and morphology, the variable realization of

atonic vowels, particularly the raising of /o/ to [u]; the

variable lateralization of both /r/ and /d/ (especially in

intervocalic contexts); widespread aphaeresis; the

(admittedly very limited) appearance of paragogic forms in

rfi; and the strong tendency to syllable simplification among

the features studied point to the preservation of a distinct

morphophonology that has correspondences in west African

Portuguese Creole languages. Therefore, while we agree that

the local dialect shows likely west African influences and

retentions in its phonology, we do not conclude that this

points to the importation or nativization of an Africanized

pidgin or creole language.

Notes

1. Aguirre Beltran (1958:14) indicates that wire recordings
were also made of more than sixty regional and local
co-rridos during the second stage of his fieldwork in
Cuajinicuilapa. According to the text, these wire
recordings were stored in the Museo de Antropologia, but I
was unable to locate them there. If they still exist, they
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would doubtless provide useful collateral research
materials.

2. Some of these issues are also briefly explored in
Althoff (1994).

3. Apart from Kany (1951), who cites Gutierrez Eskildsen
(1941), the historical use of voseo in the state of Tabasco
finds very little, if any, mention in the literature
regarding personal pronoun usage in Mexico.

4. Although it is impossible to identify the author's
geographic origins, the only example noted of mixed tu and
ugted usage in the region was in a graffito located in the
investigator's hotel room in Cuajinicuilapa:

Jehovd es mi guerrero. El mentado Sr. de Petatlan
es sdlo un muneco sin ningun poder, un idolo, nada
mas. Lea el salmo 115. Si Ud. gue a [sic] leido
esto tratas de borrarlo, un castigo divino caera
sobre ti.

'Jehovah is my warrior. The famous Lord of
Petatlan is only a doll with no power, an idol,
nothing more. Read (2 sg. , formal) psalm 115. You
(2 sg. , formal) who have read this, if you (2 sg.

,

informal) try to erase it, a divine punishment
will fall upon you (2 sg. , informal).'

5. Informant 14 comments on the great deference shown
between godparents, and godchild to godparent, in Appendix
M.

6. A possible alternative reading would suggest "El, dicen,
guedo chundo" 'He, they say, got crippled' which would be a
standard utterance although no pause was noted in the stream
of speech. The form guedo reflects stress displacement;
standard Spanish would reguire here guedo .

7. Example (83), it must be said, is open to other
interpretations. The verb lleaan may possibly be seen as a
simple mispronunciation of llevan 'they bring', especially
since [y] occasionally replaces [B] in rural varieties of
Spanish (e.g. abuela > aaiiela 'grandmother'). The clitic le
may plausibly be read as a nonstandard use of the 3 sg.
dative pronoun, reinforcing the prepositional phrase a 1'
iglesia 'to the church' in a way reminiscent of the French
adverbial clitic y 'there, in that place'. The alternate
interpretation may be simply 'They arrive at the church'. It
is clear that the sentence, however interpreted, is a
nonstandard utterance.
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8. Informant 15 refers to the death of her father. Sadly,
violence continues to haunt the region.

9. Teyssier sees this as a potential origin of the
characteristically bozal copula safr) 'to be' in Gil
Vicente's work. Following aphaeresis of the initial /e/ of
estar . the resulting initial consonant cluster /st/ is
disallowed and becomes by reduction safr) : "estar > saa ou

§a . . . estava > saba . . . ." (1959:244).

10. Special spellings, however, were used in some cases to
capture certain gualities of foreign speech: the letter x
[s] was used in place of standard s_ (often realized by the
Spanish as apical [s]) in the 16th century to depict Spanish
as spoken by Arabs (Jason 1967).

11. An exceptional item is hueriana [werhana] < huerfana
[werfana] 'orphan'. If there is to be any variation from
/f/ before a non-back vowel, in San Nicolas and
Cua jinicuilapa it must be realized as [hw] , thus disallowing
such variations as * jamilia [hamilya] < familia 'family',
* jiesta [hyesta] < fiesta 'party' and *caje [kahe] < cafe
'coffee'. It is evident that a process of dissimilation is
at work in the case of huerjana which disallows two
contiguous syllables with labiovelars: *hueriuana
[ werhwana ]

.

12. Gutierrez Eskildsen presents at least one form showing
/f/ > [hw] preceding /o/, Roldol juo [rolddlhwo] < Roldolfo
'Roldolfo (a man's name)' (1941:13).

13. In the Costa Chica, as in the rest of the Spanish-
speaking world, there is of course no labiodental [v].

14. The town is nowadays called Cuaii [kwdhi] instead of
its polysyllabic full name. The title of Aguirre Beltrdn's
study on the municipio has come to be called Cuisla
[kwisla], rather than Cuiila [kwihla], which reflects the
popular belief that the aspirate [h] must derive from /s/
(Althoff 1994:249) .

15. The same Informant 11 also produced [esoijhunoh
animalito] < Esos son unos animalitos 'Those are some small
animals' (Appendix L) , in a remarkable string displaying
several of the possible features of local speech:
haplological reduction, velarized word-final /n/, epenthetic
[h] and loss of word-final /s/.

16. Sometimes the "problem" of an Iberian vowel-initial
word is solved in African languages (e.g. Kintandu, a
dialect of Kikongo) by simple aphaeresis: Portuguese acucar
'sugar' (Spanish azucar.) > sukaadi ; Portuguese (and
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Paraguayan Spanish) ananas 'pineapple' > nanasi .

Consonantal prothesis, however, is also a possibility in
this language, although apparently not with [h]: Portuguese
(and Spanish) Abel 'Abel' > Yaabedi (Bal 1979:108).

17. Even state culture workers who were resident in San
Nicolas believed that the local dialect was full of
Africanisms: "El componente africano es notorio en palabras
como choco, chuquia y tilinque " 'The African component is
famous in words like choco . chuquia and tilinque ' (Aparicio
Prudente et al. 1993a: 24).

18. The following abbreviations are used for dictionary
citations:

DEEH : Diccionario etimologico espahol e hispanico
(Garcia de Diego 1955);

PGA : Diccionario general de americanismos , 3 vols.
(Santamaria 1942);

EAE: Diccionario de la lenaua espanola (Real Academia
Espanola 1984).

19. Alvarez (1991) has analyzed the use of the adverbs asi
'thus; so' and aM 'there' in Venezuelan Spanish as deictic
markers (of presupposition and personal knowledge,
respectively) having a creole origin. These adverbs are
also widely used in the Costa Chica and a similar study
might prove illuminating. Nevertheless, there is no
suggestion in her article that these adverbs in Venezuela
derive from a TMA system of pre-verbal markers.
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CONCLUSIONS

At the beginning of this study we referred to the

general lack of work bearing on the speech of the more rural

and marginalized areas of Mexico. We hope that the material

presented here has contributed to filling some of the still-

abundant lacunae relating to the speech of what is still one

of the poorest and least-known regions of the country.

The study of the Spanish of the municipio of

Cuajinicuilapa naturally intersects with many disciplines.

History, anthropology and sociology are inevitable

correlates to studying a particular dialect inasmuch as

language always and exclusively exists in a social setting.

The particular history of San Nicolas, Cuajinicuilapa and

the Costa Chica commends itself to being studied as part of

the great African diaspora that has had infinite effects on

the social and cultural fabric of the Americas, and via the

influence of North America in particular, on the world at

large.

In Mexico, enslaved Africans were an important part of

the immigrant population, although in relative terms their

numbers were always dwarfed by the overwhelming number of

indigenous people. In fact, European and African

immigrants, in all their multitude, never seriously

251
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challenged the numerical superiority of the indigenous

Mexican population in spite of the early and repeated

assaults and depredations of imported diseases (see Chapter

4). The constant presence and contact (which at times was

guite hostile) with the indigenous people, we will suggest

below, modified the African linguistic experience in Mexico

in important ways.

Examining the Assumptions

Analyzing the outcomes of African language contacts in

the Americas constitutes one of the major ongoing research

programs of modern Spanish dialectology. The complex

relationships and interactions of Europeans, Africans and

native American peoples have made disentangling them a

daunting task, but one that never fails to fascinate.

Fascination, however, is far more fruitful when it is

combined with investigation and interpretation.

A fascination with, and affection for, Afro-Hispanic

peoples and their speech surely are surely the motivation

behind the innovative and influential work of Granda (1977,

1978, 1988, 1989). His proposals regarding the language

spoken by Africans brought to American shores and its

subseguent development have led to an enormous body of

research in an effort to investigate his claims, and this

study falls within that same framework. To recapitulate

briefly the points made by Granda vis-a-vis certain Spanish

varieties of the circum-Caribbean:
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(1) African slaves arrived in the slaving ports

equipped with some knowledge of a Portuguese pidgin (or Ur-

Kreole 'protocreole' [1988:28] substrate) they acguired in

Africa, superimposed on their native tongue (the sub-

substrate ) ;

(2) The evolution of this speech modality into a

creole or creoloid language was favored by the establishment

of remote palenques and cumbes hostile to the neighboring

Spaniards, such as San Basil io de Palenque (Colombia) and

the maintenance of special ritual language (e.g. the nearos

congos of Panama [Lipski 1990b]; the santerla of Cuba [Ortiz

Ldpez 1996]);

(3) The eventual sustained contact with local standard

varieties of Spanish led to the relexification and

restructuring of the creole or creoloid speech (i.e.

decreolization^ into a non-standard Spanish with vestigial

creole characteristics;

(4) The vestigial characteristics of this speech are

primarily lexical items but there also some morphosyntactic

features such as invariable nouns, pronouns and adjectives;

loss of prepositions (e.g. expressing possession by

apposition); the use of vos : the use of t& (< esta) with

infinitive for the present tense; the use of existential

tener; the presence of 3 sg. pronoun ele.; and an invariable

singular indefinite article un ([1988:23-26]; see also
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Chapter 2 for more characteristics associated with Afro-

Hispanic speech).

In Chapter 2 we raised doubts regarding the supposedly

common use of pidgin Portuguese among the African slaves

arriving in the port of Cartagena. Using a text published

originally in 1627, Granda cites a brief passage which

appears to confirm the wholesale use among the disembarking

Africans of a pidgin similar to the creole language of the

island of Sao Tome off the west African coast. A deeper

investigation of the same text, however, also discloses the

difficulty encountered by the priests ministering to the

newly baptized African Christians as they try to find

interpreters for the multitude of languages spoken by the

slaves. We cannot accept Granda 's assertion, which seems

much exaggerated, that, in the absence of any other

evidence, the discovery of a single paragraph in a very

lengthy and apparently self-contradictory text points to "un

habla 'criolla' implantada . . . con caracter de

generalidad" 'a "creole" speech implanted . . . generally'

(1978:359) among African slaves. 1

Textual evidence of Africanized speech in Mexico is

very scarce, but we saw in Chapter 3 that it has been

attested on Mexican soil, albeit in certain very predictable

genres such as yjllancicos and choral music. The language

of these texts—not surprisingly—displays phonetic features

consistent with the classical configurations of bozal
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speech. More texts would be welcome, and indeed, the

contributions of Aparicio Prudente et al. (1993a, 1993b) are

a step towards that goal.

After examining in Chapter 4 the history and data of

the slave trade to Mexico, we also described the conditions

Africans would typically have endured as a result of their

capture and delivery into slavery. As a result, we

suggested that the acguisition of a language under such

brutal and inhumane circumstances, while clearly not

impossible, would certainly have been impeded by the severe

psychological and physical traumas suffered by the

"conscripted" and undoubtedly resentful language learners.

Additionally, the amount of time the slaves would have spent

in the company of their captors is a matter of some

controversy: it is not at all certain whether the slaves

would have had the necessary time to acguire anything much

beyond a passive understanding of spoken commands. All of

these factors serve to point out that the Africans' command

of a second language would have been highly variable,

extremely personal and often tenuous, especially given the

extraordinarily painful physical and social conditions under

which it would have been learned.

This is not to say, however, that there were no slaves

speaking some Portuguese, and it is clear that some not only

spoke Portuguese and Spanish, but also numerous African

languages. It is reasonable to believe that among the many
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Africans who rebelled against their slavery and established

palenques and cumbes were some who spoke a rudimentary

Portuguese. Such a scenario would account for the

persistence of Portuguese-derived forms in Palenquero, the

most famous example in Spanish-speaking America of a

palenque that managed to survive and evolve its own creole

language. 2 The essential remoteness and sparse population

of the Costa Chica coupled with the historical reports of a

settlement of cimarrones near Cuajinicuilapa; a general

reputation for hostility to outsiders (particularly those

representing governmental authority); and a distinctive form

of speech all suggested that the area was broadly able to

meet the criteria recommended by Granda for investigating

the likely or even the merely possible survival of creole

speech or vestigial creole elements. The characteristics of

the Costa Chica, its people and culture are detailed in

Chapter 5 of the study.

As the hypothetical creole language came inescapably

into repeated contact with the dominant language, it would

tend to restructure itself along the lines of the local

standard Spanish. This course of development has been

proposed for the Afro-Hispanic bozal speech (especially in

Cuba, and to a somewhat lesser degree in Puerto Rico), but

the investigations carried out to date have come to mixed

conclusions (cf. Perl 1985, 1989b; Lopez Morales 1980; Ortiz

Lopez 1996). Certainly in the case of one of the "non-
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controversial" Creoles, Palenquero, the pressure to adapt to

standard Spanish has been enormous; the speech itself, known

locally as lengua 'language', is spoken only by a relative

handful of people and is in present danger of extinction

(Lipski and Schwegler 1993). In the case of Papiamentu, its

semi-official status, greater number of speakers and high

local prestige, have so far managed to preserve its

identity, but has nevertheless shown an increased tendency

to Hispanization due to its proximity to Venezuela. In

Mexico, we have seen (Chapter 4) that palenques were

repeatedly coopted racially, culturally and linguistically

by the surrounding dominant society.

The hypothetical restructured, relexified and

decreolized language variety would continue to exhibit

morphosyntactic traits of its former, fully creole nature.

The characteristics of such speech (enumerated above) are

found, however, only in the full Creoles Palenquero and

Papiamentu, and to some degree in the now virtually extinct

frogsl speech of Cuba, the status of which is still debated.

Appropriately, the survival of African lexical items is not

considered by Granda to be significant evidence for an

earlier creolized Afro-Portuguese: the mere presence of,

for example, native American words in any variety of U.S.

English cannot by any stretch of the imagination be taken as

evidence for an earlier, pidginized form of an indigenous

language being spoken generally throughout the original
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colonies. The potentially African characteristics

underlying the phonological systems of creole and semi-

creole languages are not addressed by Granda except to say

that for the most part they are better analyzed as part of

the internal evolution of the Castilian system.

The Research Questions

The hypotheses and assumptions posited by Granda have

been modified to serve as the basis of the research

guestions for this study (see Chapter 1). The speech of

coastal Mexico—whether Pacific, Gulf or Caribbean—is

usually absent when issues of creole development are raised.

This is actually surprising, considering the large number of

slaves imported into the most important colony of Spain in

the New World over the course of nearly three centuries. We

agree with Aguirre Beltran (1958) that the "invisibility" of

the African in Mexico stems primarily from the emphasis that

political and cultural ideology has placed on the indigenous

identity, particularly since the Revolution of 1910. Beyond

this, the biological process of mestizaje has almost

completely absorbed the sub-Saharan African phenotype into

the greater population, in contrast to other countries of

the Caribbean basin (Cuba, Puerto Rico, the Dominican

Republic, Colombia, Panama) where African features are seen

as a matter of course. Further contributing to the cultural

disappearance of the Mexican Afromestizo were the literary

movements emphasizing negritude in the Antilles (especially
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Cuba), beginning with popular works of the last century and

continuing through the 1960s. The more visible African

presence in the Caribbean derives from the fact that slaves

were imported for sugar plantation work in large numbers,

into a much smaller geographical area, until a much later

date in the 19th century than was the case for Mexico, where

slavery was abolished soon after independence and where

slaves had long ceased to be an important part of economic

production (see Chapter 4).

The circumstances obtaining in different places and

times of the slave trade to Spanish America are not

specifically addressed by Granda and we have therefore

assumed they are applicable to all places and times,

including the Mexican coastal ports.

Research Question One

The first research guestion states: "A Portuguese-

based pidgin or Creole language was originally spoken by

Africans in Mexico." In our examination of Afro-Hispanic

texts, we have found some evidence indicating that an

Iberian language, modified phonologically, was indeed

recorded for late 17th century and early 18th century

Mexico. These texts, we must recall, are exclusively of a

poetic and musical nature, and are not representative of any

type of naturalistic discourse, such as one might find in

writing for the stage. The poetry and villancicos by Sor

Juana Ines de la Cruz (Mansour 1973), the villancicos
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located in Puebla's cathedral (Megenney 1985b) as well as

other religious compositions (Stevenson 1974, 1975) all show

extremely similar traits, which are primarily

morphophonological. Sor Juana's poetry, we have seen, is

syntactically well-ordered but has some significant

consonantal and morphological divergences. The villancico

identified by Megenney as having a Spanish-Portuguese base

("Negro a 8" [1985b: 167]) does indeed show clear Afro-

Portuguese influences (e.g. nao sa moreno : e mav sa nosso

palente) . In fact, this text comes the closest in

representing an Afro-Portuguese pidgin or Creole language in

Mexico. But because of the possible poetic license,

limitations in length and exigencies of rhyme in this genre,

it is difficult to draw broad conclusions based on a single

example. Moreover, this text represents a specific type of

villancico
, the "negro" or "negrilla"; in addition to this

particular formula, there are also villancicos in the

Galician, Moorish, gypsy, Portuguese, Vizcayan, Asturian,

French, rustic and Catalan styles (Megenney 1985b:162).

Although we allow that some Africans arriving in Mexico were

probably eguipped with a rough-and-ready knowledge of

Portuguese, we are not prepared, for reasons expressed above

(and at other points in this study), to accept the

hypothesis that all or most Africans came speaking an

Africanized Iberian pidgin.
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Research Question Two

Narrowing the focus further to the specific area under

study, we hypothesized: "A Portuguese-based pidgin or

Creole language was originally spoken by Africans in the

area currently encompassed by the municipio of

Cuajinicuilapa." As we have seen above, it is doubtful that

the African vaqueros and slaves who arrived in the Costa

Chica in the mid- to late 1500s with the new Spanish

overlords of Quahuitldn were speaking, or learned to speak,

anything other than a second language learner's version of

Spanish—an " interlanguage, " lacking the established norms

of a stable or expanded pidgin—influenced perhaps by some

Portuguese words, but more probably retaining the influence

of their native language's phonotactics. The rare

attestation of forms such as nenco
r
nudo and caloro in the

Costa Chica suggests that this is the case. Therefore, we

also reject the premises of this research question.

Research Question Three

The proposition that "a creole or creole-like language

emerged among the descendants of Africans (i.e.

Afromestizos) in the municipio " is also rejected. The use

of yos as 2 sg. pronoun, one of the several "leading

indicators" of Iberian-derived Creoles and historically

attested for this municipio , need not be specifically

associated with pidgin or creole speech in this instance.

Although we cannot entirely discount an ultimate Afro-
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Portuguese origin for this recently extinguished phenomenon,

we are led to speculate that the lack of other commonly used

"leading indicators" of bozal or Africanized speech (Chapter

7), the extreme southern location of the research area and

the use of lexical items associated with even more southerly

areas may point instead to areas where the voseo (and some

vocabulary) now linked with Chiapas and Guatemala were

preserved from a previously more widely distributed usage.

This, and not necessarily an Afro-Portuguese substrate, may

have prompted the census official to comment on the "old

Spanish" spoken by the Afromestizos (see Chapter 3). The

African origins of the people may not have had as much

involvement with the way in which they spoke Spanish as he

assumed and patently declared.

Research Question Four

The basic assumptions underlying the statement of the

research guestions have been, we believe, brought into

substantial doubt by the evidence presented throughout this

study. For that reason, the fourth research question as

originally formulated—"The local creole or creole-like

language later underwent a process of decreolization which

resulted in a variety of Spanish essentially

indistinguishable from other dialects of rural Mexican

speech"—must also be rejected. As we have noted the

apparent lack of creolization, it is impossible to refer to

this particular process strictly as decreolization. We have
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found, however, that the local speech does show increasing

signs of conforming to more widely accepted forms of Mexican

Spanish and is thus beginning to slowly accept

standardization (cf. Althoff 1994).

Suggestions for Further Research

The presence of Africans in most parts of Mexico is

well documented, but lamentably, references to and

descriptions of their speech are almost entirely absent.

Zimmermann has noted (among the many other types of document

he examined) that in the 17th century documents of the

Inguisition in Mexico:

En lo gue se refiere a los afromexicanos, no hay
observaciones acerca del dominio deficiente de la
lengua, o del auxilio de traductores, como sucede a
veces con las declaraciones de los indios.

'With regard to the Afro-Mexicans, there are no
observations about their deficient command of the
language or about the assistance of translators as
occasionally occurs with statements from Indians.'
(1995:67)

He concludes that there was probably a continuum of language

varieties spoken by Africans in Mexico and that a greater

tolerance at the time for language variation likely accounts

for the surprisingly few references to differences in speech

(1995:75-76; 66). Even the cimarrdn chieftain Yanga—who

according to some accounts was a Congolese prince—is

recorded as speaking in unremarkable, "correct" Spanish

(1995:67-68), an observation that seems to cast yet more

doubt on the assumption of a widely-spoken Afro-Portuguese

pidgin. Although the examination of archival records is a
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difficult, slow and thankless task, such original research

is indispensable in the attempt to assemble a more complete

vision of the linguistic landscape in Mexico with special

regard to African speech.

In the course of researching this study there have

appeared some clues that the speech of the municipio of

Cuajinicuilapa bears resemblances to other varieties of

southern Mexican Spanish, especially to that of Tabasco as

described by Gutierrez Eskildsen (1933, 1941). Apart from

numerous phonetic correspondences, the recorded use of voseo

and the very rare /f/ > [hw] realization, paralleling what

has been attested in the Costa Chica (in addition to similar

cultural practices), suggest that a comparative study might

reveal a common origin to these patterns, an origin that may

indeed prove more amenable to explanations based on an Afro-

Portuguese source. In light of Tabasco's location on the

Gulf of Mexico between the historical slaving ports of

Veracruz and Campeche; the near-certainty of innumerable

clandestine slave landings between those two points; and the

demand for slaves there that continued until the early 18th

century (motivating the very last Spanish cedula for the

importation of slaves), we expect that a careful study of

the coastal Spanish of those states will reveal additional

insights into the nature and origins of Afro-Mexican speech.

Considering that the first Nao de China galleon arrived

from Manila in 1565 (Schurz 1939:15) and that the Spanish
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conquest and colonization of Ayacastla and the province of

Quahuitlan (site of the municipio ) date from 1522, we feel

fairly confident that most of the Africans arriving in the

Costa Chica entered Mexico via the Gulf Coast port of

Veracruz. It is certainly possible that some East Africans

or other people of color, whether slaves or cimarrones .

arrived in the Costa Chica from Acapulco between 1565 and

1580, the date when the Spanish had consolidated their hold

on the Costa Chica. There is nothing in the literature,

however, to suggest that the number of these "Pacific

slaves" was anything other than minimal in relation to those

arriving in the booming trans-Atlantic slave trade.

Additionally, Aguirre Beltrdn (1958) has referred to a large

group of cimarrones traveling northward from Huatulco (in

Oaxaca state) to Cuajinicuilapa to join the African and

Afromestizo vaqueros already living there on the haciendas

of the Spanish landlords (see Chapter 5). This datum leads

us to wonder how those cimarrones arrived at a location so

far removed from any known slaving port. Two possibilities

come to mind: the first is that these Africans or people of

color were part of the more local Pacific trade between

Callao (port of Lima, Peru) and Acapulco which was carried

on as a continuation of the Manila-Acapulco crossing (Schurz

1939:368). With authorized stops along the coast at

Guayaquil (Ecuador), Panama and Nicaragua, this adjunct

trade may have carried on a smaller scale extra-legal
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commerce in slaves similar to that on the Atlantic coast,

leading likewise to clandestine landings and perhaps the

seeds of Pacific coast palenques .

The other possibility is that these cimarrones from

Huatulco made their way from the Gulf coast across the

Isthmus of Tehuantepec to seek refuge on the wild southern

Pacific coast of Mexico; the map of Mexico shows that the

coastal town of Santa Cruz Huatulco is not far north of the

narrowest part of the Isthmus of Tehuantepec. Interestingly,

Ngou-Mve (1994) notes that Coatzacoalcos was one of the

likely ports of the clandestine slave trade; Coatzacoalcos

is on the Gulf coast side of the narrowest section of the

Isthmus. On the Pacific coast, opposite Coatzacoalcos, is

the coastal town of Juchitan, a toponym coincidentally

repeated in the Costa Chica. A detailed study of the

commerce, especially the slave trade, along the Pacific

coast between Acapulco and Callao during the years of the

Manila galleon trade (1565-1815) would allow us to estimate

better the number and potential linguistic impact of the

people known collectively as chinos on southern Pacific

coast Mexican Spanish.

None of this, of course, constitutes proof that African

cimarrones made their way across the Isthmus of Tehuantepec.

More suggestive as pieces of evidence are similarities in

pronunciation and vocabulary across and south of the isthmus

as noted by Heredia (1935), Lope Blanch (1989a) as well as
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those revealed by the etymologies and definitions for the

regional vocabulary (Chapter 7). These similarities

(alluded to earlier) are further reasons for pursuing a

study of the language of the Isthmus of Tehuantepec, in a

rough swath from Coatzacoalcos and the coast of Tabasco

across the isthmus to the coast of Oaxaca and south to the

border of Chiapas.

Also meriting further research are the interactions

between indigenous people and Africans and Afromestizos,

particularly as they may relate to palengues . The early

record of their relations is, as we have said (Chapter 5),

not a happy one. The indigenous people early on had the

sympathy and protection of a number of important clerics

such as Bartolome de las Casas, who originally recommended

and encouraged the use of African slaves in Mexico to

protect the native population from the most onerous labors;

the Africans had no such champion and further there were

very few effective restraints on what the Spaniards might do

with or to a slave. 3 The African slaves were surely very

aware of the differences between their status and those of

the Indians which undoubtedly gave rise to much resentment.

We saw references to this resentment (Chapter 5) when

Indians were forbidden by decree of the emperor Carlos V to

work under the supervision of Africans. Socially, the

Africans were in an impossible position: the indigenous

Mexican people enjoyed, despite repeated epidemics, a clear
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superiority in numbers, had legal protections and had

established social systems that were generally closed to

Africans. The immigrant European society was even more

hermetic; the color line was carefully guarded (although

with ever-decreasing success as the years wore on) . How

Africans adapted linguistically in the rigidly tri-racial,

hierarchical society of colonial Mexico is a question that

should be explored at length; the following remarks touch

briefly on this issue.

Conclusion

The language of the municipio of Cua jinicuilapa has

been presented here for examination as an example of Afro-

Hispanic speech, understanding that Afro-Hispanic in this

instance refers broadly to the speech of a Spanish-speaking

community group of Africans or of African descent. More

specifically we have examined the region's speech for

evidence that it originated from a pan-Afro-Portuguese

pidgin or creole and subsequently decreolized into the

configurations it displays today. We have not found

evidence to support this hypothesis, and moreover have had

reason to question the assumption of such a hypothesized

pidgin language based on our analysis of texts and a

comparison of syntactic characteristics of creolized Iberian

languages. We have found evidence, however, that leads us

to conclude that certain features of African phonotactics

have endured to this day, without implying the previous
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existence of a pidgin or creole in the municipio or

elsewhere in Mexico.

The distinctive items found in the region's lexicon

have also led us to the conclusion that the contacts between

the two subordinated racial groups of colonial Mexico—the

indigenous people and the Africans—were numerous and

sustained despite the genuine freguent mutual hostility.

From the Africans' standpoint, the process of mestizaie was

virtually imposed upon them by the scarcity of women among

the slave population. Despite opposition by Church and

State, African men sought and acguired women by any means

available to them; in the case of African men living in

rebellious palengues , this meant raiding native villages and

kidnapping girls and women. The Africans, having been

forcibly removed from their own societies, were forced to

create new societies that in some material aspects (e.g.

redondos ) resembled the ones they came from. It is not the

case, however, that the palenques ever became the sites of

creole language in Mexico. As we saw in the case of San

Lorenzo de los Negros de C6rdoba, Yanga's palenque became

pacified and then linguistically and ethnically

indistinguishable from the surrounding villages. This

occurred not only because the formerly fierce cimarrones had

become husbands and fathers, but because, we believe, there

was also no linguistic resistance to impede assimilation.

Trapped in an impossible social position between two more
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dominant groups, the Africans were astute observers who knew

clearly which side was more powerful: "El negro, taimado y

perspicaz, sabia muy bien cudl raza era la vencida y cudl la

vencedora, aliandose a esta ultima" 'The black man, astute

and perspicacious, knew very well which race was the

conguered and which the congueror, allying himself to the

latter' (Herrera Casasus 1991:110). Deprived of their

native culture and language, they adopted the language and

attitudes of the more powerful group, the Spanish, as they

formed a new Afromestizo identity in Mexico, whether working

in the obrajes of Mexico City or farming the rolling plains

of the Costa Chica. The indigenous women who became the

wives of African men, whether by force or choice, were

clearly in the less powerful position and the children of

these unions grew up speaking a local variety of Spanish,

not an indigenous language or a Creole. A mother's

influence cannot be denied, however, and in the Costa Chica

we believe that many indigenous words entered the lexicon

precisely through maternal language, providing the "exotic"

vocabulary so often remarked on.

We hope that this study will have proven to be useful

as a description, explanation and point of departure for

future studies of the local language which is certain to be

a source of great linguistic interest for years to come as

it adapts to a rapidly changing and developing Mexico.
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Notes

1. The application of quotation marks around the term
"creole" is also, in our view, problematic for allowing too
much latitude and doubt in interpreting what the author
intends to say by "creole" speech. See Chapter 2 for a
treatment of related terminological difficulties.

2. The evolution of Papiamentu, the other Iberian-lexified
creole, on Curacao follows a different trajectory and is
tied to the establishment of a superstrate language (Dutch)
unrelated to Spanish and Portuguese. The immigration of
Portuguese-speaking Sephardic Jews from Brazil probably
contributed to the consolidation of Papiamentu as a local
creole (Goodman 1987b).

3

.

We hasten to note that Bartolome de las Casas came later
to deeply regret and repudiate this position.



APPENDIX A
INFORMANT DATA

Informant Age Sex Taped Schooling Occupation

1 49 f 28 mins. some primary small
merchant

2 66 m 45 mins. some primary farmer

3 44 f 31 mins. no formal homemaker

5 a 55 f 48 mins. adult literacy homemaker

6 90 m 48 mins. no formal retired

7 52 f 45 mins. no formal homemaker

8 47 f 29 mins. adult literacy homemaker

9 27 f 22 mins. some primary homemaker

ll a 42 f 35 mins. adult literacy homemaker

12 60 m 68 mins. no formal farmer

14 a 81 m 48 mins. no formal woodworker

15 48 f 46 mins. no formal laundress,
homemaker

16b 34 m 58 mins. normal school teacher

17b
68 m 30 mins. some primary retired

18 52 f 48 mins. some primary
.

cantina
owner

19 65 f 48 mins. no formal homemaker

,

crafts

20 72 f 28 mins. no formal homemaker
21 75 f 45 mins. no formal homemaker

"See Chapter 6 for data excluded from analysis.

"Informants 16 and 17 are residents of Cuajinicuilapa;
all others are residents of San Nicolas Tolentino.
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APPENDIX B
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY AND PROTOCOLS

The following material is excerpted from the

information provided to the University of Florida

Institutional Review Board and approved as research project

#92.012 on January 15, 1992.

Methodology

A solicitation for adult volunteer informants will be

made in the towns of Cuajinicuilapa and San Nicolds,

municipio ('county') of Cuajinicuilapa, in Guerrero state,

Mexico. After obtaining verbal consent, the informants will

be asked to engage the P.I. [principal investigator] in a

30- to 45-minute tape-recorded conversation on a variety of

inoffensive, everyday topics (see attached guestionnaire)

and/or to describe or comment upon photographs of local

landmarks. The objective of the guestions is to elicit

unguarded, informal speech to be examined afterwards in

detail for the presence of speech sounds (phonemes and

allophones) that have been identified in the literature as

characteristic of black Hispanic speech. In order to

prevent the informants from becoming excessively conscious

of and careful about their pronunciation, they will be given

to understand that the responses will assist the P.I. in

studying the typical life and customs of Mexico's south
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Pacific coast. This deflection of the informants' attention

is necessary as it represents the only formal control

mechanism possible and affords the informants no actual or

potential risk or harm. Moreover, the informants will be

assured that neither their names nor any identifying

characteristics will ever be revealed to anyone, and that

only other professors, scholars and scientists will be

permitted to hear the tapes. It will be explained that only

the P.I. and his supervising professor will have a copy of

the tapes, and that these will remain the exclusive personal

property of the P. I.

Recruitment. Number. Aae and Compensation of Subjects

The subjects will be recruited personally by the P. I.;

if personal efforts alone are inadeguate, flyers will be

posted in public places to solicit volunteers; 25

informants, ideally divided roughly egually between males

and females, adults over age 18 and lifetime residents of

the region, will be recruited; small gifts (e.g. pens, pads,

candies, lighters, etc.) will be offered in appreciation for

cooperation and participation; no cash compensation is

planned.

Informed Consent Process

In order to obtain the informed consent of the

informant, the following information will be presented

verbally to the adult individual in Spanish. Further, a
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written copy of this information will be made available to

the informant upon request.

"My name is Dan Althoff, and I am a student at the

University of Florida in the United States. I am trying to

learn about the people and their way of life here.

"I would like to ask you some questions about you, your

family and what people do in their daily lives in general.

I will also ask you to tell me about some places you may

recognize that I'll show you in some photographs. You do

not have to answer any question you do not want to answer,

and you can leave or stop our conversation at any time

without any problem or penalty at all.

"I would like to record our conversation, and I need

your permission to do so. I will listen to the tape later

on to study it and write down what you have told me. If I

write anything about what you tell me, I will never mention

your name or use any information that can identify you.

Your name will not be mentioned on the tape or written on

the cassette. I will use only a number to identify our

conversation.

"Your participation is a personal favor to me. I

cannot pay you in cash, but I have a small gift in exchange

for your time. There is no other benefit to you, but

nothing in our conversation will hurt you or your family,

and you can ask questions you have about me, too.
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"The tape I am making is for me to use, and my

professor will have a copy. It is possible that other

students or professors will want to listen to it. If they

ask, I will give them permission to listen, but they will

not ever know who you are. Even my professor will not know

who you are. This tape will never be on the radio or

television, and my professor and I will keep it safe

forever. I will give you my name and address and telephone

number in the United States if you want to contact me later.

"Do you have any questions about this conversation or

anything about what we are doing? Do I have your permission

to record our conversation? Thank you."

Sample Questionnaire

This questionnaire (to be delivered in Spanish) is

intended to represent a "universal" or "omnibus" script

suitable for most potential informants. It is designed to

serve as a general probe, stimulus and point of departure

for a genuinely free-flowing conversation with an informant.

Questions about the family; for parents with older children

1. Are you married? (Widowed?)

2. Do you have any children? How many?

3. What do they do?

4. Where do they live?

5. Do you see them often?

6. Do you write each other? Phone each other?

7. Do they return to visit? How often?
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8. Do you have any grandchildren?

Questions about the famil y ; for pa rents with vounapr
children

9. How old are they?

10. Do they go to school? Which one?

11. What grades are they in?

12. What do they study there?

13. Are they required to attend? Till what age?

14. What plans or hopes do you have for them? What do you

want them to be?

15. Would you prefer them to continue living nearby?

16. Will they be able to continue studying beyond high

school? Where?

Family practices and mores

17. How old were you when you got married?

18. Does that age seem young to you now or about right?

19. Does everybody get married around here? Are there

people who stay unmarried?

20. How old were you when your first baby arrived?

21. Do people get divorced here frequently?

22. How do people feel about divorce?

23. Are there couples who live together without being

married?

24. How is that regarded? What happens if they have

children?
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25. Are there men who have both wives and gueridas

'mistresses'? (A reference to a traditional local

practice.

)

26. How do people think of the man in that situation? And

what do they think of the woman?

27. Is the casamiento de monte 'mountain marriage' still

a practice here? (A reference to another traditional

local custom.

)

28. How long has it been since anyone got married that way?

Daily life

29. What time do you generally get up in the morning?

30. Do you use watches and clocks very much, or do you just

pay attention to the sun?

31. What do you usually have for breakfast?

32. How many times do people eat a day? Three? Four? Or

whenever they feel like it?

33. Do you have many animals—hens, chickens, turkeys,

pigs, etc.? How many?

34. Who's in charge of taking care of the animals?

Slaughtering them? Cooking them?

35. Do you feed the animals, or do they have to forage?

36. If the animals wander loose around here, how do you

know who they belong to?

37. what products come from the pigs? The turkeys? The

ducks? The cows? Which animal is most useful to you?

38. Do people sew their own clothes, or do they buy it?
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39. What do you do for a living?

40. Are the lands around here private property or do they

belong to the ejido 'agricultural commune'?

41. What do people do with the coconuts that are so

abundant here?

Entertainment

42. How do people entertain themselves here?

43. Where is the nearest movie theater?

44. Do you go to the movies much?

45. Do people watch a lot of television?

46. How many channels can you get here? Where do they

broadcast from?

47. How many radio stations can you hear? Where are they

located?

48. Are there many dances locally?

49. How do people find out about what's going on in the

town? (The county? Elsewhere?)

50. Is there a local newspaper? Do you read it?

51. How do young people get to meet and know each other?

52. What does a young man do when he's courting a young

lady?

53. Do they go out alone together, or chaperoned?

54. Would the young man have to ask permission from a

girl's parents before going out with her?

55. what would happen if the parents said no? what would

the boy do? what would the girl do?
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Festivals and celebrations

56. What is the most important fiesta here?

57. Why is the festival of Santiago so important?

58. How do you celebrate Holy Week here? Christmas? New

Year's Day? Epiphany?

59. Which is more important—a person's birthday, or his or

her patron saint's day?

Photographs of Regional And Local Landmark Buildings

Can you tell me where this place is? What this place is?

(Is it important to you? Do you go here often? What

happens here? Any other comments?)

Photographs of Chilpancinao f State Capital of Guerrero)

1. Town Sguare

2. State Congress Building

3

.

Cathedral

Photographs of Acapulco f Largest City of Guerrero)

1. Avenida Ejido Bus Terminal

2. La Diana statue

3

.

Naval Base

4. CiCi Aguatic Park

5

.

Hyatt Regency Hotel

6 . Acapulco Bay

Photographs of Cuaiinicuilapa

1. Bus Terminal

2. Presidencia Municipal (City Hall)

3. Town Sguare
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4. Post Office

5 . Bank

Photographs of San Nicolas

1. Catholic church

2. Primary school

3

.

Secondary school

4. New Commissariat (local government)

5. Old Commissariat (library building)



APPENDIX C
TRANSCRIPTION CONVENTIONS

Transcriptions of the tape-recorded conversations are

made using standard Spanish orthographical conventions where

possible. Departures from these norms are noted as follows:

The word or words following the symbol < represent

original or standard Spanish forms: Fan < Juan 'id.'. The

symbol > indicates the outcome of a modification: Cuiila >

Cuisla 'Cuaji[nicuilapa] '

.

The apostrophe (') represents: (1) a missing segment,

as in he't£reah < hectareas 'hectares'; (2) a missing

syllable, as in 'tonce' < entonces 'then'; or (3) a

combination of both, as in pa'l < para el 'for the'.

Word-initially, the grapheme h. in words such as hora

'hour' and hombres 'men' follows standard Spanish spelling

conventions and is never pronounced. Syllable- or word-

finally, however, h. represents aspirated /s/.

Beyond its standard value in words such as trabaiar 'to

work', the grapheme j is used word- or syllable-initially to

represent the aspirate [h] where standard Spanish reguires

labio-dental /f/, as in vo iui hu£r-ja na < vo fui hu^rfang 'i

was an orphan'. This convention is also used where there is

an epenthetic aspiration: muchos iafricano' < muchos

africanos 'many Africans'.
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Speech that departs substantially from standard Spanish

forms are represented phonetically (i.e. in brackets) and

glossed in Spanish parenthetically thereafter: [era] (< en

la.) 'in the'. Other occasional forms may also be glossed:

ahtan (< estan) 'they are'. The bracketed guestion mark [?]

represents a glottal stop.

Three closely-spaced periods (...) represent naturally

occurring pauses in connected speech.

Three closely-spaced periods enclosed within brackets

([...]) indicate where an exclusion has been made, either

because of the tape's unintelligibility or in order to

maintain the coherence and cohesion of the discourse.



APPENDIX D
INFORMANT 1

Excerpts from Interview
Female, Age 49

Recorded in San Nicolds
Total recorded time 28 minutes

Pregunta : Si sabe, <Lc6mo llegd tanta gente negra aqui

en Costa Chica?

Respuesta ; Pues... no s.., es, no se, se...

desembarcaron , dicen... muchos, este, segun cuentan por loh

demas... [...] Ajd. Porque yo eso no lo alcance... a ver.

Segun cuentan, que, este, desembarcon muchos jafricano' toda

esta isla del sur, y por aqui qued6 con mucha gente asi. E'

gente que... venia de por alld, <Lno? Desembarcaron por

aqui... por eso es que... toda esta costa, hay gente morena.

[...] Y mds adentro, mds orilia, m£s, mds morenoh hay.

Pregunta ; Y mientras mds adentro. .

.

Respuesta : Mds moreno' hay. Y, ehte, el cabello muy

apretadito. Asi que... chino, pues. [•••] Si, cabello

chino, demasiado. [•••] L16go esta gente, pues,

desembarcaron pero... y quedaron, este, muchos... africano'.

Pregunta ; Pues, dusted asisti6 a la escuela?

Respuesta : Si.

Pregunta : <LPor cuanto tiempo, mds o menos?

284
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Respuesta: Segundo ario. [...] De primaria. No

habia... en ese entons'.

Pregunta ; No habia... cAddnde se tenia que ir?

Respuesta: A Ometepet. Hast' Ometepet tenian que ir a

estudiar la gen... Venian personas a dar clase, como 'ora

usted que viene a dal clase de a... que le dice, a los

ninoh. Asi venian personah asi de juera del, del mihmo

pais, pues. Y daban clase de no'turna, de noche. Y asi la

gente vua aprendiendo poco a poco.

Pregunta : <LEso es— lo que, lo que hizo usted?

Respuesta: No yo hubo clase ya conmigo. Hubo maestroh

del mismo lugar y daban clas... Pero [ei) ] es' entonce' no

habia primaria... completa. Nada mas hasta '1 tercero. Y,

y por recursos, los padre' no' sacaban a los hi jo', al... al

que estudiaran. . . a otro lado. Se quedaron. Y asi se quedd

la gente. Hay muchah persona' de mi eda' no saben ler.

Por lo mihmo que la gente no tenia cdmo darle' la educaci6n

a los hi jo'. Y ahora en cambio, no. Ya. Ya pasd.

Pregunta : cCudntas escuelas primarias hay por aqui?

Respuesta : Tres. [...] En San Nicola'. Y la

[prestold] (< preescolar) , cuatro. Y la... secundaria,

cinco.

Pregunta : £Hay una escuela secundaria agui?

Respuesta : Si. Cinco. Hay secundaria... Y ya hoy

en su campana, el licenciado, ehte, Salinah de Gortare,

[tamensyd] un bachiller asi, ya. Va a ver. Van a construir
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unas jaula' para el bachiller, para los... si jo' de

campesino que no tienen para ir... Hasta aqui van... a 1'

escuela. Segun prometi6, <Lno?

Pregunta : iCuanto tiempo hace que se prometid?

Respuesta : Diciembre... apenah. Apenah en diciembre.

En diciembre prometi6 el. Vino... aqui... a Ometepet.

Alii vino... el licenciado de Mexico. Ajd... Miguel...

ehte... Salinah de Gortari. [•••] Si, el presidente.

[...] Y prometid... que van hacer carretera', de alii

aqui... van a... mejorar, pues, los camino'... Porque hay

canaleh de agua riego... recurso', este, haciendo... canales

para regar la siembra de mai'... Poquito [...]

Pregunta : <LY que hace la gente de por alld, por Punta

Maldonado-El Faro? Me han dicho, alguien me dijo que... que

era algo turistico, que hay un balneario. . .?

Respuesta : Si. sea que... alii pues es una

playa... todavia provisional, pues, po'que ya es que estamos

en la provincia. Y alii pesca... Si, van a pescar... Hay

una co'perativa donde guardan el pescado, unas hieleras para

enguelar (< congelar) alii mismo. E' mi 'mo gobierno les

puso una co'perativa, les dio credito para... los... que

tienen sus lanchas, les dio camionetas. El gobierno ayuda

la . . . gente pobre , pue ' , pa ' que se ayuden y la vayan

pagando. [•••] Punta Maldonado... y Punta Maldonado se

manda aqui, es el mismo ejido. [•••] De aqui a Punta
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Maldonado. sea que estan de acuerdo las autoridadeh, y

ponen uno y de alia" '1 otro.

Prequnta : IY Punta Maldonado estd en el mismo

municipio de... de Cuajinicuilapa?

Respuesta: Si... el mihmo municipio.

Prequnta :
Pero hay varios ejidos—ino?--dentro del

municipio.

Respuesta: Si, hay varioh. Parece que... hay...

veinticuatro municipio' que lo tiene. [...] El municipio

de Cuajinicuilapa tiene sus al jrededores, pues. Como ahora

San Nicold'... Bueno, el ejido es el mismo. Nada mds que

alii se mandan... loh municipios.

Prequnta : <LY la qente de aqui, de San Nicolds,

qeneralmente se dedica a la aqricultura, al qanado?

Respuesta : A la... se dedica a la cultura de siembra

de maih, y siembra de papayah. Y se siembra la papaya, la

sandia, y la jonjoli... y el maiz... coco... tienen su

huertita de coco, que se... que tiene pueh.

Prequnta ; cY ddnde estdn los terrenos?

Respuesta : Alrededor, en el campo... para Los Bajo'...

Cada persona tiene su, su terreno propio. si usted tiene

dinero, lo siembra lo que usted quiera, y si no tiene, pos,

asi lo tiene baldio. Porque, como la gente es pobre, no

tiene. [...] se van por hacerse una casita mejor, por

circular sus terreno', compran su ganadito, y ya. Unos se

van y se vienen a hacer su. . . [...] Se vienen a vivir a su
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tierra, que se van por una camionetita, que se van por hacer

una casita mejor. . . [...] Ganan dinero, y ya se vienen a

su pueblo man.

fregunta.: <LY San Nicolas sigue creciendo? cHay mas y

mas gente?

Respuesta: Se va, pero sigue creciendo, porque de...

Como suponiendo yo, yo ya qued6, ellos se fueron. Pero

ellos mandan para que les construyan. Y mandan poquito para

que elloh hagan una casita a cada quien. Ya cuando ellos se

vienen, llegan a su casita, pero individualmente, ya no

se... conmigo, ni con la hermano', ni con... Ahi quieren ser

libres, pues. Asi es. Y con ese intencidn se van... por

hacer algo.

Pregunta ; IY para regresar despues?

Respuesta: Si, regresan. No se quedan. Si, se

f'eron. Hay mucha gente de aqui en Estados Unidos, pero van

con la ilusi6n que ese dinero es multiplicado para aca. Y

como mexicano no vale nada, el dinero... Es bajito. [...]

Y en cambio, si usted trae unos mil d61ar aca, es algo. Y

como ya uno es de aca, pos, dice uno, "Bueno... Ahi vale.

Mando unos mil d61ar, compreme... tantos animalito'," y ya

la gente lo cambia y ya lo compran, dno? [...] [iya-i] el

que se va ahorrando poquito, va mandando po'que... no tiene

casa propia, anda rentand'... [...] Dondequiera,

dondequiera. [...] salen cara' las renta', y el salario

poco del campesino. dQue le puede quedar?
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Prequnta ; Queda poco. Bueno, se gana dinero, se gana

d61ares pero se gasta d61ares en la... Se compra, se

gasta. .

.

Respuesta; Si. Porque, este... en d61ar gana, en

ddlar gasta. Y pues les va quedando poquito. Y el que sabi

'horrar, pues, ahorra, y el que no... ahi va. Unos se van,

ahorra. Y otros se van como vienen, pero regresan a su

pueblo.



APPENDIX E
INFORMANT 2

Excerpts from Interview
Male, Age 66

Recorded in San Nicolas
Total recorded time 45 minutes

Pregunta : [...] IY se cri6... aqui?

Respuesta : Aqul en Guerrero. Naci en el estado de

Oaxaca. . . si.

Pregunta ; Y pues, <Lse cri6 aqui en San Nicolas?

Respuesta ; Si.

Pregunta : Me dijo el otro dia que... que se mud6 para

Acapulco, <Lno?

Respuesta ; Si.

Pregunta ; <LPor cuanto tiempo estuvo alia?

Respuesta ; Mira, me jui a 1' eda' de doce ano'... con

mi abuelita y una tia. A los dos ano' regresamo' man aqui.

Despues, ya era yo hombre, llevari' yo como diecisiete ano',

me fui man a Acapulco . . . dure un ano ... y me regres6 pero

yo... no solo, yo con mi abuelita y tia, no solo, no solo.

Ya... ya de hombre, casado con mi mujera, entonce' me

regres6 con mi mujera a Acapulco man. Largu6 dieciocho

ano'

.

Preaunta : Pues, tse gan6 la vida alia?

Respuesta ; Si, un poquito. [...]

290
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Pregunta: LY todavia estd casado usted?

Respuesta : si, todavia. [...]

Prsgunta: Y pues, iya tuvo la oportunidad de asistir a

la escuela?

Respuesta: Si, alia en Acapulco, pero en escuela

particular, escuela particular. No hay, no estoy en 1'

escuela del gobierno. Asi que lo poquito que puedo es...

Pregunta : ... de su propia cuenta.

Respuesta : Si. [...]

Pregunta : Me dijo ayer, pero no me acuerdo—

o

anteayer—ccu£ntos hijos tiene?

Respuesta: Yo tengo una, nada mall... que vive. [...]

Preaunta : Pues, iddnde vive ella?

Respuesta: Alia. Es' estS 'n otro pueblo gue se llama

El Pitayo. [...] Esta casada.

Preaunta : cElla tiene hijos?

Respuesta : Si, tiene. [...] Como diez.

Pregunta : [...] Es una familia grande. IY la ve

mucho?

Respuesta: Este... si. Como tienen... su marido tiene

rancho... 'Orita, pocu. Pero... no se si se vengan con el

ganado para aca. En el tiempo cuando llueve mucho, se

vienen en el cerro con su ganado. Entonce' nos vemo'...

nos vemo'. Me veo mdh con su' nieto'. [...]

Pregunta : Asi gue no ve tanto. .

.
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Respuesta : No, a ella no tanto. Nada md' ello' me

informan su salud de ella. [...] Y ya, ella tambien, por

medio de ello' saben de mi vida, como voy de salud, <Lno?

[...] Casi no' comunicamoh, pueh. . . como no es lejo', es

cerca. Pero ella, ella no es hija de mi esposa, con mi

esposa yo no tuve hijuh, nada. Ell' es hija de otra

mujer... de otra mujer. Pero con mi esposa si se llevan

bien.

Pregunta '• Ajd. Muy bien, que bueno. LY cuantos...

cudntos anos tenia cuando se cas6?

Respuesta: £Yo? Veintiseih. [...] Mi mujer tenia

dieciocho. [ . . .

]

Pregunta : <iEl divorcio... aqui en San Nicolds se ve

mucho?

Rgspuesta : Ehte... separacione' , nada mah, divorcio

casi aqui no se... legalmente, no se divorcian, no, no.

[...] Separacione', nada mdh, separacione'. Pero si, si,

se ve mucho... la separaci6[i] ]

.

Pregunta : £E1 divorcio no es legal en Mexico?

Respuesta : Es legal, es legal. Digo que cuando uno se

separa al no comprenderse con una mujer, entonce' se separa

sin buscar divorcio. Divorcio... casi no, no... no se

divorcian.

Pregunta : Ah, la gente... la gente no se molesta.

Respuesta ; No se molesta, si. Separaci6[r]
] , nada ma',

una separaci6[r, ] . [ . . . ] Se separa y ya.
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Pregunta ; Entonces, <Leso significa gue todavla hay

hombres, mas o menos, gue tienen sus "gueridas"?

Respuesta : Si, si. [...]

Pregunta : Apenas se acaba de celebrar ese... esa

fiesta de San. .

.

Respuesta : Santiago.

Pregunta : cY usted lo pas6 bien en la fiesta [...]?

Respuesta; Si, si. Si. Entonce' mire. Como ahora la

fiesta de San, Santiago... Sabe uste' gue fue un apdstol,

cno? [...] Un ap6stol. Entonce' el ap6stol Santiago [...]

peled... pele6 con Pilato, Pilato... pele6 con Pilato.

Entonce' peleaban el vestido gue era de Jesucristo cuando lo

sacaron. Entonce' el peleu con loh, loh pagano', con loh

judio', pele6 con elloh peleando la tunica, la tunica de

Jesucristo. Entonce' de alii salen la danza. Sale una

danza donde Santiago pelea con... con Pilato. [...]

Entonce' yo. . . desempene, desempene en una danza de moro'

de... una danza, el papel de Pilato. Si, yo pelee con

Santiago. Si.

Pregunta : IY todavia se baila, se danza?

Respuesta : Si, se baila.

Pregunta : iTodos... todos... todos los anos, en la

fiesta de Santiago?

Respuesta : Si— No. Eso, eso no eh Santiago.
[ ]

Ehte es... celebrando el dia de el. Es celebraci6n como

guien dice "sonomastico, » su dia de su santo. [...] Es
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celebrando su, como quien dice, su nacimiento serd. [...]

Y ya 'n la danza, eso, en cualquier festividad religiosa.

En cualquier festividad que sea religiosa...

Pregurvfca: iHay siempre una danza, o la danza de

Santiago?

Respuesta : De Santiago, que se dice "de los moro',"

"de los moro'." [...] Danza de moro', donde Pilato y

Santiago pelean. [...] Entonce' yo, de que tuve, yo puedo

decir una relaci6n cuando ello' pelean con Pilato. [...]

Prequnta : iQue danzas se ven mds, se dan mds?

Respuesta : Ehte, aqui, la danza del, del toro, baile

de toro. Ese eh... cada ano, el diez, el dieh de

septiembre. Entonce' estd la fiesta de la danza de toro'.

Preaunta : IY que es, c6mo es esa?

Respuesta : Eh, este, mire. Se hace... se hace una

forma de un toro, cno? Se le pone cuerno'. Entonce' loh

danzante' que son vaquero', como si fueran vaquero' de un

rancho, cno? Entonce', ese toro... lo van ehconder al

monte. Entonce' loh vaquero' lo andan buhcando. [...] ya

cuando 1' encuentran, entonce' ya se lo tr'en por alii. Ahi

vien' el toro bravo, corriendo la gente, corriendo la gente.

Le llegan a 1' iglesia. Alii ya bailan, alii, ehte,

capotean el toro, y bueno.

Prequnta : cY nunca se ha dado una corrida de toros

aqui?
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Respuesta : No. Hay jaripeo. Matando el toro es asi.

[...] Ya, ya va a ver... por el dieciseih de septiembre,

entonce' hay jaripeo de toro'. [•••]

Prequnta : Pues, si yo quisiera ver una corrida de

toros, <Lad6nde tendria que ir yo? No se puede ver en

Guerrero, <Lno?

Respuesta : Si. [...] En Acapulco. [•••]

Prequnta : IY la corrida de toros ha sido popular por

aqui? 10 no lo es tanto?

Respuesta : El jaripeo, si. Si, asi es. Todos los

ano', el diez de septiembre, todos los ano', todos los ano'.

[...]
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Narrativa: Entonce' de aqui se va uno, dcdmo se va a

trabajar— aqui? Porque uno trabaja en el campo, como mi

esposo siembra sandia, pepino— cuhte' conoce, no sabe ?

pepino. 'Tonce' sembrd como siete he'tarea de sandia, la

vendid asi... este. . . toda la plantita asi con un senor.

Y por ahi 'td uno, con la cosechita, mientrah no hay

cosecha, po' no hay dinero, sufre uno para... porque se va

a ganar todo el dia, fijese, todo el dia se va a andar el

hombre de pidn a trabajar, a [...] ganar quince mil pesoh...

todo el dia. <LQue sirve quince mil peso'? No sirve de

nada, ni pa'l polio. Si compra el polio, hay que comprar

jabdn, hay que comprar otra' cosa', noma' ya no alcanza la

lanita, es poca, por eso la gente se va para otro lado.

Porque por aqui no hay donde gan... de chambiar, no hay.

[ . . . ] Aqui caddnde van a ir a trabajar? [ . . .

]

A mi no me echaron a la escuela porque yo jui hu6rjana.

[...] Asi yo se murid mi papa, se murid mi mama, me crid un

tio, hermanito de mi papa, con su esposa. Alii me quedo, no

me echaron a la escuela. Yo nomah porque no tenia dinero
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para que yo fuera a la escuela, para comprarme el silabario

y para comprarme . . . este . . . cosah
, pue ' no me echaron . Y

como mueran mis padres, no eran irresponsable' . [...] Si,

porque pue' no habia lana, icon que? Y como mueran mis

padreh, pueh no. Yo nomas con e' quehacer: yo molia, iba a

lavar alia, porque no habia a'ua como hay 'orita. Se iba

uno a la royito (< al arroyito) por alia—alia a lejo'--con

la, una charola de palo en la cabeza... pa' lavar la ropita,

me iba yo a lavar hasta alia, y asi, por como yo no tenia

aqui... [...] Yo no mdh tenia una amiga. Entonce' yo le

'ecia, "Ay, yo quiero, yo quisiera ir a la escuela." Pero

luego me decian la, la esposa de mi tiu, como esa no era

nada, decia, "No, que cual escuela," ni nada. Asi nada mah.

Y aqui 'stoy. [...] lY que quiere? Como no era su hija,

pues ique quiere que hiciera? [ . . . ] y muchah muchachas

iban a la escuela, pero yo no fui, porque fui pobre. No

tenia mi mamd, no tenia mi papd

Pregunta : iCuando se le murieron sus padres?

Respuesta : Oh, estaba yo mediana, pues, chiquita.

Tendria como unoh ocho ano'. [...] se murieron todo', [...]

mi papa, mi mama, se murieron... [...] Me quede asi [...]

me quede con el tiu

Pregunta : cNo tenia mas hermanos?

Respuestfl : Se murieron... si, tenia dos hermanos,

pero se mu'eron antes de mis padres. Asi que quedamos

hermanas, dos... conmigo eramos tres hermana', una 'std por
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ahi, para ella es casada. Y asi pueh anduvimo', y. . . ya no

me echaron a la... Pero yo tenia una amiga y le decia yo,

este... "Ensename," le decia yo. Cuando ella se venla de la

escuela, ella venia, y ya me iba asi en un campito, que sea

por ratito, porque ya me gritaban, "[...], i'dnde anda'?»

dice. "A que hora vah a moler?" me decia. "cQue buhcah

[...]? Aqui, hay que hacer, hay que barrer, hay que..." Y

yo me iba, porque yo decia, yo decia asi, "Cuando yo este

grande, yo voy a tener mi novio, y yo vo' a querer

escribirle, y ccdmo?" Y le 'ice a mi amiga, le 'ecia,

•"nsename." Y ella me decia, "Andale [...]" Entonce' habia

uno que le 'ecian silabario asi, papelito que tiene el

abecedario asi, Ah, Be, Ce. . . [...] Pero no aprendi yo muy

bien porque luego, noma' un ratito, y ya me iba... [...]

Pero a'nque sea poquito asi, me ensena asi, poquito... Asi

puro... ante la gente asi, viendo asi. Me ensene poquito,

aunque sea mi nombre, si. Pero me ensene... porque yo

queria. Es que yo queria... y por eso yo le decia a mi tia,

yo tenia ganah de estudiar, pero yo no tenia quien me...

quien me diera esa educacidn. [...] Yo queria, como no

tenia yo lana, y no tenia papah, ninguno pueh me echd a la

escuela. [...] Ahora quiero saber, y no, [...] no puedo

nada. Pero asi me ensene poquito, 'unque sea... que sea

poco . [ . . .

]

Prequnta : ^Nunca vivi6 fuera de San Nicolas?
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Respuesta : Nunca. Hasta 'orita de grande ya, de

vieja. Cuando m' hija 'tuvo estudiando en Puebla, entonce'

si, iba... comence a, a saber suidad, porque yo no sabla...

no me mandaban ni a Ometepet, no me sacdun (< sacaban) para

nada. Aqui me cr'e, aqui naci, aqui creel, aqui me case

[...] Y ya porque tuve mis hijos, antonces si pudia...

este... Ya iba yo mdh a Cuaji, iba yo a Ometepet con mi

marido en caballo. [...] Ahorita si, ya voy a Mexico, a

Puebla, me voy a Acapulco, ya se a Pinotepa, pos con mi

marido, si.

Preaunta : cQue ciudad le gusta mds?

Respuesta! Pueh a mi para Mexico me gusta Puebla. Si,

me gusta porque alii 'std mds tranquilo. [...] Para otro

lado no mds se . . . de aqui , a Ometepet ( < Ometepec )

,

Pinotepa, quizd 'n Marco' (< San Marcos), Acapulco,

Mexico— 'te, Puebla, Chilpancingo, ahi nada mds. Ya

para ... ya , ya no . Ya no

.
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Pregunta : <LE1 primero de enero es un dia importante?

<LSe celebra... el dia del Ano Nuevo?

Respuesta : Si... si.

Pregunta ; <LQue hace la gente? <LC6mo se celebra?

Respuesta : <LAgui? Agui... hacen baile, y en casa

hacen pozole. [...] Y van... Invitan por lo' amigo'...

"Vamoh a mi casa, yo tengo pozole," si no hacen... una cena,

gue se alcanza mas, hace su cena, hace tamale'... Y hay

unoh [...] gue tiene mas, hace su barbacoa, y "Vamoh a la

cena en mi casa," [...] y alia se toma un' copita, y por

ahi... [...] Y ante' hacian baile, el Ano Nuevo, hacian

baile alii en la cancha...

Pregunta : cEn la cancha? [— ] cEn la cancha de

basguetbol?

Respuesta : No, agui en la cancha de agui, de la

comisaria. Alii, alii hacian baile, y gue alii esperaban el

Ano Nuevo, y lo esperaban.

Pregunta : En la vispera... [...]
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Respuesta : Y ya en la Navida', alii, este, en la

Navida', hacen pozole igual tambien, hacen baile de pastora,

pastorela. Y antan (< estdn) velando el Nino por la noche,

ante el mayordomo...

Pregunta : El mayordomo, ah, es el que, que paga el

baile.

Respuesta ; Es el que paga el baile, paga, da la

comida

.

Pregunta : <LY siempre le toca a la misma persona ser

mayordomo . . . ?

Respuesta : No, no. Hay unah persona' que... duran

hasta cuatro aho', cinco ano', porque [...] hay de ese' que

ponen su promesa, y lo piden, "Yo quiero ser mayordomo."

[...] Y ya, la velaci6n la hacen en su casa, y lo vela.

Hacen una ramada, ajuera, y ahi lo velan el Nino.

Pregunta : Ajd. Bonito... Y, y... Alguien me decia

que el ocho de enero es una fiesta importante aqui.

Respuesta : Si.

Pregunta : cQue dia es? <LC6mo se llama ese dia?

Respuesta : <LE1 ocho de enero, del mes de enero?

Comienzan dehde el seih, el seih de enero.

Pregunta : [...] Bueno, el seis es el dia de los, de

los Magos, de los Reyes.

Respuesta : De los Reyes Magos, seih de enero, ese dia

comienza. Ese dia comienzan lah jugada' de gallo'... y loh

baile'. Hacen un baile en la noche y en el dia lah jugadah,
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y en la noche loh baile'. Y se pone toda esa placitita

[ . . . ] llena de . . . vendiendo asi ... [ . . .

]

Preaunta : lEs como...?

Respuegta: Una jueria, asi. [...] Como feria que

hacen, que hacen 'ondequiera. cSolamente que en su tierra

no hagan eso? Preaunta : Bueno, si, de vez en cuando. Por

ejemplo, todos los anos en mi ciudad hay una feria que se...

Bueno, es como una exposici6n, y hay muestras de animales

que ganan premios , como los marranos mds grandes . .

.

Respuesta : Asi ponen aqui en Cuaji. Y ponen asi...

muestrah, ajd. [...] Alii eh por el segundo vierneh,

ponen... a segun saiga la que eh la Cuarehma sale el... que

eh el... el primer vierne', ya '1 segundo lo celebrdn alii.

[...] Alii tarda como, com' unoh ocho diah. [...]

Prequnta : Y comienzan aqui, aqui en San Nicolds

comienza el seis... de enero. IY cudntos dias dura?

Respuesta: Como... unoh cuatro diah. [...] Ante'

eran... eran ocho diah. [...] Celebraban del dia primero,

de enero... Pero la juiesta (< fiesta) todoh loh diah,

ehte, venia el padre, decia la misa, y antonce', porque en

ese entonce' decia, con, le decian, "con vispera." [...]

La misa, en la tar... en la nochecita. [...] Y ya, cada,

cada tanto tenia su mayordomo y en la noche iban a traer lah

velah... con la musica del mayordomo. Y ya s' venia toda 1'

hermanda' en [...] procesi6n y tirando cuete' (< cohetes).
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Y ya '1 mayordomo traiba lah vela', se venia delante y la

miisica tocando detrah. [ . . . ]

Pregunta : <LY como se celebra Semana Santa?

Respuesta : La Semana Santa, la d' aqui no la han

hecho. [...] La celebran en, ehte, Ometepe' y en Pinotepa.

Pregunta : <LPero aqul no tanto?

Respuesta : No, aqul no ma' hacen la procesion, nada

ma'. Pero hacen un' feria en Pi... en Ometepeh. Alii hacen

jueria grande, porque alii hay mucho baile de danza, en

Ometepe', en Pinotepa. Ya cuando tiene, si usted... como

ahora por ejemplo aqui la gente si tiene dinero dice, "Vamoh

tu a la Semana Santa a Pinotepa," o "Vamoh a Ometepeh."

[...]

Pregunta : Aqui hacen una procesi6n, <Lque dia? <LE1

Domingo de Ramos?

Respuesta : Si. Domingo de Ramo' y el dia que eh el,

el dia, [...] el Vierneh Santo. Ese dia se hace la

procesidn.

Pregunta : Pero, mds nada...

Respuesta : No mah asi. No md' la pura procesidn y ya.

No hay jueria, nada. No mdh eh la pura procesi6n [...]

Preaunta : Es estrictamente una cosa...

Respuesta : Sencillo. Cuando mas para no... que no se

olvida la gente. [...] Cuando eh el Ramo', el Domingo de

Ramo', llevan su ramo' de monte, su, su palmita. Como aqui

hay mucha palma, una palma que le dicen "palma rial"
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[...] Aqui hacen el, el dia, el jueveh... en la noch. . . en

la tarde, hacen la Ultima Cena. Buhcan aqui— que pescado,

platano, sandiah, hacen a'ua fresca, sandia, buhcan manzana,

y hacen una cena y ya buhcan uno' muchacho' de, lo' vihten

de... tienen su traje y lo' vihten de apdstol. [...]
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Prequnta : Yo le decia, dusted ha vivido aqui siempre?

Respuesta : De que... Naci e[i) ] ehte pueblo y no he ido

a v'irme (< vivirme) en ningun pueblo. [...]

Prequnta : cY cuantos hijos tuvo usted? dCudntos ninos

tiene. . . o tuvo?

Respuesta : Fueron... fueron sei'. ... Hombre', tres,

y tre' mujere'. Y uno que muriu.

Prequnta : cY ddnde viven ellos ahora?

Respuesta: Aqui 't<in. Est' e' una casa 'i uno. Es'

e' la [kaya] (< casa) del otro. Aqui 't<in los hi jo' todo'.

Prequnta : cSe nan quedado todos?

Respuesta : sea, uno vive alii. La otra... casa, la

casita que 'te alii... La otra... casado por Montecillu' (<

Montecillos)

.

Prequnta : Bueno, esta cerca, entonces.

Respuesta : [esakerka] (< estd cerca), cualquier cosita

aqui, no mdh.

Prequnta : [...] Y usted... dque hacia para ganarse la

vida? lEra usted ranchero, o... que hacia?
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Eespuesta: No... Yo ya [...] un cimientu que ... Aqui

no teniamo' man nolmalmente. . . Nohotro' trabajando no man

la tierra. Vivia de alii mihmo. Los hijos y dos ninas

trabdj (< trabajando) y pero podemo' [sever] (< seguir) ...

Cuan' ese tiempo que jue [...] Y luego 'orita, el veinte de

septiembra, vud cumplirse noventiufn ] ano'. El veinte de

septiembre 'ora. 'Orita el veinte septiembre no mds a

el veinte... el dia San Eustaquio ehtd Anda, el dia, el

veinte 't£ '1 dia de San Eustaquio.

Pregunta : <LY usted cumple los noventa y un anos?

[...]

Respuesta; Ajd, 'ueno, el veinte de s'iembre ( <

septiembre)

.

Pregunta : Uuu. Le felicito por, por haber vivido

tanto tiempo. Yo tambien tengo un abuelito que tiene

noventa y cinco anos.

Respuesta : Pero duran mail u'tede' [...] Hay unu' md'

me'iano' que yo y un' md' viejo' y otro' ma' viejo y ... La

ma'ticacidti] ] ... Ello' ya [n]anddn (< andan) y yo con e'

palito. Ello' y' andan, y yo ya ya con el palito. [...]

Uno que trabando (< trabajando) al monte, con machete, [...]

con hacha... y uste'e' trabajan hasta aqui alia, la mala

[bed] (< vida) usted sabe uno aqui. E' que no trabaja, no

come... E' caro la vida aqui, paque la gana uno asi,

arrodillado el suelo ... Si no, la duena de casa... [Se

rie.] A (< hay) que mover la tiera paque [sember] (<
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sembrar) su frutu, maiz, lo qu' haiga (< haya), [awdt] (<

aguacate?) ante el chile, a chilar, a (< hay) qu' achilar

aquel ... [...] Eso se lo come el cucu, la plaga 'ora.

Pregunta : El cucu. <LQue es, que es el cucu?

Respuesta : [bem] (< Bien) un... que 'uela, como

[mokkito]. Y le cae a 1' hojita... se 1' acaba [...]

Pregunta ; cCudntos anos tenia usted cuando se caso?

Respuesta : Veinticinco. Paque (< porque) me case

primero. Segundo me case mah.

Pregunta : <LAh, si? iY cudntas veces se ha casado?

Respuesta : Do' vece'. [sigl] (< segul) di culo.

Estoy casado [...] en Oaxaca. Y di vuelta quiero casalme

... por e'te... Morelo' (< Morelos).

Preaunta : <LAlld en Morelos?

Respuesta : [kero] (< quiero) irme a casal md' tambien

pue'. [•••] 'td md' cerca. Tanta largo. Morelo' gueda

mah... no 'ta largo.

Preaunta : Si ya cae el agua un poquito. Pues, hacia

falta la lluvia, el agua. Hacia falta para la milpa, cno?

Respuesta : Si., hasta ya domingo. Si no cayi a'ua, no

[dai] nahai) mah] (< dan nada manana). Solamente lo' Bajo'.

Ya con esu, a'uantan. Pero agui aunque [yay cdwa] (< ya hay

agua), hay riego. Ah si, hay canale'. No md [...] el agua

[...] Y aqui... si cae, si no. Agua, dos ano' que no peg6

agua. Si, llovia, pero no mdh lah milpa' se perd'eron.

Palmerah, ya [baryendose] se secaron.
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Preounta : <LSe secaron todos?

Respuesta : No a'uantaron todo'... un ano, a dos anu',

no.

Pregunta : Un ano si, pero dos anos... demasiado.

Respuesta; S' agotaron. Ya parido lah palmah. Ya vea

que hay lugareh que aba jo e (< hay) arena [...] s'

aguantaron. Y hay lugareh [...] y no hay a'ua ya. Se

mu'eron.

Preounta : cUsted fue a la fiesta de Santiago? cUsted

fue a la siesta (sis) del senor Santiago... que acaba de

celebrar?

Respuesta : Si... [ekes^bo] (< es que yo se). Aqui

tenemos a do[i] ] Santiago. [...] 'ora 'tamo' matand' e'

dieh de se'tiembre, el dia San Nicoldh.

Pregunta : cY c6mo se celebra eso, el dia de San

Nicolds?

Respuesta: No ve aqui tenemo' costumo (< costumbre)

que San, sehor San Nicola'... [...] Su dia, y ya [ayn] (<

hay) de'pueh hay baile de toro.

Preaunta : Baile de toro. lEs una danza?

Respuesta : Una danza, una danza. Y con el toro, y con

cualeta (< coleta), vestidos, todo. Y cada quien [...] su

relacid[r] ] y con su al que le tocu garrocha y no con

machete, paque ve '1 toro. Ya, pue' no 'n (< han) bailado

[...]

Pregunta : Ah, ^nadie sabe bailar mas?
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Respuesta : (Descripcidn de la fiesta de San Nicolas

con amplia intervenci6n de la nuera del informante.)

Pregunta : <LEs siempre el mismo mayordomo todos los

arios?

Respuesta : Vece' se cambia. Vece', un ano, dos ano',

y si no, otro, otro aqui. [•••]

Pregunta : Pero la fiesta de San Nicolas no es tan...

celebrada como la fiesta del senor Santiago.

Respuesta : No, en ese entons' [...] mucha. Y hay

gasto mucho. Aqui la fiesta que celebr' el pueblo eh el

ocho de enero. I Que! Cuesta mucho, mucho la cantidad. El

ocho de enero. Antonce' toda la placita se llena de puro

juego, y ya pa' lo' la'o', la tien' un la'o, y la cantinera

pa' otro [la?o]. [...]

Pregunta : Y <Lque dia es el ocho de enero? iCdmo se

llama ese dia?

Respuesta : Lo' ma' vie jo' ya pusieron no ma' el ocho

de enero y ya. Cuando nacid ya los viejitos ya quedd la

cosa asi, el ocho de enero. No hay ya 'ingun santo ese dia,

nada. Nada. No mdh que alld, costumbre quedd uno aqui. No

habia ya ningun santo, con el sehor Santiago es asi, con San

Nicolds. Costumbre ya quedd desde ya cuando se crid uno,

yo. Ya, '1 ocho de enero, el ocho de enero. Y ya antonce'

to'o' los santo' tenia' un mayordomo, 'ician misa. Y luego

va cambiando. Al cura le 'ice la misa y se va. [...] Ya

todo va cambiando. Antonce' el mayordomo ehtaba po'que
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[...] comida y los musico'. [— ] 'Ora, <Lque? [...] Ya

todo cambio. Ya no e' como ante'.
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Preaunta ; Usted me decia que...

Respuesta; [...] Me crie sin mi mama, me crie

huerjana, yo jui una nina huerjana. Sufri mucho de[?]d'

pequena. A las cinco de la manana teniamos que pararloh (<

paramos) a moler, en los tamaleh en el metate... para que

mi mamd de crianza se juera a loh Bajoh a ver loh

animalitoh, a loh Bajoh. Siempre... cuando en la crianza

que yo tuve, poh, fue una crianza pobre porque antonce'

nosotro' comprabamos, y alcance a comprar con cinco

centavo', came, huevo', con dos centavo', con cinco

centavo, eso comprd'amo' nosotro'. Que un huevito para

cuatro personas... porque nosotros sufrimos. Mi papd, po',

cuando yo era pequena, que vivia mi madre, yo quede de 1'

edad de ocho anos... cuando mi mamd se murid. Mi papd salia

al campo, loh (< nos) mantenlamos de mi papa mataba venado.

[...] Vendia mi papa por cinco centavo', diez centavos de

carne, mi papd. Mataba cinco, sei' venadoh en la noche, mi

papd. Y es' era la mantencidn de nosotro'. Que sacando
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camotes de monte, hay un camotito que lo comiamoh, sin main,

poco maiz.

Pregunta : £Un camote?

Respuesta : Camote de monte, que le 'icen "camote

vaquero .

"

Pregunta : Y iqu6 es un "camote"? Es una palabra que

yo no conozco.

Respuesta : "Camote" quiere decir, es una, como si

fuera una raiz. [...] Esa herviamos, esa comiamos. Y en

aquel antonce', pos, de 1' edad que tengo, tengo cincuenta y

dos anos. De los cincuenta y dos anos de edad que tengo,

pos, la vida mi ha traido, pueh, pobre. 'Orita cuento con

siete hijos, pero de los siete hijos, [...] tengo poca

ayuda

.

Pregunta : Pues, ccon los siete?

Respuesta : Si, con los siete, tengo poca ayuda.

Pregunta : <LY ddnde viven todos?

Respuesta : Uno, dos, 'tan en... Santa Ana, tre' 'tan

en Santa Ana, dos mujeres, un vardn. Una tengo casada aqui,

tiene seis hijos. [...] La familia es grande, y tres

chiquito' que tengo aqui, uno de... doce, una de nueve, y

uno de cuatru... anos. La vida de nosotro' ha sido muy

pobre aqui, porque no tenemos addnde ir a trabajar... No

tenemos addnde ir a trabajar. Y de'de que yo era pequena he

sufrido mucho [eng a] (< en la) vida, mucho en ma vida he

sufrido. Y la vida de aca, tenia abuelita, jilaba, jilaba (<
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hilaba) un hilo que le 'icen... algodon, para sacar un

tojido (< tejido) para hacer su' faldas, mi abuelita. Mi

abuelito, puro calzdn tejido. Aqui la vida fue muy dura en

la provincia. Hasta no conociamo' nosotro' ante' loh

avioneh. Llegamoh a conocer loh avione' y los carro'.

[ ] Aqui 'onde viamo' lu', no viamo' lu' , solamente un

candelito de petrdleo. [— ] Y ahorita pueh ya tenemo'

lu'. [•••] 'Tamo' viendo la luz. 'Tamo' viendo

televisibn. [•••] 'Tamo' viendo cosas que nunca habiamo'

viht' (< visto)

.

Pregunta : <LUsted siempre ha vivido aqui en San

Nicolas?

Respuesta : Aqui en San Nicolas... He salido... a

muchas partes. Si. Estuve por alia tambien, por Santa Ana

sei' meses con mis hijos.

Pregunta ; <LY que le pareci6?

Respuesta : Bien, perfectamente bien. La gente muy

amable, muy carinosa, depende cdmo se porta uno. Depende

c6mo se porta uno . [ . . .

]

Porgue, e'to, ultimamente, he bailado la artesa. Pero

ya 'ora he dejado de bailar, porgue me duele mucho la

rodilla. Mi agiielita bailaba la artesa. [•••] Ella

bailaba la artesa, una... de madera. Y yo, pos, me ha

gustado mucho bailar la artesa, na' mas gue he deje,

porgue... me duele mucho la rodilla. Por eso deje de bailar

y la gue baila conmigo esta puro enferma, puro enferma.
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Ella fue a Cancun, me invitaron a Cancun, por cierto me

invitaron a ml, pero no fue pros... posible ir, porque ellas

me iban a pagar gastos y como yo no tenia dinero de lo mlo

no guise ir nada man a lo gue ellah iban ir pagando. [...]

Pero eso me ha gustado a mi, porgue mi... e' jerencia de mi

abuelita... gue ella le gustaba bailar. . . la artesa.

Pregunta : <LY la artesa es un baile gue se danza con

dos, con mujeres s61o?

Respuesta: Con mujeres, o con hombreh, pero va al

sonido, al sonido de la, del compas, del compas. [...] Y

esos baile' ante' eran loh baile' de agui, del pueblo. La

artesa, bai— tocaban con un violin, y un, este, se 11am'

un' especie de, de como, un tecomatita asi. Ese era el

baile de agui. Y despue', ya iban ya mSs p' arriba, ya, un

violin tocaba y ya la gente bailando con este violin. Yo no

alcance a bailar con el violin, pero mi abuelita, si.

Pregunta : Y su abuelita, lie decia cosas como "Veni p'

aca"?

Respuesta : Si. [...] Asi, "Veni p' aca, muchacha,

d'onde van?"

Preaunta : iO "Sentate, pues"?

Respuesta : "iSentate alii, muchacha!" Ya se sentaba

uno con lah patitah p' atrah, porgue asi se sentaba uno en

el puro suelo, nosotro' no lo' (< nos) sentamoh en, en ese,

silla, como ahora. Y ante' lo' sentamoh en el, asi en el

puro piso. [...] si habia, este, como 'ora... gue moria
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alguna persona, siempre lah comidas, ehh, se tendia un

petate alii, se sentaban, no habia mesa... en aquel ontonce'

cuando yo era pequena. Ya 'orita pues que a 1' eda' que

tengo ya estoy viendo cosas que no he velsto hasta 'ora.

Preaunta : Para usted, cque dla es la fiesta mas

importante de San Nicolds?

Respuesta ; Pue' la fiesta mds importante aqui es el

ocho de enero, de, pos, la Navidad, el veinticinco de... el

senor Santiago— de julio. [— ] El ocho de enero salia

muy bonito aqui. Habia baile' de doce pare', habia en la

Navida' baile de las pastorah, y ahora pueh, en el diez de

septiembre el senor San Nicolds, su torito y loh

bailanteh. .

.

Preaunta : Ajd, su torito de... petate.

Respuesta : De petate, de petate.
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Pregunta : iNunca ha vivido en otro lugar?

Respuesta : No... Si. Ahora que ya... ya tengo mis

hi jo', si me fui un tiempo por alia, por... por Sonora.

[...] Vivi ocho anon alld.

Pregunta : <LQue le pareci6?

Respuesta ; Pue', yo me jui con mi esposo y... alld

trabajaba, se jue el primero, y dehpos (< despues) me fui yo

con loh nino'. Y alia, poh, trabajamo' un tiempo. Y alld

duramoh ocho ano '

.

Pregunta : <LPero no les gust6 para vivir alia para

siempre?

Respuesta ; Pueh no, porque, pueh, me sentia yo...

triste, porque, pueh, yo na'a mas sola andaba por alia, de

toda mi familia, pueh todah 'taban por aca, unah en

Acapulco, otrah en Mexico, pueh y yo era la unica que anda'a

yo muy lejo'. Y pueh, me hizo de verme e irme mds para aca,

como mi esposo tambien eh de aqui . [ . . .

]

Pregunta : Ocho anos... es mucho tiempo.
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Respuesta: 'Taban mis ninos chiquito' cuando yo me los

lleve. Ya regresaron pueh y ya... hombrecito' ya. Y ahora

si pue' 'toy sola, porque pueh ello' se han ido a trabajar.

Preaunta: Y taddnde han ido a trabajar? lEn el norte?

Respuesta: Si. Para alld andan con su papa, uno de

mis hiju', anda para alia. Otro anda por acd, por, este, a

Huatulco, trabaja alii. Y otra chamaca po' trabaja alii en

Acapulco. Y otro tengo trabajando alii en Cuaji, y dos

tengo aqui.

Pregunta : Pues, en total, dcudntos son? dComo cinco,

seis?

Respuesta: Sei'. Son seih. Nada mdh eso' son. Asi

que por aqui 'stoy con ella', nada mds. Pero ya 'stan

grande', pue' la, la nina m£h chiquita tiene diez ano'.

Pregunta : Ah, si. cY ella va a la escuela?

Respuesta : A la escuela, la primaria, si, si.

Pregunta : cY guiere que ella continue, que siga

estudiando hasta la secundaria?

Respuesta : Pue' si, yo, ese eh mi deseu, de gue, pues,

continue y jaga estudiando, porque a los demah, pueh, e'te,

ya no estudian. Ya nada mah, pueh, la secundaria, y pueh,

como somo' pobre', pueh 'e todo' modo' pueh ya no loh

alcanzo para darleh mall estudio. Ya pue' se... fueron a

trabajar. [...] Ya no... ya no estudiaron mis hi jo'.

Pregunta : Bueno, es gue... A la familia hacia falta el

trabajo.
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Respuesta : si. Asi nosotro'. [...] Nosotros

tampoco, niunguno de nosotro', de no nuestroh hermano' no

tuvimoh estudio'. Porque, ehte, fuimoh huerjano' [...]

chiquito'. Mi papa jualleci6... muy joven. Yo tenia 1'

edad de do... de ocho anon. . . cuando mi papa juallecio

porque quedamoh todos chiquito'.

Pregunta : cY su mama?

Respuesta: Y mi mama, si vivia mi mama. Y ya, este,

pueh el la se qued6 trabajando para que nosotro' crecieramoh.

Si, muy dificil la criaci6n de nosotro', por, por no tuvimo'

quien noh daba. Teniamo' que trabajar tambien nosotro'.

Empezamo' a trabajar [...] en el campo, de campesina... con

mis hermanah man grandeh. [ ]

Pregunta : Pero usted misma ha empezado a estudiar.

Respuesta: Si, yo mihma. Yo ahora ya de grande, pueh.

[...] Cuando, cuando, este, 'tuvimoh en Sonora, si, estudie

yo con loh alfabictistadoreh. . . aja. Estudie, aprendi

varias letrah alii. Aja, y lo que ella no... No segui...

porque me enferme... un tiempo, me enferme. Y dure mucho,

como treh mese' enjuerma. Y ya pueh, ya no. Ya no volvi a

1' escuela, ya. Pero si 'taba yo aprendiendo. . . si. Aja,

pero de... de'pueh ya decidi6 mi esposo de que loh (< nos)

vineramo' y no' venimoh, y ya aqui, ya no. Hasta 'ora.

[...]
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Preaunta ! tUsted nacio aqui , pues?

Respuesta : Si.

Preaunta : cY sus padres? cMama, papd?

Respuesta: Mi papa aqui... mi mama aqui naci6.

Preaunta ; cLos dos?

Respuesta: No. Mi papa eh de... por alia, donde e'tan

los indio', porque el es indio. Y yo sail china, morena,

[parta] (< de parte de) mi mama. El es indiu. No habla

bien.

Preaunta : cNo habla bien el espanol?

Respuesta : No . No

.

Prequnta : <LY d6nde vive? cAqui . . . en San Nicolas?

Respuesta
: Si, aqui en San Nicolah. No mah que eh un

senor grande. Ya no... si, camina, peru no bien... con su

palito, caminando.

Prequnta : Y ique hacia? lC6no se ganaba la vida...

el?

Respuesta : Pues, ante' cuando e'taba joven,

trabajando. . . en el campo, y con mi mama. S' iban al campo
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alia, pasaban toda la seca en el campo. Sembraban sandlah,

sembraban main, mata de pldtano, meldn... muchas cosas

sembraban alld.

Prequnta : cY ya no se siembra el ajonjoli?

Respuesta : Si, el ajonjoli se siembra, pero en lah

agua'. Si, como en junio, julio. Aj£ y se siembra. Y el,

pues, sembraba en la seca, y sembraba en las aguah. Si. Y

'tamo' en el campo... Bueno, mi mamd cuando me tuvo, agui.

Dehpues, no' fuimo' a criadar (< criar) alld al campo, gue

se llama El Bajo. [...] Aja, alld.

Pregunta : cEstd lejos... El Bajo?

Respuesta : No, no ehtd muy lejo'. Si, se puede ir

caminando, se va a caballo... anteh, porgue no habia carro'

,

pero ahora ya en carro.

Pregunta : cHay camino?

Respuesta : Ajd, camindn, si. [...] Veniamo' cada

ocho dia', nada mdh a [...] pueblo. Cada ocho dia' a hacer

lah compra', pueh, para la semana... agui en San Nicol&h, de

alld, del Bajo. [...] Cada ocho dia', si. Y ya de'pues,

como mi papd no tenia casa agui, asi gue... de'pue' no'

salimo' a ver campo, y lo' venimo' a vivir agui, en casa de

un senor gue era familia de nosotro'. Ajd, agui 'tuvimo'

viviendo, aj£, y ya de'pueh creci. [•••] Me cas6.

Pregunta : Pues, <Lnunca vivi6 en otro lugar?

Respuesta : No. No, nada. Agui, nada mdh. No sali pa'

nada. Aja, no sali agui, no md' agui. Chamaca, agui.
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Bueno, la gente ante' 'taba mdh inocente que ahora. Ya

ahora 'td mdh... tantito... dihpierta, que tiene mds

esperente que hace. Aja, asl que no mdh aqui, aqui 'tuvimo'

y... y ya no salimo'... hasta de hora, pues, como yo me

case, pero... me deje con el marido. Aja, no hicimoh, 'te,

el hogar bien, pueh. No vivimo' bien. Loh dejamo'. [...]

Acapulco, alld 'tuve trabajando.

Preaunta : dusted ya trabajb... en Acapulco?

Respuesta: Aja, si. Ya, ya 'tuve alia. Tarde... no

mucho tiempo, pero si tarde. Ajd, porque e' que mi 'amd

pura enferma, y me vin' astar con ella aqui, pueh que mucho

s' enferma ella. Pueh e' 1' eda' pueh que tiene, me [Bende

kwifldhrla] (< vine a cuidarla). [...] Ahi 'toy con ella.

Preaunta : Su mamd estd viva todavia.

Respuesta: Si. Mi mamd y mi papd e'tdn vivo', dos.

Nada mds que estdn separados. No viven juntos. No. El

vive... mi papd vive con un hi jo, eh mi hermano, nada mdh

que vive aparte. Y el pueh vive con mi hermano, mi papd. Y

ya mi mamd vi . . . vivimohnos dos hermana ' , yo y otra con mi

mamd. Ajd, y nada mdh nosotros y loh nino' que tuvimo',

nada md '

.

Pregunta : £Y cudntos tienen— cudntos ninos tienen?

Respuesta: Yo tengo una, nada mdh. Uno. Y mi hermana

tiene tres nino'. [...]

Pregunta : Bueno, parece que hay mucha gente que tiene

familia grande. . . con seis, siete...
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Respuesta: Mira, es que yo anteh. . . no se que me

pasaba, pues. Tuve como tres nino',... Si. Pero, pueh no

se, se me morlan. Aj£. Una, la primera, se me muri6, tenia

como dieh mese'. Ajd. El segundo, tenia como sei' dia'.

Si. Aja. Y ya '1 otro fue— bueno, que me alivi' anteh de

tener. No se por qu6. Y ya 'ora este que tengo. Tiene

nueve ano'

.

Preaunta ; cY va a la primaria?

Respuesta: Aja. Va en tercera, de primaria, si, de la

manana. [...] Estudia muy bien el chimaco. La... moy,

este, inteligente en su... su escuela.

Preaunta : cEsta muy... aplicado?

Respuesta: Ajd, si. El... cuando llega de 1' escuela,

no como unoh ninoh que llegan y se van a jugar... el no.

Llega de 1' escuela y se pone hacer las tareas, y astar

leyendo. Y ya de que termina, pue', se bana, se pone a

comer... si. Dehpue' se pone a ver. . . tele. Si.

Pregunta : Y los... iQuiere que siga estudiando, como

para su secundaria, y a lo mejor, despu6s?

Respuesta: Si... si. Quiero que siga astudiando, que

estudia, por mientrah que Dios me deje viva yo. . . le tengo

que dar estudioh mi hi jo para que sepa, porque... Afijese

que yo me quede sin saber no mah por no querer estudiar.

Si, yo iba a 1' escuela peru no 'prendi. No aprendi, no se

por que. Estudiaba pero no aprendi. Nada mah lo que se...

escribir, pero no se lier. Si. No puedo 'untar lah letra'.
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No lah pueda juntar. Nada mdh lah jago bien, pero no man no

lah junto. No se cdmo dice. [...] Ay, y yo con... Yo

lucho, lucho [...] Por eso yo voy alld [...] Yo voy porque

yo quiero leer, quiero leer. [...]

Pregupta : cCu31 es la fiesta que mds le gusta aqui?

cTiene una favorita?

Respuesta: Si. La fiesta del Santiago, del ocho de

enero, diecisei' de septiembre. . . este es cuando [selen] (<

salen) a America. Si, loh Apachi', los... guachupineh, lah

peleando 1' America, quieran mucho' cueteh (< cohetes)

Si, aqui en el z6calo, alii. Lo aqui [en la fotografia] . .

.

son los tamaleh el veinticinco, el veintiseih eh el gallo, y

le quitan 'a cabeza al gallo, el veintisiete le quitan 'a

medalla al gato. Si, aja. Asi es. Y ya se termina la

fiesta... de Santiago. Y a ver, '1 ocho de enero eh, este,

una feria. Una feria.

Preaunta : iNo es por...?

Respuesta: No, no es fiesta de nada, de santa, eh una

feria que esta, celebran aqui el ocho. [...] Muchah

persona' vienen a vender, lah jugada' de gallo', y el

palenque. Loh baile', que hacen en la noche. Si. [...]
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Preaunta : [mostrandole una foto de pavos a la

informante] Y ccomo se les llama aqui? dCc-mo los llama

usted?

Respuesta; Aqui nosotro' . . . Nosotro' le' decimo'...

[Se rie. ] No. .

.

Preaunta : Si... "totoles" . .

.

Respuesta: Aja, totole'. [Se rie.]

Prequnta : No... No se ria, pues, asi se llaman aqui,

ino?

Respuesta: Por lo pronto, nosotro' asi le' decimo',

que son lo' totole'. [...] Y bueno, luego... le' llamamo'

tambien guajoloteh. [ ]

Prequnta : <LPero por lo comun?

Respuesta: Por lo... eh que... man nosotro'

conocemo'... lo' totoleh. [...] Loh mantenemoh igual que

lah gallinah.

Pregunta : LY cuando se comen? iSolo en una fiesta?

Respuesta : Pueh, ehte. . . como. .

.

Pregupta : «tNo se comen tanto como los polios?
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Respuesta : Como loh polloh, no, porque pueh, son... eh

man... son man grande'. Son man grande', solamente cuando,

pueh, a vece'... por algunah fiesta' que nosotro' tenemo'

—

que a vece' tengo. Alguna fies'ita asl en la casa. Pue' ya

entonce ' de ese ocupamoh . Luogo , uno , doh o treh ... lo que

sea posible. Aja... Porque [...] alii tienen md' cara y

se hace mas, pues. Mdh... E' mdh grande que el polio.

Pregunta : [mostrdndole una foto de cerdos a la

informante] cY puede ver que animales son estos?

Respuesta : !Ah!... [Se rie.]

Preaunta : cC6mo se les llama aqui?

Respuesta : Aqui... ehte... Loh cuche'. Aja. Loh

cuche ' . [ . . .

]

Preaunta ; [mostrdndole una lista de palabras a la

informante] Estas palabras, bueno, las he visto escritas,

pero... a ver si le suena ( sic ) . Ah. Bueno, como

"tinguilichi."

Respuesta : El tinguilich' . . . [Se rie.]

Preguntg: iQue es eso? iLe suena? No se... no se que

son.

Respuesta : £No? Ah... Ello' [sonhuno]... uno' que

'stan aparecido' al zanate. [Se rie.] [...] Aparecido a

unoh zanate', asi chiquito'.

Preaunta : cEs un animal?

Respuesta: [esonhunoh] (< Esos son unos) animalito' . .

.

bueno, son uno' pajaritoh. [...] Ello' son unoh pajaritos
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chiquito' . Pero tienen. . . Bueno, yo. . . luego luego. .

.

Me acuerdo de lo' zanateh. No se si uste' lo' conoce.

[...]

Pregunta '• No. [...] Y "tilinqui . . . tilinqui." ILe

suena?

No. No. Bueno, he oido, pueh, pero no se que e'... [...]

Preaunta ; [...] No se preocupe por eso. Es posible

que ya no se oiga, o nunca se us6 por aqui

.

Respuesta : Ah, isi!

Preaunta : cSi?

Respuesta : <LLa palabra [...], la palabra "tilinque"?

Prequnta ; Si, la palabra. <LQue quiere decir?

Respuesta: Ah, e' que... E' que a vece'... [...]

Mira, nosotro' aqui, pueh... Cuando se amarra alguna cosa,

asi, uste' [su] pone algun lazo, un mecate. Loh amarran asi

y lo' ... [se rie]. [...] Y que es uno, luego 'icen que

queda "tilinque." [Se rie.] [...] A eso se le llama ti...

No se otra cosa que sera, cverda'?, pero nosotro' a vece'...

Oyimo' que... [...] Nosotroh asi, pue', que... si algun...

como 'ora... asi, algun mecate que se amarra, que le decimo'

pueh, en la jaula, iverda'?, que queda "tilinque." Ahi no

se otra cosa. [ . . .

]

Preaunta : d"Neque"? [...]

Respuesta : Ah, pue', 'te, solamente... Cuando... [se

rie] Porque... No se, pero a vece'... hay unah personah

que, que... como que leh jualta algo asi en su labiu. Y a
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vece' dicen que pueh "e'ta neque." [...] Y a vece' unah

personah que, no se, asi [...] se le nacer, nan nacido asi

con eso... este defecto... que tienen. Y dicen, "estd

neque .

"

Preaunta : IY "nejo"?

Respuesta : Nejo. Nejo le dicen por... a loh. . . Alguna

persona que anda muy nejo, o alguno' chamaco' que andan

sucio' ... [ . . .

]

Preaunta : "Sucio," pues, aja.

Respuesta: Ajd. Eso, loh ninoh andan... nejo'. Le'

dicen, pueh, nejo'. [...] 'ta sucio. Dicen, "e'tan

nejo'." [...]

Preaunta : Pues... £ "chuquia"?

Respuesta. : La chuquia— chuquia. Pues, solamente

cuando aquella cosa tiene un olor, pueh, a chuquia,

chuquilloso. [...] Pueh eh una cosa que es chuquillosa.

Asi se le llamamo' nosotro', chuquia, como 'ora el pescado

que decimo' que trai chuquia. [...] Aja, pueh, tiene su

'lorcito que uno 'iciendo que e' chuquia. Aj£.

Preaunta : y pues... d»chundo"?

Respuesta : Ajd... que a vece'... Si... Por ejemplo, se

vuela '1 dedo, piensen que esta chundo.

Pregunta : Ah, pues, que le falta una parte...

Respuesta: Si, aja, que le falte algo, pueh asi,

chundo

.

Prequnta : tQue sea un dedo o mano?
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Respuesta: Se supone que sea jalgun dedo... [...] Y

el' dicen, quedo chundo.

Preaunta : Y si le faltan los dedos del pie, ino le

dicen. . . chundo?

Respuesta : Tambien. Si, e'ta chundo.

Preaunta : Y, pues, c'^humbio"? ^Un "chumbio"?

Respuesta : A eso', lo' chumbio'... Hay uno' pajaritoh

asi, que andan orilla del lago. [...] Y dicen que se

llaman chumbiu', yo no lo' cono'co.

Pregunta : Pues es otro animalito, pajarito.

Respuesta : Aja, eso' son loh pajaritu' que ahi andan.

[...]

Preaunta : IY "choco"?

Respuesta : Choco... Pueh eh... Cuando aquella persona

anda— choca, pueh, que 'ta sucia. [ ]

Preaunta : "Nejo," "choco"--iigual?

Respuesta i Si, aja.

Preaunta : IY "chimeco"?

Respuesta: Chimeco... Cuando... [Se rie.] Una

palabra aparecida. [...] Que a vece' loh chamaco' andan

todoh. . . entierra'o'
, y dicen, "Andah muy chimeco. » [ . .

.

]

Preaunta : ^Y "chilolo"? [...]

Respuesta: Chilolo... Hay unoh... como pescadoh asi.

[...] Hay uno' pescaditoh asi, que saltan mucho al lago.

[...] A eso' leh llamamo' chilolo'. [...]

Pregunta : cY algo que estd "chando"?
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Respuesta: Chando... Chando, pueh eh la chandera.

Preaunta : No se que es "chandera."

Respuesta : Eh cuando— Mire... Nosotre lo Como sea

alguna casa a vece' 'std... sucia, iverda'? Entonce yo...

alcance a oir que pueh... a vece' mejor [...] le dicen que

estaba la chandera. Estaba chando. [ ] Y ahora pueh ya

dicen porque estan sucia', mal arreglada'. A eso le

llamamos chando.

Preaunta : LY un "chambale"?

Respuesta: Chambale... son los chambale' que andan en

la... [se rie]. Los chambale' igual que andan asi

volando. . . [ . . .

]

Preaunta ; <LSon como bichos, insectos?

Respuesta : Aja, como loh, ehte, pueh eh... Nosotroh

asi loh conocemo' de chambale. [ ]

Preaunta ; iNo son pajaros?

Respuesta : No. Son... como, este, como estan... Pueh,

mire, es' son animalito' siempre loh hamo' visto asi 'onde

estaba de . . . Hay parte que ' sta humedo . . . que a vece ' hay

agua . [ . . .

]

Preaunta : ^Y pican?

Respuesta : No. [...] No. Yo cuando 'taba chiquita,

a vece' eso' me gustaba 'garrarl... los chambale'. [...]

Preaunta : Pues... £"congo"?
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Respuesta: iCual? [...] cEl congo? iCongo? [...]

Nosotro' le llamamo' congo a una... semillita asi gue se da,

pueh, ehte... A vece' los hombreh lah siembran en lah

milpah. Aja. Y cuando ya se le llega '1 tiempo de gue se

corta... sea, esa 'h una vaina. Aja, son unah vainah

alii. Cuando ya estan secah, se cortan y pueh eh el congo

gue lo utilizamo' para cafe. Si. [...]

Pregunta : <LY "cuaulote"?

Respuesta: Cuaulote... eh un arbol. [...] Eh un

palo. [ . . . ]

Pregunta : c "Teconte"?

Respuesta: El teconte [se rie]. El teconte, eso 'h

unoh tecomateh, son uno' tecomate' gue se dan pueh por agui.

Los siembran y... loh, loh ocupa uno para la tortilla, pa'

echar la tortilla. [...]

Preaunta : cY "zacate"?

Respuesta: Zacate... El zacate gue lo conocemoh asi.

[...] Esa 'h una planta. [...]

Preaunta : iDa una fruta?

Respuesta : No, solamente ehpiga. [ ]

Preaunta : IY "zanate"?

Respuesta : Zanate, ah... El zanate, pueh, son lo'

zanateh gue le digo gue a vece' andan asi, asi en la 'palda

(< espalda) . [ . .
.

]



APPENDIX M
INFORMANT 12

Excerpts from Interview
Male, Age 60

Recorded in San Nicolas
Total recorded time 68 minutes

Narrativa: Bueno, mire, este... 'orita, icuantos anon

hay que, que llegamoh aqui? Como veintis^i'. Bueno, mire,

hace veintisei' yano' que llegamoh aqui.

Preaunta : cDesde d6nde?

Respuesta : De... Nosotro' loh casamo' . . . yo me cas6 a,

en Acapulco con ella, cno? Alia la conoci, ben. 'Tonce de

alii me cas6 y, y lo' fuimoh a M6xico... porque yo [ayaba]

trabajaba. Aja. Yo soy del estado de Guaxaca (< Oaxaca)...

de Guaxaca, de... a bajito 'e Pinotepa Nacional, de por alia

soy. Pero en mi epoca de chavo, yo me sali muy chavo de mi

casa. Me fui a recorrer el mundo... Si, ma fui, por alia

anduve, me fui a Mexico, alia 'tuve... trece anos. [...]

Chavito. Luego, regres6 a Acapulco y la conoci a ella. Me

enamore de ella, y de alia 'tuve viviendo. Luego, ya la

consegui, fijamo' la fecha de casamiento, y este, lo'

casamo', lo' casamo' bien casa'o' en la iglesia de

fracionamiento Costa Azul, ahi lo' casamo'. Me la llev<§ a

Mexico, nacib el primer chavo, y ella se vino para aca

cuando ya con el chamaquito de, de un mes. Aja. Y se vino
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porque habia muerto su papd. Bueno. Y aqui 'tuvo. Luego

de'pues vine yo, y este, que me la quise llevar. Y ya no se

quiso ir, ella. Ya no se quiso ir. [•••] Que me la queria

llevar y no quiso salir. Ben. De'pue' decidi venirme yo

acd. Me vine, me aplane aqui. En ese tiempo me traje yo

cien mil pesoh, hace veintisei' yano'. Me trai' cien mil

peso 7 aqui. Llegando aqui, me junte con su jermano, su

cuna'o. Lo' pusimoh a la bebeder'. Ya... 'garre el vicio,

perdido. Una cosa que... trabajaba yo mucho. [...] El

licor, pues, perfidica (< perjudica) por todas partes.

[...] Pero ya vea aqui lo que se pega es mds... cigarro,

aguardiente, to... todo lo que eh el licor duro, que, que

embroteci (< embrutece) a uno, que lo mata, que lo pone

mariguano, e' lo que m3s... sale en la television, lo que

mds pervierte a uno. [...] Y, y, y lo que debe de llevar a

uno a un camino sano, pue' casi na', no sale. [...]

Pero anteh, aqui en San Nicold', cuando la vida empezo

a rializarse ya, y ya la gente empe[z]6 a tener otro

conocimiento, empezd a cambiar, que ya empezdbamoh a hacer

de ehta' [casas]. Pero, ante' eran puro redonditos,

chiquitillo' de zacate. Y 'taba el machoncito, mire, aqui,

aqui. No habia espacio como ahora. [...] Pura casita

redonda pero asi pue' con curuche, cno? Asi, pa' 'rriba asi

no md'. Y acd 'taban ancho'. Asi era el pueblo aqui, todo.

Asi era.

Pregunta ; cY ya no hay?
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Respuesta : Ya 'orita ya no. <LNo ha ido a la Casa 'e

la Cultura? [...] Bueno, ese tipo era '1 que habla aqui

.

[...] Asi eran. Ahi son redondito' de zacate. [...] Asi

era la vida ante' aqul

.

Preaunta : cHace mas o menos cuantos anos?

Respuesta: Pue' 'orita, alrededor... Cuando eso

esistla... pues, son como unos... treinta ano'. Si. Que

'taba edentico el pueblo como— [ ] Hace como treinta

ano' que 'taba e... e... esactamente como era el pueblo.

Era... era empadera'u de, de lodo como este. Y lueqo ya

algunah que, que... porque ya ve que 'ondequiera hay de

todo. Hay gente floja y gente activa, cno? El que era

activo la tenia empaderada ya de lodo, asi con giiilote y. .

.

[...] Pero el que de piano la arreg'aba, a vece' ya no md'

ponia cerco asi. [...] Cerco de madera... palito, si. Asi

vivia la gente anteh, y la varita de vara, la puerta de

vara... amarrada con mecate la puertita. Cuando alguien

queria hacerle malda' uno, no md' le metia '1 machete al

mecate, ya abierta. [...] 'Ora, 'onde 'taban lo' cerco'

ante', la gente 'tab' incocente pero tambieii era mala.

Habia vece' que, que de maIda' iban cuando 'ta uno acost' y

le picoteaban la co'tilla a uno. [Se rie.] Como 'taba

dehcubierto. . . [— ] [and6nse] luego entr6 ya el cambio.

Ya vinieron lah [casas] di adobe. Por eso precisamente por

la mihma malda' vinieron lah di adobe. Ya arriba, de zacate

o de teja, pero ya pare' gruesa. Ya, ya de adobe. Ya ni se
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oiba nada pa' juera ni te podian hacer malda'. SI, [entrel]

(< entro el) cambio. [...] Y ya, este va, va diferente el

pueblo. [ . .
.

]

Somo' die' de juamilia, lo' que 'tamo' vivo', y se

murieron tre'. [...] Y asi jue mucha la juamilia que

tuvimo', si. [— ] Mi' papase (< mis papas) ... fueron

pobres... mi 'ama. Mi papa fue de una familia que, como

usted ha de... de vi'to ya aqui, hay persona' que tienen ya

de, de veinte, cincuenta vacah, ino?, rese'. 'ntonce' mi

papa en ese luqar fue uno de lah personah principaleh en el

ranchito alii, que ya contaba como, en aquellos tiempo',

como con unas ochenta u cien cabeza' de rese'. Aja. Pero

jue 61. Mi mama era pobre. Pero lo mihmo. Yo fui nacida

de... f'i nacido de, de... la sequnda mujer. Su primer'

mujer de 61, 61 fue casado con otra mujer. Tuvo tambien

como... trece hi jo', catorce, por alii. [...] [end6nse]

de'pu6' de tener toda esa familia, fualleci6 su esposa, y

qued6 61 viudo. Y pueh lueqo se consiqui6 a mi 'ama, y ya

mi 'ama... Mi papa era ma' moreno que usted, era bianco.

Pero mi 'ama era neqrita, neqrita como yo, como el la. Y se

la consiqui6 y, y ahi nacimo' nosotro'. Fuimo' tres. Aja.

Tuvo la primer' barriqa— de mi 'ama jue de cuate', que

yo... f'i yo y otro muchacho. Y lueqo vino otra mujercita,

y ya no tuvo mah hija'. Alii termin6 61 tener hi jo'. Y

'orita de esa familia, no mah quedo yo. Mi 'ama ya muri6,
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mi papa ya murid, mi'... doh hermano' ya murieron. 'Orita

no mdh quedo yo . [ . . .

]

Pregunta : [•••] Tengo entendido que por aqui, por

estas tierras, se decia cosas como, "iVeni p' aca! [...]"

Respuesta ; iAh, si, asi, asi! [...] Bueno, mire,

ahora ha entrado ya la, la modernizacidn, por juerza, porque

y mero nosotro', este, exactamente asi habldbamos.

Pregunta : iUsted nunca hablaba asi, pues?

Respuesta : Si, cdmo no, pero como me jui, alia m'

hicieron cambiar, m' hicieron cambiar. [...] A mi

obligaron a cambiar. Porque, porque primero dicia, "iOye

tu! Dile que me traiga lah memelah," dice. [...] "Dile

que [— ] jierva loh huevo'," dice. [...] Asi, asi hablaba

uno primero. "Oye, dile a mi mdma si me lavd lo' trapo'."

[...] "Dile a mi mdma que lo' trapo' 'tdn choco'," dice.

Ehte , ehte . .

.

Pregunta : cPero la gente nunca decia, "Decile," pues?

Respuesta : IS1!

Pregunta : 10 sdlo "dile"?

Respuesta : No. "Decile a mi mamd," dice que... [...]

"Decile a mi 'ama que lo' trapo' 'tdn choco', y, y que, que

machuqu' el chile porque ya vud comey." [...] "Me voy pa'

lah milpah. 'Orita vud 'buir (< abrir) la lacha porque voy

a tumbay." [...] "Dile a mi mdma que, que voy a yi' a, a

sac' un iguano, que vide alld grande, lo vud trdi pa' que lo

ponga. Que amarre la piedr' 'e chile, dile." [ ] Eso de
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amarray que la guinda pa' que uno jalle, pa' que jalle man

iguana'. Si. Tiene uno [su?] creencia, pues. Lo de ante'

era muy bonito, muy bonito. [...]



APPENDIX N
INFORMANT 14

Excerpts from Interview
Male, Age 81

Recorded in San Nicolas
Total recorded time 48 minutes

Narrativa ; Mire, como ahora, se muri6 esa que la van '

enterrar ahora, se muri6 [antiyere] (< anteayer), la

'tuvieron velando anoche, toda la noche.

Pregunta : <LEn casa, o en la iglesia?

Respuesta : En su casa. Como 'ora aqui yo que me

muera, aqui me tienen tendido. Una noche, toda la noche. A

otro dia, ya la... lo llevan ' enterrar. L' entierran, y ya

se viene la gente, <Lno? Como ahora, hubo comida, bebida,

mucho' borracho'. Ahi van loh borracho'. Ya la tumban a la

di junta o di junto, lo que sea. Ahi lo llevan, mucha gente.

Entonce', van a dejarlo al camposanto. L' entierran, ya se

vienen. Ya no hay nada. Mas que, a la noche, van a rezar

lah mujere', toda la noch', toda la noch', toda la noch'

estan rezando, hasta que se acompletan loh nueve dia'.

Entonce' a loh nueve dia', hacen ma' comida. Va usted que

va a velar, todo el que vaya a velar, hacen comida.

Entonce', ahi 'tan velando otra' doh noche'. El dia que lo

entierran, a la madrugada ya levantan la cruh. Tienen la

cruh 'onde atendieron al muerto. Ahi ponen la cruh. Alii
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an loh compadreh a levantar la cruh. Ahi 'tan hinca'o',

'tan rezando. Entonce', ya la levantan, y como a las cinco

de la manana ya se... Van toda la gente... pa' '1

camposanto. Llegan a 1' iglesia, ahi se meten, y salen.

Pero nueve dias 'tan. Rezando, todah lah noche', todah lah

noche', todah lah noche', hasta se llegan lo' nueve diah.

Antonce' a lo' nueve dia', van a dejar la cruh.

Pregunta : <LY no se meten a dormir durante esos ( sic )

noches?

Respuesta ; No, ahi 'tdn, todo el dia. Alguno' gue se

aduermen pero alii mihmo. Y otro' gue se van a dormir a su

casa y regresan mdh. Tod' el dia. [•••] Y ya, doh noche'

velando. La primer' noche, la segunda noche gue van a dejar

la cruh al pantidn.

Pregunta ; Y cuando salen de la... esta manana, a

levantar la cruz... cHay un banda, hay una banda gue sale

tambien? Porgue el otro dia...

Respuesta; Si, si...

Pregunta : . . . escuche muy temprano por la manana una

banda

.

Respuesta ; Hay bandah gue van tocando. Sea cuando

muere, sea cuando se levanta la cruh. Tambien van tocando.

[...] Asi es. Ese 'h el costumbre gue 'td por agui. Si.

[...]

(Comentarios respecto a los padrinos y a los compadres.)
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Narrativa : Y antes, aqui cuando yo... este... Como

'ora uste' eh mi padrino, me bautiz6. Entonce' tiene usted

su compadre, su compa... [...] Entonce' ese 'hija'o (< ese

ahijado) cuando llega aqui, se hinca, y le da la mano y. .

.

Pregunta : I Ah! <LY que se pide, que se dice?

Respuesta : E' saludo. [...] Se hinca en la tierra,

y... cruza lah mano'. Y ya el papd, el padrino ya 'garra la

mano. [•••] Asi era antes, pero ya 'ora, ya eso ya... ya

no m&h... Este... Si uste' eh mi padrino, " iBueno' dia',

padrino!" [...] Ya no eh como ante', que s' hincaban.

Ahora, uste' tenia un compadre, pasaba el compadre por ahi,

y cargaba sombrero, se lo quitaba el sombrero. Iba rendido.

Y usted si lo via el compadre, se paraba. Cuando pasa '1

compadre, se para uste', mientre que pasa '1 compadre.

[...] Ya 'ora, ya eso, ya no. Se re'petaba mucho ante', el

compadre. Si. Uste' no dicia un di'parate adelante del

compadre, una cosa, pueh, esagerada, no... Con re'peto al

compadre. Se saludaban. "Sientese, compadre, a platicar."

Y si no, si pasaba por ahi por la calle, se rendia el

sombrero. [•••] Se quitaba el sombrero y uste' se paraba

acd [...] mientre que pasaba '1 compadre. [...]

Si, asi era el costumbre anteh, que [alkansd] (< alcance a)

ver asi 'n este pueblo.

Pregunta : Entonces, cuando usted estaba (sic.) nino o

chico [...], centonces la gente todavia vivia en redondos?
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Respuesta : Andele. Yo alcance a ver 'e todo aqui,

eran puro redondo'. No habia, ehte, casah de ehtah, no

las... no se conocian. Puro redondito' . Y alii 'taba otro

[...] redondito, pura juamilia. No habia calle' aqui 'n

este pueblo. Puro no mdh asi, como pachole, como... Asi

usted tenia su casa aqui, si tenia sus hi jo' alia, [...] en

otro redondito, por alia 'taba otro, puroh redondito'.

[...] No se conocian ehtah casa', nada.

Pregunta : iPero aqui estaban, como en el mismo centro

de San Nicolas?

Respuesta: Si, asi. Yo aqui me cri' en esta, aqui en

GSta • •

•

Preaunta ; — den este lugar, este terreno?

Respuesta: Si, si. Cuando yo llegue, ese palo 'taba

delga'o. Pelo empece yo a conocer ese palo. Yo ya tengo

como setenta, voy pa' ochenta, ochenta y tanto'. Naci el

mil novecientoh dieh. Si. Entonce', de'de entonce', yo

empece a conocer ehte— ehte drbolo. Cuando llegaron mih

padreh de alld, de La Viga, era corrado. 'Taba otro alia.

[...] Pegaron, pegaron. Era corrado, 'stab' encerrado. Y

puro redondo' aqui adentro. Asi como ve esta manzana, 'si

toda alia es calle. Todo esto 'stab' encerrado. [...] El

ju'ga'o hicieron como un bajareque. [...] Pero de zacate.

[...] Andele, de zacate era, empadera'o con tierra. [...]

Ya ahora no quieren d' ehta', ya [...] quieren de cemento,
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de... material, casa de piso, decolado. Ya se perdi6 e'

redondo

.

Preaunta: Si... Y hace tiempo, cno?, que se perdio.

Respuesta : Si, y' hace tiempo. Yo cuando me case con

esta senora, todavia 'bian mucho' redondo'. Alld en su

tierra de ella, jiii, [...] que alia lo' hacian alto' lo'

redondo', derechito pa' 'rriba puntudu. [ ] Pero ahora

ya no ve un redondo [...] pa' '11a. Ya no hay... [...]

Prequnta : En toda Costa Chica no hay, ceh?

Respuesta: S61o alia [...] en el mar hacen eso'

redondito' en la playa. [...] Ustede' que viene de alia...

(se rie)

.

Preaunta : Ah, las palapas.

Respuesta : La' palapa', dicen pa' los turista'. [...]



APPENDIX O
INFORMANT 15

Excerpts from Interview
Female, Age 48
San Nicolas

Total recorded time 46 minutes

Preaunta : <LUsted nacio aqui, pues?

Respuesta : Si. Aqui— No, naci en Cuaji. [...]

Prequnta : IY se crio en San Nicolas o en Cuaji?

Respuesta : Ehte... Yo me vin6... Me trajieron chiquita

de seih mese' de, de nacida. Yo naci en Cuaji. Mi papa era

de Cuaji, mi mama de aqui. Pero, cuando yo naci, a los seih

mese' me dieron con la hermana de mi mamah, porque mi mama

no tuvo. . . o sea, mi tia no tuvo nino', nunca tuvo nino'.

Asi que me dieron con ella por... de seih mese'. Me vine y

aqui me cri6. Aqui me cri6 con ellos y ahi, ehte Como le

dijera, pueh aqui creci con mi mama, con mi mama de crianza,

hermana de... mi mira mama. Pero yo le decia "mama" a la

mama de... a su hermana de mi mama, la... que era mi tia,

pueh. Pero yo le decia "mama" ' ella. Con ella me crie,

pueh. Ya de'pu6' creci, y me jui p' Acapulco. Alia 'tuve

trabajando nueve anon. Me jui como de... diecisiete anoh,

'tuve trabajando nueve anoh. De'pu6', conoci a (mi marido)

,

[...] en Acapulco. Yo 'staba trabajando alia. Y alii

de'pu6' me case con 61, y me jui a M6xico. . . con 61.
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Precmnta : cY por cudnto tiempo estuvieron alia?

Respuesta: Pueh alia con el 'tuve un ano. Y luego

de'pueh, como se murib mi papa, me vine... mi papd de

crianza. Mi verdadero papa, pueh... yo 'taba chiquita

cuando lo mataron.

Prequnta : dsi?

Respuesta: Lo mataron. [— ] A balazo'. Yo 'taba

chiquita. Y lueqo de'pueh, ehte, me vine yo, deque murio mi

papa de crianza, me vine de Mexico. Y ya no me quise [ihr],

que aqui 'toy todavia. De'pue' vino el, que me juera yo mds

y ya no quise. Ya no quise porque... Dije yo, yo queria,

e'te, andar por alld, pero trabajando, ganando dinero.

[...] Pue', no s61o para vivir, pero de... ehte No

queria a 'tar (< estar) viviendo no mah en Mexico yo. Yo

queria a 'tar trabajando. Pero no, no se pudo y luego el

nino me lo traje de tre' mese', chiquito. . . el primero que

tuvo (< tuve). Y ya no me quise [ih]. Ya me... Ya vino el

y que me juera, ya no quise i'me. Ya aqui... [...]

De'pue' se vino el, y aqui 'tuvimo'. De'pue' se murio mi

mama de crianza y quede solita. Y ahi andamo' no mas. Que

a vece' que lo' (< nos) peleamo', ' vece' que 'tamo'

contento' y ya asi. ' Vece' loh (< nos) ibamoh pa' loh

Bajo'. Sembrabamo' mucho' chile', frijole', tomate', y. .

.

Ya en mayo loh veniamo'. Pasando Todo' Santo', loh

ibamo'... a sembrar chile, sandia, mai', frijol. Ya ahora

ultimamente, papaya... sembrando papaya. [...]
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Prequnta : Decian que por aqui, hace anos, que cuando

nacio un nino o una niha, que al nino lo traian a un cruce

del camino y alii lo dejaban, para ver que animal iba a

tener.

Respuesta: Ah, andale. Si, pue', pero eso cuando

'taban recien nacido', recien nacidito', como 'ora de doh

dia', de tre' dia'. Venian lo', loh brujo', que le' dicen.

Y se lo llevaban a lah doce de la noche, dicen, a loh

camino', a la... Como 'ora aqui 'onde hacen cruz en lo'

camino', y aqui lo... E (< y) lo hacian animal.

Preaunta : iy a usted no?

Respuesta: No, a mi no. (Se rie.) Yo no soy animal.

Preaunta : iY todavia andan los que...

Respuesta : Si.

Pregunta : — que se llaman animales o tigres o ?

Respuesta : Brujo', le' dice uno. Brujo' del monte y

brujoh que, dicen que... que le hacen... a la, a la gente

enfermedades . Y asi.

Pregunta, ; iPero se hacen ricos haciendo eso?

Respuesta: iNo md' pa' puro comey, que rico', pueh!

(Se rie.) Cobran caro no ma', pero pues... Dicen que lo

quede '1 agua, '1 agua se lo lleva. Asi que de todo'

modo'— No mdh lo 'garran en ese momento pero y de'pue'

ya. .

.

Prequnta : iPara que sirve ese brujo entonces?
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Respuesta : Ah, ino ma'! iPa' come'! [...] Y ya no

tiene nada de dinero.

Pregunta ; Pero la gente... se decian... Me decian que

la gente se moria de, de espantos.

Respuesta : Pues alguno' que no le' allevan el remedio

porque dicen que lo' brujo' nunca dicen, que... Porque dicen

que alia ' uno' que no... Ion... eh... Leh pegan, loh,

loh... Hacen pozo y loh meten. Ahi no leh dan de comer, y

ahi lo' tienen encerra'o'. Y los otro', loh que loh

agarran, loh 'tdn cuidando en el pozo. Y ahi se mueren di

hambre. Eso' son lo' brujo' que dicen que loh agarran y lo'

meten al pozo y no... No le' dan de comeh. Y por eso se

mueren y si... Y no dicen por que loh matan y si... Como

quiera, se muere. Se mueran porque se... de hambre. [...]

Pregunta : <LY [...] los ninos, los chicos, creen en el

espanto?

Respuesta : Pueh hay alguno' que... que si se 'panta

uno de verda', porque dicen que... a vece' hahta loh, loh

muertoh que... que lo' suena, que lo' ve. . . la figura, pueh.

Y ya uno de eso, de eso se 'hpanta. [ ] Como 'ora, por

ejemplo, me muero yo, y ya u'te' como me conoce, que me

sond, o que, o que se dihpierta y dice, "Parece que vi a...

Asi, iyo la vi
!

,
" dice u'te', "lYo la vi!" Pero al momento

de que se... que se dihpierta bien, o... Y dicen... Pero en

ese momento ya de que me, que siente aquella que lo ve, se

deh' parece, se hace nada.



APPENDIX P
INFORMANT 16

Excerpts from Interview
Male, Age 34

Recorded in Cuajinicuilapa
Total recorded time 58 minutes

Preaunta : iNaciste en Cuaji?

Respuesta: Yo, en Cuaji. Si. Nacido con descendencia

sannicoladi. [...] Mi papa es, es de aqui, mi papa.

Preaunta : cY tu mama es de Cuaji?

Respuesta : No, es oaxaquena.

Preaunta : cPero de Costa Chica?

Respuesta : Costa Chica, tambien.

Preaunta : iHasta que parte va la Costa Chica?

Respuesta: Mira, o sea, la, la Costa Chica [...]

sea, la Costa Chica siempre ha sido, o sea, la regi6n de

Pinotepa para aca [...], hasta Acapulco, parte de Acapulco.

[...] sea, la orilla de Acapulco para este lados. sea,

puede ser Las Cruces . [ . . . ] Y ya , ultimamente . . . o sea

,

[e] (< a) Costa Chica se le ha dado hasta Puerto 'scondido

(< Escondido), por la costa... por la costa. [...]

Prequnta : El otro dia te reiste de la palabra

"cuyuchi," cte acuerdas?

Respuesta: Cuyuchi. [...] Mira, esa palabra

"cuyuchi," pues... se ha formado de muchas cosas. sea,
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muchah interpretamos de muchia' (< muchas) maneras. Cuyuchi

pueda ser una cabeza china...

Preaunta : iuna que china?

Respuesta : Cabeza china.

Preaunta : tCabeza china? cCuyuchi?

Respuesta: Si, "tu 'tah cuyuchi." [...] [ai], este,

un insecto que se le llama tambien asi. Pero en si, asi, lo

que... cuyuchi cuyuchi... es una... Algo ensotico (<

exdtico), asi como el... el pelo.

Pregunta
: (Otro informante) me dijo que era un color.

Respuesta: No. sea, cuyuchi, no. No es un color.

Preaunta : iNo? iUn chambale?

Respuesta ; Tampoco.

Pregunta : cQue es un chambale?

Respuesta : Un chambale es un... insecto, pues, que...

sea, ese vuela. Asi, asi lo ves parado 'n una ramita ahi,

te 1' acercas. Es parecido al, al, est', helicopter'.

sea, que 'n esos, alitas, si, en forma de helicupter' asi.

Su cabecita, qu' hay todo eso. Y lo 'garra', 1' observas,

esta parecido a... al helic6pter'. Eh un chambale. [...]

Pregunta : Y aqui se dice "chamba" para decir...

Respuesta : Una' chambas, cuando vah a trabajar. [...]

Eso ' trabajar. "Voy a la chamba," dice.

Prequnta
: cEs una palabra local?

Respuesta ; "Vamoh a chambiar."

Pregunta : 10 se dice tambien en Mexico, por ejemplo?
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Respuesta : Mmm, si. Eso se domina. [...] En ve' '

decir, "Voy a trabajar," "Voy a chambiar." [...] No, por

ejemplo, yo p'o (< puedo) decir como, "Esta noche voy a

chambiar." sea, "Voy a ganar, voy a trabajar, sacar

dinero." [...] Pero en si, en si es chambiar, es trabajar.

Pyegunta ; dHas oido alguna vez la palabra "niguindb"?

Respuesta : No. Es una palabra indigena. Es indigena.

El negro negro, no la domina, no la domina. [...]

Simplemente 'h esclusiva del, del indigena. [...]

Pregunta
: IY los indigenas y la gente morena se llevan

bien, o no se meten?

Respuesta : Mira. Hay ciertas cuestione' . . . como se

pu'o (< puede) decir, esto, de... de abolengos.

Pregunta: <LDe que?

Respuesta: Abolengos. [...] sea, gue tiene dinero

y un pobre. Una (persona) que tiene y otra que no tiene.

El que tiene se siente arriba. El que no tiene, con el, la

punta del pie lo tratan y. . . ' esa manera se i'entifican, y

ese mismo pasa con el indigena. sea, el negro, d' aqui,

de esta region, o sea... no se lleva, [...] no se lleva con

el indigena.

Preaunta : cNo?

Respuesta : No. sea, [ai] ciertah, este...

Preaunta : cTensiones?
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Respuesta : Tensiones que... sea, inclusives por...

El negro utiliza al indigena para su propio beneficiu,

porque 1' ocupa para trabajar, pagandole menos, dandole...

comida raquitica y. . . sea, el de esos sac' un provecho, y

alii 'n su campo. sea, lo, lo 'provechan de cierta

manera, pues. Lo que pasa en Estados Unidos. Se van loh de

aqui para alia. Alia [...], el dueno del rancho tiene su

sembrlu, y su cosecha. Como no es legal... dice, "Yo te voy

a pagar esto por tu pue'to y si gritas, te mando alla\" No

se puede. Y eh lo mihmo que suced' aqui... con el indigena.

Prequnta : Asi que el indigena ocupa un rango, digamos,

inferior.

Respuesta ; Inferior, inferior. Es inferior el rango.

Prequnta : Pero se han venido... viniendo, pues, muchos

indigenas. .

.

Respuesta; Bueno, mira. Se ha, este... Se ha estado

mezclando. [...] Se han ido compenetrando
, pues, en

familia. Pero por rigor, nunca. Hay una, pues, convivencia

asi, que... digamos, 'te, racional. Si entra ahi el, el

desportismo (< despotismo) por un lado. [ ]

Preaunta : <LY la palabra "guanco"?

Respuesta : "Guanco" deriva...

Preaunta ; lEs despectiva?

Respuesta : Mira. Guanco. sea, [ez] despectiva. o

sea, quiere 'cir (< decir) indio, quiere 'cir indio. sea,

si yo no le quiero decir, decir, est' a un indigena "indiu,"
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yo le digo "guanco." Y de esa manera yo lo estoy ofendiendo

a 61, o lo llamo por su nombre, pero [ ] Y si le llamo

al (< a el) guanco, es porgue el — lo repulia (< repudia)

pues, en... cierta, de cierto modo, «Lsi? Como desprecio,

como desprecio. Es como 'ecir, este, correr un, un perro,

un marrano. [...] Despectivamente, despectivamente dicen

guanco . [ . . . ]



APPENDIX Q
INFORMANT 17

Excerpts from Interview
Male, Age 68

Recorded in Cuajinicuilapa
Total recorded time 30 minutes

Pregunta : iDonde estan sus terrenos?

Respuesta : Por aqui... este... Esta mucho aba jo, na'

mas que 'orita aqui cargabamo

'

.

.

. Tengo uno por aqui, pero

como dice uno, es tierra alta, como aqui. Para alia, como a

unos cinco kilometros, para alld, unah ocho o die' he'tariah

(< hectareas), para alia. Y por aca 'bajo, es plan' donde

hay, este, riego. . . canal. Por alia son... sei' he'tdriah,

pero apenah, ehte, teniamo' encerrado... Lo levantamo' una

parte de la labe porque andan lah maquinas de dehmontando.

Y 'orita 'tan de— por alia a 'lin'ar (< alindar) asl para

alia 'tan dehmontando. 'Tonce' ahorita, nosotro' rentamos

[...], porque el terreno 'onde teniamoh el zacate anda—una

parte, pues—teniendo do' he'tdre'h (< hectdreas) [ku]

zacate. Y lah otra' cuatro, monte. Entonce', entre todo

[...] anda la maquina [...] Ya, ehte, ah, ah, [iheron] (?<

hicieron) camiones de, de arboles y ya les hicieron lumbre,

y ya 'ora, ya andan emparejando. Ya lo' van ' entregal to'

lo' terreno' como en abril, en abril, si. Asl es.

Pregunta : Ha habido mucha agua ultimamente.
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Respuesta : Si, mucho agua.

Pregunta : Me dicen gue eso es... raro, poco comun.

Respuesta : Si, asi es.

Preaunta : Me decia (otro informante) gue agui en

Cuaji, por ejemplo, cdmo vivia la gente antes, gue nunca

habia redondos como en San Nicolds.

Respuesta : Mire, le voy a decir gue, este... cHablaba

d' agui, agui de Cuaji?

Pregunta ; De Cuaji, de Cuaji.

Respuesta : Ah, 'ueno. Entonce', cuando yo, yo tenia

yo... mil novecientos. . . mil novecientos treinta y cinco...

No habia, este... Habia calle', pero habia na' mas dos, esa

gue va del centro y otra por aguel lado. Y el, el Palacio

no estaba. Era un, un cuartel, o le 'cia uno "juzgado," una

casa larga de adobe. Y alii estaba el Presidente,

secretario y tesorero. Y a un lado estaba lo' soldado',

gue le' 'ice, la, la cdrcel, donde estaban los presos. Y

ya, estaba por alii un barranco grande gue habia montes

alto' por aca, no habia casa. Eran monteh alto'. Y eso fue

mil noveciento' treinta y cinco. Yo tenia 'prosimadamente

diez o doce ano', porgue yo me acuerdo porgue la, la viga

gue cubria [...] donde lo' mataban, habia una casa como esta

de, de... este... de madera. Este... Pero arriba la viga

gue tenia, le pusieron en letras azules la faecha (< fecha).

Y yo, sabia l'er ya un poguito. Entonce' me acuerdo yo gue

leia yo alii yo mucho—me acuerdo de alia aguel tiempo—gue
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leia yo y dicia, mil novecientos treinta y cinco. En ese

tiempo todo para 'tra' era monte. Habia pueblo no mas alia,

y casah redondos. Redondos y de jablilla (< tablilla), pero

muy poca', muy poca', muy poca', si. Y ya estaba el, el

lugar... este... por alii en el centro, dond' estd '1

zocalo, esa casa que 'sta frente, que es de, que es de,

esta, de... puede... German Miller. Ese fue el dueno que el

era gringo, por alia, y el vino por aqui y 61 vivia alii.

Tenia 61 una, una faubrica 'godonera (< algodonera). Tena

(< tenia) un poco de mdquinas y todo alrededor tenia

embardado 61, barda de adobe, de adobe. El era rico y tenia

embardado como un, unos, como unoh... cien metroh, asi en

cuadrah. Y ahi tenia la, la fdbrica... algodonera. Asi.

Pero despueh, este, y habia na' mds un carro que tenia 61,

don German. Y lu'o (< luego) lo cargaba su yerno. Se

llamaba Ciro Sdnchez. Ese carro nada mds, un carro grande

internacional. Y en ese tiempo se pusieron ' hacer la

iglesia, pero no 6sta, otra iglesia que se de'baretd (<

desbarreto) de adobe, loh adobeh asi de grandoteh, y

cuad'ados, bien grueso', mucho, mucho zacate para que

durara. [...] Se hizo, y ya 'taba yo chamaco. Se hizo la,

la, este, la iglesia, pero ibamos a... Las vigas, una'

vigonah asi, en el carro del, del senor ese. [...] El, el

carro era ' don Germdn, pero Ciro era su yerno. Ese carro

no mdh habia. Y iban—ello' mucho iban a linterniar (i.e.

cazar con linternas). Habia venado mucho, lo' cochotes,
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para alia, cerca de San Nicolas y en Montecillu'. [...]

Alii, eran no man dos ranchito', era ranchito no mas, y

este... Y alii [...] habia mile' de venado', asi. [...] Y

despues, este, ya despues... Bueno, ya San Nicolas ya

'staba. Pero tambien asi con casas de, d' este, redondo',

de palma y de zacate. Y despues uno' tiempo' empezaron '

hacer casah de adobe, y despueh tabique como igual como

aqui, dverda'? [...] Y yo me acuerdo bien que, este... De

San Nicola', pues, nosotro', yo, mi papa de alia fue. Pero

yo , yo . . . Mi mama me . . . me . . . Vivia con mi mama , porque yo

f'i hi jo de querida. El, mi papa, tenia su mujer alia en

San Nicola', pero vendia—este, mi mama vendia—aguardiente

aqui. Ello' venian a tomar aqui. Y ya sali6 que el tal vez

se... este... unieron con mi mama. [•••] Y ya yo naci con

mi mama, me que (< quede) yo aqui en Cua'i con mi mama.

'Tonce' yo, a San Nicola', yo ya conoci a mi papa, pero de,

d' este, ya tenia, ya habia casado yo. Ya me habia casado.

Ya era yo... [...] de diecisiete ano' me case. Y en es'

eda' yo conoci a mi papa. Y ya a San Nicola', pue' ya, ya

se... Tenia casa', pero no buena', muy poca'. Aqui era

'onde 'bia casah, iverda'? Entonce', yo, este... San

Nicolas ibamos, di aqui mucha gente a cortar garrochah. Una

garrocha que hay por alld asi, asi pero muy dura. Muy dura

para echarle' a las casa' arriba, en lugar de, de palito'

delgado'. Se le ponia, y luego despue' ahi sobre, bien iba

la teja, o bien iba la palma, o bien iba '1 zacate. Y aqui
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iban en el carro d' don Ciro. Iban a traer para alia

garrochas

.



APPENDIX R
INFORMANTS 18 and 19

Excerpts from Interview
Informant 18: Female, Age 52
Informant 19: Female, Age 65

(Informants are sisters.)
Recorded in San Nicolas

Total recorded time 48 minutes

Pregunta : (Informante 19), iusted tiene hijos en

California?

Respuesta, Inf. 19 : No, no tengo.

Respuesta, Inf. 18 : Ella nunca tuvo hi jo'.

Respuesta, Inf. 19 : Nunca tuve hijoh.

Respuesta, Inf. 18 : Ella tiene uno, pero yo lo naci.

Ella lo crio. [ . . . ]

Pregunta : iPero se cri6 agui?

Respuesta , Inf. 19 : Si.

Pregunta : cPuro en San Nicolas?

Respuesta , Inf. 19 : Puro San Nicolas, yo sail con

ningiin pueblo , yo no . [ . . . ] Y no es gue no habia la

'portunida' de ir, no man gue... Porgue yo le tengo miedo

al carro. Porgue digo gue me mat' en carro.

Preaunta : Unos, si.

Respuesta. Inf. 18 : Yo decia gue me iba ' ir nunca,

pero 61 (indicando a su hi jo) estaba en Acapulco, Fan (<

Juan). 'Tuvo un aho, y no sabia yo de la vida de el.
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Entonce' de'pue' 1' empece a sonar yo. Y me jui sin saber

dormia. [...] Lo eche por radiyo y asi lo encontre. Y ya

de'pue', ya empece a ir. [•••] sea que asi, ya ve pue',

yo empece a irme, pues. [...] Con un hi jo 'tuve en Mexico,

cuando se derrib6 Mexico. [•••]

Pregunta: Me acuerdo. Hace como siete anos.

Respuesta, Inf. 18 : Siete ano', exactamente. Va '

tener ocho ano' ya en septiembre. [...] Alld estaba yo.

Respuesta
f

Inf. 19 : Y tenian ellos, como 'ora, doh

dia', como 'ora este dia se fueron.

Respuesta
f
Inf. 18 : De aqui , de aqui de San Nicold'.

Ella puro estaba enfermo [sic].

Respuesta,. Inf. 19 : Y a otro dia, sali6 el temblor. Y

yo 'taba con una muchacha en la cocina, golpiando.

De'pu6[x] que me vengo yo de la cocina, para dentro, a trai'

una, una servilleta que era de tortilla porque los hombre'

iban para el riu. Dijo pero, y que le hablo, le digo,

"Victoria," le digo, "<Lque cosa, que cosa eh?," le diqo yo,

"'tuy como borracha." Y ya vengo aqui, me vengo aqui.

[...] De'pu6' viene ella, de'pue' dice, "Ay, mdma, [...],

yo 'toy, como 'toy borracha," dice. "Ay, hija," le digo,

"es temblor," le digu. Bueno, ya lo' (< nos) salimo' asi

apegadas de la pader (< pared) para fuera, porque estaba

duro por la cosa. Salimoh luego con la muchacha. Y poh (<

pues) paso el temblor. De'pueh lo' metimo' hasta la cocina.

Bueno, al rato, me acorde yo del hi jo cuando ya '1 temblor
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habia pasado. "Ay, Victoria," le digo, "Ay, Die-'," le digo,

"voy a guedar sin m' hi jo," le digo, "se va a curar mi

hi jo," le digo, "se va a perder porgue no creo," le digo,

"gue esa cosa," le digo, "vaya a salir," le digo, M/ onde

'stan," le digo. "Queda haber cdido esa casa," le digo, "se

derribd la casa," le digo. [...] Ya no me respondian, [...]

silencio. De'pue' la mandd pulo enjuelmo (< puro enfermo)

,

<Lno? Dice, "Mira, vete," dice, "pa' la casa," dice, "porgue

mi land va ' decir gue 'tamo' muerto'," dice. [•••] Pero

yo 'taba creyendo gue 'staban muertoh, cah?

Pregunta ; <LAgui se sinti6 mucho el temblor?

Respuesta, Inf. 19 ; Si. [•••] Agui en San Nicolds se

sintid fuerte. No md' gue agui nunca se derriba una casa

como, con casah dura', de palo.

Pregunta : <LY cuando habia redondos se tumbaron mucho?

Respuesta, Inf. 19 ; No. [•••] Como guiera, sale

bien.

Pregunta ; <LTodo salid bien? cNadie se perdid?

Respuesta. Inf. 19; Nadie se perdid. [...]

Pregunta ; dCuando pusieron la primera escuela primaria

agui?

Respuesta , Inf. 18 ; <LLa primaria? cCudndo? <LCudndo?

Pregunta ; Mds o menos.

Respuesta. Inf. 18 ; La secundaria tiene siete ano'.

[...] La primaria deb' tener, porgue... Eh gue estudiaban

pero agui en ramaditas, asi.
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( Inf. 18. Aparte a un cliente : Andan juntos. <LVa '

comer? [...] A'orita regresan porque ya plancharon. Aqui

'sta la ropa planchada, nada md' [...] Cuando planchan,

tarda .

)

Preaunta : A mi me gustan las cosas (i.e. comidas)

preparadas a la mexicana.

Respuesta
f

Inf. 18 : Si, pero aqui en esta... Alia ni

comen chile.

Respuesta , Inf. 19 : No lo comia (el investigador)

,

pero ya lo 'std comiendo. [•••] Pue' luego se pone rojo,

pues.

Pregunta : Y usted, (Informante 18), casistio a la

escuela?

Respuesta, Inf. 18 : No.

Respuesta. Inf. 19 : Mi hermana iba a 1' escuela. Pero

despueh como se murid una maestra ya no jue a 1' escuela

porque decia qu' el que sabia l'er se muria, <Lya ve? Ya no

jue nunca a 1' escuela.

Respuesta, Inf. 18 : [•••] Yo no se leer nada, nada.

Unas (sic) numeros, unos cuantos. [•••] Sin saber leer,

aprendi a tejer de gancho, [...] bordar, cortar flore'.

[...] Hago floreh de tela, de papel, de... lo que sea.

Pero no man puro sentido.

Respuesta, Inf. 19 : [ . . . ] Troza estoh papeleh y

viste, como 'ora en una tumba, la viste. Le digo, 'ora
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'cabando de, d' este, le digo, va a rezar su borda, no sale.

(Se rien.

)



APPENDIX S
INFORMANT 20

Excerpts from Interview
Female, Age 72

Recorded in San Nicolas
Total recorded time 28 minutes

Narrativa : Este... Comenzamos a... a formar vida,

trabajo. Como yo aprendi dehde joven, chiquita, aprendi

a... como se va a jormar (< formar) uno para ganar dinero.

Yo 'tendi a trabajar con mis... M' ensenaron mis padres.

Printero, mi mama m' ensen6. [...] Yo soy de Santo Domingo,

[...] si, de alia vengo ' este lugar. Yo aqui, no... Alia

conoci que alia habia mucha' ramada' y ramaditah asi y

estaban las mujeres tejiendo, jilando. Entonce' yo alii, me

quedaba sentada mirando, mirando. Cuando yo estaba tejiendo

una tela de, que le dicen de cuadrito', una manta de

cuadrito', hay un hilo bianco, un hilo cuyuche, algodbn.

Blanco y uno cuyuche. Y 6se lo jila uno aparte. Y el

bianco aparte, el cuyuche aparte. Cuando se burle la tela,

se le va poniendo cuatro bianco', cuatro cuyuche'. Y ya

dehpu6h que se teje, se le pone cuatro bianco', cuatro

cuyuche', asi es como salen lo' cuadrito'. Y ese, ese

trabajo eh muy bonito cuando uno 'sta joven, pero ahora que

ya uno es grande, ya nada. Entonce', yo d' eso comenza,

comenc6 a 'cer mi trabajo de ensenanza, de lo' tiempo'
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pasado', dverda'? Mah dehpue' llego un senor que cargaba

maquina, y la entrego alii con mi papa, se la vendio.

Cohtaban doscientos pesos. [...] Si, era mucho. 'Tonce'

el abono treinta y cinco centavo', teniamo' que dar treinta

y cinco por semana en abono. Y entonce' yo dije para 'tar

tejiendo, jilando, mejor voy a 'garrar la maquina, para

ganar mdh dinero. Alii me ganaba ya un peso por dia, si no

un peso cincuenta centavo'. Entonce' [...] el queso era a

doce centavo', un quesote pero grande que aqui tapa este

plato. [...] Queso bianco para comer. Ya lo' poniamoh a

comer toda la juamilia [...]. Entonce' yo hacia mis comaleh

asi, comaleh juamiliares de lodo, bien, bien bien

golpeadito'. Y entonce' eso yo lo ponia y ya lo cociamo'

con lena, con... recojiando basura, ya lo cociamo 7
. [...]

Compraba yo un quesote asi, grande, a doce centavo'. [•••]

Pregunta : Y ahora, <Lcu£nto cuesta un queso de esos?

Respuesta : Ahora cuesta quince, d' ese queso que

comprdbamoh ante', 'ora cuesta quince mil, dieh mil, segun

que la leche de cara, si. Ese, el queso chiquito si cuesta

cinco mil, cuatro mil, que le cabe aqui en este platito.

Entonce', el tiempo viene voltiando. Viene asi, todo, para

uno cuando va creciendo debe de pensar, c6mo va a ser, cdmo

va, ehte, hacer el dinero, dno? Yo nunca dije, nunca me

crie yo sin, no platicar con mis padreh. Yo siempre me

gustaba platicar, yo siempre me pedia... gustaba pedir

consejo'. Aja, a ver como se hace '1 dinero, como se hace.
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[...] Pue' yo lo voy a ganar, para que lo tengamoh en la

casa. Y entonce' pue' yo digo que [su flaneh] han trayido a

uno', parandolos a unoh, porque, mire, cuando uno n'

encuentra dinero, vamonoh. 'Orita se 'tan casando y se 'tan

descasando, <Lpor que? Porque no, no se acompletan, sus

gastos son mucho'. Quieren gastar much' y poco dinero.

Entonces 'a vida uno la debe de llevar, detenendola,

detenendola, detenendola, para que no se jorme, y soporte, y

aguante. Porque si uno no aguanta, se va ' ir... Nunca

hace nada. Nunca hace nada. Y graciah a Dio' aqui estoy,

mis hija' se criaron y yo, pueh haciamo' mi esposo,

trabajando en el campo y en la casa. [...] Ganaba yo

treinta... tres pantalones por el dia, me ganaba yo treinta

mil, que son ahora, cno? [— ] Me ganaba yo tre' billete'

de a diez, aj£, por el dia. Entonce' dice, "Yo, ique le

busco? E'te e' mi trabajo. dPara que me voy a otro lado a

ganar?" [ . . .

]



APPENDIX T
INFORMANT 21

Excerpts from Interview
Female, Age (approximately) 75

Recorded in San Nicolas
Total recorded time 45 minutes

Narrativa : Una gente es pobre, no es como por alia gue

son rico'. Por agui la gente trabajando, yo he trabajado

con el machete, yo he trabajado ... este, haciendo,

moliendo, tejiendo, jilando [...] Yo agui yo [...] molia en

el metate, le eche tortilla, cosi con 1' aguja. [...] He

sido como campesina, pue'.

Pregunta : £Y usted nunca vivio en otro lugar?

Respuesta : Si. Vivi, me... voy a decir en un lugar

gue se llama Lagartero pa' Pinotepa.

Pregunta ; cCerca de Pinotepa?

Respuesta : Cerca de Pinotepa. Alii vivi. 'Tuve en

papayale', [...] aja, sembre papaya, sembre papaya. Cana,

todo eso para alia.

Pregunta : IY ajonjoli tambien?

Respuesta : Ajonjoli— Si, hasta sorgo sembre. [ ]

Preaunta : cCdmo llego a estar agui?

Respuesta : cAgui en San Nicola'? Es gue yo de agui he

sido. Ay, di agui ' sido. Me crie por agui. Mih padreh me

najieron en un lugar gue se llama Cortijo. Aja. Alia naci.
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Y dehpues cuando ya 'taba yo por aqui est' eda', me acuerdo

que se vinieron mi' papase' (< mis papas) y me trajieron

[...] Aca me crie por aca yo ya, ya me crie por acci.
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